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THE EXECUTIVE

Meeting: Thursday, 3 December 2020 at 6.00 pm in Virtual Meeting

Present: Councillor A McKeown (Chair) 

Councillors A Barrow, D Greenhalgh, F Sloman and J Todd

Councillors T Ashton, J Collins, E Thrane and S Young were also in 
attendance.

20/85 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
(Agenda Item 2)

Councillor Greenhalgh declared an other interest – Item 9 (Medium Term 
Financial Plan 2020/21 - 2023/24 – Update) – employer receives grant from 
the Borough Council.

20/86 TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(Agenda Item 3)

RESOLVED: 

That the minutes of the meeting of the Executive held on 8 October 2020 be 
approved as a correct record.  

20/87 WILDFIRE PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER
(Agenda Item 4)

The Executive considered a report that would introduce measures to reduce 
the risk of wildfires in high risk areas of the Borough. 

The proposed Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) was considered at the 
Community Select Committee on 25 November. The issue of smoking 
cigarettes and application of the PSPO in relation to public rights of way 
were both raised during the discussions. Paragraph 4(b) of the draft Order 
prohibits the use of articles which cause a naked flame and thereby pose a 
risk of fire. It was suggested that lighting and smoking a cigarette would not 
normally fall foul of this provision provided that it is extinguished and 
disposed of appropriately. The Schedule to the proposed Order set out the 
areas that would be covered by the proposed Order and this would include 
public footpaths (but not private land). It was suggested that these two 
issues did not require amendments to be made to the report 
recommendations.

It was clarified that the order would include public rights of way but not 
surrounding areas of private land.

High Peak Borough Council
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The Executive
Thursday, 3 December 2020

Options considered:

The Council could work with partners to raise awareness of the risks of wildfires 
and to encourage people to behave responsibly without the introduction of new 
enforcement powers.

RESOLVED:

1. That the conduct of the necessary consultation, publication and 
notification in relation to the draft Order appended to the report be 
agreed.

2. That the draft Order be subsequently approved by Individual Executive 
Decision unless the responses from the consultation necessitate material 
changes to the draft Order.

20/88 COMMUNITY TRIGGER
(Agenda Item 5)

The report sought revised procedures for the statutory ASB Review 
(Community Trigger) process.  The Community Select Committee 
considered the proposed revisions to the Community Trigger process on 25 
November. Committee members suggested that the process would benefit 
from increased public awareness of the Community Trigger and improved 
monitoring. Neither of these suggestions would require changes to the 
recommendations within the report but could be addressed as the new 
process begins to be implemented.

Options considered:

 The Council could seek to negotiate local arrangements with partners 
(not recommended).

 The Council could elect not to commit to the ASB Help pledge (not 
recommended).

RESOLVED:

1. That the adoption of the revised Derbyshire Community Trigger 
Practitioner Guidance be agreed.

2. That commitment to the ASB Help pledge be agreed.

20/89 TRANS PENNINE UPGRADE A57 LINK ROAD
(Agenda Item 6)

The report notified the Executive of the current consultation from Highways 
England on the A57 Link Roads, to highlight key elements of the scheme, to 
set out the proposed approach to consider and agree a response to the 
consultation and to clarify the process moving forward.

The report was considered by the Economy  Select Committee on 26 
November 2020. Members expressed concerns with regards to changes to 
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Thursday, 3 December 2020

the proposed scheme, impact on air quality zones and increased levels of 
traffic in Tintwistle and Glossop.

Options considered:

As detailed in the report.

RESOLVED:

1.  That the details of the consultation be noted and the proposed approach 
to the Council’s response as set out at paragraph 5.16 of the report be 
agreed.

2. That the Executive make any comments around the proposals in 
response to the consultation.

20/90 ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20
(Agenda Item 7)

The purpose of the report was to present the Council’s Annual Report for 
2019/20, which compared High Peak’s performance and costs with councils 
in the East Midlands region and nationally; and highlighted further action 
where needed.  The report was considered by the Corporate Select 
Committee on 30 November 2020.  Improved ways of displaying 
performance would be considered for future reports.

Options considered:

This report was for information with no decision required of the Executive.

RESOLVED:

That the findings of the benchmarking exercises and the small refocus of the 
Corporate Plan suggested for the following 12 months be noted.

20/91 SECOND QUARTER FINANCIAL, PROCUREMENT & PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW 2020/21
(Agenda Item 8)

The purpose of the report was to inform members of the Council’s overall 
performance and financial position for the period ended 30th September 
(“Second Quarter 2020/21”) The report was considered by the Corporate 
Select Committee on 30 November 2020.  The position was summarised as 
follows:
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Subject Headline Reference
Finance The Finance headlines for the Second Quarter were:

Performance against Budget
 At the Second Quarter stage the General Fund projected outturn 

for 2020/21 was an overspend of £451,070.  
Efficiency Programme

 At Quarter Two £86,000 of savings had been taken against the 
2020/21 revised efficiency target of £257,000 (General Fund).  

Housing Revenue Account
 The Housing Revenue Account was predicted to be in surplus 

(against budget) by £771,660 at the Quarter Two stage.
Capital Programme

 The General Fund Capital Programme budget for 2020/21 as 
revised was £5.05 million.  The projected outturn was £3.39 
million, representing an underspend of £1.66 million – mostly in 
respect of programme slippage due to Covid19

 The HRA Programme for 2020/21 as revised was £5.4 million.  
The projected outturn was £4.6 million which represents a £0.8 
million underspend - mostly in respect of programme slippage.

Treasury Management
 Cash investments held at 30 September 2020 totalled £30.9 

million.
 Council borrowing at 30 September 2020 totalled £66.8 million.
 The Council’s net interest costs were forecast to be as budgeted 

for the HRA and £26,320 under for the general fund.
Revenue Collection

 55.72% of Council Tax was collected by 30 September 2020, 
compared to 56.79% for the same period last year.

 52.36% of Business Rates was collected by 30 September 2020 
compared with 59.11% for the same period last year.

 At the end of Quarter Two the value of sundry debt over 60 days 
old was £238,850 which compared to £165,340 at 30 June 2019

Appendix A

Procurement The Procurement headlines for the Second Quarter were:
 24 procurement activities were completed 
 The Procurement forward plan included 61 procurement activities for 

completion/start in 2020/21 (either HPBC only or joint)
 At the 30 September 2020, 76% of procurement activity undertaken 

was on the forward plan and the Council paid 94% of its invoices 
within 30 days

Appendix B 

Performance The Performance headlines for the Second Quarter were:
 77% of the key performance indicators on track, with 46% 

better than the previous year.
 The Council received 31 complaints, 158 comments and 98 

compliments in the Second Quarter.
 Priority Actions - 5 green, 1 completed, remainder yet to 

commence

Appendix C
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The wite off of irrecoverable monies was considered in the exempt part of 
the meeting.

Options considered:

Detailed Analysis is contained within the appendices to the report.

RESOLVED:

That the Second Quarter 2020/21 financial, procurement and performance 
position detailed in Appendices A, B and C and summarised at 3.3 of the 
covering report be noted.

20/92 MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN UPDATE
(Agenda Item 9)

The report presented the Council’s updated Medium Term Financial Plan 
(MTFP) for the period 2021/22 – 2024/25. The MTFP presented the 
Council’s priorities in the context of the likely resources available, providing 
a financial context to future decision-making.  The report was considered by 
the Corporate Select Committee on 30 November 2020.

Options considered:

There are no options to consider at this stage.

RESOLVED:

That the updated Medium Term Financial Plan be approved.

20/93 INFORMATION GOVERNANCE UPDATE
(Agenda Item 10)

The report provided an Information Governance update which detailed how 
the Council continued to embed good information management practices 
through its ASSURED framework. The report was considered by the 
Corporate Select Committee on 30 November 2020.

Options considered:

This report is for information only and no decision is required.

RESOLVED:

That the contents of the update be noted.
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20/94 VISION DERBYSHIRE
(Agenda Item 11)

The purpose of the report was to consider: 

 The work that had been taking place with Derbyshire councils on 
the development of a new collaborative approach to deliver non-
structural reform across Derbyshire; and

 An update on the progress with the proposed publication of the 
Government’s Devolution and Recovery White Paper and the 
potential for local government reorganisation.

The report was considered by the Corporate Select Committee on 30 
November 2020.

Options considered:

There were no detailed options to consider at this stage – these would need to be 
evaluated fully as the programme of work begins to emerge.

RESOLVED:

1. That the progress with the work that has taken place with Derbyshire 
Councils on the development of Vision Derbyshire – a new collaborative 
approach to deliver non-structural reform across Derbyshire be noted.

2. That the intended publication of the Government’s Devolution and Local 
Recovery White Paper and the potential implications in relation to local 
government reform be noted.

3. That Vision Derbyshire be approved as the Council’s preferred option of 
local government reform in Derbyshire at this current time subject to 
further reports on confirmed proposals.

4. That the District Councils’ Network’s call for proposals in the 
Government’s white paper to back the success of district councils in 
delivery and not distract from the local recovery effort or reduce delivery 
capacity through forcing local government reorganization be endorsed.

5. That the Executive receive further reports on any confirmed proposals 
from Vision Derbyshire when available.

20/95 TO RESOLVE THAT THE PUBLIC AND PRESS BE EXCLUDED FROM 
THE MEETING FOR THE FOLLOWING ITEMS BECAUSE THERE MAY BE 
DISCLOSURE TO THEM OF EXEMPT INFORMATION AS DEFINED IN 
PART 1 OF SCHEDULE 12A OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972.
(Agenda Item 12)

RESOLVED:

That the public and press be excluded from the meeting for the following 
items because there may be disclosure to them of exempt information as 
defined in Part I of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.Page 8
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20/96 TO APPROVE THE EXEMPT MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(Agenda Item 13)

RESOLVED:

That the exempt minutes of the meeting of the Executive held on 8 October 
2020 be approved as a correct record.

20/97 APPLICATION FOR WRITE OFF OF NON-RECOVERABLE DEBTS
(Agenda Item 14)

The Executive approved a report that sought the write off balances which 
were deemed non recoverable.

The meeting concluded at 7.02 pm

CHAIRMAN
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

The Executive

 11 February 2021

Appendices Attached
 Appendix A (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Financial Report)
 Appendix B (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Procurement Report) 
 Appendix C (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Performance Report)

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform members of the Council’s overall 
performance and financial position for the period ended 31st December 
(“Third Quarter 2020/21”).

2. Recommendations

2.1 It is recommended that the Executive: 

 Note the Third Quarter 2020/21 financial, procurement and performance 
position detailed in Appendices A, B and C and summarised at 3.3 of this 
covering report; and

3. Executive Summary

3.1 This report summarises the Council’s performance and financial position after 
considering service activity up to the end of the Third Quarter (i.e. 31st  
December 2020). 

3.2 Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix A (Finance), Appendix B 
(Procurement) & Appendix C (Performance).

3.3 The position can be summarised as follows:

TITLE: Third Quarter Financial, Procurement & Performance 
Review 2020/21

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Cllr Alan Barrow – Executive Councillor for 
Corporate Services and Finance

CONTACT OFFICERS: Keith Pointon – Interim Head of Finance 
Vanessa Higgins – Information Business Partner

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-Specific
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Subject Headline Reference
Finance The Finance headlines for the Third Quarter are:

Performance against Budget
 At the Third Quarter stage the General Fund projected outturn for 

2020/21 is an underspend of £619,390.  
Efficiency Programme
 At Quarter Three £210,000 of savings have been taken against the 

2020/21 revised efficiency target of £257,000 (General Fund).  
Housing Revenue Account
 The Housing Revenue Account is predicted to be in surplus (against 

budget) by £1,497,848 at the Quarter Three stage.
Capital Programme
 The General Fund Capital Programme budget for 2020/21 as 

revised is £5.05 million.  The projected outturn is £2.70 million, 
representing an underspend of £2.35 million – mostly in respect of 
programme slippage due to Covid19

 The HRA Programme for 2020/21 as revised is £5.4 million.  The 
projected outturn is £4.0 million which represents a £1.4 million 
underspend - mostly in respect of programme slippage.

Treasury Management
 Cash investments held at 31 December 2020 totalled £38.5 million.
 Council borrowing at 31 December 2020 totalled £66.8 million.
 The Council’s net interest costs are forecast to be as budgeted for 

the HRA and £45,560 under for the general fund.
Revenue Collection
 83.54% of Council Tax was collected by 31 December 2020, 

compared to 84.63% for the same period last year.
 79.12% of Business Rates was collected by 31 December 2020 

compared with 82.89% for the same period last year.
 At the end of Quarter Three the value of sundry debt over 60 days 

old was £236,580 which compares to £152,220 at 31 December 
2019

Appendix A

Procurement The Procurement headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 14 procurement activities were completed 
 The Procurement forward plan includes 53 procurement activities for 

completion/start in 2020/21 (either HPBC only or joint)
 At the 31 December 2020, 68% of procurement activity undertaken 

was on the forward plan and the Council paid 94% of its invoices 
within 30 days

Appendix B 

Performance The Performance headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 73% of the key performance indicators on track, with 50% better 

than the previous year.
 The Council received 59 complaints, 239 comments and 132 

compliments in the Second Quarter.
 Priority Actions - 11 green, 2 completed, remainder yet to commence

Appendix C

4.      How this Report Links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the 
effective management of performance and financial resources, which is the 
subject of this report.
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5.      Options and Analysis

5.1 Detailed Analysis is contained within the appendices

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None

6.2 Workforce
None

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality 
and Diversity policies.

6.4 Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout the 
report.

6.5 Legal
None

6.6 Sustainability
None

6.7 External Consultation
None

6.8      Risk Assessment
There are a number of risks to the financial position presented, which are 
identified and explained in the financial report attached at Appendix A.

CLAIRE HAZELDENE
Acting Executive Director (Finance & Customer Services)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

Appendices A-C Keith Pointon
01538 395400 Ext. 4193
Vanessa Higgins 
01538 395400 Ext. 4195

6.4
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APPENDIX A

2020/21

Third Quarter 
Financial
Review
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1. Background and Introduction 

1.1. In accordance with the Council’s Financial Procedure Rules and recommended 
good practice, a quarterly financial report is presented to members. This is the third 
such report for 2020/21.

1.2. The report summarises overall financial performance for 2020/21 with particular 
emphasis on the key sources of financial risk to the Council. Specific 
considerations are as follows:

 General Fund Revenue Account (Section 2) – considers budgetary 
performance on the General Account by looking at variations in income and 
expenditure and the funding received by the Council. 

 Alliance Environmental Services (Section 3) – highlights the performance of 
the Council’s Joint Venture Company providing Waste and Fleet services.

 Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme (Section 4) – considers progress 
in achieving the efficiency and rationalisation savings forecast. 

 Housing Revenue Account (Section 5) – highlights the budgetary position in 
respect of the operation of the Council’s housing stock.

 General Fund Capital Programme (Section 6) – provides an update to 
Members on progress against the Council’s General Fund capital plans.

 HRA Capital Programme (Section 7) – provides an update to Members on 
progress against the Council’s HRA capital plans.

 Treasury Management (Section 8) – sets out the key statistics in terms of 
investments and borrowings.

 Revenue Collection (Section 9) – considers progress-to-date in collecting the 
Council Tax, Business Rates and Sundry Debts.
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2. General Fund Revenue Account

2.1. This section of the report considers the financial performance of the General Fund 
Revenue Account against budget by looking at variations in income and 
expenditure and funding received by the Council.

Service (with staff*) 2020/21 
Budget

Expected 
Outturn 
2020/21

Variance

Contributi
on to / 

(Use of) 
Earmarked 
Reserves

Net 
Variance

 £ £ £ £ £
Alliance Leadership Team 58,290 41,680 (16,610) - (16,610)
Audit 10,240 1,230 (9,010) - (9,010)
ICT 565,210 590,210 25,000 (25,000) -
Human Resources 69,480 47,070 (22,410) - (22,410)
Member Services 195,220 148,970 (46,250) - (46,250)
Property Services 150,680 650,510 499,830 - 499,830
Benefits (178,470) (185,470) (7,000) (14,700) (21,700)
Planning Applications (410,680) (312,110) 98,570 4,200 102,770
Building Control 56,140 5,740 (50,400) - (50,400)
Customer Services 144,390 89,930 (54,460) - (54,460)
Legal Services 30,510 28,510 (2,000) - (2,000)
Electoral Services 59,470 21,770 (37,700) - (37,700)
Licensing and Land Charges (317,480) (246,680) 70,800 - 70,800
Regeneration 249,480 343,910 94,430 (73,000) 21,430
Communities and Cultural 293,030 269,690 (23,340) (17,430) (40,770)
Housing Strategy** 67,930 (70) (68,000) 57,000 (11,000)
Transformation 21,250 19,140 (2,110) - (2,110)
Community Safety and Enforcement 109,580 76,580 (33,000) - (33,000)
Finance Income & Procurement (131,430) 80,720 212,150 - 212,150
Corporate Finance* 5,457,020 5,560,760 103,740 (200,000) (96,260)
Waste Collection 1,937,780 1,959,380 21,600 - 21,600
Street Scene 382,770 409,000 26,230 (60) 26,170
Leisure Services 146,770 1,260,310 1,113,540 20,630 1,134,170
Horticulture 310,060 281,030 (29,030) (780) (29,810)
Environmental Health (30,710) 6,510 37,220 - 37,220
 
Net Total of Services 9,248,530 11,148,320 1,901,790 - 1,652,650
  
Net Interest 1,677,940 1,634,380 (45,560) (45,560)
 10,926,470 12,782,700 1,856,230 (249,140) 1,607,090
Funding:  
- external (10,951,820) (14,334,060) (3,382,240) 3,360,640 (21,600)
- reserves contribution to/(from)
     general contingency 138,290 138,290 - - -
     use of carry forward from 19/20 (24,000) (24,000) - - -
     earmarked (88,940) (249,140) (160,200) 249,140 88,940
- covid 19 support (2,293,820) (2,293,820) (2,293,820)

Projected (Surplus)/Deficit - (3,980,030) (3,980,030) 3,360,640 (619,390)
    

* Staff budgets are currently budgeted within Corporate Finance (except for the staff budget of the Carelink service within 
Housing Strategy which for operational reasons are included within the Service).
  ** The Council’s Housing management costs are charged to the Housing Revenue Account
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2.2. A revenue budget of £10,902,470 was set for 2020/21.  In accordance with 
Financial Procedure Rules, the roll forward of £24,000 in unused budgets from 
2019/20 has been authorised.

Corporate Finance (£6,000): relating to completion of risk management work 
around the safeguarding of the Buxton Spring Water source. 

Assets (£18,000): in respect of works to Whaley Bridge War Memorial.

This brings the 2020/21 budget to £10,926,470.

2.3. The table above shows how this budget has been allocated to services.

2.4. The Q3 projected outturn on the General Fund Revenue Account for 2020/21 is 
£10,307,080.  This represents a projected surplus for the year of £619,390. 

2.5. There are three service areas with a projected significant underspend (>£50,000):

 Building Control (£50,400 underspend); service overbudgeted for the existing 
delivery model and level of activity. 

 Customer Services (£54,460 underspend); Changes in working practices 
brought on by the pandemic have built on existing initiatives to reduce spend 
across a number of budget heads including post and print. 

 Corporate Finance (£96,260 underspend); The underlying performance of 
this service would be a £103,740 overspend were it not for the use of a £200,000 
earmarked reserve as set out in section 2.8. The service has been designated 
to record the proposed application of the Council’s Covid 19 earmaked reserve 
as this is being applied towards meeting an authority wide shortfall between the 
costs of Covid 19 and any compensation payable by Central Government.
The underlying overspend reflects the negative impact of Covid 19 on corporate 
activities offset by a windfall of Business Rates income. A £103,000 windfall 
arose through an over-accrual against the 19/20 Pool.  Covid 19 has impacted 
negatively, by some £130,000, income earned from the bottled water franchise 
and by £70,000 the Council’s ability to achieve its efficiency target.  

2.6. There are five service areas with projected significant overspends (>£50,000).

 Property (£499,830 overspend); Covid-19 has impacted this service 
significantly in two areas.  Car parking where a £442,000 reduction in net income 
is forecast and Public Conveniences with additional cleaning costs resulting in 
a £28,000 overspend.  Additional costs of some £48,000 are being incurred to 
facilitate Glossop market activities while the building remedial work progresses. 
The protracted negotiation of a replacement contract for property maintenance 
is further adding to budgetary pressures while some savings are accruing from 
the reduced use of accommodation.

 Planning (£102,770 overspend); underspends across a number of budget 
heads are partially offsetting a predicted £117,000 shortfall in income from 
planning applications. 
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 Licensing and Land Charges (£70,800 overspend); Covid-19 has reduced 
demand for both land searches and activity licensing adding a further £55,000 
to an underlying £20,000 shortfall in anticipated income based on historic 
demand.

 Finance Income and Procurement (£212,150 overspend); Covid-19 has 
significantly impacted the Recovery service with income generated from 
summons activity predicted to be some £170,000 below original expectations 
due to stalled recovery action.  Further budget pressure in the region of £60,000 
is predicted in Revenues from the level of spending on external services to 
support billing processes.  This has been exacerbated to a degree by the heavy 
involvement of staff in administering the payment of Covid 19 business grants – 
which Government funding has contributed towards.  Savings against a small 
number of other budgets have helped reduce the overall overspend.

 Leisure (£1,134,170 overspend); The pandemic has seen the closure and 
curtailment of leisure facilities and activities significantly impacting the council’s 
leisure contractor. At present, subject to the council continuing to provide cost 
plus support to the contractor, the Council is anticipating overspends in the 
region of £779,000 for leisure centre provision and £379,000 in regard to 
Pavilion Gardens.

2.7. The £45,560 underspend on net interest costs is detailed in section 8.

2.8. The level of funding anticipated for the year is currently forecast £2,476,620 above 
that budgeted due to the following:

Business Rates (£3,382,240):
 The Council expects to receive £3,437,820 in additional S31 grants in the 

year following the announcement and award of Extended Retail Relief of 
100% (33% was forecast in the budget based on the best knowledge at the 
time); and Nursery Discount (which was not anticipated in the budget). Both 
of these increases to relief were announced by the government in response 
to the Covid-19 situation. Accounting practice dictates that these grants are 
treated as general fund revenue in the year. However, the extended reliefs 
impact the Collection Fund by increasing the deficit in the year, which will 
need to be distributed in future years, therefore this additional funding needs 
to be earmarked to accommodate this and cannot be used to support other 
services.

 This increase in Business Rates Funding is forecast to be offset in part by 
an increase in net levy payable on growth to the Derbyshire Business Rates 
Pool of £55,580 compared to the budgeted amount. After taking into account 
the additional reliefs awarded, the remaining net business rates income 
forecast for the end of the year is improved compared to budget setting due 
to smaller than anticipated amount to be provided for future appeals against 
rateable values. This is calculated on a percentage basis of Business Rates 
income therefore the resulting provision required is smaller due to additional 
reliefs awarded during the year. As a result, the growth calculation is 
improved and a greater is levy payable.
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Contribution to Reserves £3,200,440:
 Earmarked Reserves (£160,200 additional usage):

o Earmarked reserves are created to match available funding with future 
projects and activities.  Often it is not possible to anticipate when eligible spend 
will occur and so as the year progresses services will identify projects and 
schemes where earmarked reserves can be applied. 
At the beginning of the year a £88,940 use of reserves was anticipated but this 
is now expected to be £249,140.  This change is primarily down to movement 
on a corporate earmarked reserve;
 The proposed use of the £200,000 Covid 19 earmarked reserve set up 

at the end of 2019/20.  At this time the shortfall accruing to the pandemic 
in 2020/21 is anticipated to be £227,000.  Application of the reserve will 
reduce this shortfall to £27,000. 

o Business Rates earmarked reserve of £3,360,640 created to match S31 
grant income received to the future needs of the Collection Fund.

 Covid 19 funding (£2,293,820)

In response to the financial strain placed on local authorities by the pandemic the 
Government is providing financial support in the form of grants towards exceptional 
costs and compensation for loss of income.  It is anticipated that this support will 
amount to £2,293,820 made up of the amounts below.

Exceptional Costs Support: (£1,777,070)

 General Support (£1,256,990 funding):
The Council has received these monies to support its general activities 
as impacted by the pandemic. 

 Business Grants Administration (£246,500 funding):
This additional grant relates to the costs incurred administering the 
allocation of grants to Covid impacted businesses in the District.

 Enforcement Grant (£38,818 funding):
This funding relates to the costs incurred enforcing lock down 
requirements in the District.

 Isolation Grants Administration (£24,762 funding):
This funding relates to the costs incurred administering the allocation of 
Isolation grants to Covid impacted individuals in the District.

 Track and Trace (£50,000 funding):
This funding from the County Council is towards the Council’s 
responsibilities for local track and trace.

 National Leisure Recovery (£160,000)
This is the maximum amount that would currently be claimable under this 
Government initiative to support recovery of the Leisure Sector (award to 
be confirmed).

Compensation for loss of income: (£516,750)
 Loss of Income (£516,750 funding):

Councils have been promised the facility to claim for up to 75% of net 
losses against budget for income streams that satisfy set criteria. Based 
on a prudent interpretation of the guidance, £516,750 is currently 
anticipated in funding.
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3. Alliance Environmental Services

3.1. Alliance Environmental Services Ltd (AES) delivers waste, fleet, street cleansing 
and grounds maintenance services to both High Peak Borough and Staffordshire 
Moorlands District Councils. The Councils are shareholders of the company along 
with Ansa, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cheshire East Council. 

3.2. AES’s financial performance and impact on this Council’s budget is summarised 
below:

2020-21 General 
Fund HRA Total

£ £ £
AES Contract budget 4,155,710 200,800 4,356,510

Management fee 4,357,160 209,370 4,566,530
Allocation of AES efficiency (115,620) (4,920) (120,540)
Contract pressures 48,050 8,030 56,080
Covid-19 costs 94,870 630 95,500
Total management fee payable 4,384,460 213,110 4,597,570
Allocation of Joint Operation Profit (85,820) (3,650) (89,470)
Net total 4,298,640 209,460 4,508,100

Variance to budget 142,930 8,660 151,590

3.3. The AES business plan for all services delivered to the Council during 2020/21 
includes a budgeted management fee of £4,566,530. The Council’s share of the 
total AES revised efficiency target for 2020/21 of £120,540 is repayable to the 
Council and is allocated against the management fee costs.

3.4. Contract pressures totalling £56,080 are forecast at quarter 3 which relate to the 
closure of the Melandra depot. Additional costs of £95,500 are also anticipated as 
a result of the Covid-19 outbreak; these relate to provision of cleaning products, 
PPE and additional agency costs.

3.5. Under accounting standards, AES’s financial performance is incorporated in to the 
Councils’ single entity statements as a ‘Joint Operation’ as opposed to separate 
group accounts being reported.  The profit is therefore apportioned between the 
two Councils and the respective services in line with the input of budgeted 
resources from each department. The Council’s share of the forecast profit at the 
end of quarter 3 is £89,470 and is offset against the management fee costs.

4.       Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme

4.1. This section of the report considers the financial performance of the Council’s 
Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme in 2020/21.

4.2. The Council’s Medium-Term Financial Plan (approved in February 2017) included 
the four-year (2017/18 – 2020/21) Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy targeting 
savings of £2.1 million.
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4.3. The Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy is premised on the need to both reduce 
expenditure and increase income. The need to grow income is now more of a 
priority as the Council moves more towards being self-financing. The strategy has 
been developed with the underlying principles of protecting frontline service 
delivery. It is also intended that the strategy is a tool to enable the Council to ensure 
that its service spending is determined by the established priorities set out in 
Corporate Plan.

4.4. The 2020/21 budget was set in February 2020 with the assumption of £410,000 of 
savings in the year. This figure comprised £810,000 from the original strategy 
reduced by £305,000 in re-profiled savings and £95,000 income generation savings 
deferred into 2021/22.  A further £153,000 of savings were realised in quarter 4 of 
2019/20 (after the MTFP was presented), reducing the amount to be achieved in 
2020/21 to £257,000.  The major focus of the savings programme in 2020/21 being 
on growth and income generation.

4.5. At the end of Quarter Three, £210,000 savings have been taken against the 20/21 
efficiency target.

4.6. The current situation, regarding the on-going effect of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
places into doubt some of the savings taken out of the budget during 2019/20; 
particularly those relating to the Leisure Services contract. There is also a  risk that 
the current year savings will not be fully achieved, particularly those relating to 
growing fees and charges and income generation. At this stage it is assumed that 
there will be a shortfall in savings of £47,000. 

4.7. The Authority carries a longstanding reserve earmarked to support the Efficiency 
Strategy which can be drawn on to offset one-off costs of delivering the efficiency 
programme, such as redundancy costs. The reserve currently stands at £200,000. 
It has not been necessary to draw on this reserve in previous years so it remains 
intact to underwrite performance against future savings targets in the Efficiency 
Programme.

5.       Housing Revenue Account (HRA)

5.1. This section of the report considers the financial performance of the Council’s 
Housing Revenue Account and highlights the budgetary position in respect of the 
operation of the Council’s housing stock. 

5.2. The 2020/21 Housing Revenue Account budget was originally set to produce a 
deficit of £814,870 supported by reserves. The Chief Financial Officer has, in 
accordance with Financial Procedure Rules, authorised the roll forward of £120,000 
in unused budgets from 2019/20 to facilitate completion of capital component works 
(bathrooms; kitchens; electrical works and wet rooms) halted during the Covid 19 
pandemic lockdown period in March 20. This brought the 2020/21 budget to a deficit 
of £934,870.
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5.3. Provisional outturn expenditure on the Housing Revenue Account at the third 
quarter stage is £14,535,568 with estimated income of £15,089,546. This 
represents a surplus for the year of £562,978 (i.e. £1,497,848 below budget – 
therefore no reserves are required to fund HRA activities in year).

Housing Revenue Account

2020-21 
Approved 

Budget
Q3 

Changes
2020-21 
Revised 
Budget

2020-21 
Expected 
Outturn

Variance

£ £ £ £ £
INCOME    
Dwellings Rents (14,370,910) - (14,370,910) (14,345,659) 25,251
Non - Dwelling Rents Etc (671,660) - (671,660) (752,887) (81,227)
Sub-total income (15,042,570) - (15,042,570) (15,098,546) (55,976)
 EXPENDITURE
Repairs & Maintenance 4,341,520 - 4,341,520 4,406,370 64,850
Supervision & Management 2,618,150 - 2,618,150 2,534,530 (83,620)
Rents, rates, taxes Etc. 113,030 - 113,030 117,030 4,000
Other Operating Expenditure 761,310 - 761,310 759,060 (2,250)
Depreciation & Impairment 2,099,030 - 2,099,030 2,099,030 -
Interest & Debt Management 2,746,340 - 2,746,340 2,746,645 305
Contribution to Capital 3,298,060 - 3,298,060 1,872,903 (1,425,157)
Sub-total expenditure 15,977,440 - 15,977,440 14,535,568 (1,441,872)
 -Surplus(-)/Deficit 934,870 - 934,870 (562,978) (1,497,848)
Use of Reserves (934,870) - (934,870) 562,978 1,497,848
Balance - - - - -

5.4. The Council has a duty, in accordance with Part VI (Section 74) of the Local   
Government and Housing Act 1989, to maintain a “Housing Revenue Account” 
(HRA).  By “ring -fencing’ the Housing Revenue Account, the Council ensures that 
the management and maintenance of the Council’s housing stock is funded from 
the income generated by rents and other related sources. The Council is required 
under Part VI (Section 76) to prevent a debit balance each year on the HRA by 
setting the appropriate budget and monitoring progress against that budget 
throughout the financial year. The credit balance predicted by the Council at this 
third quarter stage will be transferred to reserves within the Housing Revenue 
Account.

5.5. There is just one significant (>£50,000) overspend on the HRA:
 Repairs and Maintenance £64,850 – There are a number of variances 

contributing to this overspend; the most significant relate to the use of sub-
contractors and agency staff (£120,000); the increased costs associated with 
asbestos surveys (£40,000); the increased costs of materials (£30,000) offset 
by less trade waste disposal costs (£70,000) and general underspends within 
compliance (-£50,000)

5.6. There are three significant (>£50,000) underspends to be noted at this stage.

 Income - Non-Dwelling Rents (£81,227) – increased income from service 
charges has been responsible for the majority of this positive variance.
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 Supervision and Management (£83,620) – There are numerous small variance 
contributing to this underspend, however two significant variances include 
firstly, the reduction in employee costs (£40,000) and the second reflects 
stalled spend within communities and tenant participation budgets (£40,000)

 Contribution to Capital (£1,425,157) – This underspend relates to delays in 
commencement and completion of a number of Capital Schemes and is 
reflective of the changes to the capital programme detailed in Section 7 below.

6.      General Fund Capital Programme

6.1. This section of the report provides an update to Members on the Council’s General 
Fund Programme.

6.2. The table below shows a high level (service) summary of the General Fund Capital 
Programme position at 31st December 2020. Further detail on a scheme by scheme 
basis is contained in Annex A.

 
2020/21 

Approved 
Budget 

Q3 
Changes

2020/21 
Revised  
Budget

Expected 
Outturn 
2020/21

Expected 
Variance 
2020/21

 £ £ £ £ £
Housing     667,000             -        667,000     170,000    (497,000) 
Housing Standards     550,290             -        550,290     330,000    (220,290) 
Property Services  2,538,870             -     2,538,870   1,557,060    (981,810) 
ICT     135,210             -        135,210     198,360       63,150 
Fleet /CCTV 982,760             -   982,760 222,540    (760,220) 
Leisure Services       60,000             -         60,000 70,000 10,000
Regeneration       13,250             -         13,250       63,250       50,000 
Horticulture       99,040             -         99,040       90,000       (9,040) 
Total  5,046,420             -     5,046,420   2,701,210 (2,345,210) 
Funding:-      
External Contributions 550,290             -   550,290 523,070 (27,220)
Planning Obligations       43,000             -   43,000 43,000              -   
Capital Receipts(Land)     725,000             -   725,000       57,180    (667,820) 
Capital Receipts(one for one)     667,000             -   667,000 170,000    (497,000) 
Capital Receipts(vehicles)       32,500             -   32,500              -       (32,500) 
Capital Reserves     100,000             -   100,000 100,000              -   
Earmarked Reserves       64,450             -   64,450 64,450              -   
Borrowing  2,864,180             -   2,864,180 1,743,510 (1,120,670) 
Total 5,046,420             -   5,046,420 2,701,210 (2,345,210) 

6.3. The 2020/21 General Fund Capital Budget was approved by Members in February 
as part of the Medium Term Financial Plan £4,650,750.  An increase to the 
programme of £385,670 was then approved by Executive in July as part of the 
Provisional Outturn report and reflected the carry forward of budget from 2019/20.  
A new project budget of £10,000 has also been added during Quarter 1.   The overall 
approved budget now stands at £5,046,420.
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6.4. The changes made to the capital programme since approval in February are as 
follows:- 

 (£385,670 increase) The carry forward of 2019/20 capital budget variances as 
a result of projects which were either behind schedule or had progressed 
quicker than expected in the year. 

 (£10,000 increase) Individual Executive Decision 27th June 2017 approved the 
use of Section 106 planning obligation funds towards football projects; a 
contribution has now  been paid to support a planned project to develop 
Cemetery Road Football Club and Community Hub in Glossop. 

6.5 The General fund capital programme is currently forecast to record an overall net 
underspend position of £2,345,210 made up of the following variances;-

 (£2,295,210 underspend) - The Covid-19 out-break has contributed to delays 
in delivery of the Capital Programme. Slippage against a number of projects 
has been re-profiled in the latest Medium Term Financial Plan Review to 
reflect a more realistic timing of when capital expenditure will be incurred in 
the current circumstances. 

 (£50,000 overspend) - Buxton Crescent Hotel & Spa - The Buxton Crescent 
Hotel and Thermal Spa construction stage has completed.  The Hotel opened 
for one month in October before being closed due to national Coronavirus 
restrictions. Additional professional fees including project management costs 
are included in the anticipated overspend up until the formal transfer, signing 
of the main lease  of the building in February

6.6 The significant change to the funding requirements are set out below;-
 Capital Receipts – £667,820 land sales originally forecast  are not now 

anticipated to be completed by the end of this financial year  
 Overall capital funding which will be applied to the 2020/21 Capital 

Programme is lower than forecast, reflecting the revised timing of capital 
spend, hence a reduced borrowing requirement of £1,120,670 against the 
revised budget.

7.      Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme

7.1. This section of the report provides an update to Members on the Council’s HRA 
capital spending.

7.2. The table below shows a high level summary of the HRA Capital Programme at 31st 
December 2020. Further detail on a scheme by scheme basis is contained in Annex 
B.
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Scheme
2020-21 

Approved 
Budget

Q3 
Changes

2020-21 
Revised 
Budget

2020-21 
Expected 
Outturn

2020-21 
Variance

 £ £ £ £ £
Asset Management Works 4,759,590 - 4,759,590 3,577,090 (1,182,497)
Repairs Team Capital Works 295,000 - 295,000 204,840 (90,160)
Commissioning Fees 100,000 - 100,000 100,000 -
Vehicle Purchasing 242,500 - 242,500 90,000 (152,500)
Total 5,397,090 - 5,397,090 3,971,930 (1,425,160)
Funding:
Major Repairs Reserve 2,099,030 - 2,099,030 2,099,030 -
HRA Contribution 3,298,060 - 3,298,060 1,872,900 (1,425,160)

5,397,090 - 5,397,090 3,971,930 (1,425,160)
 

7.3. The 2020/21 HRA Capital budget of £5,277,090 was approved by members in 
February 2020 as part of the MTFP.

7.4. The Chief Financial Officer has, in accordance with Financial Procedure Rules, 
authorised the roll forward of £120,000 in unused budgets from 2019/20 to facilitate 
completion of capital component works (bathrooms; kitchens; electrical works and 
wet rooms) halted during the Covid 19 pandemic lockdown period in March 20. This 
brings the total HRA Capital Programme to £5,397,090.

7.5. £1,914,849 has been incurred on HRA Capital Schemes principally on Roofing 
schemes, kitchens, window and door replacements. This is lower than expected 
and reflects the accessibility issues during lockdown due to the coronavirus.

  
7.6. Consequently, some of the HRA spend has been delayed until 2021/22 or were 

originally re-profiled to commence late autumn 2020, however further lockdown 
measures have resulted in further restricted access to a number of sites, thereby 
increasing the anticipated underspend to £1,425,157 mainly in the following project 
areas:
 Boiler Replacement – Queens Court (£200,000) - Due to the inability to access 

all areas of this sheltered block during the early part of the year, this scheme 
has been put on hold until 21/22. 

 Radiator Replacements – Milton Court & Eccles Fold (£130,000) – The lack of 
access to individual flats during the early part of the year has resulted in this 
scheme also being put on hold until 21/22.

 Lift Replacement Scheme – (£182,000) – Problems with access have resulted 
in necessary engineer and survey reports being delayed.  It is anticipated that 
the tender will be issued in February 2021.  Some spend (approximately 
£18,000) is expected to take place towards the end of the financial year 
however the majority of spend will take place in 21/22.

 Electrical Works – (£260,000) – Problems with access to properties and then 
contractor availability to deliver the required volume of electrical testing has 
resulted in a late start to the contract resulting in slippage into 21/22.
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 Bathroom Replacements – (£220,000) – This scheme began in October, much 
later than expected and has begun to gain momentum, however, despite this 
there will be some slippage into 21/22.

 Aids and Adaptations – (£183,000) – The nature of this schemes means that 
the tenants who receive adaptations or wet room installations tend to be either 
vulnerable and/or shielding thereby preventing safe access to the properties.  

 Vehicle Replacement programme – (£152,500) – Procurement for the 
replacement of existing repairs vehicles is due to commence soon, thereby 
delaying anticipated fleet costs of £242,500 until early 21/22. Offsetting this, 
there is anticipated spend to provide four additional new vehicles for an 
electrician and estate caretaker posts.

7.7. Capital funding expected to be applied during 2020/21 is lower than forecast due to 
the variances noted above.

8.      Treasury Management

8.1. This section of the report sets out the key Treasury Management statistics in 
relation to the Council’s investments and borrowings. This report comprises a high 
level Treasury Management summary.  The Audit and Regulatory Committee 
receives detailed operational updates on Treasury Management.

Investments

8.2. Cash Investments held on the 31st December 2020 totalled £38.5million. The 
average level of funds available for investment up to the end of the quarter totalled 
£32.1million and £74,130 interest was earned.

8.3. The Council has budgeted to receive £160,000 in investment income in 2020/21. A 
shortfall of £54,220 is anticipated against this budget due to falling interest rates 
following the reduction of the Bank of England base rate to 0.10% in March 2020.

8.4. At the end of July the Council received an unexpected 16th dividend payment from 
the former Icelandic investment with Heritable Bank of £10,518.59. This will be 
treated as windfall income in the year and offsets some of the investment income 
shortfall against the budget.

Borrowing

8.5. Outstanding borrowing at 31st December 2020 totalled £66.8 million. The Council’s 
general fund and HRA budgeted to incur £1,837,940 and £1,746,340 respectively 
in interest charges and other financing costs in 2020/21. This was based on existing 
external debt and new external debt to be taken during quarter 4 to fund the 
borrowing requirements arising from general fund capital programmes.

8.6. No ‘new’ borrowing or refinancing activity is now forecast during the year. In addition 
the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) charge for the year is smaller than 
anticipated relating to the smaller borrowing requirement on the 2019-20 capital 
programme. Therefore an underspend of £89,260 is forecast on overall borrowing 
costs.
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9.       Revenue Collection

9.1. The collection rate outturn for Quarter 3 2020/21 was as follows:
 Council Tax – 83.54% of Council Tax was collected by 31st December 2020, 

compared to 84.63% for the same period last year.
o The effects of Covid-19 on collection rates are being monitored. The variance 

in the collection of Council Tax appears to be largely due to the delay in the 
commencement of recovery action and/ or inability to pay as opposed to 
deferred payment plans;

 Business Rates – 79.12% of Business Rates was collected by 31st December 
2020, compared with 82.89% for the same period last year.
o An analysis of the 15 NNDR accounts with the highest Rateable Values 

indicates that deferred payment plans account for majority of the variance in 
collection rates and this will unwind over the year assuming businesses can 
maintain their deferred plans when they commence. 

 Sundry Debts - The value of sundry debts over 60 days old at the end of Quarter 
3 was £236,580 which compares with £152,220 at 31st December 2019.  The 
level of arrears has been impacted by a delay in recovery action following onset 
of the pandemic.
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Annex A    

                   General Fund Capital Programme Update 31st  December 2020

Scheme
2020/21 

Approved 
Budget 

Q3 
Changes

2020/21 
Revised  
Budget

Expected 
Outturn 
2020/21

Expected 
Variance 
2020/21

 £ £ £ £ £
Housing & Housing Standards      
Affordable Housing Project 667,000             -   667,000 170,000    (497,000) 
Disabled Facilities Grants 489,110             -   489,110 300,000    (189,110) 
Landlord Accreditation 61,180             -   61,180 30,000      (31,180) 
 1,217,290             -   1,217,290 500,000    (717,290) 
Property Services      
Asset Management Programme 2,538,870             -   2,538,870 1,557,060    (981,810) 
  2,538,870             -    2,538,870  1,557,060    (981,810) 
ICT 135,210             -   135,210 198,360        63,150 
     135,210             -       135,210     198,360        63,150 
Fleet Management      
Vehicle/Plant  Acquisitions     932,760             -   932,760     162,750    (770,010) 
CCTV       50,000             -   50,000 59,790         9,790 
     982,760             -       982,760     222,540    (760,220) 
Leisure Services      
Outdoor Sports Facilities Fund       50,000             -         50,000       60,000        10,000 
Football Development       10,000             -         10,000       10,000              -   
      
       60,000             -         60,000       70,000        10,000 
Regeneration      
Buxton Crescent & Spa       13,250             -   13,250 63,250        50,000 
       13,250             -         13,250       63,250        50,000 
Horticulture      
Play Facilities 99,040             -   99,040       90,000       (9,040) 
       99,040             -         99,040       90,000       (9,040) 
      
Total General Fund  5,046,420             -    5,046,420  2,701,210 (2,345,210) 
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Annex B

Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme Update 31st December 2020

Scheme

Approved 
Budget 
2020/21

Q3 
Changes

2020/21 
Revised 
Budget

2020/21 
Expected 
Outturn 

Over / 
(Under) 
Spend

ASSET MANAGEMENT WORKS: £ £ £ £
Roofing & External Works 460,000 - 460,000 536,000 76,000
Gamesley Cladding Works 200,000 - 200,000 125,000 (75,000)
Bathroom Programme 420,000 - 420,000 200,000 (220,000)
Kitchen Programme 974,170 - 974,170 1,074,170 100,000
Electrical Works 429,430 - 429,430 169,430 (260,000)
Central Heating Works 224,630 - 224,630 - (224,630)
Queens Court Boiler Replacement 200,000 - 200,000 - (200,000)
Windows and Doors Programme 1,193,360 - 1,193,360 1,126,930 (66,430)
Aids & Adaptations 345,000 - 345,000 162,000 (183,000)
Structural Works (Various) 93,000 - 93,000 136,467 43,467
Lift Replacements 200,000 - 200,000 18,000 (182,000)
Queens Court Lightning Protection 20,000 - 20,000 29,096 9,096

 4,759,590 - 4,759,590 3,577,093 (1,182,497)
REPAIRS TEAM CAPITAL WORKS
Void Rewires 70,000 - 70,000 48,890 (21,110)
Void Kitchens  155,000 - 155,000 96,450 (58,550)
Void Bathrooms  70,000 - 70,000 59,500 (10,500)
 295,000 - 295,000 204,840 (90,160)
STAFFING & PROFESSIONAL FEES
Staffing Recharges/ Commissioning Costs 100,000 - 100,000 100,000 -
 100,000 - 100,000 100,000 -
VEHICLE PURCHASING
Vehicle Purchases 242,500 - 242,500 90,000 (152,500)
 242,500 - 242,500 90,000 (152,500)
 
TOTAL SPEND 5,397,090 - 5,397,090 3,971,933 (1,425,157)
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AGENDA ITEM

HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

Report to the Corporate Select Committee

 8th February 2021

Appendices Attached
 Appendix A (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Financial Report)
 Appendix B (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Procurement Report) 
 Appendix C (2020/21 – Third Quarter (Performance Report)

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform members of the Council’s overall 
performance and financial position for the period ended 31st December 
(“Third Quarter 2020/21”)

2. Recommendations

2.1 It is recommended that the Corporate Select Committee: 

 Note the Third Quarter 2020/21 financial, procurement and performance 
position detailed in Appendices A, B and C and summarised at 3.3 of this 
covering report; and

3. Executive Summary

3.1 This report summarises the Council’s performance and financial position after 
considering service activity up to the end of the Third Quarter (i.e. 31st  
December 2020). 

3.2 Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix A (Finance), Appendix B 
(Procurement) & Appendix C (Performance).

3.3 The position can be summarised as follows:

TITLE: Third Quarter Financial, Procurement & Performance 
Review 2020/21

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Cllr Alan Barrow – Executive Councillor for 
Corporate Services and Finance

CONTACT OFFICERS: Keith Pointon – Interim Head of Finance 
Vanessa Higgins – Information Business Partner

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-Specific
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Subject Headline Reference
Finance The Finance headlines for the Third Quarter are:

Performance against Budget
 At the Third Quarter stage the General Fund projected outturn for 

2020/21 is an underspend of £619,390.  
Efficiency Programme
 At Quarter Three £210,000 of savings have been taken against the 

2020/21 revised efficiency target of £257,000 (General Fund).  
Housing Revenue Account
 The Housing Revenue Account is predicted to be in surplus (against 

budget) by £1,497,848 at the Quarter Three stage.
Capital Programme
 The General Fund Capital Programme budget for 2020/21 as 

revised is £5.05 million.  The projected outturn is £2.70 million, 
representing an underspend of £2.35 million – mostly in respect of 
programme slippage due to Covid19

 The HRA Programme for 2020/21 as revised is £5.4 million.  The 
projected outturn is £4.0 million which represents a £1.4 million 
underspend - mostly in respect of programme slippage.

Treasury Management
 Cash investments held at 31 December 2020 totalled £38.5 million.
 Council borrowing at 31 December 2020 totalled £66.8 million.
 The Council’s net interest costs are forecast to be as budgeted for 

the HRA and £45,560 under for the general fund.
Revenue Collection
 83.54% of Council Tax was collected by 31 December 2020, 

compared to 84.63% for the same period last year.
 79.12% of Business Rates was collected by 31 December 2020 

compared with 82.89% for the same period last year.
 At the end of Quarter Three the value of sundry debt over 60 days 

old was £236,580 which compares to £152,220 at 31 December 
2019

Appendix A

Procurement The Procurement headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 14 procurement activities were completed 
 The Procurement forward plan includes 53 procurement activities for 

completion/start in 2020/21 (either HPBC only or joint)
 At the 31 December 2020, 68% of procurement activity undertaken 

was on the forward plan and the Council paid 94% of its invoices 
within 30 days

Appendix B 

Performance The Performance headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 73% of the key performance indicators on track, with 50% better 

than the previous year.
 The Council received 59 complaints, 239 comments and 132 

compliments in the Second Quarter.
 Priority Actions - 11 green, 2 completed, remainder yet to commence

Appendix C

4.      How this Report Links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the 
effective management of performance and financial resources, which is the 
subject of this report.
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5.      Options and Analysis

5.1 Detailed Analysis is contained within the appendices

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None

6.2 Workforce
None

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality 
and Diversity policies.

6.4 Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout the 
report.

6.5 Legal
None

6.6 Sustainability
None

6.7 External Consultation
None

6.8      Risk Assessment
There are a number of risks to the financial position presented, which are 
identified and explained in the financial report attached at Appendix A.

CLAIRE HAZELDENE
Acting Executive Director (Finance & Customer Services)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

Appendices A-C Keith Pointon
01538 395400 Ext. 4193
Vanessa Higgins 
01538 395400 Ext. 4195
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High Peak Performance and Customer Feedback Report: 2020/ 2021 (Q3) 
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High Peak Q3 Summary  

The following report provides Councillors with an overview of performance at High Peak for the period April to December 2020 in relation to 
the Council’s corporate plan priorities and the associated performance targets and projects. The report also provides an overview of the 
results from the Council’s customer feedback system in terms of how we handle and learn from complaints, and the level of comments and 
compliments.       

Performance Overview  

There are 152 ‘monthly’, ‘quarterly’ and ‘annual only’ reported performance measures at High Peak (31 more than last year). The chart below 
shows the results for the nine months from April to December 2020 against the monthly and quarterly measures only, which make up 
approximately a third of the performance framework. The Q3 results reflect the revised performance framework that was agreed in response 
to the assessed impact of the pandemic on this year’s operational performance targets.  At 73% ‘on track’ the results are 9% higher than this 
point last year, and the trend shows that 58% of measures are performing in line with or better than last year. Both trend and target results 
are lower than the Q2 position. The actions being taken to address the ‘off track’ measures are detailed at the end of this report. 

The report also provides an update on the progress of key projects that contribute to the priority actions outlined in the Corporate Plan. The 
table below right explains the colour coding used to describe the status of these actions / projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Customer Feedback Overview  

The number of complaints closed during Quarter Three (59) was much lower than last year (102). There have been no repeat complaints and 
the council is on track for responding to complaints in 20 working days. This report includes further details of the lessons learned from 
complaints and any repeat issues, where relevant.      

 Off Track 

 In danger of going off Track 

 On Track 

 Not yet started / decision 
awaited 

 Complete / Closed 
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HP Aim 1 : Trends Dec 2020/21

    Aim 1: Help create a safer and healthier environment for our residents to live and work   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance against the objectives supporting aim one remains relatively strong. However, High Peak’s performance has dipped from 73% to 
67% on track this month. The PI behind High Peak’s dip is Carelink’s ‘installation within 15 days of referral’ target, which has dipped below the 
95% level due to three residents delaying installation because of shielding / self-isolating. On a positive note, the number of temporary 
accommodation placements over 6 weeks has decreased, down from 18 to 13 at High Peak, with no families included in this snapshot figure.      

Celebrating Success:  

At the end of Quarter 3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets: 

 Carelink emergency response times 
 settled accommodation outcomes from homelessness prevention duty 
 repairs performance  
 processing benefit new claims and change of circs 
 external sports funding secured 
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2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights 

Priority Actions Status Commentary – December  
Complete the review of the CCTV system 
and implement the agreed 
recommendations 

 The upgrade of the control room has started. A progress meeting was arranged with the 
contractor at the end of September. Should start replacing the cameras this month. 

Develop and implement an ongoing 
leisure facilities improvement plan 
focused on improving the health and 
well- being of residents   

 Consultancy tenders have been reviewed; interviews were held in November in order to aid 
the selection of the consultants. Interviews were successful for consultant; meetings are 
ongoing. 

Implement the accelerated housing 
delivery programme 

 Scopes have been issued to three topographical survey companies and three ecologists, 
Curtins were due to provide initial thoughts on a programme of works by early November. 
There are two options for the procurement of sub-contractors, either as part of the Curtins 
package; or contracted directly with the Council. Both options to be costed. Individual project 
updates within the programme: 
- Fairfield Roundabout: Members have noted the construction costs and have approved that 
the project progresses. In addition, they have approved to accept the advanced funding from 
HE of up to £500,000 for the detailed design and procurement and the GC mitigation works. 
The HIF GFA is currently being amended by HE to incorporate the Granby Rd B LAAC award. 
The council cannot accept advance until revised GFA issued and agreed. Council have agreed 
to appoint Aecom to provide capacity support and an inception meeting is planned for the 2 
Nov. Hogshaw disposal report has been approved subject to additional recommendations re: 
Planning issues (drainage, flooding, access garages play area etc) included in the HoT. In Order 
to keep the project progressing swiftly the council has requested that DCC embark on the 
detailed design at risk until we can take receipt of the advance. DCC considering request. 
Waiting for an offer for council owned site at Waterswallows and assets to appoint land 
agents to provide a valuation. Offer will depend on price being paid for remaining land in third 
party ownership  
- Granby Road- Amalgamation of the HIF and the LAAC has been proposed by Homes England, 
milestones will be revised accordingly for the project. Phase 2 ground investigations are on 
site and a cap of limestone bedrock has been found over the voids. A different approach is 
needed to penetrate the cap. Additional budget has been agreed to revise the ground 
investigation works accordingly. The additional sum has been taken from the contingency 
budget with no implications for the wider LAAC budget or the Council’s own funds. Marketing 
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the site has generated a good level of interest so far, with 17 different parties signed up to 
the Data Room. The initial bid deadline was 23rd November. CBRE will filter out those bidders 
unable to meet the conditions and a shortlist of companies will be invited to make a best and 
final offer once the phase 2 ground investigation report is available. 

Develop a Private Sector Housing 
Strategy to improve conditions for 
private renters  

 Kick off meeting to be held in January.  Project group identified, existing housing strategies to 
be reviewed to incorporate Private Sector Housing and incorporate links with the Climate 
Change Agenda. 

Review the Council’s community support 
arrangements in order to maintain 
strong partnerships with community 
groups  

 Review of community support arrangements - started looking at a grant review to support in 
2021/2022. Pilot programme being booked for 2021 
 

Review the Community Safety Strategy 
to ensure that the Council is supportive 
in fighting crime and anti- social 
behaviour  

 Review of CSS at both Councils to be completed by April 2021 along with proposals for the 
future.  A discussion is underway to split High Peak from Derbyshire Dales, the 
recommendation to move away from the partnership. 

Review the Sport and Physical Activity 
Strategy in order to integrate 
communities and sports clubs into the 
delivery of its objectives 

 Next steps:  
• Undertake scoping work including review of current data/statistics, review of Sport 
England, Active Derbyshire and SASSOT’s strategy position, engage stakeholders/partners 

• Formulate draft strategy for circulation/comments 
• Member review/approvals 

 
Individual project updates within the action: 
-Active Communities Plan - This plan was ready to be launched in March 2020 but put on hold 
due to the closure of leisure centres. At present it is unclear when this will recommence and 
whether the focus of the plan is still appropriate/realistic. 
-Refresh sports & physical activity strategy-No Update 
-Review Community Sport Grants-Will form part of wider S & PA review work in order to 
assess funding already available and recommendations for future enhancement. 

Implement the Homelessness Strategy 
effectively to ensure that voluntary 
groups and social enterprises that work 
to tackle the issue are supported 
effectively  

 Information Digest report being finalised. 
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Review the delivery of services to older 
persons to ensure that they are effective  

 Carelink update report presented to next Communities Select Committee. 

Implement the COVID-19 Community 
Recovery Plan 

 We have issued press releases about the ‘Eat out to help out' scheme encouraging people to 
support local businesses and continue to raise awareness via social media. Nearer the time, 
we will be promoting the dates that our local leisure facilities (pools, racquet sports etc) are 
due to re-open.  

Influencing actions 
Maintaining the provision of accessible 
health and social care  

Proposal for a Leisure Facility Working Group will be going to the next meeting of Community. 

Dealing with ASB  Review of CSS at both Councils to be completed by April 2021 along with proposals for the future.  A 
discussion is underway to split High Peak from Derbyshire Dales, the recommendation to move away 
from the partnership. 

 

Managing our strategic risks 

The Council has identified, assessed, and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim One: 

• Meeting the increased and changing demands on council services caused by demographic changes in the local population (including an 
aging population) 

• The ability to effectively engage with our communities 
• Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable Adults (meeting the legal duty) 
• Influencing strategic relationships at county and regional level in support of local area objectives 
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Aim 2: Meet financial challenges and provide value for money 

 
        

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

There has been no change to High Peak’s performance profile under aim two from Q2, with 70% of measures on track at the end of December. 
The council remains off track for invoice payments, audit recommendation implementation and FOI response times due to lockdown and the 
additional work demands of business grant distribution. High Peak’s performance in re-letting voids remains above its increased target of 30 
days because of COVID-19 restrictions.     

Celebrating Success:     

At the end of Quarter 3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets: 

 rent loss 
 sickness absence 
 IT systems and network availability 
 repeat complaints, customer interactions and portal accounts 
 social media followers 
 procurement activity on the forward plan 
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2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights 

Priority Actions Status Commentary – December  
Provide advice and support for 
residents affected by the rollout of 
Universal Credit   

 Project ongoing - LCTR scheme to be revisited in 2021. 

Develop and implement a plan to 
identify new and innovative ways of 
generating income 
 

 Individual project updates within the action: 
- Advertising/Sponsorship- On hold. 
- Fees & Charges- To be included in MTFP update 
- Building Control- Aiming for February transfer.  A meeting with Derbyshire Consortium was 
scheduled for December.  
- Trade Waste- Trade waste need to determine an approach with AES. No further progress 
made, will be linked with fees and charges. 

Continue to embed good 
information management practices 
through the ASSURED framework 

 COMPLETED. Information Governance Update Report produced for both Corporate Select 
and Resources Panel in November 2020. This completes this action as the report shows how 
both councils continue to embed good information management practices through the 
ASSURED framework 

Refresh and implement the Asset 
Management Plan, including a 
review of public estate, and ensure 
adequate facilities management 
arrangements are in place 

 Individual project updates within the plan: 
- Asset Management Plan- Further training being undertaken with CIPFA to deliver AMP. 
Report to be created for corporate select (Incl. Asset management working group. Once the 
database is complete, a policy / strategy will be created. 
- Capital program- New R/A/G status programme in place to aid quick reporting  
- HRA Capital program- New R/A/G status programme in place to aid quick reporting. 
- Land Disposal Strategy-Re-profile to take place. 
- Norse Contract Options FMA – Norse to provide business case and have requested the 
scope be identified. To meet the April deadline, reports need to be going to committee 
December. Proposal coming in Dec. The Corporate Select original proposal has been tabled 
(to outline that we are discussing it) The scope issue is a priority, and another discussion is 
required, no contract signed with Vertas. 
-  Facilities Management Arrangements- Awaiting budget review from Vertas. DCC still 
undertaking works. 
- Housing Repair service delivery model- to be reviewed with Norse options 
- Buxton Integrated Community Hub - Shortlisted for bid, should meet with partners in 
December. 
- Glossop Cemetery- the cost has changed from £200,000 to £500,000/£700,000.  
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Priority Actions Status Commentary – December  
Develop an Access to Services 
Strategy to ensure that Council 
services are accessible to all 

 Process for the Access to Services Strategy completed and released to Information Digest. 
Working group to be set up. 

Implement the Council’s Efficiency 
and Rationalisation Programme 
(This will focus on several projects 
including procurement, income 
generation, trading, advertising, and 
sponsorship, etc.) 

 To be reviewed in light of COVID-19 as part of the review of the MTFP – Will be reviewed 
every year. Individual project updates within the action:  
- Parish Grants- Briefing note presented to Executive ALT - consultation to commence via 
Parish Assembly 
- Refresh Efficiency & Rationalisation programme- An early review will be undertaken as 
part of the MTFP update. 
- Hybrid mail- To be expanded to Environmental Health & Licensing. Savings to be analysed. 

Develop a new Organisational 
Development Strategy to ensure  
effective workforce development 
and use of apprenticeships  

 Information Digest has been completed and circulated to members. The strategy will 
identify a number of projects for delivery. Camburg have met with AMT and we are aiming 
to get this finalised for the next committee cycle. 

Develop a new procurement 
strategy with a focus on spending 
money locally 

 Information Digest report to be released in December. 

Develop a new ICT strategy to 
enhance and support the delivery of 
services 

 A report is going to ALT/Exec/Cabinet. Also, an information digest report will be sent to 
members. Socitm has been completed and a meeting set to review the outcome. This will 
help progress work on the strategy. Individual project updates within the strategy:  
- Housing management -delayed due to Covid19 and will be picked up as soon as possible. 
Feedback required around IT and Norse. 
- Meetings AV equipment-no update. On hold due to Covid. 
- ILAP/Assure- reached testing stage but the software is not ready, on hold 
- Civica Pay- Proposed implementation start date May/June, aiming for Feb 2022 to go live 
2021. Project teams meeting to be held in December.  
- Civica Open Revenues - Until the API connection from OneVU to the Civica Portal has been 
completed and a single sign on for customers is established the connection for customers 
will remain via OneVu with links to the Civica Portal.   
- Env Health/Licencing- no roadmap for flare implementation, collective needs to be 
completed first. 
- Asset Management-Concerto: PC pilot study has been done. Training planned for the full 
team and is on track. Go live date is planned for 1st Jan 2021.  
- Collective- Project resource has been affected by COVID-19.  Work is underway with the 
developers re the intuitive web forms and our web provider have developed a solution for 
displaying the calendars online.  Vehicle installs at HP have taken place and the training 
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Priority Actions Status Commentary – December  
approach for users in the office and drivers has been agreed. Further work required on the 
trade collections; this has been agreed. A new timeline has been created and we await a 
response from Bartec. The calendar is live for High Peak residents.  
- Committee Management- looking at production of the forward plan and the quality of 
reports. Training to be implemented. 
- ICT upgrade- M365 is ongoing, IT requirements are being evaluated to enable a more agile 
approach between home/office working. The intention is to evaluate our IT requirement 
needs using the outcomes of the staff IT / homeworking survey and the deliverables from 
PLA1 Reinstating Services work & Positive Legacy workstreams, where new ways of working 
are being considered, (e.g., laptops/docking stations etc).  When Northgate have a clear idea 
what route we want to take with hardware, they will cost that solution for us. 
- Procurement Workflow and intranet upgrade- Best option to be identified when all the 3 
quotes have been received. Stage 2 project paperwork completed. 

Refresh the council's 
Communication Strategy in order to 
ensure there is a more effective 
dialogue and engagement with 
residents 

 A paper has been submitted to information digest; no further feedback received. We are 
continuing with the timeline for the delivery of the strategy 

Conduct a review of democratic 
processes and scrutiny 
arrangements to make the Council 
as open and transparent as possible 

 This will be reviewed before the next municipal year, project delayed due to COVID 19. 
Recording of meetings can be provided for review, report to be finalised. 
 
 

Review the council's Diversity 
Policies including working with faith 
and cultural groups to celebrate the 
traditions and diversity of our 
community 
 

 To be reviewed and refreshed in the next 12 months. Considering a survey for staff to 
support this review including housing tenants, external agency to be appointed. We are 
reviewing historic reports and groups. 

Implement the agreed Housing 
Revenue Account Business Plan 

 Refreshed plan required, business plan to be updated before February. Individual project 
updates within the action: 
- Environmental Improvement Program-Funding for Energy efficiency in social housing 
needs to be reviewed. Assets to assist 
- Tenant Engagement Arrangements- Tenant engagement plan required 
- Review of HRA Business Plan-HRA business plan refresh require by Feb 2021.  Current 
action plan has a few outstanding issues, meeting was arranged for November. 
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Priority Actions Status Commentary – December  
Implement the COVID-19 Financial 
Recovery Plan 

 Back on recovery stage due to 2nd lockdown 

Implement the COVID-19 Positive 
Legacy Plan 
 
 
 

 The Council has undertaken a review of the positive impact on all service areas to ensure 
that we retain and build on the improved working practices. 
The retention of  agile working and access to flexible working arrangements, is currently 
being reviewed and new policies are currently being developed, along with identifying the 
benefits of reduced mileage, virtual access to meetings and training and the overall 
reduction in sickness. 

 

Managing our strategic risks 

The Council has identified, assessed, and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Two: 

• Delivery of MTFP through the Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy 
• Staff resources and retention 
• Effective contract management 
• Effective Information Governance arrangements (breach of data protection regulations) 
• Maintenance of Council's portfolio of public buildings assets  
• Investment into council assets and long-term planning 
• Financial and Legislative impacts from world events   
• Cyber risk and IT Security 
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Aim 3: Support economic development and regeneration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Peak currently has a perfect record under Aim Three with all targets ‘on track’ as at the end of December, including 100% of major 
planning applications determined on time.          

   

Celebrating Success:     

At the end of Quarter 3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets: 

 Major, Minor, and other planning applications processed on time 
 major and minor developments allowed on appeal 
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2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights 

Priority Actions Status Commentary – December 
Support the development of 
Glossop Halls 
 

 Bid successful. Individual project updates within the action: 
- Market hall tenants’ relocation- Trades moved on 1st Oct and can started trading 8th. 
- Market hall roof- completion expected within 12 months 
- Plan for new operating model for market/town hall complex- a new operating model will be 
produced after the roof has been completed 
- Plan for new operating model for Victoria Hall- a new operating model will be produced after 
the roof has been completed 
- Trust arrangements- Town Hall- work is in progress 
- Trust arrangements- Victoria Hall - work is in progress 

Implement the accelerated business 
growth and employment 
programme 

 Review of projects has been undertaken in house to see what needs to be prioritised and 
ensure we are ready to proceed. Individual projects within the programme: 
- Chapel Masterplan: Ongoing- meeting taken place and the police are now looking at our land. 
- Dinting Employment Site-Ongoing, no specific update.  

Establish a developer open space 
contributions plan. 

 Raised at Corporate select- Head of Development Services to advise 

Develop a Cultural Strategy to 
support and celebrate the rich 
history and culture of the Borough 

 Strategy to be produced by December, work should progress from now to do a COVID Health 
Check to identify implications and produce a plan. Discussion have taken place on how to 
process this. A survey should be sent out in the near future. 

Review the Council’s Growth 
strategy to ensure that it is focused 
on the effective regeneration of our 
towns and rural communities  

 Individual project updates within the strategy: 
- Buxton future high street fund-Successful in principle, a number of caveats need to be 
finalised before the grant can be fully secured  
- Buxton HAZ- The Cultural programme and community engagement delivery plans were 
requested for Dec. The monitoring return is complete for QTR1 and 2. The condition survey is 
almost complete. Positive discussion is ongoing with the owner of the White Lion. A meeting 
was held with historic England 
- Buxton VES- Revised group structure circulated to VES board members for comment. 
- Internal depot meeting next week for AES who are keen to start work on this. 
- Refreshed growth strategy- currently on hold.  

Review the implementation of the 
Local Plan to ensure that the 
requirements for affordable housing 
and developer contributions are 

 Local Plan Review-Consultation commenced with neighbouring authorities and statutory 
bodies under duty co-operate to help determine if an update to the plan is required. 
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being met 
 
Implement the COVID-19 Economic 
Recovery Plan 

 We have issued press releases about the ‘Eat out to help out' scheme encouraging people to 
support local businesses and continue to raise awareness via social media. Nearer the time, we 
will be promoting the dates that our local leisure facilities (pools, racquet sports etc) are due 
to re-open.  
Business newsletters complete, addition to a new newsletter to be developed in light of new 
funding.    

Influencing Actions                
Work with the private sector on 
regeneration schemes including The 
Crescent and Torr Vale Mill    

The Crescent: Arrangements are in hand for signing and sealing the head lease at the start of October. 
Release of 66 under croft car park spaces to the Hotel, with separately metered supply for electric gate 
and CCTV. Approval of signage and barriers required. Anti-social behaviour to be addressed by enclosing 
entire under croft with security fencing. Agreement over Hotel managing locking and unlocking of public 
gate to be included in lease. 
Torr Vale Mill: Ongoing discussion with Torr vale Mill Trust. Supported public consultation  -  broad 
agreement from the residents regarding the improvements and new parking to the access road (Torr Vale 
Road). Consultation to be reported to NMTC. 

Ensure the best use of public assets 
across the borough by working via 
the One Public Estate project 

Glossop & Gamesley One Public Estate: 
Council to write to DCC suggesting a project split between (1) Fauvel Road / Leisure Centre and CCG; and 
(2) DCC / Police investment into Glossop Municipal Buildings. With (1) potentially being taken forward as a 
future OPE bid and (2) coming forward now, and outside OPE. Following a response from DCC we will 
need to engage with other partners to seek agreement for the proposed way ahead. The proposal is to 
split the sites so we can progress 

Pressing for more regular and faster 
rail links, public transport links and 
essential road infrastructure 
 
 

The Council forms part of the High Peak and Hope Valley Community Rail Partnership which oversee rail 
services in the Borough. A response to the Greater Manchester bus franchise consultation was submitted 
in 2020 with class for greater cross boundary integration. Planning consent granted for the A6 Fairfield 
roundabout. Consultation response submitted to the A57 Link Roads consultation with consultants 
appointed to undertake a Local Impact Report of the scheme on behalf of the Council.  

Work with regional partners to 
extend the Greater Manchester rail 
offer 

An update to the A6 Corridor Study is proposed. The previous study largely focussed on rail improvements 
as the means of The Council is in the early stages of discussions with Stockport, Cheshire East, and 
Derbyshire regarding the scope of this work. Feasibility Study of Gamesley Station completed. Further 
work required to improve the economic case for the project.  

Enabling high-speed internet across 
the Borough 

Referring people to Digital Derbyshire regarding complaints & as part of partnership work on growth 
strategy, continued work with DCC & Digital Derbyshire to push for increased broadband capacity and 
addressing issuing of ‘not-spots’. Openreach have recently announced new investment to improve supply 
in Derbyshire & the recruitment of 39 new employees/trainees to increase capacity to deliver. 

Completion of the off- road route The Glossop Gateway masterplan identifies opportunities to enhance walking/cycling in the Glossop area, 
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for the Trans Pennine Trail and 
access to the Monsal and Tissington 
trails 

including links to the TPT. Consideration is being given to the scope to bid for funding from Highways 
England's "Designated Funds" to invest in the TPT missing links and other possible schemes in 
Glossopdale. No known progress on the Monsal and Tissington Trails. 

Bringing additional funding into the 
Borough 

Glossop Project - £2million 
Buxton HAZ 
Buxton Future High Street Funding – in principle 

 

Managing our strategic risks 

The Council has identified, assessed, and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Three: 

• External funding for growth / regeneration schemes 
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Aim 4: Protect and Improve the Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The council’s performance and trend profiles remain strong under aim four. There is just one ‘off track’ measure at the end of December: the 
kg of residual waste. We measure this quarterly using estimates until the tonnages are confirmed but the amounts collected during 2020/21 
are significantly higher than the previous year. Fly tipping is now a contextual measure, but the 2020/21 data reveals significant increases 
compared to last year, particularly at High Peak (480 incidents to date). This is believed to be a national issue and is being addressed through a 
comms strategy in addition to ongoing enforcement activity.              

 

Celebrating Success:     

At the end of Quarter 3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets: 

 Both - missed bins, paper consumption, estimated recycling rates 
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 2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights 

Priority Actions  Status Commentary – December 
Successfully deliver Phase 3 of the 
transfer of services to Alliance 
Environmental Services Ltd, to deliver 
waste, streets, and ground 
maintenance services on behalf of the 
Council in order to achieve improved 
performance and value for money 
outcomes. 

 COMPLETED 
Phase 3 (streets and ground maintenance) transfer completed 1st April 2020. 
Awaiting return of IT equipment. Closure/lessons learnt report has been provided. Project 
completed. 

Develop a climate change strategy & 
an action plan of response to a 
declared climate emergency 

 Plans to be produced by the end of the year. Ongoing projects will come out of this piece 
of work. We are joining Apse’s energy networking group and drafting plans for 2021. 
 

Develop a Parks Development Plan to 
support the widest community use of 
parks and support 
community/friends’ groups 

 Stage 1 documents received – Next steps:  
• Finalise draft strategy and management plans for agreed parks  
• Plan and undertake consultation with stakeholders/community/friends groups/AES 
• Finalise ready to obtain Member approval 
Individual project updates within the plan; 
12.1 Parks development plan-Information Digest report being produces 
12.3 Play Strategy-This will form part of the wider Parks Strategy; a review of existing play 
areas will be undertaken. 

Review the Council's waste and 
recycling arrangements to increase 
recycling and to respond to the 
emerging national strategy 

 On hold- Await consultation and communications from the Government. Covid has 
delayed central Gov't progress, expectations not expected to be known until 2021 
TEEP has not started. 
 

Review the Environmental 
Enforcement Policy in order to take 
steps to further reduce dog fouling 
and littering  

 Policies to be reviewed and updated in the next 12 months. Working group to be set up to 
discuss to agree the approach. 

Influencing Actions 
Encourage local organisations and 
businesses to reduce their carbon 
footprint 
 

Climate Change Strategy: Plans to be produced by the end of the year. Ongoing projects will come out 
of this piece of work. We are joining Apse’s energy networking group and drafting plans for 2021. 
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Develop more cycle routes whilst 
working with the County Council and 
residents to ensure harmony amongst 
road users 

The Glossop Gateway masterplan identifies opportunities to enhance walking/cycling in the Glossop 
area, including links to the TPT. Consideration is being given to the scope to bid for funding from 
Highways England's "Designated Funds" to invest in the TPT missing links and other possible schemes 
in Glossopdale. Liaising with DCC on potential Buxton Safer Walk & Ride project (project led by DCC 
and BTT) as part of the Buxton travel plan. 

 

Managing our strategic risks 

The Council has identified, assessed, and is mitigating the following strategic risks under Aim Four: 

• Meeting the environmental regulatory framework (e.g. air quality and waste regs) 

• Energy supply (inc., fuel) 
• Our ability to protect Buxton's natural thermal spring water 
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Areas for Improvement: December 2020 

Measure of Success (PI)  Aim / Objective Service Lead Target 
2020/21 

Result  
December 

2020   

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for 
performance / SMART actions to improve) 

% of initial homelessness 
applications opened at the 
prevention and relief duty 

stages 

Aim 1: Fit for purpose 
housing stock that meets 
the needs of tenants & 

residents 

Head of Housing 
Services 

60% 
prevention  

49% 
prevention 
51% relief 

Current restrictions are impacting this result and 
cases are presenting at relief stage due to family 
relationships breaking down. 

% of relief duty discharges 
resulting in a settled 

accommodation outcome 

67% 50% The position is improved slightly on last month 
although current restrictions continue to impact 

Number of TA placements 
(including B&B made for 
families) placed over 6 

weeks 

5 13 (no 
families) 

Current lockdown restrictions and increased duty 
to accommodate is impacting on this although the 
position is improved on last month 

a) Number of RTB 
transactions (applications) 
& b) % completed within 

statutory timescales (RTB2) 

Head of Legal & 
Elections 

95% a)35  
b) 33/35 

94% 

2 were accepted over the 28-day statutory 
timescales due to delays with the valuations 

 

Carelink: % referrals 
installed within 15 days 

Aim 1: Work with our 
partners and the 

community to address 
health inequality, food 

and fuel poverty, mental 
health and loneliness 

Head of Housing 
Services 

95% 91.39% This is due to 3 residents delaying install due to 
isolating/shielding 

FOI requests: % responded 
to within statutory time 

frame (include numbers in 
commentary) 

Aim 2: Ensure our services 
are readily available to all 

our residents in the 
appropriate channels and 
provided 'right first time' 

Head of Legal & 
Elections 

95% 74.34% 
336/452 

Response timescales have been affected by the 
impact of COVID-19 19. 
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Measure of Success (PI)  Aim / Objective Service Lead Target 
2020/21 

Result  
December 

2020   

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for 
performance / SMART actions to improve) 

Average time taken to re-let 
Council homes 

 

Aim 2: More effective use 
of Council assets to 

benefit our communities 

Head of Housing   30 days 34.4 days Rent loss due to voids remains under target               
Average time excluding hard to let (inc properties 
affected by Covid restrictions) – 21.3 days (Apr -
Dec). This month we relet six voids over target, all 
due to the amount of work required and requiring 
work from external contractors.  All other voids 
this month were delayed by three days due to 
Covid 19, as all voids are now left locked up for 72 
hours before entering.     

Collection rates: Rent (rent 
collected as a % of rent due) 

Aim 2: Ensure our future 
financial resilience can be 

financially sustainable 
whilst offering value for 

money 
 

Head of Housing 
Services 

98% 94.93% Overall, the 1.65% difference is approx. £200,000, 
this difference is primarily due to the impact 
COVID-19 has caused on recovery. £65,000 of this 
£200,000 can be placed down to timing, whereby 
58 universal credit (UC) payments were in the 
account on the 24/12 (amounting to £17,707) 
which had not been posted to rent accounts in 
time for the figures. In addition, there are 159 
confirmed UC payments due (amounting to 
£47,404.01) covering tenant’s UC payment 
periods 18/11 – 30/12 not yet received or posted. 
Finally, we are yet to receive UC payments from a 
further 138 UC cases between 7/1 – 17/1 which 
would cover varying periods from 1 to 4 weeks 
rent up to 27/12. 
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Measure of Success (PI)  Aim / Objective Service Lead Target 
2020/21 

Result  
December 

2020   

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for 
performance / SMART actions to improve) 

Collection rates: Sundry 
Debt (value of SD over 60 

days) 

Head of Revenues 
and Benefits 

Match 
2019/20 

£236,579.57 There is around £50k debt where we are 
considering the next stage i.e., write off etc. 
Service areas are involved in Covid issues & 
therefore have not got the capacity to look at 
these at the moment. We also have about a 
further £50k of invoices where the accounts need 
moving on to be passed to Bailiffs but due to 
Covid and the nature of the debt (i.e., vulnerable 
persons) we still have these on hold.  Finally, a 
number of accounts need to be investigated but 
due to business grants being prioritised, this 
keeps being pushed back. 

% Invoices paid in line with 
terms of contract 

Head of Finance 96% 94% Operational output has been directly affected by 
additional activities that have been absorbed by 
the Creditors function to facilitate Covid-19 
Business and Self Isolation support payments from 
April 2020. This has been an increased demand on 
capacity within the team which was already 
working on reduced resources due to a full-time 
member on long term sick leave throughout 
quarter two. 
In addition there has been a noticeable increase in 
supplier invoices over recent weeks as front line 
services step up recovery of business operations 
which we are currently working through to 
facilitate payments under the 30 day target.  We 
are making use of all available options, including 
external and internal communication channels to 
ensure that payments are not delayed, to which 
we aim to make a noticeable improvement on the 
current position going forward. 
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Measure of Success (PI)  Aim / Objective Service Lead Target 
2020/21 

Result  
December 

2020   

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for 
performance / SMART actions to improve) 

% of Internal Audit 
recommendations 

implemented within 
timescale (snapshot at end 

of each quarter) 

Head of Internal 
Audit 

92% 86.99% The usual audit recommendation follow-up 
process was suspended during April to June but 
was reintroduced from July with performance 
gradually improving. It should be noted that it is 
the responsibility of relevant Heads of Service to 
implement agreed recommendations. 

KG’s residual waste per 
household 

Aim 4: Effective recycling 
and waste management 

Head of Service 
Commissioning 

435kg 338.5 kg 

  (estimate) 

Results are estimated as tonnage data is not yet 
available from the DCC for quarter 3. Results at 
this time last year were 303.46kg. We have seen a 
4.5% growth in waste tonnage collected during 
2020-21 most likely due to Covid restrictions. 

 

 

 For a full list of all performance measures and the Q3 results please visit the Performance Management page on the Intranet or click on this link 
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

The Executive

11 February 2021

Appendix Attached
 Appendix A (Medium Term Financial Plan 2021/22 to 2024/25)
 Appendix B (Capital Strategy 2021/22)
 Appendix C (Fees & Charges 2021/22)
 Appendix D (Procurement Forward Plan 2021/22)

1. Reason for the Report

1.1     The purpose of the report is to present the proposed Budget for 2021/22, 
updated Medium-Term Financial Plan 2021/22 – 2024/25, Capital Strategy 
2021/22, proposed Fees and Charges for 2021/22 and Procurement Forward 
Plan 2021/22.

2. Recommendations

2.1 That the Executive make the following recommendations to Council:

 Approves the General Fund Budget for 2021/22 as detailed in Appendix A 
(section 9)

 Approves the revised Medium-Term Financial Plan (2021/22 to 2024/25) as 
detailed in Appendix A, including the revised Capital Programme (attached 
at Annex A)

 Approves the Capital Strategy 2021/22 as set out in Appendix B

 Approves the updated Housing Revenue Account Business Plan Forecast 
as detailed in Appendix A (Annex F)

TITLE: 2021/22 Budget & Medium Term Financial 
Plan 2021/22 to 2024/25

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR Cllr Alan Barrow – Executive Councillor for 
Finance & Corporate Services

CONTACT OFFICERS: Keith Pointon – Interim Head of Finance

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-Specific
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 Approves the proposed Fees and Charges for 2021/22 as detailed in 
Appendix C

 Approves the proposed Procurement Forward Plan for 2021/22, providing 
the authority to procure based on procurement activity detailed in Appendix 
D

 A Band D Council Tax of £200.40 for 2021/22 (an increase of 2.56% or £5 
from 2020/21)

 HRA charges as follows:

- Dwellings rents to increase by an average of 1.66% from £71.45 to 
£72.64 average per week (average rent takes into account new tenancies 
where formula rent is charged)

- Garage rents to be increased by 5% from £7.13 to £7.49 average per 
week

- Other Charges including service charges to increase by a maximum of 
5% 

- Fuel charges at individual blocks have been reviewed and the 2021/22 
charge is based on the 2020/21 estimated costs and 2019/20 actual fuel 
usage/prices, charged on an individual scheme basis. 

 Notes the Chief Finance Officer's view that the level of reserves are 
adequate for the Council based on this budget and the circumstances in 
place at the time of preparing it (Appendix A - Annex D)

3. Executive Summary

3.1 This report makes recommendations to Council for the budget and the level of 
Council Tax for 2021/22. The report also provides an update on the Council’s 
medium-term financial position through to 2024/25.  Additionally, it establishes 
an overarching Capital Strategy, sets out the fees and charges that are 
proposed for 2021/22, and details the Procurement Forward Plan 2021/22.

3.2      The budget setting and medium term financial planning process provides the 
Council with the opportunity to plan its delivery of public services in accordance 
with local priorities. 

3.3      The 2020/21 – 2023/24 MTFP was approved by the Council in February 2020. 
This resulted in a surplus position of £127,080 on the General Fund by the end 
of 2023/24, with an overall contribution of £17,910 into reserves over the 4 year 
life of the plan.  There was also a forecast surplus position of £2,061,950 by the 
end of 2023/24 for the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) with an overall 
contribution into reserves of £0.93million.

3.4     This position was dependent on the continued delivery of a the Efficiency & 
Rationalisation Programme which was commenced in April 2017.  The report 
also flagged the risks around the outcomes of national funding reviews (i.e. fair 
funding; business rates retention; and new homes bonus) which may have a 
detrimental impact on the future financial position.
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3.5     However, since the MTFP was approved, the Coronavirus pandemic has had, 
and is likely to continue having an adverse impact on the Council’s financial 
position.  The financial impact is arising from additional expenditure in dealing 
with the crisis both externally and organisationally, lost income and savings 
targets that may not be met within the same timeframe due to resources being 
diverted elsewhere.

3.6     The current four year MTFP was updated in September to reflect Covid-19 
related pressures and updated economic forecasts in order to begin to 
understand the medium term financial impact.   It was subsequently updated 
again in November, this time adding an additional year - 2024/25 - to the MTFP 
period

3.7 The September / November MTFP updates highlighted a forecast use of 
General Fund reserves would now be required over the 4 years in order to 
balance the MTFP position (as opposed to a contribution which was originally 
forecast in February 2020) :-

MTFP Version Use of / (Contribution to)  
General Fund Reserves

Feb 2020 (£17,910)
Sept 2020 £1,709,910
Nov 2020 £1,741,630

The HRA position was forecast to be less severely impacted by Covid-19 with 
the reserve position remaining relatively stable:

MTFP Version Forecast HRA Reserve 
Balance by Year 4 of the Plan

Feb 2020 £17,310,904
Sept 2020 £16,619,244
Nov 2020 £17,514,306

3.8 This version of the MTFP updates the forecasts included in November based 
on the provisional settlement information released in December, latest 
economic forecasts, assumptions around the timing and level of capital and 
revenue expenditure and income and impact of the recovery from Covid-19

3.9 Having completed the annual budget exercise, a balanced General Fund budget 
for 2021/22 has been achieved by drawing £901,880 from reserves . The final 
General Fund budget proposal for 2021/22 provides for a net budget of 
£11,644,300 and a Council Tax increase of £5 (or 2.56%).  Consequently, the 
Band D Council Tax increases to £200.40. 

3.10 The final HRA budget proposal for 2021/22 provides for a net budget of 
£15,154,770 and a Council Dwelling Rent increase of 1.66%.

3.11 A new financial year (2024/25) has now been added to the MTFP and the overall 
financial assumptions have been updated for the four years. This has resulted 
in a surplus position of £310,290 on the General Fund by the end of 2024/25. 
An overall use of reserves of £1,082,070 is forecast during the 4 year life of the 
plan.
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3.12 The changed position from February 2020 is largely as a result of Covid-19 
related assumptions, for example, the continued financial support provided to 
the Council’s leisure centre operator and forecasts in regard to income streams 
(Council Tax, Business Rates, Fees & Charges, New Homes Bonus).  
Government has made grants available to Local Authorities in 2021/22 towards 
Covid-19 related pressures, but these grants are not assumed to continue into 
2022/23.

3.13 The HRA is now showing a surplus position of £590,930 by the end of 2024/25, 
with an overall use of reserves of £1,340,590 during the 4 year life of the plan.  
The shift in this position is as a result of movements in the capital programme 
and the addition of new schemes; principally a new £1.5million rendering 
scheme arising out of the existing window replacement programme.

3.14 It must be stressed that there is a great deal of uncertainty in regard to the MTFP 
position which is dependent on the continued response to the coronavirus 
pandemic and the recovery phase.  It is also necessary to remain cautious as 
the outcomes of national funding reviews (i.e. fair funding; business rates 
retention; and new homes bonus) are unknown at this stage.

3.15 However, this position is improved compared to the November 2020 position 
and the forecasts result in general fund contingency reserves of £2.74m by the 
end of 2024/25, which allows some flexibility if the assumptions are incorrect 
and the position worsens.  The forecast also predicts a surplus budget position 
by 2024/25 – on the basis the Country has fully recovered from the Coronavirus 
pandemic at that point and the Council can once again become self-sustainable 
(without reliance on reserves) – albeit it with the risks identified above.

3.16 The Capital Strategy and the Capital Programme have been updated and allow 
for additional investment in priority areas. The Medium Term Financial Plan 
includes an updated General Fund Capital Programme of £22,764,820 and  
updated HRA Capital Programme of £24,629,670 over the period 2020/21 – 
2024/25. 

3.17 The Procurement Forward Plan sets out details of the expected activity during 
2021/22. The new Procurement Strategy will be presented during 2021 (having 
been delayed due to Covid pressures) . This strategy will include a response to 
key commitments such as the response to climate change and the 
encouragement of local suppliers.

4.      How this Report Links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the effective 
management of financial resources, which is the subject of this report.

5.      Options and Analysis

5.1 There are no options to consider at this stage.
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6.  Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None.

6.2 Workforce
None.

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality and 
Diversity policies.

An Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) has been undertaken on the Corporate 
Plan, which feeds into budget plans.

6.4 Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout the report.

6.5 Legal
None.

16.6 Sustainability
An earmarked reserve has been established to support with climate change 
related activities.  Climate Change considerations are indirectly included in 
many aspects of the MTFP – including capital programme projects focused on 
Council buildings and vehicle purchases.  As well as being a consideration in 
procurement activity as per the Forward Plan.

6.7 External Consultation
The Council’s budget plans have been subject to a consultation exercise – 
utilising the business newsletter.  Consultation has been more low key for this 
budget exercise as a result of all the uncertainty around coronavirus response 
and recovery.

CLAIRE HAZELDENE
Acting Executive Director (Finance & Customer Services) & Chief Finance 

Officer

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

Various background working papers Moorlands House Keith Pointon
Interim Finance & Procurement 
Manager
01538 395400 Ext. 4193

6.4
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APPENDIX A

HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 
2021/22 to 2024/25

February 2021
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is a key element of the Council’s 
budget and policy frameworks. It aims to ensure that resources are directed 
effectively and efficiently towards delivery of the Council’s Corporate Plan. It 
describes the financial direction of the Council for planning purposes and 
outlines the financial pressures the Council is likely to experience over the 
next 4 years.  

1.2. The medium-term financial planning process establishes how available 
resources will be allocated to services in line with the Council’s priorities 
which have been determined following consultation with residents, 
councillors and other stakeholders. The process facilitates the Council in 
planning the prudent management of its finances, in building resilience and 
in providing for the needs of residents over the long term.  

1.3. The MTFP is updated regularly to fit in with the budget cycle. This review of 
the MTFP builds on the existing plan and updates assumptions to reflect 
known changes to income, costs and funding. The plan incorporates revenue 
and capital financial projections over the four years 2021/22 to 2024/25.  It 
also includes an assessment of key risks and a presentation of longer-term 
financial issues which have the potential to impact on the Council. 

1.4. The Council will demonstrate economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the 
application of its resources. Value for Money (VFM) is maximised when there 
is an optimum balance between economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

2. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

2.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan is driven by local priorities. The Council’s 
spending strategy is set out in the Corporate Plan formally adopted by 
members of the Council.

2.2. Following the elections in May 2019 and new political administration, there 
was a fundamental review of the Corporate Plan focussing on the period 
2019-2023 (up to the end of the current political administration).  The 
Corporate Plan was agreed by Council on 15th October 2019 with 2020/21 
representing the first full year of the new Corporate Plan – albeit a very 
challenging year with the pandemic pressures to deal with.

2.3. The Council’s 4-year Corporate Plan (2019-2023) establishes the Council’s 
vision, corporate objectives and key priorities for the medium term.  It in 
effect establishes the Council’s commitment in the delivery of service and 
community leadership to the residents of the High Peak. 

2.4. The delivery of the Corporate Plan will be measured through the 
Performance Framework.  A set of local performance indicators and targets 
will be established in preparation for the start of the financial year 2020/21 by 
the Corporate Select Committee.  The 2020/21 performance framework was 
reviewed in year to account for the impact of Covid 19 on the Council’s 
performance.
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2.5. The Council’s Corporate Plan is a document that needs to be owned by the 
whole Council.  As a consequence the Council held a members priority 
setting day held in July 2019 – the views have been taken into account in the 
development of the new plan and will also be important in developing the 
supporting performance framework.

2.6. The Medium Term Financial Plan has been updated to reflect the contents of 
the plan and to ensure that resources are directed towards key priorities. 

2.7. The Council’s vision is expressed as:   

“Working together to protect and invest in the High Peak with the Council on 
your side”
This vision is articulated further by four aims:

 Supporting our communities to create a healthier, safer, cleaner High 
Peak

 A responsive, smart, financially resilient and forward thinking council
 Protect and create jobs in the High Peak by supporting economic 

growth, development & regeneration
 Protect and improve the environment including responding to the 

climate emergency

2.8. The first aim recognises that the Council has a broader role and has to work 
with partners to deliver more holistic outcomes. The second aim commits to 
the continuous improvement of services and reinforces the desire to provide 
value for money.

2.9. The third and fourth aims form the additional ambitions of the Council which 
continue to be focused around supporting the development of the local 
economy and protecting the environment.

2.10. These aims are supported by a number of objectives which also provide the 
framework for the delivery of service plans. The Council’s objectives are 
summarised below: 

Aim Objectives

1
Supporting our
communities to

create a healthier, 
safer, cleaner High 

Peak

 Effective relationship with strategic partners
 Effective provision of high-quality public amenities, clean streets and 

environmental health
 Fit for purpose housing that meets the need of tenants and residents
 Practical support of community safety arrangements
 Provision of high quality leisure facilities both in formal leisure 

centres and swimming pools and out in our communities
 Work with our partners and the community to address health 

inequality, food and fuel poverty, mental health and loneliness
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Aim Objectives

2
A responsive, smart, 
financially resilient 

and forward thinking 
Council

 Ensure our future financial resilience can be financially sustainable 
whilst offering value for money

 Ensure our services are readily available to all our residents in the 
appropriate channels and provided “right first time”

 Invest in our staff to ensure we have the internal expertise to deliver 
our plans by supporting our high performing and well motivated 
workforce

 More effective use of Council assets to benefit our communities
 Effective procurement with a focus on local businesses
 Use innovation, technology and partnership with others to help 

improve the efficiency of services, improve customer satisfaction and 
reduce our impact on the environment

3
Protect and create 

jobs in the High 
Peak by supporting 

economic
growth, development 

& regeneration

 Encourage business start-ups and enterprises
 Work to create flourishing town centres and thriving high streets that 

support the local economy
 Promote tourism to maximise local benefit
 High quality development and building control with an “open for 

business approach”
 Car parking arrangements that meet the needs of residents, 

businesses and visitors
 Working to support existing local businesses, both large and small 

across the High Peak as they respond to future challenges
 Supporting the development of innovative green jobs and 

businesses across the High Peak

4
Protect and Improve 

the Environment 
including responding 

to the climate 
emergency

 Effective recycling and waste management
 Effective provision of quality parks and open spaces
 Meeting the challenge of climate change and working with residents 

and business across the High Peak to implement the climate change 
action plan

2.11. The Council is committed to playing the lead role in championing the local 
area. In so doing the Council recognises its community leadership role. 
Fulfilling this role effectively means influencing partners in a number of key 
areas in order to ensure that services are shaped and delivered around the 
needs and aspirations of citizens. The Council’s influencing role will be 
focused in the following priority areas: 
 Work with Derbyshire County Council and other partners to enable high 

speed internet across the borough
 Support the development of more cycle routes whilst working with 

Derbyshire County Council and residents to ensure harmony amongst 
road users

 Working with regional partners such as Derbyshire County Council, 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority and the Sheffield City Region to 
improve public transport links across the borough and extend the GM rail 
ticketing boundary

 Encouraging local organisations and businesses to reduce their carbon 
footprint

 Ensure the best use of public assets across the borough by working via 
the One Public Estate project
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2.12. The Council will also continue to seek to influence our partners in the following 
long term projects:
 Work with the private sector on regeneration schemes including The 

Crescent and Torr Vale Mill
 Pressing for more regular and faster rail links and public transport links 

and essential road infrastructure (i.e. A628 / A6 bypasses, Whaley Bridge 
2nd Bridge, Gamesley Station)

 Supporting the completion of the off road route for the Trans Pennine Trail 
and access to the Monsal and Tissington Trails

 Maintaining the provision of accessible health of social care and working 
with partners to ensure health and well being

 Support the police in dealing with anti social behaviour
 Work with partners to bring additional funding into the borough

2.13. The Plan identifies key priority outcomes, which will be the highest priority in 
the development of performance targets and key actions.  A significant 
proportion of the Council’s resources will be directed towards achieving them: 

Aim Priority Outcomes

Supporting our communities
to create a healthier, safer,

cleaner High Peak

 Improved housing repairs service
 Improved private sector housing 

conditions
 Increased supply of affordable housing
 Increased level of community support

A responsive, smart,
financially resilient and

forward thinking Council

 Increased use of local firms through 
procurement

 Provision of more apprenticeships
 Increased levels of customer 

satisfaction
 Better engagement with our local 

communities

Protect and create jobs in
the High Peak by supporting

economic growth,
development & regeneration

 Increased economic growth
 Higher paid employment
 New tourism opportunities
 Thriving and flourishing town centres 

and high streets

Protect and improve the
environment including

responding to the climate
emergency

 Reduction in carbon emissions
 Reduced levels of environmental crime
 Appropriate response to the climate 

emergency declaration through a 
deliverable plan

2.14. The Council maintains a Strategic Alliance with Staffordshire Moorlands 
District Council, formed around the principle of shared services in the pursuit 
of efficiency and realisation of savings. The Strategic Alliance has enabled the 
implementation and transformation of a joint management structure and 
services, consequently realising significant efficiency savings. 

2.15. The Council intends to continue to drive savings and service improvements 
through collaboration with its Alliance partner.
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3. CURRENT SPENDING LEVELS

3.1. The starting point for the development of the MTFP is the current level of 
spending and the approved capital expenditure commitments.

General Fund Revenue Budget  

3.2. The Council’s current year (2020/21) General Fund budget can be 
summarised as follows:

Income and Expenditure 2020/21 
Budget

 £
Employees 10,475,150
Premises 4,210,120
Transport 398,340
Supplies & Services 9,103,980
Benefits            82,460
Borrowing 1,837,940
Parish Grant 51,320
Financing Costs 22,130

Total Expenditure 26,181,440
 
Fees and Charges / Other Income      (7,147,790)
Interest Receipts         (160,000)
Capital Recharges (231,240)
HRA Recharges (7,739,940)
 
Net Expenditure 10,902,470

 

3.3. The net expenditure is financed as follows: 

Financing 2020/21 
Budget

 £
Council Tax (6,051,540)
Government Funding -
New Homes Bonus (647,250)
Business Rates Retention (3,797,710)
Collection Fund Deficit (455,320)
Contribution to / (from) Reserves & Balances 49,350
Total Financing (10,902,470)

 
 

5.12
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Housing Revenue Account Budget  

3.4. The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is a ‘ring-fenced’ account that ensures 
the management and maintenance of the Council’s housing stock is funded 
from the income generated by rents and other related sources. 

3.5. The Council’s current year (2020/21) Housing Revenue Account budget can be 
summarised as follows: 

Budget Heading 2020/21 
Budget

 £
Repairs & Maintenance 4,299,300
Supervision & Management 2,618,150
Rates, Rents, Taxes, Charges 113,030
Other Operating Expenditure 761,310
Depreciation & Impairment Charges 2,099,030
Interest & Debt Management Charges 2,746,340
HRA Contribution to Capital Programme 3,178,060
Total Expenditure 15,815,220

Dwellings Rents (14,370,910)
Non - Dwelling Rents & Other Income (629,440)
Total Income (15,000,350)

Original (Surplus) / Deficit for year 814,870

3.6. Following approval to carry forward capital schemes of £120,000 from 2019/20, 
the original in year deficit of £814,870 was amended to an in year deficit 
position of £934,870.

General Fund Capital Budget
3.7. The medium-term projection for General Fund capital commitments approved 

by Council in February 2020 is detailed below:

Service Area 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 Total 
 £ £ £ £ £ £
Housing 27,000 667,000 374,000 504,000 504,000 2,076,000
Asset Management 1,656,500 2,520,300 2,676,640 588,720 1,555,850 8,998,010
Housing Grants 495,660 550,290 489,110 489,110 489,110 2,513,280
ICT Strategy 135,000 87,050 50,000 50,000 50,000 372,050
Fleet Management 2,467,010 691,500 725,780 172,000 653,430 4,709,720
Other Schemes 547,350 134,610 50,000 0              -   731,960
Total Programme 5,328,520 4,650,750 4,365,530 1,803,830 3,252,390 19,401,020
Financed by:-       
External Contributions 585,460 550,290 489,110 489,110 489,110 2,603,080
Planning Obligations 33,000             -               -               -                -   33,000
Capital Receipts(Land) 1,024,080 725,000 2,525,000 810,720 2,219,280 7,304,080
Capital Receipts( one for one) 27,000 667,000 374,000 504,000 504,000 2,076,000
Capital Receipts (Vehicles) - 32,500 18,750             -         18,750 70,000
Capital Reserves 500,000             -               -               -                -   500,000
Earmarked Reserves 14,450      50,000             -               -                -   64,450
Borrowing 3,144,530 2,625,960 958,670             -         21,250 6,750,410
Total  Financing 5,328,520 4,650,750 4,365,530 1,803,830  3,252,390 19,401,020
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Housing Revenue Account Capital Budget

3.8. The medium-term projection for Housing Revenue Account capital 
commitments approved by Council in February 2020 was as follows:

 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 Total

 £ £ £ £ £
Asset Management works 2,351,910 4,639,590 3,800,060 4,341,600 2,370,060 17,503,220
Repairs Team Capital works 249,900 295,000 295,000 295,000 295,000 1,429,900
Asset Purchases 0 242,500 - 420,000 - 662,500
Commissioning Costs 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000
ICT Strategy - - 200,000 - - 200,000
Total Programme 2,701,810 5,277,090 4,395,060 5,156,600 2,765,060 20,295,620

     
Major Repairs Reserve 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 10,495,150
HRA Contribution 541,780 3,178,060 2,296,030 3,057,570 666,030 9,739,470
Capital Receipts 61,000 - - - -       61,000
Total Financing 2,701,810 5,277,090 4,395,060 5,156,600 2,765,060 20,295,620
      

Reserves
3.9. The MTFP presented in February 2020 did flag the risks around the outcomes 

of national funding reviews (i.e. fair funding; business rates retention; and new 
homes bonus) which may have a detrimental impact on the future financial 
position.   

3.10. The forecast general fund reserves position over the life of the February 2020 
approved MTFP is shown below:-

Contingency 
Reserves

2019/20 
(£)

2020/21 
(£)

2021/22 
(£)

2022/23 
(£)

2023/24 
(£)

Balance at Year End 2,837,990 2,976,280 2,798,700 2,728,820 2,855,900
Minimum Requirement 1.203,000 1,332,000 1,332,000 1,332,000 1,332,000
Headroom 1,634,990 1,644,280 1,466,700 1,396,820 1,523,900

3.11. HRA balances were forecast to total 16.3million at the end of 2019/20.

4. Coronavirus Pandemic

4.1. The Coronavirus pandemic has had, and is likely to continue having, an 
adverse impact on the Council’s financial position.  The financial impact is 
arising from additional expenditure in dealing with the crisis both externally and 
organisationally, lost income and savings targets that may not be met within the 
same timeframe due to resources being diverted elsewhere.

4.2. There is concern about the longer-term financial impact this will have on the 
delivery of corporate plan objectives.  Therefore, to attempt to understand and 
forecast this and to allow more time to effectively plan the longer term 
response, an early review of the MTFP was undertaken and this was presented 
to Members in September 2020. 
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4.3. The September update focused on updating the MTFP as approved in 
February 2020 - therefore no additional financial years were added and no 
additional budget demand items were included.  The review simply updated the 
current MTFP in light of the estimated financial impact of Covid-19.

4.4. A second update was then presented in November, which moved the MTFP on, 
adding an additional year, focusing on the 4 year period 2021/22 – 2024/25.  
The September / November MTFP updates highlighted a forecast use of 
reserves would now be required over the 4 years  in order to balance the MTFP 
position (as opposed to a contribution which was originally forecast in February 
2020) :-

MTFP Version Use of / (Contribution to) 
Reserves

Feb 2020 (£17,910)
Sept 2020 £1,709,910
Nov 2020 £1,741,630

4.5. This version of the MTFP updates the forecasts included in November based 
on the provisional settlement information released in December, latest 
economic forecasts, coronavirus pandemic response and recovery impact and 
assumptions around the timing and level of capital and revenue expenditure 
and income.

4.6. The 2020/21 forecast has been updated as part of the Quarter 3 Financial 
Update.

4.7. In summary, the Quarter 3 Financial Update forecasts a £419,390 surplus for 
2020/21 after taking into account Covid-19 related funding.  The surplus is 
mainly due to the indirect impact of the pandemic on the council’s underlying 
level of activity with demand for services reduced and initiatives delayed or 
curtailed.  These savings mask a £228,000 predicted shortfall between the 
direct impact of Covid 19 and the level of Government support received.

4.8. When establishing the 2020/21 budget, it included a contribution into general 
fund contingency reserves of £0.114million. Therefore, the forecast surplus 
position results in a variance to this assumption of £0.419million – with an 
overall £0.533million contribution to contingency reserves.

4.9. At the end of 2019/20, the Council established a Covid-19 earmarked reserve 
specifically to support with the financial impact of Covid-19 totalling £200,000 - 
utilising part of the 2019/20 underspend generated.

4.10. Based on the quarter 3 projection, the full £200,000 is proposed to be drawn 
from the earmarked reserve.  This would effectively reduce the impact of Covid 
19 on the 2020/21 outturn to £28,000 increasing the surplus to £619,390 and 
the contribution to contingency reserves to £0.733million
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4.11. The Quarter 3 financial update projects a £1.498million underspend against the 
2020/21 HRA budget (largely as a result of a delay in the delivery of the capital 
programme), and is showing no significant adverse financial impact of Covid-19 
in terms of loss of income/additional costs as yet.

4.12. The 2020/21 financial position will be monitored throughout the remainder of 
the year taking into account the actual recovery of income levels and services 
and any further updates on Government funding

Government Covid-19 Funding

4.13. The Secretary of State for the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 
Government (MHCLG) announced a package of financial support for local 
government, providing three central pillars of support:

COVID-19 related expenditure
- An overall £4.3 billion non ring-fenced allocation. The allocations reflect the 

factors from which the MHCLG monthly data returns (as completed by each 
Local Authority) correlate most closely with expenditure.  The allocations 
also take account of population, deprivation and the way that service costs 
vary across the country.

Irrecoverable income loss
- Recognises that Councils have lost a great deal of income from sales, fees 

and charges (SFC) since the start of the pandemic.
- Reimbursements of lost income where these losses are more than 5% of 

planned income - Government will fund 75p in every pound.  The income 
scheme will cover transactional income from the delivery of services which 
is unavoidably irrecoverable – this will be the net loss. The 5% deductible 
will be based on total SFC’s budgets - it is not a line by line analysis. No 
forms of commercial income will be covered by this scheme.  

Losses in tax revenue
- Tax deficits can be repaid over three years rather than the usual one
- There is uncertainty at this point how much tax loss will materialise, so the 

government will agree a fair apportionment of irrecoverable council tax and 
business rates losses, between central and local government, for 2020 to 
2021.

4.14. In addition, Government has provided financial support to Councils to:
 administer the business grants and self-isolation payment process
 support homelessness activity
 support the reopening of high streets
 support with the cost of compliance and enforcement of Covid restrictions
 support the recovery of the Leisure sector (subject to claim)

4.15. The Council has also received funding from Derbyshire County Council to 
support track and trace compliance and enforcement duties.
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4.16. The table below provides a summary of Government and County funding 
(confirmed and estimated) 

Covid Grant Support HPBC
  £ 
Covid 19 General Support- Phases 1 to 4 1,256,991 
Covid 19 Grants Admin Support 271,262
Covid 19 Income Loss Support (est) 516,750
Covid 19 Leisure Recovery Fund (est) 160,000

General Support 2,205,003
Covid 19 Track & Trace (via County) 50,000 
Covid 19 Compliance Enforcement 38,818

Service Specific Support 88,818
Total  2,293,821

Tier Classifications / Second National Lockdown 

4.17. In an attempt to contain localised increases in Covid-19 cases, the Government 
introduced a tiered system at the end of September 2020.  The tiers (originally 
three) – medium, high and very high – represented various restrictions 
dependent on the classification.

4.18. The northern part of High Peak (Glossopdale area) was placed in ‘tier 2’ from 
14th October, with the rest of High Peak placed in the ‘tier 2 – high’ category 
from 31st October 2020 – which introduced restrictions on household mixing 
indoors.  

4.19. However, on 31st October, the Prime Minister announced a second national 
lockdown in England from 5th November to 2nd December.  Similar to the first 
national lockdown, all non-essential shops, leisure and hospitality businesses 
are required to close, but education facilities will this time remain open.  

4.20. The Borough was then placed in Tier 3 from 2nd December, with some 
businesses then allowed to reopen (hospitality, accommodation and some 
leisure businesses still closed) and has subsequently been placed in the new 
‘Tier 4 – Stay at Home’ from 31st December – which effectively replicates the 
second lockdown position with non-essential shops / personal care businesses 
closing again.  

4.21. As of 5th January 2021, England has been placed into a full national lockdown 
with schools also closing.

4.22. There will no doubt be an impact on the provision of Council services and 
consequential increased costs / reduced income.  This impact will be estimated 
within the report and assumptions made in respect of further Government 
funding as a result of the national lockdown.
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5. TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME

5.1.   Introduction

5.1.1. The Council’s ‘transformation programme’ incorporates all major projects which 
meet the strategic priorities of the Authority and have significant financial 
implications, including:
 The Capital Programme
 Housing Revenue Account 
 Treasury management implications 
 The Efficiency and Rationalisation strategy
 The Council’s major contracts
 Member Priority Projects

5.1.2. The delivery of transformation programme projects is monitored by a 
Transformation Board made up of Directors, along with key Heads of Service 
and officers. A Director is allocated as ‘project executive’ and a full business 
case appraisal is completed for each project.

5.1.3. The progress and current financial projections of the transformation programme 
is explored below along with any potential revenue consequences.  Any further 
work required to identify the financial implications of the programme are 
discussed and will feed into future MTFP updates.

5.2. Capital Strategy 

5.2.1. In accordance with the requirements of the 2017 edition of the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code for 
Capital Finance in Local Authorities, the Capital Strategy has been updated for 
2021/22.

5.2.2. The Strategy, which is being presented to members alongside this report, 
explains how capital expenditure and investment decisions are taken in line 
with the Council’s Corporate Plan and service objectives, taking account of 
stewardship, value for money, prudence, risk management, sustainability and 
affordability.

5.2.3.  The Capital Strategy is detailed in APPENDIX B.  

5.3. Capital Programme 

General Fund Capital Programme

5.3.1. The General Fund Capital Programme approved by members in February 2019 
has been reviewed, re-profiled and updated to reflect the latest position in 
terms of capital projections to 31st March 2025.  The review also estimates the 
impact Covid-19 has had on delivery of the approved programme.  Some 
projects have inevitably been delayed due to the lockdown periods, social 
distancing measures and contractor availability.
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5.3.2. Consequently, the five-year capital programme (including 2020/21) is forecast 
at £22,764,820.  The latest capital projections, specifically identifying the major 
schemes, are summarised in the table below. Full detail is attached in ANNEX 
A. 

Service Area 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total 
 £ £ £ £ £ £
Housing 170,000 374,000 925,000 504,000     504,000 2,477,000
Asset Management 1,557,060 3,586,450 4,701,060 1,518,800     880,250 12,243,620
Housing Grants 330,000 489,110 489,110 489,110     489,110 2,286,440
ICT Strategy 198,360 67,050 50,000 50,000       50,000 415,410
Fleet Management     162,750 1,527,330 187,500 698,080       88,500 2,664,160
Other Schemes 283,040 2,355,150 40,000             -               -   2,678,190
Total Revised Programme 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990  2,011,860 22,764,820
Financed by:-       
External Contributions 523,070 3,762,090 1,456,770 489,110     489,110 6,720,150
Planning Obligations 43,000             -               -               -               -   43,000
Capital Receipts(Land)       57,180 250,000 905,000 2,255,880     998,000 4,466,060
Capital Receipts( one for one) 170,000 374,000 925,000 504,000     504,000 2,477,000

Capital Receipts (Vehicles)             -         12,500 62,750
      

11,000       20,750 107,000
Capital Reserves 100,000             -               -               -               -   100,000
Earmarked Reserves 64,450             -               -               -               -   64,450

Borrowing 1,743,510 4,000,500
 

3,043,150             -               -   8,787,160
Total   Revised Financing 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990  2,011,860 22,764,820

5.3.3. The capital projections above include the carry forward of £385,670 capital 
budgets from 2019/20; an increase to the 2020/21 programme of £10,000  
(Contribution to support project to develop Road Football Club and Community 
Hub, Glossop)  

Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme

5.3.4. The Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme approved by members in 
February 2020 has been reviewed, re-profiled and updated to reflect the latest 
position in terms of capital projections to 31st March 2025.  The review also 
estimates the impact Covid-19 has had on delivery of the approved 
programme.  Some projects have inevitably been delayed due to the lockdown 
periods, social distancing measures and contractor availability.

5.3.5. Consequently, the five-year capital programme (including 2020/21) is forecast 
at £24,629,670.  The latest capital projections, specifically identifying the major 
schemes, are summarised in the table below. Full detail is attached in ANNEX 
A. 
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2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total

 £ £ £ £ £ £
Asset Management works 3,577,090 5,507,170 4,582,770 3,718,210 4,360,090 21,745,330
Repairs Team Capital works 204,840 295,000 295,000 295,000 295,000 1,384,840
Asset Purchases 90,000 289,500 420,000 - - 799,500
Commissioning Costs 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000
ICT Strategy - 100,000 100,000 - - 200,000
Total Programme 3,971,930 6,291,670 5,497,770 4,113,210 4,755,090 24,629,670

Major Repairs Reserve 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 10,495,150
HRA Contribution 1,872,900 4,192,640 3,398,740 2,014,180 2,656,060 14,134,520
Total Financing 3,971,930 6,291,670 5,497,770 4,113,210 4,755,090 24,629,670
      
5.3.6. The capital projections above include the carry forward of £120,000 from 

2019/20 as approved by The Executive in August 2020.

 Asset Management Plan (AMP) – General Fund  

5.3.7. It is essential that the Council maintains an asset base, which delivers the 
ambitions of the Corporate Plan – however, this needs to be affordable.  The 
Capital Strategy sets out the outcomes and actions emerging from a report 
presented to the Executive in July  2016 – which was based on the result of 
asset condition surveys completed on the Council’s property portfolio

5.3.8. This included the potential capital and revenue financial implications of 
maintaining the Council’s current property assets over a 30 year period, as 
summarised below:-

HPBC - Capital Investment Required (as 
at July 2016)

2016-17 - 
2019-20 
(MTFP)

2020-21 - 
2045-46 (26 

Years)
TOTAL

Public Buildings 8,450,983 6,188,951 14,639,934
Car Parks 120,000 3,754,462 3,874,462
Public Conveniences 123,400 949,300 1,072,700
Waterways & Infrastructure Assets 671,360 1,230,000 1,901,360
Leisure Centres 45,000 6,825,129 6,870,129
Depots and Parks Buildings 144,700 1,301,785 1,446,485
TOTAL 9,555,443 20,249,627 29,805,070

Revenue Consequences 295,619 592,838 888,457

5.3.9. This position has been reviewed and updated annually to take account of any 
changes and updates to stock information since July 2016, and has 
subsequently been reviewed again for the purposes of this report

5.3.10. The table below reflects the updated capital investment requirements as at 
February 2021, adjusted for 2019/20 actual outturn and any in-year re-profiling 
that has taken place in 2020/21 and changes to spending plans.  This 
increases the overall forecast capital spend by £4,419,317 over the 30 years 
from the original position; as reported in July 2016. (Latest projections include 
an allocation of £4,154,750 for the Glossop Halls Project - see 5.3.35)
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HPBC AMP Capital 
Investment 

2016-17 
(Actuals)

2017-18 
(Actuals)

2018-19 
(Actuals) MTFP    2025-26 

to 2046-47 TOTAL

    

2019-20 
(Actuals)

 
   2020-21 
to 2023-24 2024-25 (21 Years)  

 £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
Public Buildings 339,450 2,124,080 2,362,860 1,301,200 7,505,890 666,320 4,361,998 18,661,798
Car Parks               -   87,080 39,530 43,070 1,004,620               -   2,609,489 3,783,789
Public Conveniences               -   4,970               -                 -   410,710               -   633,600 1,049,280
Waterways Infrastructure 51,280 170,680 35,260 255,780 902,460 100,000 781,830 2,297,290
Leisure Centres 540 72,850 26,510 14,670 804,690 108,630 5,413,145 6,441,035
Depots Parks Cemeteries               -   5,400               -   23,210 735,000 5,300 1,222,285 1,991,195

Total 391,270 2,465,060 2,464,160 1,637,930 11,363,370 880,250 15,022,347 34,224,387

Revenue Consequences - 18,740 75,050 73,550 273,560 30,380 354,110 825,390

5.3.11. The Council will be developing an Asset Management Strategy over the next 
12 months to ensure the future delivery of efficient asset management.  This 
work will be progressed once the condition surveys have been undertaken 
and the updated 30 year costs of maintaining the general fund asset stock are 
known.  The above will then be reset.

5.3.12. Any positive revenue implications of the asset management strategy, for 
example, reduced annual maintenance and utility costs due to fewer and/or 
more efficient buildings and income receipts from shared accommodation with 
partners will be taken towards the efficiency programme.  

Asset Management Plan (AMP) - Housing

5.3.13. The Executive agreed to complete a full condition survey on the Council’s 
portfolio of housing properties by March 2019.  The Capital Strategy and HRA 
Business Plan (presented alongside the MTFP in February 2019) set out the 
outcomes and actions emerging from this.

5.3.14. The actual stock condition survey results suggested that a lower level of 
capital spend is required in the earlier years of the 30 year Business Plan.  
However, some re-profiling of expenditure has taken place to increase the 
capital spend in the early years, with an early focus on ensuring decent homes 
standards are maintained:-  
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 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 £ £ £ £ £
Original Programme 5,277,090 4,395,060 5,156,600 2,765,060 4,599,130
Approved Carry Forwards 120,000 - - - -
Re-Profiling:
Lift Replacements (182,000) 580,000 125,000 (100,000) (104,040)
Bathrooms
Kitchens

(220,000) (30,000) 250,000 - - 
Kitchens 100,000 (200,000) 100,000 - - 
Electrical Works (260,000) - - - 260,000
Central Heating (224,630) 130,000 - - - 
Queens Court Boiler (200,000) 50,000 150,000 - - 
Windows and Doors (66,430) 603,840 (537,410) - - 
Gamesley Cladding (75,000) 250,000 125,000 - - 
Environmental and Other Works 38,400 (316,730) (611,420) 948,150 - 
Disabled Adaptations (183,000) - - - - 
Vehicle Purchases (152,500) 289,500 - - - 
Housing ICT Strategy - (100,000) 100,000 - - 

New ProjectsNew Projects:
Rendering Programme - 500,000 500,000 500,000 - 
Sheltered fire Alarm Upgrades - 140,000 140,000 - - 
Re-Profiled Programme 3,971,930 6,291,670 5,497,770 4,113,210 4,755,090
     

5.3.15. From the work undertaken at this point, the stock condition results remain 
affordable with the 30-year HRA business plan.  The condition surveys are 
due for review (on a sample basis) in 2022/23.

Buxton Crescent  

5.3.16. The Buxton Crescent Hotel and Thermal Spa construction stage has 
completed.  The Hotel opened for one month in October before being closed 
due to national Coronavirus restrictions. An additional £50,000 budget has 
been added to the capital programme to cover final project management and 
other professional fees up until the signing of the main lease in February   

 
5.3.17. The Council is working with the Hotel to reconfigure the Undercroft car park at 

Pavilion Gardens to lease car parking space for hotel guest parking.  

5.3.18. Business Rates income has been estimated until we have confirmation from 
the Valuation Office of the Rateable Value; it is included in the Business Rates 
Retention funding budgets. 

  Housing Grants  

5.3.19. The Borough Council is the duty holder under the Housing Grants, 
Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 for the mandatory Disabled Facilities 
Grant and this status remains despite changes to funding arrangements. All 
eligible applicants are entitled to receive mandatory funding for certain major 
adaptations to their properties. The funding for these adaptations has 
previously been given directly to the Council but from 2015/16, the funding 
was incorporated into the Better Care Fund (BCF) and paid to the County 
Council. 
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5.3.20. The Better Care Fund is a single pooled fund for all health and social care 
provision and covers the whole range of services including public health, 
social care services and clinical commissioning groups. 

5.3.21. The mechanism for the payment of funds from the fund holder to the Borough 
Council year on year is now governed through the BCF Commissioning 
Group, which makes the award based on the Assurance Plans submitted 
annually by each Council.  The Plans outline how the allocated budget will be 
spent; including any discretionary or innovative schemes agreed between the 
Councils and the County Council and identifies the monitoring programme. 
The Plan requires a quarterly progress update submission to the 
Commissioning Group, and these updates will inform the discussion around 
the subsequent year’s allocation. 

5.3.22. There is currently no waiting list for DFG assessments, based on current 
information (as at Quarter Three), the allocation for 2020/21 will not be fully 
utilised to the current year’s grants programme; this will bring the Disabled 
Facility reserve up to £0.7m at year end.

ICT Strategy 

5.3.23. The framework for the existing ICT Strategy was established in 2014/15.  The 
key drivers of which were to support delivery of the Efficiency and 
Rationalisation Plan, provide the infrastructure to support joint working, new 
ways of working and improve access to services for our customers.

5.3.24. Following on from this, a refreshed, updated IT Strategy is currently being 
developed.  The aim of which is to drive a change in culture and deliver the 
systems, processes and skills required in an environment where information is 
shared seamlessly though connected systems.  This will potentially reduce 
costs of services through optimisation, improving online services and enabling 
customers to self-serve.  This will also reduce manual administrative tasks, 
removing paper processes and allowing Officers to focus on high-value tasks.

5.3.25. Consequently, estimated requirements have been included within the MTFP of 
£243,310 which primarily relate to the implementation of a system to aid waste 
collection processes and the migration of the cash receipting system.

5.3.26. There are other projects currently at initial business case or procurement 
stage, for example; housing system review, migration of the current licensing 
system and review of the customer portal and integration into back office 
systems.  Therefore, at this stage, an additional £50,000 per annum has been 
added to the programme to reflect this.  More accurate costings will be 
developed as business cases progress.

5.3.27. There is also £100,000 set aside in an earmarked reserve which was 
established specifically to support with the implementation of the ICT Strategy.
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Fleet Management

5.3.28. Fleet management arrangements have been subject to review.  Responsibility 
for maintaining the Council’s fleet has now transferred to Alliance Environment 
Service (AES), however, the responsibility for funding fleet remains with the 
Council.  The fleet review aims to deliver savings to be realised against the 
efficiency programme by ensuring the most cost effective funding options are 
selected for the various types of vehicles.

5.3.29. The existing contract hire agreements that were in place were terminated on 
30th June 2018, and the majority of vehicles under the agreement were 
directly purchased.  An options appraisal undertaken on the funding of refuse 
freighters highlighted direct purchase (via the capital programme funded by 
borrowing or capital reserves/capital receipts) as the most cost effective 
method of funding. 

5.3.30. A Fleet Strategy is currently being drafted which will set out the fleet renewal 
programme and process, incorporating financial, procurement and operational 
considerations.

5.3.31. For the purposes of this report, it has been assumed that all replacement 
vehicle requirements over the next four years will be funded via direct capital 
purchase – but this will be subject to further funding options appraisals prior to 
purchase.  Therefore, at this stage, the capital programme includes an 
allocation of £2,664,160 in order to replace vehicles as they reach the end of 
their useful lives.

5.3.32. Where possible, funds are set aside and held within an earmarked reserve for 
the purpose of funding short-life capital purchase such as fleet. This further 
reduces the overall cost of financing the vehicle fleet by reducing borrowing 
costs.

 New/Other Capital Commitments  

5.3.33. The below provides details and estimated costs of new capital schemes which 
the Council is aiming to progress during the 4 year MTFP period as well as 
any other potential schemes being developed where further work is required 
to estimate costings:

- Glossop Halls Project Cost £5.4m 
£2million funding has been secured from the D2N2 Getting Building Fund, 
towards a revised programme of works to reconfigure and refurbish 
Glossop Market. The Council’s capital investment into the project subject to 
private sector investment is  £3.4m

- Fairfield Roundabout  £2.3m
The Council has secured £2m funding from Homes England towards the 
construction of Fairfield roundabout and link roads. Delivery of this 
infrastructure will unlock housing sites allocated in the Local Plan. At this 
stage it is anticipated that the funding shortfall £0.3m will be met from 
external sources – this will be monitored.
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- Future High Street Funding (FHSF) 
The Council has received confirmation that the FHSF bid for the 
regeneration of Buxton town centre has been in-principle awarded £6.6m.  
 Whilst advised that the bid demonstrated ’overall good value for money’, it 
is less than the £9m requested.  In terms of next steps, the Council has 
been offered £5,000 to support work to now adapt the bid to meet the grant 
offer.
This project would require potential significant investment from the Council – 
at this stage, no financial implications have been included in the MTFP, until 
the full business case has been completed and formally approved.  At this 
point, the Treasury Management Strategy would also potentially need to be 
updated.  
A Member panel planned for 17th February 2021, will receive an update on 
the revised bid (including high level funding implications) to be submitted to 
Government by the end of February.  If the revised bid is then approved by 
Government, the full detailed business case will commence.

- Investment in ICT Digital Transformation & ICT Investment - £68,450
      Includes the migration to a new payments system.

- Delivery Programme / Land Disposal Strategy see Capital Strategy 
(Appendix B) 

It is likely that there will be costs incurred associated in delivering the 
Council’s accelerated housing programme and land disposal strategy going 
forward.  However, these are to be assessed based on each scheme (and 
may be revenue costs rather than capital costs) therefore no provision is 
included in the capital programme at this stage.

- Outdoor Sports Facilities - £100,000
Allocation available to support requests for funding of improvements to 
small outdoor sports facilities

  Financing the Capital Programme  

5.3.34. The capital programme can be funded from a number of options which include 
external grants and contributions from third parties, comprising of Government 
and lottery funding streams; capital receipts from asset sales as part of the 
asset management plan and sale of council dwellings; earmarked revenue 
reserves and a planned annual contribution from the Housing Revenue 
Account to finance construction of and improvements to council dwellings.

5.3.35. Borrowing is undertaken to fund the shortfall after the other capital resources 
have been used. The current programme includes estimates of external 
funding of £6.72m towards General Fund projects; reserves of £0.16m; capital 
receipts of £7.05m (£4.57m General Fund(Land &Vehicles) + £2.48m 1-for-1 
RTB), plus Housing Revenue Reserves of £3.972m are forecast to be applied 
in 2020/21 and a further £20.658 million of Housing Revenue Reserves over 
the following four years 
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5.3.36. Where no other resources can be applied, borrowing becomes the funding 
option for the programme.  The Council’s estimated General Fund borrowing 
requirement over the 4 years is shown below (there is no borrowing 
requirement for the HRA):-

5.3.37. The Treasury Management Strategy then considers whether this is funded 
externally or internally - both options have a consequence on revenue either 
through reduced investment income or increased external interest liability as 
highlighted in the table below. The forecast of capital receipts to be received 
against capital spending results in a reduced nil borrowing requirement in 
2023/24 and 2024/25. 

5.3.38. The capital receipts applied to the General Fund include the one-for-one right-
to-buy element used to fund capital expenditure on new housing properties.  
Under Government guidelines, these receipts can only represent 30% of 
overall expenditure, with a further 70% being required to be allocated.  The 
current strategy is to fund this via a third party where possible, i.e. a social 
housing landlord or developer, with the third party organisation providing the 
additional 70% expenditure.  Direct property purchases are also being 
considered where there is a business case for doing so.

5.3.39. The HRA can also apply capital receipts which are not subject to the same 
restrictions as the one for one receipts to the overall capital programme.    
There remains a balance held on un-ring-fenced capital receipts which can be 
applied to future spending as required. 

5.3.40. It is proposed to utilise reserves allocated for capital spend (where possible) 
where an options appraisal on the acquisition of short-life assets such as 
vehicles, plant and equipment has been carried out and suggests that the 
most financially viable option is to outright purchase.  Similarly, an increase in 
the contribution to capital is proposed where it is best value to do so for the 
HRA.

  Revenue Consequences of the Capital Programme

5.3.41. The capital investment proposals above will result in estimated revenue 
consequences as follows:

Revenue Consequences 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£ £ £ £
Borrowing Costs 36,700 86,770 67,620 0
Other (Income)/Expenditure (5,670) (6,660) (7,890) (13,550)
General Fund 31,030 80,110 59,730 (13,550)

HRA contribution to Capital 1,014,580 (793,900) (1,384,560) 641,880
Borrowing Costs - - - -
Housing Revenue Account 1,014,580 (793,900) (1,384,560) 641,880

General Fund Borrowing 
Requirement 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£ £ £ £
Total 4,000,500 3,043,150 0 0
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5.4. Housing Revenue Account (HRA) review  

5.4.1. In 2015, Government announced legislative and financial changes for the 
social housing sector - which had significant negative financial implications for 
the Council’s HRA

5.4.2. Consequently, a fundamental review of the HRA business Plan was 
undertaken via a sub-committee working group established by the Corporate 
Select Committee.  Through the establishment of a Financial Improvement 
Plan, focus was directed to areas where reductions in financial provisions in 
the HRA could be made or additional income could be generated in order to 
ensure that the longer term financial position can be sustained.  

5.4.3. Alongside this, a full stock condition survey was commissioned to provide an 
understanding of the capital requirements of maintaining the housing stock 
over the 30 year business plan period.

5.4.4. The work commenced in June 2016 and resulted in an updated sustainable 30 
year business plan – as presented alongside the MTFP in February 2019.  
Based on the savings achieved as part of the Financial Improvement Plan and 
the updated stock condition information, the updated HRA business plan 
forecast healthy surpluses over the 30 year period, with a reduction in debt 
(with no additional borrowing assumed):-

2018/19 (Year 1 
forecast)

2047/48 (Year 
30 forecast)

Variance

Capital Financing 
Requirement (Debt Level) £54.9m £25.9m Reduction in debt 

of £29m
HRA Working Balance 
(general reserves) £11.2m £53.0m Increase in 

balances of £41.8m

5.4.5. This report summarises the latest financial forecasts and provides a detailed 
summary of the financial position from 2021/22 to 2024/25.  The updated 
position now shows an estimated surplus of £590,930 by the end of 2024/25.  
APPENDIX C illustrates the latest high level financial summary of the HRA 
Business Plan.

5.4.6. The HRA Business Plan highlighted a number of key issues and challenges 
going forward, for example: impact of the welfare reform, completion of the 
Financial Improvement Plan savings, understanding tenant priorities, 
considering the outcomes of estate regeneration reviews, prioritising decent 
homes standard failures and development of new stock.  

5.4.7. An action plan was developed in order to respond to these issues, progression 
against this will be monitored and any financial impact will be adjusted for 
within the MTFP and HRA Business Plan going forward. 
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5.5. Efficiency & Rationalisation Programme 

General Fund Efficiency Programme

5.5.1. The current Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy was approved by 
Members in February 2017, which identified a programme of £2.1 million 
(including £431,200 in unachieved efficiencies from the previous efficiency 
programme) in savings to be made over the period 2017/18 – 2020/21.  

5.5.2. The Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy has the effect of both reducing 
expenditure and increasing income. The need to grow income is now more of 
a priority as the Council moves more towards being self-financing i.e. not 
reliant on direct government funding such as revenue support grant. 

5.5.3. The strategy was developed with the underlying principles of protecting 
frontline service delivery. It is also intended that the strategy is a tool to enable 
the Council to ensure that its service spending is determined by the 
established priorities set out in the Corporate Plan.

5.5.4. There are five areas of focus:-
 Major Procurements - There is the opportunity to focus attention on a 

number of large service functions which are currently provided by an 
external contractor / supplier. A number of significant contracts are coming 
to an end. This will also allow a fundamental review of these services with 
proper consideration of the current financial constraints.  The contract 
commitments have sometimes restricted the opportunity to align services 
across the alliance with Staffordshire Moorlands.  The individual projects 
will focus on Waste Collection & Environment Services, Leisure 
Management and Facilities Management

 Asset Management Plan – continuation of the existing priority of 
rationalising the Council’s asset base with a focus around priorities in order 
to allow for the necessary capital investment

 Growth – development of a clear focus upon housing and economic 
growth based upon the established Local Plan. 

 Income Generation – focus on increasing the yield from existing sources 
on income and a drive towards identifying new sources of income

 Rationalisation – a commitment to reducing expenditure on non-priority 
areas of spend e.g. management arrangements, channel shift, non-
statutory services 

5.5.5. The below table summarises the financial savings requirements and profile for 
achievement (ANNEX B provides more detail of the savings plan):-

General Fund Efficiency 
Strategy  2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 TOTAL

 £ £ £ £ £
Major Procurements 100,000 275,000 100,000 500,000 975,000
Asset Management - 30,000 200,000 - 230,000
Growth - 40,000 40,000 190,000 270,000
Income Generation 90,000 190,000 70,000 120,000 470,000
Rationalisation 120,000 46,000 20,000 - 186,000
TOTAL 310,000 581,000 430,000 810,000 2,131,000
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5.5.6. Subsequently, a review was undertaken in February 2019 to assess the timing 
and estimated value of future savings based on the current programme.    
When setting the MTFP in February 2020, there remained a £0.5 million 
savings target to be achieved in 2020/21 and 2021/22.  Following additional 
savings that were realised in quarter 4 of 2019/20, the overall target remaining 
has been reduced to £352,000.

5.5.7. The table below shows the projected re-profiled Efficiency Programme (taking 
into account the actual 2019/20 efficiency target achieved):-

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL
£ £ £ £ £

Original Programme 310,000 581,000 430,000 810,000 - 2,131,000
Amended Programme 388,000 524,000 714,000 410,000 95,000 2,131,000
Variance 78,000 (57,000) 284,000 (400,000) 95,000 -
Achieved Q4 2019/20 - 153,000 (153,000)  -
Revised Target 388,000 524,000 867,000 257,000 95,000 2,131,000

5.5.8. The Efficiency Programme continues to progress, however, with the 
coronavirus pandemic, progression has stalled slightly during 2020/21, with 
£210,000 in savings realised at the Quarter Three stage in 2020/21 (against 
an updated target of £257,000).  

5.5.9. The Covid-19 recovery phase and impact on the Council’s financial position is 
forecast at this stage to continue into 2021/22 (if not longer).  Therefore, it is 
recognised that delivering the 2021/22 savings requirement of £95,000 
(together with any shortfall from 2020/21) may prove difficult.  However, there 
are significant savings planned for realisation in the next 12 months in regard 
to fleet procurement.  In addition, the Council has an earmarked reserve 
established to support with any reprofiling requirements of the efficiency 
programme with £200,000 currently set aside.  Therefore, if there was a 
shortfall in achieving savings in 2021/22, this reserve could be used.

5.5.10. No assumptions in respect of any ‘new’ efficiency programme have been 
incorporated into this iteration of the plan.  However, any further savings or 
income generation opportunities identified will be factored into MTFP updates.  
Section 6.4 (Budget Demand) details some future savings that have already 
been identified and included within the iteration of the MTFP.

  HRA Efficiency Programme 

5.5.11. A HRA Financial Improvement Plan was approved as part of the MTFP in 
February 2017 which identified £1.2m in savings from a number of sources to 
be achieved over the period 2017/18 – 2020/21.  Progress against the 
Improvement Plan has been positive and all of the £1.2m savings have now 
been achieved.
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5.6. Major Contracts

5.6.1. One of the major cost pressures as a result of Covid-19 has been the impact 
on some of the Council’s major contracts.  However, there are also other 
potential pressures, as well as potential savings that need to be reflected in 
the MTFP forecast.

  Alliance Environmental Services

5.6.2. Alliance Environmental Services (AES) is a company created with a vision to 
deliver waste, street cleansing and grounds maintenance services in the High 
Peak and Staffordshire Moorlands areas. The company has three 
shareholders: High Peak Borough Council, Staffordshire Moorlands District 
Council and Ansa, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cheshire East 
Council. 

5.6.3. The company has experienced additional cost pressures as a result of the 
Covid-19 pandemic in regard to additional agency and overtime costs to 
enable social distancing and additional cleaning and personal protective 
equipment – the amount apportioned to HPBC is forecast at £95,500 in 
2020/21.

5.6.4. The contract fee for 2021/22 has been established following discussions 
between the Council and AES.  The contract fee has been calculated based 
on the base 2020/21 contract fee plus 2021/22 inflation/growth items less 
forecast savings achieved.  

5.6.5. Change demand items flagged by AES which will affect the management fee 
from 2021/22 include: Increased waste tonnage costs (ongoing covid effect), 
impact of Melandra depot closure, Recycling contracts decline in market, 
impact on income, offset partially by an increase in recycling credits from 
increased tonnage (covid effect).

5.6.6. Savings of £500,000 were forecast in the Efficiency & Rationalisation 
Programme – split between AES and savings to be achieved from Council 
retained budgets.  

  Leisure Centres & Pavilion Gardens

5.6.7. Financial support has been provided in respect of the Council’s leisure centre 
and Pavilion Gardens operation during the various lockdown and recovery 
periods – which is being rolled on a monthly basis.  The leisure centre 
operation has seen income receipts wiped out during the period the leisure 
centres were closed and is forecasting slow recovery phase as footfall is 
reduced in the early stages of recovery to maintain social distancing and 
facilities are opened on a phased basis.   The third lockdown means that the 
facilities are once again closed during this period.
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5.6.8. An estimated £1,158,000 spend pressure is currently assumed in 2020/21 
which is largely covered by Government COVID-19 support grants and the 
assumption that the Council will be allocated funding via the Leisure recovery 
fund.

5.6.9. Recognising that recovery may be prolonged and income levels may not 
reach pre-COVID-19 levels in the near future, a £594,000 growth item has 
been built into the MTFP in 2021/22 based on latest forecasts of Leisure 
Centre recovery – this is reversed back out from 2022/23 on the working 
assumption of a return to pre COVID-19 levels.

5.6.10. It has also been assumed that the Government’s leisure recovery fund to 
support externalised Leisure contracts will extend into 2021/22.

  Facilities Management

5.6.11. In 20/21 the Cleaning & Caretaking Contract was taken over by Vertas, the 
Council are currently working with Vertas to mitigate the overspend in the 
2020/21 to a balanced budget in 21/22.  

5.6.12. The Council are currently exploring an alternative delivery model for the 
operation of Facilities Management via establishing a trading company in 
partnership with Staffordshire Moorlands D.C. and Norse Commercial 
Services (wholly owned by Norfolk County Council)  This is subject to 
conclusion and approval of the business case.  No financial consequences of 
this arrangement have been built into the MTFP at this stage.
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5.7. Member Priority Projects   

5.7.1. During the development of the Corporate Plan a number of priority actions 
have been identified and prioritised by members. These are as follows: 

Financial Implications

Member Priority Projects (Y/N) Firm - in 
plans

Costs 
understood - 
not in plans

Costs not 
known

Leader  
Refresh and implement the Asset Management Plan, including a 
review of the public estate, and ensure adequate facilities 
management arrangements are in place

Y 

Develop an Access to Services Strategy to ensure that Council 
services are accessible to all

Y 

Refresh the Council’s Communications and Engagement 
Strategy in order to ensure there is a more effective dialogue and 
engagement with residents

N

Review the Council’s community support arrangements in order to 
maintain strong partnership working with community groups

N

Review the implementation of the Local Plan to ensure that the
requirements for affordable housing and developer contributions 
are being met

Y 

Conduct a review of the democratic processes and scrutiny
arrangements to make the Council as open and transparent as 
possible

N

Regeneration, Tourism and Leisure 
Support the development of the Glossop Halls Y 

Implement the accelerated housing delivery programme Y 

Implement the accelerated business growth and employment
programme

Y 

Develop a Cultural Strategy to support and celebrate the rich 
history and culture of the Borough

N

Review the Council’s Growth Strategy to ensure that it is 
focussed on the effective regeneration our towns and rural 
communities

Y 

Develop and implement an ongoing Leisure Facilities plan 
focussed on improving the heath and wellbeing of residents

Y 

Review the Sports & Physical Activity Strategy in order to 
integrate the communities and sports clubs into the delivery of its 
objectives

N

Develop a parks development plan to support the widest 
community use of parks and support community / friends groups

N
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Financial Implications

Member Priority Projects (Y/N) Firm - in 
plans

Costs 
understood - 
not in plans

Costs not 
known

Climate Change, Environment and Community Safety 
Establish a developer open space contributions plan N

Complete the review of the CCTV system and implement the 
agreed recommendations

Y 

Successfully deliver Phase 3 of the transfer of services to 
Alliance Environmental Services Limited in order to achieve 
improved performance and value for money outcomes

Y 

Develop a Climate Change Strategy and an action plan of 
response to a declared climate emergency

Y 

Review the Community Safety Strategy to ensure that the Council 
is supportive in fighting crime and anti-social behaviour

N

Review the Environmental Enforcement Policy in order to take 
steps to further reduce dog fouling and littering

N

Review the Council’s waste & recycling arrangements to increase
recycling and to respond to the emerging new national strategy

Y 

Corporate Services and Finance 
Implement the Council’s Efficiency and Rationalisation 
Programme

Y 

Provide advice and support for residents affected by the rollout of
Universal Credit

N

Continue to embed good information management practices 
through the ASSURED framework

N

Develop and implement a plan to identify new and innovative 
ways of generating income

Y 

Develop a new ICT Strategy to enhance and support the delivery 
of services

Y 

Review the Council’s Diversity Policies including working with 
faith and cultural groups to celebrate the traditions and diversity 
of our community

N

Develop a new Organisational Development Strategy to ensure 
that our workforce is developed effectively and that the Council 
makes effective use of apprenticeships

Y 

Develop a new Procurement Strategy with a focus upon spending
money locally

N

Housing and Licensing

Implement the Homelessness Strategy effectively to ensure that
voluntary groups and social enterprises that work to tackle the 
issue are supported effectively

Y 

Implement the agreed Housing Revenue Account Business Plan Y 

Review the delivery of services to older persons to ensure that 
they are effective

N

Develop a Private Sector Housing Strategy to improve conditions 
for private renters

N
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5.7.2. Any costs or revenue associated with these actions will need to be included 
in the MTFP. The impact of a number of them is already included in this 
iteration of the plan but additional work will need to be undertaken to develop 
a number of the actions further and at the same time identify any financial 
implications.  

6.   FINANCIAL FORECASTS

6.1. Introduction

6.1.1. A review of financial forecasts includes:-
 Updated interest rate forecasts
 Updated inflationary projections
 Any pensions impact relating to economic changes
 Estimation of any budget demand or growth items that have been 

incorporated into the MTFP, including additional medium term costs of 
COVID recovery (in accordance with work streams Reinstating Services, 
Economic recovery and Community recovery)

 Potential financial savings developing from new ways of working (in 
accordance with recovery plan stream Taking advantage of the positive 
legacy)

6.2. Interest Rates

6.2.1. Following the decrease in the Bank of England base rate to 0.10% in March 
2020, and the context of the impact of the coronavirus pandemic, the 
expectation is that interest rates will continue at current low levels throughout 
the period of the MTFP, with only a small potential increase in the 4th year. 

6.2.2. The Council’s advisors Link do not include negative interest rates in their 
forecast, but their average earning forecast shows an expectation of near 0% 
return.

6.2.3. The PWLB consultation was released at the end of November 2020 and, as 
was widely anticipated, rates were reduced by 1%, a reversal of the 
overnight 1% increase that was imposed in October 2019, along with a 
restriction that Councils cannot borrow from the PWLB if they have purchase 
any assets which are primarily debt for yield.

6.2.4. This has not directly impacted the forecast of borrowing interest rates as no 
external borrowing is assumed in the current strategy. However, the 
reintroduction of the PWLB for borrowing as result of this interest rate 
reduction provides more options for the Council to borrow particular for 
longer periods should it need to for either new borrowing or to refinance 
maturing debts.

6.2.5. Based on the current forecasts, changes in investment income and 
borrowing costs (based on interest rate changes) are highlighted below:-
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2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£ £ £ £
General Fund
Changes in Investment Income 125,380 7,540 7,260 (9,690)
Changes in Borrowing Costs (50,300) 8,530 (19,560) (16,000)

HRA
Changes in Investment Income 44,730 1,070 (660) (6,070)
Changes in Borrowing Costs (98,010) (118,890) (58,230) 9,630

6.2.6. The forecast budget for borrowing costs and investment income are shown 
below:-

6.3. Inflationary Projections 

6.3.1. The Retail Price Index (RPI) and Consumer Price Index (CPI) 12 month rate, 
as at December 2019, stood at 1.2 % and 0.6% respectively.  Inflation 
forecasts are made reflecting the composition of the Council’s expenditure, 
resulting in an inflation rate specific to the Council.

6.3.2. This includes the impact on staff pay, supplies and services, premises 
related costs an transport. The inflationary effects of Covid-safe working 
arrangements will feed through the system as increased supplies and 
service costs as contracts are renewed and uplifted.

6.3.3. The MTFP has been updated to reflect the latest forecasts on inflation and to 
roll forward a further 12 months to include the 2024/25 financial year. The full 
costs to the Council arising from inflation are forecast in the table below.

     
Inflationary Changes 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

     
 £ £ £ £

Employee Costs 127,140 111,240 111,910 112,900
Premises Costs 91,180 101,580 62,670 63,570
Transport 3,220 5,100 5,160 5,160
Supplies and Services 143,110 142,940 144,620 144,380
In-Year Inflation Pressure 364,650 360,860 324,360 326,010
     
General Fund 237,510 222,180 224,140 224,730
Housing Revenue Account 127,140 138,680 100,220 101,280

Treasury Budgets – Borrowing 
costs and investment Income 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

General Fund £ £ £ £
Borrowing Costs 1,824,340 1,919,640 1,967,700 1,951,700
Investment Income (40,290) (39,410) (40,040) (63,280)
HRA
Borrowing Costs 1,700,040 1,581,150 1,522,920 1,532,550
Investment Income (6,980) (5,910) (6,570) (12,640)
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6.4. Budgetary Demand

6.4.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan presented to Council in February 2020 
analysed and projected forward both income and expenditure.  This has 
been revised to reflect known changes in budgetary demand.

6.4.2. The current known changes in budgetary demand are highlighted below:- 

6.4.3. In the table above the following more significant items merit further 
explanation:

Increased / (Reduced) Budget Demand 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
 £ £ £ £
HRA pension past service deficit costs
Uniforms – Customer Services
DWP - HB administration grant reduction
Local Council Tax Support Admin Grant
Vacated buildings - Residual costs
Re-line car parks
Contract Hire reinstatement
Buxton Town Hall  - Woodwork
Loss of Income - Sheffield Road
Facilities Management Contract base
Glossop Markets - Temp closure
Glossop Halls - Arcade Temporary closure
Staffing Structure – Temporary post removal 
AES Round Growth
AES Melandra Depot closure
AES Waste tonnage increase - Covid effect
AES Recycling contracts - Market decline
AES Bench Rd Grounds Maintenance 
Increase in Recycling credits – tonnage growth
Leisure Contractor support
AES - agreed contract reduction
Community Organisation Support
Assets - Legionella & Asbestos Surveys
Assets - Opera House - Lightening Protection
Assets - H&S Path Maintenance
Increase in Bulking Facility Costs
Cemeteries grave spaces
Homelessness - Funding contributions
Local Council Tax Support scheme wind up

(20,000)
(2,500)
10,000

2,500
(16,500)
(10,700)

92,190
(50,000)

7,000
(12,000)
(86,500)

-
(37,300)

10,500
67,600
23,000

-
3,150

(45,000)
594,000

-
10,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
10,000

(20,000)
(55,730)

-

(21,000)
2,500

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

45,000
-

16,000
(67,600)

2,500
18,000

-
-

(594,000)
(109,500)

-
(15,000)
(20,000)
(17,500)

-
-
-

(17,520)

(21,000)
(2,500)

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

(113,500)
-
-

16,400
-

2,800
17,200

-
-
-

(60,000)
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

(17,510)

(22,000)
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

(45,000)
-

16,700
-

3,100
16,500

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

(16,290)
ICT Costs – Mid call upgrade 8,000 - - -
Increased HRA support cost recharge (50,000) - - -
Development Control - design support 6,500 - - -
Glossop Market Renovation – Borrowing costs offset - (20,000) (20,000) -

Total – General Fund 493,210 (798,120) (198,110) (46,990)
--HRA -  Increased General Fund Support costs 50,000 - - -

HRA – ICT cost – Mid call upgrade 8,000 - - -

Total – Housing Revenue Account 58,000 0 0 0
 

5.24
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 Leisure centres – one year support of £754,000 has been included with 
an assumption that this will be in part offset by further Government grant 
aid of £160,000; giving a net provision of £594,000 in the Plan.

 Glossop Halls – Loss of rental income during the renovation project are 
included in the Plan on the assumption that the work will be completed 
by 2023/24.

 Waste Collection - Costs are included arising  out of the closure of 
Melandra depot and  the increase in tonnages collected. 

6.4.4. In addition to the above, there may be a requirement to include upfront 
increased budget demand in relation to climate change related projects in 
future years.  Some of these costs may already be included with the MTFP 
forecast – for example, schemes within the asset management plan (both 
General fund and HRA) and fleet purchase programme where environmental 
impact will be a significant consideration.  However, any additional costs will 
be assessed and included within future MTFP iterations once known and the 
business case has been developed.   There is also a £25,000 earmarked 
reserve established to support climate change projects, this will be reviewed 
at the end of the year with a potential additional allocation set aside.

6.4.5. It may also be necessary to include increased budget provision as a result of 
the completion of service plans and in accordance with the Organisational 
Strategy – which is scheduled to be reviewed in line with Corporate Plan 
objectives.  Additional staff resource or expertise may be necessary to 
deliver specific projects.  This will be reviewed by the Transformation Board 
as part of the business case process for each project. 

6.4.6. Any financial savings realised as a result of work practices changed due to 
Covid will be offset against the remaining efficiency programme targets. 
Relevant areas of potential saving include printing, travel costs, postage and 
utilities.

6.5. Budget Growth  

6.5.1. In previous years, few additions in respect of budget growth have been 
included in the MTFP. It was assumed in light of the financial pressures 
faced by the Council, that any local issues that necessitate budget growth 
will be financed by internal spending reductions elsewhere. Occasionally, 
however, it is necessary to include budget growth to meet spending 
commitments.

6.5.2. No items of budget growth have been included in this version of the Medium 
Term Financial Plan.
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6.6. Pensions 

6.6.1. The Pension Fund triennial valuation, which took place in 2019, fixed the 
Council’s contributions for the first 2 years of this plan. A further valuation is 
to take place in 2022, which will set the contributions payable up until 
2025/26.

6.6.2. At this stage the plan assumes no further increase in contributions will be 
necessary arising out of the 2022 valuation. At the 2019 valuation the High 
Peak portion of the Pension Fund had a funding level of 90%.

6.6.3. The impacts of Covid19 are not expected to have an effect on pension 
contribution rates at this stage. The long term nature of Pension Fund 
forecasting means the impacts of short term financial shocks are mitigated. 
This situation will continue to be monitored following the outcome of this next 
valuation.

6.6.4. The Council carries an earmarked reserve for Pension purposes, which was 
originally set up to meet extraordinary pension costs outside of the actuarial 
valuation process. It has become obsolete having never been used for this 
purpose and it is proposed that this reserve is re-designated and transferred 
to General Fund contingency.

6.7. Housing Revenue Account – Other Operating Expenditure 

6.7.1. There are a number of items that relate only to the HRA. They include some 
direct elements of income and expenditure as well as notional charges for 
asset depreciation and debt impairment.

6.7.2. The HRA provides for a number of changes to operating expenditure over 
the next four year as set out in the table below:

   
Expenditure / (Income) 2021/22 2022//23 2023/24 2024/25

    
 £ £ £

Provision for Irrecoverable Debts 1,120 2,860 2,900 5,910
Past Service Pension Deficit Contribution 20,000 21,000 21,000 22,000
 

Increased / (Reduced) Other Operating Expenditure 21,120 23,860 23,900 27,910
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7. FUNDING & INCOME GENERATION

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. The key areas of funding and income generation include:
 Council Tax and Business Rates collection 
 Income from Government Grants
 Longer term impact on fees and charges income

7.2. Council Tax

7.2.1. The Council has the capacity to vary Council Tax levels, following the 
abolition of capping.  However the Council’s ability to increase Council Tax 
by more than a certain percentage is subject to referendum. For 2021/22, 
this percentage has been confirmed as 2%, but alternatively, lower tier 
Authorities have the option to increase the Band D equivalent by a set £5 – 
and so can apply either the 2% or £5 – whichever is higher.

7.2.2. In line with current guidance, this iteration of the MTFP assumes that a £5 
increase is applied in 2021/22 with 1.9% assumed from 2022/23 onwards (as 
Government consultation is currently ongoing regarding future years).

7.2.3. Provision has been included within the Plan to reflect anticipated growth in 
Council Tax base over the next 4 years. The Council’s tax base has suffered 
a reduction during the pandemic as house-building and employment levels 
were affected. It is assumed that this will recover in 2022/23 boosted by an 
upturn in the economy and that growth in Council Tax base will continue in 
following years. The figures included are shown in the table below:

Increased Council Tax Income 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
 £ £ £ £
Revenue from increased Council Tax (154,850) (114,980) (118,370) (121,780)
Revenue from Tax Base growth 13,230 (87,440) (68,700) (70,080)
     
Total (141,620) (202,420) (187,070) (191,860)
     

7.2.4. There is an increased risk associated with non-payment as a result of the 
impact of Covid-19, with some households potentially struggling to meet 
instalments.  Collection Rates for 2020/21 are behind what they normally 
are, however this is currently largely distorted by deferred payments plans 
and stalled recovery.  Having said that, it is recognised that there will be an 
impact on collection rates in 2021/22.  However, the financial impact will only 
be realised if outstanding debts are not collected in the near term and are 
subsequently written off. 
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7.3. Business Rates Retention  

7.3.1. Under the 50% Business Rates Retention system the Authority retains 40% 
of Business Rates less a tariff that is payable in to a pool of Derbyshire 
Authorities. This amount is then compared to a Funding Baseline (estimated 
at £2,367,720 for 2021/22) and any amount in excess of this Baseline is 
subject to levy, or conversely if the amount of retained Business Rates is 
below this Baseline, the loss is capped by a safety net payment. The MTFP 
does not anticipate the Council falling below the Baseline.

7.3.2. As part of the Derbyshire Pool in the 50% retention scheme, the levy is made 
to the Pool instead of Central Government. If the Council was not in the 
Derbyshire Pool it would have to pay 50p in the £1 to the Government as a 
levy, effectively limiting the income the Council can gain from business rates 
growth. However, as part of the Pool, the Council is able to retain some of 
this levy. Under the Pool agreement, this amount will depend on the amount 
all members of the Pool pay in at the end of the year, and the proportional 
success of the Council against its own baseline.  The benefit to the Council 
of being part of the Pool arrangement is estimated based on the historic 
trend of levy savings from the pool at 60% which is forecast to be £430,350 
in 2021/22.

7.3.3. In October 2015, the Government announced a forthcoming package of 
reforms to the Business Rates Retention System including a move to local 
government retaining 100% of the rates that they received (subsequently 
being revised to a 75% scheme, although  100% is once again under 
consideration) with an end to Revenue Support Grant.  The new scheme will 
now not be introduced until 2022/23 at the earliest.

7.3.4. The MTFP anticipates that Business Rates retention will be above the 
baseline. Net income is somewhat suppressed due to the award of reliefs 
including increased small business rate relief, caps on inflation to the 
multiplier, extended rural relief, and the increase in the provision for RV 
reductions on successful appeals. To compensate for the loss of business 
rates income resulting from the reliefs, funding has to date been made 
available to Councils under Section 31 of the Local Government Act 2003. 
The MTFP assumes equivalent Section 31 grants will continue on any 
extension to reliefs announced by the Government.

7.3.5. Extended Retail Relief was announced by Government in March 2020 which 
awarded full Business Rates relief to all retail, hospitality and leisure related 
businesses (with Councils reimbursed via s31 grants from Government). The 
council will ring-fence the additional grant received during 2020/21 relating to 
these reliefs, in order to fund the distribution of the additional collection fund 
deficit in 2021/22. It is unknown at this stage if the extended Retail Relief will 
continue into 2021/22.  Either way, the Council would either be reimbursed 
via Government grant or the amount would be collectable from businesses.
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7.3.6. However, as a result of Covid-19 and the impact recession and social 
distancing measures are having on businesses, there is a risk that the 
Borough may see a reduction in the overall rateable value of businesses and 
therefore business rates retention. A reduction of 0.5% has been included in 
this version of the MTFP. 

7.3.7. There is also a risk associated with non-payment, with businesses potentially 
struggling to meet instalments.  Collection Rates for 2020/21 are below 
normal trends, but this is dependent on businesses meeting deferred / 
changed payments plans. The financial impact of lower collection rates will 
only be realised if outstanding debts are not collected in the near term and 
are subsequently written off.  Prior to the Covid-19 climate an annual 
provision for bad debts of 0.6% was usually included in the budget. This has 
been increased to 1% for 2021/22; 0.8% in 2022/23; returning to 0.6% in 
2023/24 and 2024/25.

7.3.8. Changes in the level of the Council’s business rates will be impacted by a 
range of factors, including business growth in the area. At this stage, 
predicted levels of business rates income are based on known and expected 
changes to the business rates listing. 

Business Rates Retention 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£ £ £ £

In year:
      Baseline Funding (2,367,710) (2,406,290) (2,445,500) (2,485,350)
      Achievement against Baseline 192,260 106,510 (29,340) (152,090)
      Section 31 Grant (1,534,820) (1,529,260) (1,578,950) (1,629,250)

(3,710,270) (3,829,040) (4,053,790) (4,266,690)
Change between years:
      Business Rates retained (85,560) (124,330) (175,060) (162,600)
      Section 31 Grant 173,000 5,560 (49,690) (50,300)

87,440 (118,770) (224,750) (212,900)

7.4. Collection Fund.

7.4.1. The Council maintains a Collection Fund to record the receipt of Council Tax 
and Business Rates and their distribution to precepting authorities. Any 
surplus or deficit generated is distributed or recovered from the preceptors in 
subsequent years.

7.4.2. The Government announced that it will extend the period over which 
Councils must manage exceptional deficits on the collection fund relating to 
2020/21 owing to the Covid-19 situation, from the usual one year to three 
years.  This is intended to ease immediate pressures on Councils when 
budget setting for 2021/22, protecting their ability to deliver essential local 
services.
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7.4.3. The hardship element of the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme; and the 
Extended Retail Relief and Nursery Discount on Business Rates are all 
funded by grants, therefore do not impact on the exceptional deficit.

7.4.4. High Peak’s share of a deficit, in respect of Council Tax, to be distributed in 
2021/22 is £74,210. This leaves a small exceptional deficit to be distributed 
in 2022/23 and 2023/24 in accordance with the Government’s allowance that 
deficits occurring during 2021/22 as a result of the Covid crisis can be 
distributed over the next three years as opposed to the normal one. High 
Peak’s share of this exceptional balance distribution will be £25,650 in each 
year.

7.4.5. The government’s Local Taxation Income Guarantee Scheme to 
compensate local authorities for 75% of irrecoverable losses on Council Tax 
is currently forecast as £28,640 for 2020/21. The indicative allocation for the 
Local Council Tax Support Grant in 2021/22 is £126,330.

7.4.6. The High Peak share of the business rates deficit to be distributed in 
2021/22 is £3,467,790. The vast majority of this relates to the award of 
Extended Retail Relief announced by the Government in response to the 
Covid crisis. Therefore the Council has ringfenced s31 grant funding 
received in 2020/21. This funding will be drawn upon in 2021/22  to offset  
the vast majority of the Collection Fund deficit distributed in the year (see 
section 7.3.5 above). The current forecast doesn’t not show an exceptional 
deficit relating to 2020/21 for Business Rates, therefore future year collection 
fund balances are included at £0 in this plan. 

7.4.7. These and future year movements are set out in the table below:

Changes in Collection Fund Income 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£ £ £ £
Council Tax 147,420 (95,380) 9,620 (27,400)
Business Rates 3,849,900* (3,467,790) 0 0

Total 3,997,320 (3,563,170) 9,620 (27.400)

*Offset by s31 funding received in 20/21 and held in earmarked reserve.

7.5. Income from Government Grants

    New Homes Bonus

7.5.1. In the provisional Local Government financial settlement released in 
December, the Government confirmed that during 2021/22, it would be 
consulting on a replacement for the New Homes Bonus scheme (originally 
planned for 2020/21, but delayed due to Covid-19). The new housing 
incentive scheme will reflect a more targeted approach that rewards local 
government where they are ‘ambitious’ in delivering housing growth. At this 
stage, there is no further detail on what form the new scheme will take.
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7.5.2. The allocation of New Homes Bonus is secure for 2021/22 albeit reduced 
compared to assumption made within the MTFP - the Council will receive 
£341,770 in funding next year; beyond that no commitment is made for 
future years.

7.5.3. The 2021/22 bonus is made up of £43,870 in new award and £297,900 in 
legacy payments relating to previous years’ awards. The low level of new 
award for 2021/22 reflects the disruption to the house building sector caused 
by the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. As with 2020/21 this new award is 
for one year only and does not create legacy payments in future years.

7.5.4. The MTFP presented in November assumed total NHB receipts of 
£1,941,750 for years 2 – 4 of the Plan (2022/23 to 2024/25). This 
assumption has been reduced to £1,350,000 due to the delay in 
implementation of a new scheme and the low award in 2021/22. This amount 
remains at risk if the new scheme is less generous to High Peak than the old 
scheme was.

7.5.5. The recent tendency towards one-off annual awards with no associated 
legacy payments, has further eroded the base income received by the 
Council from this funding source.

7.5.6. In the absence of any further information, this iteration of the MTFP assumes 
that the Council will continue to receive funding at a base level of £450,000 
pa; but does so with the recognition of the major risk this represents to the 
viability of the Plan beyond 2021/22.

    Local Council Tax Support Scheme

7.5.7. The Council operates a scheme whereby funding received from central 
Government in respect of Local Council Tax Support is passed onto the 
parishes by means of an annual grant. The allocation of this grant is based 
on the eligibility of parish residents for council tax discounts. 

7.5.8. The level of resources made available for this grant has remained constant 
in spite of reductions in overall Government funding. The MTFP assumes 
that this approach will continue at a cost to the Council of £51,320 pa – 
however, this is subject to review during 2021/22, with a proposal to reduce 
this over the MTFP period.

7.5.9. The basis of the model underlying the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme 
is currently being reviewed (but the current scheme will remain unchanged in 
2021/22), primarily as a consequence of the introduction of Universal Credit.  
The result of this review, including any budgetary consequences, will be built 
into future iterations of the MTFP.
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   Covid-19 Related Grant Support

7.5.10. The Council has received Government funding towards Covid-19 pressures 
during 2020/21.  This has included non-ringfenced grants, specific grants (for 
additional services provided such as the administration of the grants process 
and compliance and enforcement of restrictions) and partial reimbursement 
of irrecoverable fees and charges income.

7.5.11. As part of the spending review announcement in December 2020, it was  
confirmed that Government support would be provided into 2021/22, 
including the following grant awards:-

 Covid-19 Relative Needs Grant (£428,180)
 Lower Tier Services Grant (£100,830)
 Local Council Tax Support Grant (£126,330)

7.5.12. At this stage, it is assumed that this funding will not continue into future 
years. 

     Summary of Income from Government Grants 

7.5.13. The table below summarises the movement in Government funding over the 
MTFP period: 

7.6. Fees and Charges

  General Fees and Charges

7.6.1. Charging for local services makes a significant contribution to the Council’s 
finances. The Council also uses charging to influence individual choices and 

Government Grant (gain) / 
loss of funding

2020/21 
(Budget)

2021/22 
(forecast)

2022/23 
(forecast)

2023/24 
(forecast)

2024/25 
(forecast)

 £ £ £ £ £
New Homes Bonus (647,250) (341,770) (450,000) (450,000) (450,000)
Covid-19 Funding - (655,340) - - -

(647,250) (997,110) (450,000) (450,000) (450,000)

Change in Govt Funding - (349,860) 547,110 - -
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behaviour, and to bring other benefits to local communities.  The Council’s 
Charging Policy sets out the following principles for establishing the level of 
fees and charges:  
 The cost of providing services should be fully met by income
 There is a standard approach to concessions for those on low incomes
 Where a subsidy is agreed, this should be used to support the 

development of Council services in accordance with priorities
 Subsidies should be reconfirmed annually

7.6.2. Charges are set in line with the categories below

7.6.3. The proposed fees and charges for 2020/21 are presented in APPENDIX C 
to this report.

7.6.4. The MTFP assumes that income losses suffered in 2020/21 arising out of the 
Covid19 outbreak have substantially recovered by 2021/22.

7.6.5. The Medium Term Financial Plan would normally project that the Council will 
increase fees and charges (and other income) broadly in line with inflation.  
Whilst recognising that certain income streams (such as car parking, 
planning receipts) may not increase each year and that other income 
streams (such as grants and rental income) are fixed or subject to periodic 
review.

7.6.6. However, the assumed annual increase in base income has been 
suspended for years 1 and 2 of the plan, whilst fees and charges income 
levels recover from the Covid19 shock.  The underlying annual total 
expected from inflationary increases to fees and charges from year 3 
onwards has been set at £40,000, recognising the potential overlap with 
income generation themes included in the Efficiency Programme. 

7.6.7. The projected revenue from increased fees and charges (and other income) 
is summarised in the table below:

Charging 
Policy Policy Objective

Full commercial Service is promoted to maximise revenue within an overall objective of generating a 
surplus from the service

Fair charging Service is promoted to maximise income but subject to defined policy constraints 
including commitments made to potential customers on an appropriate fee structure

Cost recovery Service generally available to all but without a subsidy

Subsidised Service is widely accessible, but users of the service should make some contribution 
from their own resources

Nominal Service to be fully available and a charge is made to discourage frivolous usage

Free Service fully available at no cost

Statutory Charges are set in line with legal obligations
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Increased Fees and Changes 2021/22 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
£ £ £ £

Revenue from increased Fees and Charges - - (40,000) (40,000)
Revenue from Car Park charge increase* - - (75,000) -

Total - - (115,000) (40,000)
Total Income from Fees & Charges (7,243,290) (7,198,290) (7,426,790) (7,511,790)

    *subject to review

    Housing Revenue Account – Rent Charges 

7.6.8. The Government announced in October 2017 that after the four year 1% rent 
reduction ends in 2019/20, Authorities will then be able to increase rents 
from 2020/21 by CPI +1%.

7.6.9. Therefore, the current HRA Plan projects a 1.5% increase in rent in 2021/22 
and 2.5% in years 22/23 – 2024/25.  It also assumes that ‘Other Charges’, 
including garages and service charges, will increase in 2021/22 – 2024/25.  

Rental Income 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£ £ £ £

Revenue from Rental Income and Other Charges (112,200) (285,420) (290,640) (591,220)**

** 53 week rent year

7.6.10. As part of the HRA review, a revised rent policy was presented to the HRA 
working group during 2017/18, which aimed to increase income targets (and 
partially offset the HRA Financial Improvement Plan savings targets).   

7.6.11. This included a review of current service charges to ascertain the cost to the 
Council in providing services.  The review revealed that the cost in providing 
services was higher than the service charge paid by tenants.  It was 
proposed therefore, to increase current service charges paid by current 
tenants by a maximum of 5% per annum – to limit the financial impact up to 
the point the actual service charge matches the actual cost.      

7.6.12. It was also proposed that for new tenants, ‘formula’ rent is charged – which 
in most cases is slightly higher than current rent.  In addition, if any services 
are provided as part of the tenancy, the service charge will be based on the 
actual cost in providing the services.  The increase in service charges for 
21/22 has been capped at a maximum increase of 5% of 20/21 actual costs. 
The rent and service charge is fully advertised prior to a new tenant taking a 
tenancy. 

7.6.13. In September 2018, the Department of Works and Pensions rolled out its 
‘full’ service in High Peak – meaning that all new claims from single people 
and families (of working age) of the six legacy benefits (including Housing 
Benefit) will be replaced by Universal Credit (UC).  

5.32
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7.6.14. Due to the many changes (UC is paid direct to the tenant rather than the 
Landlord, there have been some issues with waiting times on receiving 
payment etc) this may have a potential negative impact on rent collection.  
No reduction in rental income due to this has been included in this MTFP, 
but it is flagged as a risk at this stage and is included in the HRA Business 
Plan action plan.

8.   RISKS, CONTINGENCIES & USE OF RESERVES

8.1. Contingencies

8.1.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan is underpinned by a number of 
assumptions. These assumptions have been made in the light of currently 
available information. New information, when it emerges, may require the 
Council to alter its assumptions with a consequential effect on the financial 
position.

8.1.2. Key risk areas will be closely monitored and reviewed on an ongoing basis 
and remedial action taken.  Members will receive quarterly updates on 
performance against the budget. The Council will carry adequate reserves as 
a contingency against risks that cannot be fully mitigated.

8.1.3. The Council carries reserves as a contingency for situations where risks 
cannot be fully mitigated. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 
requires the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) to report on the robustness of the 
estimates included in the budget and the adequacy of the reserves that the 
budget provides.  

8.1.4. While there is no detailed guidance on calculating the level of general 
reserves the Council is encouraged to take into account the strategic, 
operational and financial risks facing the Council. These amounts are then 
moderated to acknowledge the likelihood of all risk events occurring 
together.  The table below presents analysis undertaken by the Council in 
calculating the minimum level of general reserve required:

Item Calculation Factor Value Amount of 
Reserve

  £m £
Expenditure Items (gross) – 
Employee Related

3% of value 7.39 222,000

Expenditure Items (gross) – Other 3% of value 11.27 338,000
New Budget Growth Additional 10% of value 0.00 0
Housing Benefits (subsidy) 0.25% of value 10.80 27,000
Fees and Charges 5.5% of value 7.24       398,000
Interest Receipts / Payments 5% of net interest paid / received 1.78 89,000
Efficiency Provisions 50% of value 0.10 48,000
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Council Tax Collection 2.5% of value 6.19 155,000
Business Rates Retention 6% of value 3.71 223,000
Development Services Income 6% of value 0.62 37,000
Local Land Charges 6% fall in income 0.11 6,000
New Homes Bonus 50% fall in income 0.34 171,000
Total Requirement all events   1,714,000
   Moderation 10% reduction (171,400)
Total Requirement   1,542,600

8.1.5. It is proposed that the minimum general reserve contingency balance should 
increase by £208,000 to £1,540,000 to meet unforeseen expenditure and/or 
shortfalls in income, the increase represents the uncertainty in the MTFP in 
respect of the coronavirus pandemic and the impact the recovery phase may 
have.  [The Council anticipates that at 1st April 2021 it will be holding a 
contingency reserve of £3.8m]

8.1.6. The HRA working balance is made up of surpluses that have accumulated 
over a number of years.  The Council retains a minimum of £1million 
(approximately £250 per property) in order to cover unexpected events that 
could - if realised – trigger financial pressures.  This has been calculated 
based on the below:

Item Calculation Factor Value Amount of 
Reserve

  £m £
Expenditure Items (gross) – 
Employee Related

3% of value 3.21 96,000

Expenditure Items (gross) – Other 3% of value 3.43 103,000
Net costs (capital contribution, 
depreciation, support services)

3% of value 5.73 172,000

Borrowing Costs (net) 5% of net interest paid / received 2.74 137,000
Efficiency Provisions 30% of value 0.00 -
Non Dwelling Rents 3.5% of value 0.63 22,000
Dwelling Rents 4% of value 14.65 586,000
Total Requirement all events   1,116,000
   Moderation 10% reduction (111,600)
Total Requirement   1,004,400

8.1.7. The level and utilisation of reserves is determined formally by the Council, 
having received the advice and judgement of the Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO). The Chief Financial Officer’s advice is:

“In the view of the Executive Director & Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 
Officer), the budget includes estimates which take into account 
circumstances and events which are reasonably foreseeable at the time of 
preparing the budget. The view is therefore held, that the level of reserves 
are adequate for the Council based on this budget and the circumstances in 
place at the time of preparing it”
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8.1.8. Further detail of the CFO’s determination in regard to contingency balances 
and reserves is detailed in ANNEX E.

8.2. Use of Reserves and Balances  

   General Fund Reserves and Balances

8.2.1. When setting the Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan in February 2020, 
the general fund contingency reserves balance as at 31st March 2020 was 
estimated to total £2.838 million.

8.2.2. The 2019/20 provisional outturn position highlighted a £0.295 million surplus 
– of which £200,000 was set aside specifically to fund COVID-19 recovery 
activities.  After other earmarked reserves movements, the general fund 
contingency balance as at 31st March 2020 was £2.842million (£0.004 million 
higher than forecast in the MTFP presented in February).  

8.2.3. In addition, a review of current earmarked reserves has been undertaken to 
establish if the purpose for which the reserve was set up is still applicable 
and at the correct value.  The purpose of which – particularly in light of 
Covid-19 - is to identify any cash resources that can be reallocated into 
contingency reserves to support the MTFP over the next 4 years:    
 The Council carries an earmarked reserve for Pension purposes of 

£220,000, which was originally set up to meet extraordinary pension 
costs outside if the actuarial valuation process. It has become obsolete 
having never been used for this purpose and has been identified for re-
designation. 

8.2.4. This review increases the contingency reserves to £3,062,000

8.2.5. The Quarter Three report forecasts that there will be a surplus against 
budget of £619,390, in which case, there will be a net contribution into 
contingency reserves of £757,680 in 2020/21.  The s31 grants received as 
compensation for the Retail / Nursery relief  by Government in 2020/21 is to 
be transferred into an earmarked reserve for use in 2021/22 to offset the 
Collection Fund deficit in that year arising out of the events in 2020/21.

8.2.6. The updated MTFP currently shows a forecast cumulative deficit position of 
£1.082million over the four years – which represents the required use of 
reserves in order to balance the 4 year plan.  The annual changes in the 
contingency reserve as well as other earmarked reserves where it is planned 
to draw funding, are shown in the table below:

Reserve 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
 (Budget)     

 £ £ £ £ £
Contingency Reserve 138,290 (901,880) (467,110) (23,370) 310,290
Section 106 / Other Reserves (88,940) (3,383,880)* (1,640) (1,640) (1,640)
      
Total Reserve Usage 49,350 (4,285,760) (468,750) (25,010) 308,650
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Change in use of reserves  (4,335,110) 3,817,010 443,740 333,660
      

*includes use of the surplus earmarked in 2020/21 from the receipt of S31 grants as compensation for the Retail / 
Nursery relief as implemented by Government in 2020/21 – the grant funding was earmarked at the end of 2020/21 
and drawn in 2021/22 to cover the collection fund deficit from non-collection of those amounts in 2020/21

8.2.7. With effect from 2021/22 the MTFP reflects a use of £1,082,070 in 
Contingency reserves over the next 4 years  (2021/22 £901,880 usage; 
2022/23 £467,110 usage; 23/24 £23,370 usage; and 2024/25 £310,290 
contribution) 

8.2.8. The table below shows the revised level of forecast contingency reserves 
over the life of the Medium Term Financial Plan: 

Contingency Reserve 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
 (Budget)     

 £ £ £ £ £
  As at February 2021:      

Balance at year-end 3,819,810 2,917,930 2,450,820 2,427,450 2,737,740
      
Minimum requirement (s7.2) 1,332,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000
      
Headroom 2,487,810 1,377,930 910,820 887,450 1,197,740
      

8.2.9. At the end of year 4 of the plan (2024/25) there would be an estimated 
balance of £2.74million in General Fund Contingency reserves – which 
would be £1.2 million above the required £1.54 million minimum balance.

8.2.10. The updated MTFP illustrates a requirement to draw from reserves in years 
1-3 of the plan – with an estimated contribution into contingency reserves of 
£310,290 in year 4 (2024/25).  

8.2.11. All of the above is subject to the assumptions as detailed in the previous 
sections, which is extremely difficult to forecast – and does not assume any 
further Government support at this stage.  These assumptions will be 
continually monitored.

    HRA Reserves and Balances

8.2.12. The HRA balance is made up of surpluses that have accumulated over a 
number of years.  The Council retains a minimum of £1 million 
(approximately £250 per property) in order to cover unexpected events that 
could - if realised – trigger financial pressures.

8.2.13. Due to the strict ring-fencing rules that apply to the HRA, any funds set aside 
form part of HRA reserves. The table below summarises the projected 
overall HRA reserves position for the duration of this MTFP.

 
 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
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 £ £ £ £ £
HRA Reserves Brought Forward 16,464,054 17,027,032 15,156,802 14,321,172 15,095,512
Surplus/(Loss) for the year* 562,978 (1,870,230) (835,630) 774,340 590,930
Total HRA Reserves carried forward 17,027,032 15,156,802 14,321,172 15,095,512 15,686,442

*as forecast in the Q3 report and this version of the MTFP

8.2.14. It can be seen from the table above that the HRA balance is projected to 
significantly exceed its £1 million contingency minimum over the next four 
years. 

8.2.15. The updated 30 year HRA business plan summary is shown in ANNEX H.

8.3. Risk Identification and Management

8.3.1. The early identification and management of risks is critical to the Medium 
Term Financial Planning process. Risks to the MTFP are assessed, 
mitigated and actively managed to ensure that the Council delivers its 
services effectively within the funding at its disposal. The principal risks to 
the Medium Term Financial Plan are summarised in ANNEX D.

8.3.2. Risk areas will be closely monitored and reviewed on an on-going basis and 
remedial action taken as appropriate.  Risks associated with specific projects 
will be identified within the project methodology documents and reviewed 
monthly by the Transformation Board.

8.3.3. The table below highlights specific financial risks that are embedded within 
this Medium Term Financial Plan: 

Revenue Risks Capital Risks
 Inflationary assumptions
 Interest rates
 Housing benefits
 Fees and charges
 Universal Credit
 Business Rates 
 Council Tax collection
 Housing Rent levels (HRA 

affordability)
 Government grants
 Financial benefits from partnerships 

/ shared services
 Pension costs
 Contract Management 
 Brexit implications

 Interest rates 
 External funding
 Capital receipts
 Capacity to deliver capital 

programme
 Project overspend
 Project overrun
 External factors (e.g. planning 

objections, judicial reviews etc. 
leading to project delay)

 Housing finance 
 Weather 
 Brexit implications

8.3.4. In addition, there are a number of Covid-19 related financial risks to the 
MTFP to be regularly reviewed and considered:-
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 The impact that a recession may have on Council Tax and Business 
Rates collection and increased risk of non-payment which is not 
subsequently collected

 The period of recovery is prolonged which has further cost pressure 
consequences for the Council – especially in regard to the operation of 
leisure centres

 Fees and Charges income levels do not return to pre-Covid levels as 
forecast

 The economy is deflated post-recovery leading to ongoing economic 
problems in town centres and the broader economy, as well as 
community safety issues, which lead to increased cost pressures

 Increased demand on certain services e.g. Benefits and economic 
support.

 Further national lockdowns / tiered systems imposed which leads to 
further pressures on businesses and households and additional costs to 
the Council in providing support

  Britain’s Exit from the European Union 

8.3.5. The United Kingdom left the European Union on 31st January 2020, 
whereupon the country entered into a transition period.  A deal in regard to 
the UK’s future relationship with the European Union was agreed in 
December 2021.  While this should hopefully mitigate against what were 
seen as potentially negative effects on the economy at this stage it is not 
possible to predict the full impact of the Brexit process on the Authority’s 
finances and financial planning.

   
8.3.6. As a result of Brexit, there is a risk that a number of local and national 

economic drivers such as inflation, interest rates, the valuation of assets and 
liabilities and the demand for and funding of services will be affected.

8.3.7. The direction and extent of Brexit’s influence on these areas is a matter of 
debate.  To give an idea of the potential financial consequences the table 
below quantifies the impact on the Authority’s current 2021/22 budget had 
there been a 1% change in its key economic drivers.

Risk item Impact on 2021/22
1 % change in inflation 109,000
1 % change in interest rates 176,000
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9. Budget 2021/22

9.1. Budget preparation work has now been completed and an overall balanced 
budget position has been reached with the inclusion of a £95,000 efficiency 
target on the General Fund and a use of £901,880 in Contingency reserves 
(together with a £3,383,880 use of earmarked reserves (mainly in respect of 
Business Rates) – total use of £4,285,760). The HRA is balanced with a 
drawdown from reserves of £1,870,230.

9.2. The proposed 2021/22 General Fund Budget is detailed below:

Budget Heading 2021/22
 £
Employees 10,564,990
Premises 4,284,800
Transport 401,560
Supplies & Services 9,872,600
Benefits 82,460
Borrowing 1,824,340
Parish Grant re Council Tax Support 51,320
Financing Costs 22,130
  
Total Expenditure 27,104,200
  
Fees and Charges / Other Income (8,687,210)
Interest Receipts (40,290)
HRA Recharges (6,406,160)
Capital Recharges (231,240)
  
Net Expenditure 11,739,300
  
Council Tax (6,193,160)
LCTS Compensation Grant (126,330)
Business Rates Retention (3,710,270)
COVID-19 Grant Funding (529,010)
New Homes Bonus (341,770)
Contribution to / (use of) EM 
Reserves* (3,383,880)

Contribution to / (use of) Contingency (901,880)
Collection Fund** 3,542,000
  
Total Financing (11,644,300)
  
Deficit / (Surplus) 95,000
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*Majority of use of earmarked reserves relates to S31 grants received in 2020/21 to offset the impact of the 
extended Business Rates reliefs awarded – grant funding earmarked and used to offset Collection Fund deficit 
in 2021/22
**HPBC share of collection fund deficit – includes £3,467,790 Business Rates (majority as a result of extended 
relief awarded in 2020/21) and £74,210 Council Tax

9.3.  The proposed 2021/22 Housing Revenue Account Budget is detailed below:

Budget Heading
2021/22 

Projection
 £

Repairs & Maintenance 4,409,480
Supervision & Management 2,739,230
Rates, Rents, Taxes, Other Charges 109,130
Other Operating Expenditure 782,430
Depreciation & Impairment Charges 2,099,030
Interest & Debt Management Charges 2,693,060
HRA Contribution to Capital Programme 4,192,640
  Total Expenditure 17,025,000
Dwellings Rents (14,483,110)
Non - Dwelling Rents & Other Income (671,660)
  
Total Income (15,154,770)
  (Surplus) / Deficit for year 1,870,230
Use of Reserves (1,870,230)
In Year Deficit (Surplus) 0

   Council Tax and Rent Setting Requirement 2021/22

9.4. The tables below illustrate the Council Tax & Housing Rent requirement for 
2021/22:

*includes use of the surplus earmarked in 2020/21 from the receipt of S31 grants as compensation for the Retail / Nursery relief 
as implemented by Government in 2020/21 – the grant funding was earmarked at the end of 2020/21 and drawn in 2021/22 to 
cover the collection fund deficit from non-collection of those amounts in 2020/21

Housing Revenue Account 2021/22
Budget

New Efficiency Requirement (95,000)
  
In-Year Deficit / (Surplus) 0
  

2021/22General Fund Budget
 £
Net Cost of Services 11,644,300
  New Homes Bonus (341,770)
Business Rates Retention (3,710,270)
COVID-19 Grant Funding (655,340)
Use of Reserves* (4,285,760)
Collection Fund 3,542,000
  
Net Requirement from Council Tax (6,193,160)
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£
Net Cost of Services* 12,461,710

Plus:
Borrowing Costs 2,693,060
Net Expenditure 15,154,770
Non - Dwelling Rents & Other Income (671,660)

Net Requirement from Housing Rents (14,483,110)
         *includes contribution from balances of £1,870,230

9.5. The overall Council Tax requirement contained within these proposals is 
summarised in the table below:

Budget 
Requirement

£
Tax Base

Band D 
Council Tax

£

Increase/
(Decrease) 

%

Borough Council Tax 6,193,160 30,904 200.40 2.56%

£5.00

9.6. The overall rent increase requirement contained within these proposals is 
summarised in the table below:

Average 
Weekly

Rents 20/21
£

Average
Weekly 

Rents 21/22
£

Increase/
(Decrease)

£

Increase/
(Decrease)* 

%
HRA Rents (over 52 weeks)

HRA Garage Rents (over 52 weeks)

71.45

7.13

72.64

7.49

1.19

0.36

1.66%

5%

 *includes increase where new tenancies have transferred to ‘formula rent’

9.7. Charges made to recover fuel costs at various blocks have been reviewed 
and are charged on an individual block basis.  The charges for 2021/22 are 
shown below and based on the previous year’s usage and estimated costs 
and adjustments for actual fuel costs in 2019/20.

 Weekly Charge per Unit (over 52 weeks)
 Charge Category

 

Anticipated 
Fuel Cost
2021/22 A B C D

Communal 
Areas

 £ £ £ £ £ £
Alma Square       13,455 6.09 9.13 - 15.22 3.97
Cromford Court 6,480 - - - - 2.97
Eccles Fold 12,384 - 4.79 - - 1.47
Hartington Gardens 33,239 5.30 7.96 10.61 - 1.26
Marian Court 14,593 5.67 8.50 - 14.17 2.93
Milton Court 24,428 7.90 11.84 - 19.74 3.29
Queens Court 25,625 - 9.54 - 15.90 2.33
Northlands 13,696 - 8.59 11.45 - 5.05
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Grangeside 3,312 - - - - 5.79
Fieldhead House 1,933 - - - - 5.31
Watford Lodge 1,145 - - - - 2.75

10. MTFP REVENUE POSITION  

10.1. General Fund Revenue Position

10.1.1. The medium term general fund revenue position is as set out in the table 
below, which summaries the impact of the discussions in the previous 
sections of the report:-

     
Summary Revenue Position 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

     
 £ £ £ £

Consequences of Capital Spend (section 5.3.44)
           

31,030
         

80,110
         

59,730
      

(13,550)
     

Interest Rate Changes (section 6.2.5)
          

125,380
           

7,540
           

7,260
        

(9,690)
     

Borrowing Costs (section 6.2.5)
         

(50,300)
           

8,530
       

(19,560)
      

(16,000)
     

Inflation Pressures (section 6.3.3)
          

237,510
       

222,180
        

224,140
       

224,730
     

Changed Budget Demand (section 6.4.2)
          

493,210
     

(798,120)
      

(198,110)
      

(46,990)
     

Budget Growth (section 6.5.1 )
                   

0
                 

0
                 

0
                

0
     

Increased Council Tax Income (section 7.2.3)
        

(141,620)
     

(202,420)
      

(187,070)
     

(191,860)
     

Business Rates Retention (section 7.3.8)
           

87,440
     

(118,770)
      

(224,750)
     

(212,900)
     

Changes in Collection Fund (section 7.4.7)
       

3,997,320
  

(3,563,170)
           

9,620
      

(27,400)
     

Reduction in Government Grant (section 7.5.13)
        

(349,860)
       

547,110
                 

0
                

0
     

Additional Fees and Charges (section 7.6.8)
                   

0
                 

0
      

(115,000)
      

(40,000)
     
Contribution to Reserves & Balances (section 8.2.6)                         
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(4,335,110) 3,817,010 443,740 333,660
     

In Year Change in Position
           

95,000
                 

0
                 

0
                

0

Efficiency & Rationalisation Plan (section 5.5.7)
         

(95,000)
                 

0
                 

0
                

0
     

Budget (Surplus) / Deficit
                   

0
                 

0
                 

0
                

0

10.1.2. The table above table shows a balanced position over the life of the Medium 
Term Financial Plan assuming the remaining Efficiency Programme savings 
of £95,000 are achieved. 

10.1.3. The above position includes £1,082,070 use of contingency reserves during 
the life of the plan.

10.1.4. ANNEX F shows the projected General Fund revenue position in detail.

10.2. Housing Revenue Account Revenue Position

10.2.1. The medium term Housing Revenue Account revenue position is as set out 
in the table below.

Summary Revenue Position 2021/22 2022//23 2023/24 2024/25
 £ £ £ £

Budget (surplus) / deficit  brought forward 814,870 1,870,230 835,630 (774,340)

Revenue consequence of Capital spend (section 4.3) 1,014,580 (793,900) (1,384,560) 641,880

Interest Rate Changes (section 5.1) 44,730 1,070 (660) (6,070)

Borrowing Costs (section 5.1) (98,010) (118,890) (58,230) 9,630

Inflation Pressures (Section 5.2) 127,140 138,680 100,220 101,280

Increased / reduced budget demand  (section 5.3) 58,000 0 0 0

Increased / reduced budget growth  (section 5.4) 0 0 0 0

Increase in Other Operating Expenditure (section 5.6)** 21,120 23,860 23,900 27,910

Reduction in Rent and Other Charges  (section 6.5) (112,200) (285,420) (290,640) (591,220)
 
In Year Change in Position 1,870,230 835,630 (774,340) (590,930)

HRA Rationalisation Plan (section 4.4)** 0 0 0 0
Budget (Surplus) / Deficit 1,870,230 835,630 (774,340) (590,930)
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10.2.2. ANNEX G shows the projected Housing Revenue Account revenue position 
in detail.

11. CONSULTATION

11.1.1. The Council is committed to consulting with residents and other stakeholders 
to help inform the budget setting process and spending priorities/non-
priorities. A variety of techniques have been used and the approaches have 
been iterative, building year on year on what has gone before. The Council 
already holds comprehensive information gathered about residents’ 
spending priorities. Much of this information was gathered in times of rising 
expenditure. The financial challenges for the Council are now very different. 

11.1.2. The consultation process for the 2020/21 Budget was undertaken via an 
online communication included in the business newsletters.  With the 
significant uncertainties and risk within this MTFP update, it is extremely 
difficult to have any meaningful consultation at this stage with so many 
factors not fully understood.  This will be enhanced again for next year’s 
budget setting and MTFP process.
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ANNEX A  

Proposed Capital Programme – General Fund (2020/21 to 2024/25)

Capital Schemes 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total

 £ £ £ £ £ £
Asset Management       
Public Buildings    571,530 2,749,360 3,518,680    666,320    666,320   8,172,210 
Car Parks 652,000    200,000    152,620              -                -     1,004,620 
Public Conveniences              -                -      288,100    122,610              -        410,710 
Waterways Infrastructure    164,560     83,190    340,760    313,950    100,000   1,002,460 
Leisure Centres    160,770    208,000     55,000    380,920    108,630      913,320 
Depots & Park Buildings       8,200    345,900    345,900     35,000       5,300      740,300 
 1,557,060 3,586,450 4,701,060 1,518,800 880,250 12,243,620
       
Housing(RTB 1 for 1)    170,000    374,000    925,000    504,000    504,000   2,477,000 
       
Disabled Facilities Grants 330,000 489,110 489,110 489,110    489,110 2,286,440
       

ICT    198,360 67,050     50,000     50,000     50,000 415,410
       
Fleet Management    162,750 1,527,330    187,500    698,080     88,500 2,664,160
       
Other Schemes       
Play Facilities     90,000       9,040              -                -                -         99,040 
Regeneration              -   2,346,110              -                -                -     2,346,110 
Market Town Regeneration 63,250              -                -                -                -         63,250 
Sports Development     70,000              -       40,000              -                -        110,000 
CCTV     59,790              -                -                -                -         59,790 
 283,040 2,355,150 40,000              -                -   2,678,190
       

Total Programme 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990 2,011,860 22,764,820
Funding of Programme       

External Contributions 523,070
  

3,762,090 
  

1,456,770 
     

489,110 
     

489,110 6,720,150
Planning Obligations 43,000              -                -                -                -         43,000 
Capital receipts 57,180 250,000 905,000 2,255,880 998,000 4,466,060
Capital receipts (One for One) 170,000 374,000 925,000 504,000 504,000 2,477,000
Capital Receipts (Vehicles)              -   12,500 62,750 11,000     20,750 107,000
Capital reserves 100,000              -                -                -                -        100,000 
Earmarked Reserves 64,450              -                -                -                -   64,450
Borrowing 1,743,510 4,000,500 3,043,150              -                -   8,787,160

 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990 2,011,860 22,764,820
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Proposed Capital Projections (2020/21 to 2024/25) – Council Dwellings (HRA)  

Scheme
 Budget 
2020/21 

 Budget 
2021/22 

 Budget 
2022/23 

Budget 
2023/24

Budget 
2024/25 Total

 £  £  £  £  £  £  £  £ 
ASSET MANAGEMENT WORKS:      
Roofing Works 536,000 187,560 332,040 96,720 249,730 1,402,050
Gamesley Cladding works 125,000 250,000 125,000 0 0 500,000
Bathroom Programme 200,000 506,590 498,570 109,950 315,560 1,630,670
Kitchen Programme 1,074,170 754,180 714,010 112,920 670,300 3,325,580
Electrical Works 169,430 549,250 799,020 647,350 496,760 2,661,810
Central Heating Works 0 264,590 399,030 171,870 730,780 1,566,270
Queens Court Boiler Replacement 0 50000 150000 0 0 200,000
Window & Doors Programme 1,126,930 1,310,000 405,100 481,700 1,179,330 4,503,060
Aids & Adaptations 162,000 295,000 295000 295000 295000 1,342,000
Structural and Other Works (Various) 136,460 20,000 0 1,302,700 422,630 1,881,790
Lift Replacements 18,000 680,000 225,000 0 0 923,000
Queens Court Lightning Protection 29100 0 0 0 0 29,100
Sheltered Fire Alarm Upgrades 0 140,000 140,000 0 0 280,000
Rendering Works 0 500,000 500,000 500,000 0 1,500,000

 3,577,090 5,507,170 4,582,770 3,718,210 4,360,090 21,745,330

REPAIRS TEAM CAPITAL WORKS:
Void Rewires  48,890 70,000 70,000 70,000 70,000 328,890
Void Kitchens  96,450 155,000 155,000 155,000 155,000 716,450
Void Bathrooms  59,500 70,000 70,000 70,000 70,000 339,500

 204,840 295,000 295,000 295,000 295,000 1,384,840

STAFFING:
Staffing Recharges/ Commissioning 
Costs 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000
 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000
ASSET PURCHASES:
Vehicle Purchasing 90,000 289,500 420,000 0 0 799,500

90,000 289,500 420,000 0 0 799,500

ICT STRATEGY:

Housing System 0 100,000 100,000 0 0 200,000
0 100,000 100,000 0 0 200,000

 
TOTAL SPEND 3,971,930 6,291,670 5,497,770 4,113,210 4,755,090 24,629,670
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 ANNEX B

General Fund Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme (2017/18 – 2020/21)

Efficiency 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 TOTAL
 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000
Major Procurements      
Waste Collection etc. 100 200 100 100 500
Leisure Centres - - - 400 400
Facilities Management - 75 - - 75
 100 275 100 500 975
Asset Management      
Asset Rationalisation - 30 200 - 230
 - 30 200 - 230
Growth      
Housing Growth - 40 40 40 120
Business Growth - - - 150 150
 - 40 40 190 270
Income Generation      
Fees & Charges - 120 - 120 240
Pavilion Gardens 40 60 70 - 170
Advertising / Sponsorship 50 10 - - 60
Enhanced Trading - - - - -
 90 190 70 120 470
Rationalisation      
Management Staffing 100 - - - 100
Channel Shift - - - - -
Parish Grants - 26 20 - 46
Service Rationalisation 20 20 - - 40
 120 46 20 - 186
      
TOTAL 310 581 430 810 2,131
      

The above programme has been reprofiled to take account of any changes to the 
expected timing of savings:- 

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL
£ £ £ £ £

Original Programme 310,000 581,000 430,000 810,000 - 2,131,000
Amended Programme 388,000 524,000 714,000 410,000 95,000 2,131,000
Variance 78,000 (57,000) 284,000 (400,000) 95,000 -
Achieved Q4 2019/20 - 153,000 (153,000)  -
Revised Target 388,000 524,000 867,000 257,000 95,000 2,131,000

The HRA Financial Improvement Plan has now been completed.
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ANNEX C

Medium Term Financial Plan – Principal Risks

Risk Category Risk Mitigation and Controls

Financial 
Implications

Robustness of financial 
assumptions within Efficiency 
and Rationalisation Strategy

Structured project management 
arrangements have been put in place with 
detailed business cases for each initiative – 
these will be strengthened in the service 
review process

Financial 
Implications

Additional financial pressures 
emerge – cost & income 

The strategy is kept under constant review 
and adjustments will be made where 
necessary

Service 
Continuity

Interruptions to key services or 
performance standards

Resource implications and impact are 
identified as part of the business case 
process. Service continuity and 
maintenance of standards of service are 
key requirements of any new proposals

Corporate 
Governance

Maintaining stakeholder 
confidence; lack of clarity on 
accountability

Ongoing review of standards of internal 
control (e.g. Financial Procedure Rules 
reviewed and updated). Internal Audit Plan 
will be reviewed to account for the new 
approach proposed in the efficiency & 
Rationalisation Strategy

Management of 
Change

Management of corporate and 
local, cultural change; 
behavioural risks; residual 
effects of aggregation; 
proposed changes to 
organisational structure, roles 
& responsibilities

Progress with achievement of aims will be 
monitored through an effective performance 
management structure. Investment has 
been made in a new approach to 
Organisational Development.

People Risks Impact of cultural changes;
assessment of skills; 
recruitment & retention;
capacity issues

Continuing communications process for the 
delivery of transformation programme

Key Projects & 
Partnerships

Managing changes to shared 
service delivery arrangements

The project management methodology 
provides for an adequate transition where 
there are changes in service delivery
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Risk Category Risk Mitigation and Controls

Performance 
Management

Adequacy of framework to 
monitor transition

Risk management processes are 
embedded

Reputation and 
Relationship 
Risks

Maintaining existing partner 
confidence

Continuing communications process for the 
delivery of transformation programme

Programme 
Delivery

Delays in implementation of 
efficiency savings

Effective governance arrangements in place 
to monitor plans. 

Executive Directors and Senior Managers 
own delivery of efficiencies. 

Executive Director (Transformation) 
appointed as programme director. 

Programme 
Delivery

A number of the efficiency / 
rationalisation initiatives are 
not achieved

Structured project management approach is 
in place for delivery including effective 
exception reporting

The strategy is kept under constant review

Identification of further efficiency / 
rationalisation opportunities through 
benchmarking / effective member working 
groups
  

Political Support Lack of Members support for 
Plan.

Regular reporting and member briefings 
including effective scrutiny arrangements

5.41
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ANNEX D

Chief Finance Officer’s Review of Contingencies / Reserves

Chief Finance Officer’s Section 25 Review

The purpose of this statement is to provide councillors with information on the 
robustness of the estimates and the adequacy of reserves in the Medium Term 
Financial Plan (MTFP).

Background 

The Council sets in budget in February each year. In setting the budget the level of 
Council Tax and other fees and charges are established. Decisions are based on a 
budget that sets out estimates of what the Council plans to spend on each of its 
services in the forthcoming year. 

The decision on the level of the income is taken before the financial year begins and it 
cannot be changed during the year, so allowance for risks and uncertainties that might 
increase service expenditure above that planned, must be made by: 

 Making prudent allowance in the estimates for each of the services; and
 Ensuring that there are adequate reserves to draw on if the service estimates turn 

out to be insufficient. 

Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the Council’s Chief 
Finance Officer reports to Full Council when it is considering its Budget for the 
forthcoming financial year. The report must deal with the robustness of the estimates 
and the adequacy of the reserves allowed for in the budget proposals, so that 
councillors have professional, authoritative advice available to them when they make 
their decisions. Section 25 also requires members to have regard to this report in 
making their decisions. 

Robustness of Spending Forecasts 

Heads of Service in conjunction with the Council’s Head of Finance monitor detailed 
budgets throughout the year. This enables additional service pressures to be identified 
on an on-going basis. 

Reports are presented on a quarterly basis to the Corporate Select Scrutiny 
Committee and Executive.  These reports highlight all variances between spending 
and budgets. 

The proposal for the 2021/22 Budget and updated MTFP are based on analysis and 
assurances from Heads of Service and their finance support staff. Executive portfolio 
holders have worked with their respective Executive Directors throughout the process. 
Corporate Select members have been able to question the progress of spending 
throughout the year and received a report on the draft MTFP in September and 
November 2020.  These reports started to outline the significant estimated impact that 
the coronavirus pandemic has had on the MTFP
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Extensive work has also been carried out to produce the MTFP. A range of broad 
assumptions have been utilised and robustly challenged as part of the process.

Forecasts take account of the financial commitments that emerge from the Council’s 
new Corporate Plan approved in September 2019. 

The Council has taken all reasonable and practical steps to identify and make 
provision for the Council’s commitments in 2021/22 in order to achieve a balanced 
budget – whilst taking into account the financial impact the pandemic has had and 
continues to have.

Robustness of Income Forecasts

The level of Council Tax has been established with reference to the maximum 
increase allowed without requiring a referendum. A £5 (Band D equivalent) increase 
has been provided for in 2021/22, followed by a 1.9% increase in years 2-4 of the 
MTFP.

The forecasts of the business rates that will be retained by the Council have been 
calculated in line with the current Business Rates Retention Scheme. The forecasts 
taken account of the following:

 The baseline income set by government;
 Prudent forecast of the financial benefits of being a member of the Derbyshire pool 

arrangements;
 The award of reliefs and the receipt of Section 31 grants to compensate;
 Adequate provision to meet the impact of successful appeals; and
 Predicted levels of business rates income are based on known and expected 

changes to the business rates listing. 
 Impact of Covid-19 on collection and debts

The level of fees and charges has been assessed in conjunction with Heads of 
Service. The proposed levels for 2021/22 take account of the following factors in line 
with the Council’s Charging Policy:

 The cost of providing services should be fully met by income;
 There is a standard approach to concessions for those on low incomes;
 Where a subsidy is agreed, this should be used to support the development of 

Council services in accordance with priorities; and
 Subsidies should be reconfirmed annually.
 Impact on demand for services in light of Covid-19

In the absence of any further information, this iteration of the MTFP assumes that the 
Council will continue to receive New Homes Bonus  funding at a base level of 
£450,000 pa; but does so with the recognition of the risk this represents to the viability 
of the Plan beyond 2021/22.
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Key Budget Risks 

The forecasts in the MTFP include provisions for savings from the Council’s Efficiency 
and Rationalisation Strategy. The Council has made significant progress with the 
achievement of the required savings with the majority of the savings having being met. 
However the Alliance Leadership Team (ALT) will need to continue to deliver the 
remainder of the programme throughout the early years of the MTFP.

The Government is expected to consult on a number of national reforms which will 
impact of the Council’s finances. These include:

 Fair funding review;
 The Business Rates Retention Scheme including resetting the baseline income;
 Replacement of the New Homes Bonus Scheme.

These changes will have a significant impact on the Council’s finances.

The national economic situation is currently unpredictable. The coronavirus pandemic 
has and will continue to impact on the Council in terms of both the response phase 
and subsequent recovery phase.  In addition, it is impossible to predict the impact of 
the Brexit process on the Council’s finances and financial planning.  During this 
period, there is a risk that a number of local and national economic drivers such as 
inflation, interest rates, the valuation of assets and liabilities and the demand for and 
funding of services will be affected.  

Adequacy of Reserves 

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Local Authority 
Accounting Panel (LAAP) has a guidance note on Local Authority Reserves and 
Balances (LAAP Bulletin 77) to assist local authorities in this process. This guidance is 
not statutory, but compliance is recommended in CIPFA’s Statement on the Role of 
the Finance Director in Local Government. It is best practice to follow this guidance. 

The guidance however states that no case has yet been made to set a statutory 
minimum level of reserves, either as an absolute amount or a percentage of budget. 
Each Local Authority should take advice from its Chief Finance Officer and base its 
judgement on local circumstances. 

Reserves should be held for three main purposes: 

 A working balance to help cushion the impact of uneven cash flows and avoid 
unnecessary temporary borrowing – this forms part of general reserves; 

 A contingency to cushion the impact of unexpected events or emergencies – this 
also forms part of general reserves; 

 A means of building up funds known as ‘earmarked reserves’, to meet known or 
predicted funding requirements. 

The CIPFA Guidance highlights a range of factors, in addition to cash flow 
requirements, that Councils should consider including: 
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 The treatment of inflation;
 The treatment of demand led pressures;
 Efficiency savings; 
 Partnerships; and 
 The general financial climate, including the impact on investment income. 

The guidance also refers to reserves being deployed to fund recurring expenditure 
and indicates that this is not a long-term option. If the Council chooses to use reserves 
as recommended within the Budget, appropriate action will need to be factored into 
the MTFP to ensure that this is addressed over time. 

The risk assessment process has identified a number of key risks which could impact 
on the Council’s resources. The Council continues to face significant funding 
reductions and on-going budget pressures. In addition there continue to be risks 
associated with the Business Rate Retention Scheme as well as the continued impact 
of the pandemic. 

With these risks in mind, it is recommended that the Council adopts a policy for 
reserves as follows: 

 Set aside sufficient sums in earmarked reserves that it considers prudent. These 
reserves are established as are required and are reviewed regularly for both 
adequacy and purpose and levels are reporting appropriately in line with the 
established reporting processes; and

 General Reserves are maintained to be at least at the level of the contingency 
requirement calculated with reference to LAAP Bulletin 77 and reported to Council 
as part of the approved MTFP.  

Earmarked reserves have been established to provide resources for specific 
purposes. 

The proposals contained within this update require a £1,082,070 use of reserves over 
the period 2021/22 to 2024/25.

CIPFA Resilience Indicators 

In 2019 CIPFA produced a Financial Resilience Index. This is a comparative analytical 
tool that may be used by Chief Finance Officers to support good financial 
management, providing a common understanding within a council of their financial 
position. 

The index shows a council’s position on a range of measures associated with financial 
risk. The selection of indicators has been informed by the extensive financial resilience 
work undertaken by CIPFA over the past four years, public consultation and technical 
stakeholder engagement. 

The index is made up of a set of indicators. These indicators take publicly available 
data and compare similar authorities across a range of factors. There is no single 
overall indicator of financial risk, so the index instead highlights areas where additional 
scrutiny should take place in order to provide additional assurance. 
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The indicators that are produced for district councils are as follows:

 Reserves Sustainability Measure
 Level of Reserves
 Changes in Reserves
 Interest Payable / Net Revenue Expenditure
 Gross External Debt
 Fees and Charges to Service Expenditure Ratio
 Council Tax Requirement / Net Revenue Expenditure
 Growth Above Baseline
 Unallocated Reserves
 Earmarked Reserves
 Change in Unallocated Reserves
 Change in Earmarked Reserves

The indicators where the Council is showing higher risk are associated with the use 
and level of reserves.

The Sustainability Measure indicates the number of years that the Council’s 2018/19 
reserves would last if they were used at the same average rate as over the last three 
years. For the Council this is some 17 years. Despite this being comparatively low, 
this is a considerably long timeframe and only significant if it is expected to use the 
reserves at that rate.  

CIPFA are looking to update the index in 2021 – however recognising that the 
reserves position following the impact the Coronavirus has had on Local Authorities 
will have significantly changed. 

Opinion

In my professional view, if the Council were to accept the current MTFP then the level 
of risks identified in the budget process, alongside the Council’s financial management 
arrangements suggest that the level of reserves is adequate. 

Claire Hazeldene
Executive Director & Chief Finance Officer
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ANNEX E

Proposed Revenue Projections (2021/22 to 2024/25) – General Fund  

Budget Heading
2021/22  

Projection
2022/23  

Projection
2023/24  

Projection
2024/25  

Projection
 £ £ £ £
Employees 10,564,990 10,676,230 10,788,140 10,901,040
Premises 4,284,800 4,386,380 4,449,050 4,512,620
Transport 401,560 406,660 411,820 416,980
Supplies & Services 9,872,600 9,210,940 9,309,460 9,490,140
Benefits 82,460          82,460          82,460         82,460
Borrowing 1,824,340 1,919,640 1,967,700 1,951,700
Parish Grant re Council Tax Support 51,320 33,800 16,290 0
Financing Costs 22,130 22,130 22,130 22,130
     
Total Expenditure 27,104,200 26,738,240 27,047,050 27,377,070
     

Fees and Charges / Other Income
     

(7,148,290)   (7,103,290)
   

(7,331,790)   (7,416,790)

Interest Receipts 
         

(40,290)        (39,410)        (40,040)       (63,280)

HRA Recharges
     

(7,945,080)   (8,104,760)
   

(8,225,980)   (8,349,260)

Capital Recharges
        

(231,240)      (231,240)
      

(231,240)      (231,240)
     
Net Expenditure 11,739,300 11,259,540 11,218,000 11,316,500

Council Tax
     

(6,193,160)   (6,395,580)
   

(6,582,650)   (6,774,510)

LCTS Compensation Grant
        

(126,330)                  0                  0                 0

Business Rates Retention
     

(3,710,270)   (3,829,040)
   

(4,053,790)   (4,266,690)

COVID-19 Grant Funding
        

(529,010)                  0                  0                 0

New Homes Bonus
        

(341,770)      (450,000)
      

(450,000)      (450,000)

Contribution to / (use of) Reserves
     

(3,383,880)          (1,640)          (1,640)         (1,640)

Contribution to / (use of) Balances
        

(901,880)      (467,110)        (23,370)        310,290

Collection Fund
       

3,542,000        (21,170)        (11,550)       (38,950)

Total Financing
   

(11,644,300)
 

(11,164,540)
 

(11,123,000) (11,221,500)
     

Cumulative Deficit / (Surplus)
           

95,000          95,000          95,000         95,000

Efficiency Requirement (cumulative)
         

(95,000)        (95,000)        (95,000)       (95,000)
     
Deficit / (Surplus)                  0                  0                  0                 0
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Proposed Revenue Projections (2021/22 to 2024/25) – Housing Revenue Account 

Budget Heading
2021/22

Projection
2022/23  

Projection
2023/24  

Projection
2024/25  

Projection
 £ £ £ £

Repairs & Maintenance 4,409,480 4,517,460 4,586,590 4,656,570
Supervision & Management 2,739,230 2,769,930 2,801,020 2,832,320
Rates, Rents, Taxes, Charges 109,130 109,130 109,130 109,130
Other Operating Expenditure 782,430 806,290 830,190 858,100
Depreciation & Impairment Charges 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030 2,099,030
Interest & Debt Management Charges 2,693,060 2,575,240 2,516,350 2,519,910
HRA Contribution to Capital Programme 4,192,640 3,398,740 2,014,180 2,656,060
 
Total Expenditure 17,025,000 16,275,820 14,956,490 15,731,120
 
Dwellings Rents (14,483,110) (14,768,530) (15,059,170) (15,650,390)
Non - Dwelling Rents & Other Income (671,660) (671,660) (671,660) (671,660)
 
Total Income (15,154,770) (15,440,190) (15,730,830) (16,322,050)
 
(Surplus) / Deficit for year 1,870,230 835,630 (774,340) (590,930)
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Housing Revenue Account – Updated Business Plan Forecasts                                                 ANNEX F
 Medium Term Financial Plan        

Year: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-20 21-30
 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/2040 2040/2050
 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
         
Net Rents (14,602) (14,714) (14,999) (15,290) (15,881) (15,891) (16,082) (16,397) (16,717) (17,044) (190,400) (230,226) 
Other Income (441) (441) (441) (441) (441) (449) (458) (466) (475) (484) (5,371) (6,481) 
Total Income (15,043) (15,155) (15,440) (15,731) (16,322) (16,341) (16,540) (16,863) (17,192) (17,527) (195,770) (236,708) 
        
Supervision & Management 2,618 2,739 2,770 2,801 2,832 2,889 2,947 3,006 3,066 3,127 34,926 42,574 
Responsive & Cyclical 4,342 4,409 4,517 4,587 4,657 4,750 4,845 4,942 5,040 5,141 57,421 69,996 
Depreciation 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 2,099 20,990 20,990 
Other Costs 874 892 915 939 967 1,071 1,100 1,132 1,165 1,199 5,765 6,648 
Total Expenditure 9,933 10,139 10,302 10,426 10,555 10,808 10,990 11,178 11,370 11,566 119,102 140,208 
          
Net Cost of Services (5,111) (5,015) (5,138) (5,305) (5,767) (5,532) (5,550) (5,685) (5,822) (5,961) (76,668) (96,499) 
         
Capital Charges 2,798 2,700 2,581 2,523 2,533 2,504 2,473 2,442 2,411 2,379 22,084 18,974 
          

Net Operating Surplus / (Deficit) (2,312) (2,315) (2,557) (2,782) (3,234) (3,029) (3,077) (3,244) (3,412) (3,582) (54,584) (77,526) 
         
Revenue Contribution to capital 3,298 4,193 3,399 2,014 2,656 2,484 2,565 2,955 2,758 3,313 40,481 66,373 
Interest (52) (7) (6) (7) (13) (13) (14) (17) (17) (18) (254) (795) 

Surplus / (Deficit) for the Year 934 1,870 836 (774) (591) (558) (526) (306) (671) (287) (14,357) (11,948) 
         
HRA Surplus / (Deficit) b/f (16,159) (15,226) (13,355) (12,520) (13,294) (13,885) (14,443) (14,968) (15,274) (15,945) (16,232) (30,589) 
HRA Surplus / (Deficit) c/f (15,226) (13,355) (12,520) (13,294) (13,885) (14,443) (14,968) (15,274) (15,945) (16,232) (30,589) (42,537) 
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

CAPITAL STRATEGY 
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1 Introduction & Background 

1.1 The 2017 edition of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 
(CIPFA) Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities requires local 
authorities to produce a ‘Capital Strategy’ from 2019/20. The purpose of the 
Capital Strategy is to demonstrate that the Council’s capital expenditure and 
investment decisions are taken in line with corporate priorities and properly take 
account of the following:

 Stewardship;
 Value for money;
 Prudence;
 Sustainability; and
 Affordability. 

1.2 The Capital Strategy is intended to give a high level overview of how capital 
expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to 
the provision of services along with an overview of how associated risk is 
managed and the implications for future sustainability. It allows authorities to 
give greater weight to local circumstances and explain their approach to 
borrowing and investment.

1.3 The Strategy forms part of the Council’s integrated revenue, capital financial 
planning and sets out the long term context in which capital expenditure and 
investment decisions are made. It is an integral component of the Medium Term 
Financial Plan (MTFP) and is aligned with the Council’s:

 Corporate Plan
 Asset Management Strategy; 
 Housing Revenue Account Business Plan;
 Growth Strategy; and
 Treasury Management Strategy

1.4 The strategy will provide for a balanced, sustainable capital programme over 
the medium term planning period ensuring that limited resources are applied in 
the most effective, efficient and economical way to contribute to the 
achievement of the Council’s Corporate Plan. 

1.5 The strategy sets out how the Council will prioritise its capital spending plans 
within the resources available and indicates the action to be taken to maximise 
resources for capital spending. The strategy is strategic in nature and will focus 
upon the process for determining capital investment priorities. 

1.6 The strategy sets out the strategic approach to the management of debt and 
borrowing. The detailed implications of this are contained within the Treasury 
Management Strategy (TMS) which is updated annually. .

1.7 The Capital Strategy will be updated annually alongside the Council’s MTFP. 
There will also be a fundamental review of the strategy alongside a revision of 
the Corporate Plan.
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2 Corporate Priorities

2.1 The Capital Strategy is driven by local priorities. The Council’s spending 
strategy is set out in the Corporate Plan formally adopted by the Council.

2.2 Following the elections in May 2019 and new political administration, there was 
a fundamental review of the Corporate Plan focussing on the period 2019-2023 
(up to the end of the current political administration).  The Corporate Plan was 
agreed by Council on 15th October 2019 with 2020/21 representing the first full 
year of the new Corporate Plan.

2.3 The Council’s 4-year Corporate Plan (2019-2023) establishes the Council’s 
vision, corporate objectives and key priorities for the medium term.  It in effect 
establishes the Council’s commitment in the delivery of service and community 
leadership to the residents of the High Peak.

 
2.4 The Council’s vision is expressed as :

“Working together to protect and invest in the High Peak with the Council on 
your side”

This vision is articulated further by four aims:
 Supporting our communities to create a healthier, safer, cleaner High Peak
 A responsive, smart, financially resilient and forward thinking council
 Protect and create jobs in the High Peak by supporting economic growth, 

development & regeneration
 Protect and improve the environment including responding to the climate 

emergency

2.5 These aims are supported by a number of objectives which also provide the 
framework for the delivery of service plans. The Council’s objectives are 
summarised below: 

Aim Objectives

1
Supporting our
communities to
create a healthier, 
safer, cleaner High 
Peak

 Effective relationship with strategic partners
 Effective provision of high-quality public amenities, clean streets and 

environmental health
 Fit for purpose housing that meets the need of tenants and residents
 Practical support of community safety arrangements
 Provision of high quality leisure facilities both in formal leisure centres 

and swimming pools and out in our communities
 Work with our partners and the community to address health 

inequality, food and fuel poverty, mental health and loneliness

2
A responsive, smart, 
financially resilient 
and forward thinking 
Council

 Ensure our future financial resilience can be financially sustainable 
whilst offering value for money

 Ensure our services are readily available to all our residents in the 
appropriate channels and provided “right first time”

 Invest in our staff to ensure we have the internal expertise to deliver 
our plans by supporting our high performing and well motivated 
workforce

 More effective use of Council assets to benefit our communities
 Effective procurement with a focus on local businesses
 Use innovation, technology and partnership with others to help 

improve the efficiency of services, improve customer satisfaction and 
reduce our impact on the environment
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Aim Objectives

3
Protect and create 
jobs in the High Peak 
by supporting 
economic
growth, development 
& regeneration

 Encourage business start-ups and enterprises
 Work to create flourishing town centres and thriving high streets that 

support the local economy
 Promote tourism to maximise local benefit
 High quality development and building control with an “open for 

business approach”
 Car parking arrangements that meet the needs of residents, 

businesses and visitors
 Working to support existing local businesses, both large and small 

across the High Peak as they respond to future challenges
 Supporting the development of innovative green jobs and businesses 

across the High Peak

4
Protect and Improve 
the Environment 
including responding 
to the climate 
emergency

 Effective recycling and waste management
 Effective provision of quality parks and open spaces
 Meeting the challenge of climate change and working with residents 

and business across the High Peak to implement the climate change 
action plan

2.6 The Council is committed to playing the lead role in championing the local area. 
In so doing the Council recognises its community leadership role. Fulfilling this 
role effectively means influencing partners in a number of key areas in order to 
ensure that services are shaped and delivered around the needs and 
aspirations of citizens. The Council’s influencing role will be focused in the 
following priority areas: 

 Work with Derbyshire County Council and other partners to enable high 
speed internet across the borough

 Support the development of more cycle routes whilst working with 
Derbyshire County Council and residents to ensure harmony amongst 
road users

 Working with regional partners such as Derbyshire County Council, 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority and the Sheffield City Region to 
improve public transport links across the borough and extend the GM rail 
ticketing boundary

 Encouraging local organisations and businesses to reduce their carbon 
footprint

 Ensure the best use of public assets across the borough by working via 
the One Public Estate project

2.7 The Council will also continue to seek to influence our partners in the following 
long term projects:

 Work with the private sector on regeneration schemes including The 
Crescent and Torr Vale Mill

 Pressing for more regular and faster rail links and public transport links 
and essential road infrastructure (i.e. A628 / A6 bypasses, Whaley Bridge 
2nd Bridge, Gamesley Station)

 Supporting the completion of the off road route for the Trans Pennine Trail 
and access to the Monsal and Tissington Trails

 Maintaining the provision of accessible health of social care and working 
with partners to ensure health and well being

 Support the police in dealing with anti social behaviour
 Work with partners to bring additional funding into the borough
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2.8 The Plan identifies key priority outcomes, which will be the highest priority in 
the development of performance targets and key actions.  A significant 
proportion of the Council’s resources will be directed towards achieving them: 

Aim Priority Outcomes

Supporting our communities
to create a healthier, safer,

cleaner High Peak

 Improved housing repairs service
 Improved private sector housing 

conditions
 Increased supply of affordable housing
 Increased level of community support

A responsive, smart,
financially resilient and

forward thinking Council

 Increased use of local firms through 
procurement

 Provision of more apprenticeships
 Increased levels of customer 

satisfaction
 Better engagement with our local 

communities

Protect and create jobs in
the High Peak by supporting

economic growth,
development & regeneration

 Increased economic growth
 Higher paid employment
 New tourism opportunities
 Thriving and flourishing town centres 

and high streets

Protect and improve the
environment including

responding to the climate
emergency

 Reduction in carbon emissions
 Reduced levels of environmental crime
 Appropriate response to the climate 

emergency declaration through a 
deliverable plan

3 Capital Spending Priorities

3.1 The Council’s capital investment priorities are determined by the corporate 
priorities set out above. The key capital investment priorities for the Council are 
therefore as follows: 

Corporate Property – the Council will invest in maintaining the properties that 
support the delivery of services direct to residents. 

Affordable Housing –the Council is committed to maintaining a  “fit for 
purpose” housing stock that meets the needs of tenants and in addition will 
support the additional provision of housing by other registered providers 

Other Corporate Assets – the Council will invest in other assets that support 
the delivery of services e.g. transport fleet.  

Private Sector Housing Renewal – the Council will support the investment in 
the improvement in housing conditions throughout the district  

Enabling Growth – the Council will support the growth of business and 
employment opportunities within the district in addition to housing development 
in line with the commitments set out in the Local Plan  
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Service Transformation – the Council will invest in projects that improve 
service performance or reduce service expenditure on an “invest to save” basis 
the will include investment in ICT 

4 Asset Management Planning

4.1 The overriding objective of asset management is to ensure that the Council 
maintains a portfolio of property assets that is appropriate, fit for purpose and 
affordable.

4.2 The council’s property portfolio consists of the following:

 Operational property i.e. assets that support core business and service 
delivery

 Investment properties held to support economic growth and / or to provide 
a financial return to the Council e.g. industrial units

 Community assets e.g. parks, playgrounds and open spaces.

4.3 Asset management is an important part of the council’s management 
arrangements and is crucial to the delivery of value for money services. The 
Council through production of its Asset Management Plan (AMP) is committed 
to:

 Optimise the Council’s land and property portfolio through proactive estate 
management and effective corporate arrangements for the acquisition and 
disposal; 

 A regular review of the condition of retained properties including a long-term 
(30-year) assessment of the necessary investment to maintain the assets fit 
for purpose; and

 Realise the value of any properties that have been declared surplus to 
requirements in a timely manner, having regard to the market conditions.

5 Commercial Activities 

5.1 The Council currently undertakes and will continue consider commercial 
activities. These are in two forms: 

Alternative service delivery arrangements – where the Council has a stake 
in a company which is established for the delivery of Council services 

Commercial investments - investments taken for mainly financial reasons - 
these may include:

 Investments explicitly taken with the aim of making a financial surplus for 
the Council.

 Commercial investments also include fixed assets which are held primarily 
for financial benefit or to support economic growth.
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5.2 The reasons for commercial investments are:
 Financial returns to fund services to residents;
 Reductions in service spending;
 Pursuing the Council’s Growth Strategy; and
 Economic development and regeneration activity in the district 

5.3 The Council will continue to invest prudently on a commercial basis and to take 
advantage of opportunities as they present themselves, supported by our 
robust governance process.

5.4 Such investments do not always give priority to security and liquidity over yield. 
In these cases, such a decision will be explicit, with the additional risks set out 
and the impact on financial sustainability identified and reported. Before 
considering any such investments the Council will ensure: 
 That it has the appropriate legal powers to undertake such investments; 
 There is no wider detrimental impact to the Council in progressing a 

commercial investment (e.g. around overall borrowing powers) and
 That any investment is proportionate of all investments in order to avoid an 

excessive level of risk. 

5.5 The commercial investments may involve the acquisition of property. The 
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) define 
investment property as property held solely to earn rentals or for capital 
appreciation or both. Historically, property has provided strong investment 
returns in terms of stable income. Property investment is not without risk as 
property values can fall as well as rise and changing economic conditions could 
cause tenants to leave with properties remaining vacant. These risks will 
continue to be identified and managed through the Council’s Risk Management 
Framework.

5.6 The council may fund commercial investments by borrowing. The revenue 
returns should exceed the cost of repaying the borrowed money each year. 

6 Loans to Third Parties

6.1 The Council has discretion to grant loans to third parties for a number of 
reasons. These loans are treated as capital expenditure. In making loans the 
Council is exposing itself to the risk that the borrower defaults on repayments. 
The Council, in making these loans, will therefore ensure they are prudent and 
that the risks have been identified and fully considered. 

6.2 The Council will periodically review its loan portfolio in order to ensure that the 
cumulative exposure of the Council is proportionate and prudent.

6.3 The Council will ensure that a full due diligence exercise is undertaken for each 
individual loan and will ensure that adequate security is in place. The business 
case for each loan will consider all of the benefits and the risks. 
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6.4 It will be necessary to assess the level of risk attached to the provision of each 
individual loan and consequently build in a ‘risk premium’ into the interest rate 
charges to account for this. The factors taken into account in determining this 
premium:

 the level of security;
 financial position and credit rating; 
 the overall term of the loan; and 
 the value of the loan. 

6.8 The step by step process undertaken is outlined below:-

STEP 1 – Assessing 
State Aid Implications 

In assessing state aid implications and due diligence around risk, 
the starting point used is the EU reference rate:  as it stands, this 
is approximately 1%.   Other considerations are then assessed 
(based on STEP 2 – 4) which potentially increase this rate 
between 1-10% - resulting in an overall rate chargeable between 
2% and 11%.

STEP 2 – Assessing 
available market rates

In liaison with the Council’s Advisors, the interest rate the third 
party would be expected to pay if accessing funding from the 
market (based on amount/loan term etc) is estimated.  This is to 
ensure the rate the Council is offering is competitive and not 
undercutting the market.  

STEP 3 – Assessing 
credit quality

The next consideration is credit quality – which may then 
consequently reduce/increase the rate.  Factors that are taken 
into account include:- credit ratings (if applicable), the financial 
position of the borrower, what security is available etc.

STEP 4 – Assessment 
of Corporate Plan 
objectives

Finally, there is an overall assessment of the purpose of the third 
party loan and linking this to the Council’s Corporate Plan 
objectives – local factors based on the outcomes of the loan may 
have an influence on the rate charged.

6.6 All loans are agreed by full Council in line with the Council’s constitution. All 
loans will also be subject to regular monitoring.

7 Capital Expenditure

7.1 Capital spending decisions will appropriately reflect the aspirations and 
priorities included within the Corporate Plan and its supporting strategies.

7.2 Any scheme / project to be added to the Capital Programme will be subject to 
a ‘gateway’ process and prioritised according to availability of resources and 
the longer-term impact on the council’s financial position. The ‘gateway’ 
process will be undertaken in line with the Council’s agreed project 
management methodology with a robust business case being developed at the 
critical stages of project approval and initiation. This process will be overseen 
by the Council’s Transformation Board.
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7.3 The business case will include the following considerations:

 A clear assessment of the cost of financing the capital scheme, net of 
revenue benefits, profiled over the lifetime of each scheme; and

 Commissioning and procuring for capital schemes will comply with the 
requirements set out in the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules.

7.4 The Capital Strategy and the Capital Programme will be agreed by the Council 
in February each year as part of the budget setting process. The Medium Term 
Financial Plan, Asset Management Plan and Treasury Management Strategy 
will be considered at the same time.  In year variations of spend (subject to 
budget tolerance levels) and the re-profiling of schemes will be considered and 
approved by the Executive. 

7.8 The Executive and the Corporate Select Committee receive capital monitoring 
reports as part of the quarterly performance and financial monitoring reports.

7.9 The Executive considers and approves new bids for inclusion in the capital 
programme. Approval to spend on individual capital schemes will only be given 
once procedural this approval has been achieved.

7.7 Each approved scheme will be included in the Council’s Transformation 
Programme and one of the Council’s Alliance Leadership Team (ALT) will be 
assigned as Project Executive and will be responsible / accountable for the 
delivery of the scheme. 

7.8 Wherever possible the Council will take a long term view of plans in order to 
assess affordability and the demand on future capital resources. It is essential 
for example to consider the lifespan and fitness for purpose of assets. This will 
be considered through asset management planning (condition surveys) and 
wider service based exercises e.g. leisure centre provision evaluation. 

7.9 There is a clear demand for long term planning for capital and treasury 
management purposes. The council’s debt portfolio contains loans that mature 
up to 2066/67. The debt repayment profile needs to be managed alongside the 
longer term expectations for capital expenditure and funding forecasts.

7.10 Long-term forecasts are not easily predicted and the accuracy of all financial 
estimates will be limited. However, long-term forecasting is valuable in 
informing strategic plans taking account of the cumulative sustainability and 
affordability of existing and planned investments which will need to be repaid 
over future periods. For major projects and investment the funding and financial 
implications need to be planned well in advance.

8 Resourcing Capital Expenditure 
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8.1 In order to fund its capital investment, the Council will have access to limited 
sources of funding. The main sources of funding are as follows: 

 Capital Receipts 

These will be yielded from the disposal of land and property. A programme of 
disposal will be agreed by the Executive. This will be informed by the asset 
management planning process. In considering disposals the Council will take 
account of the following:

o Potential loss of income from investment properties 
o Projected saving in running costs, and capital costs of major investment 

required 
o Assessment against fitness of premises for purpose and current patterns of 

need 

The Secretary of State has allowed the flexible use of capital receipts. It is 
considered that individual local authorities will be best placed to decide which 
projects will be most effective for their area. The key criteria to use when 
deciding whether expenditure can be funded by the capital receipts flexibility is 
that it is forecast to generate ongoing savings. If the Council plans to use this 
funding option a proposal will be prepared setting out the planned use, listing 
the projects and the expected savings and / or improvements in service 
outcomes for each project, and the impact on the Council’s prudential 
indicators.

 Borrowing 

Capital projects that cannot be funded from any other source can be funded 
from borrowing. Local Authorities can borrow to fund schemes where it is 
prudent to so. They need to consider their ability to pay for the borrowing. The 
levels of borrowing are determined by using the indicators set out in the 
Prudential Code. The borrowing repayment and interest charges on the loan 
need to be met from existing revenue budgets or identify them as new growth 
in the annual budget setting process and factor them into the MTFP.

The Chief Finance Officer will make an assessment of the overall prudence, 
affordability and sustainability of the total borrowing requested and the impact 
of the Council’s borrowing will be reported in the Treasury Management 
Strategy alongside the Prudential Indicators required by CIPFA’s Prudential 
Code for Capital Finance.

The Chief Finance Officer will also determine whether the borrowing should be 
from internal resources or whether to enter into external borrowing. This 
decision making will be undertaken in line with the Council’s Treasury Strategy 
and will be reported to the Audit & & Regulatory Committee as part of the 
monitoring of treasury management activity. 

 Revenue Funding
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The Council may use revenue budgets to fund capital expenditure. This may 
be via a capital reserve which has been established to finance capital 
expenditure as an alternative to external borrowing.

The Council will formally review such reserves and their application both as part 
of the budget setting process and at finalisation of the annual accounts.  

 S106 contributions 

The principal purpose of S106 agreements is to support individual planning 
applications in line with the Council’s planning policies. Wider contributions are 
constrained by legislation and have to be negotiated and justified.

The Council will ensure these are where possible focussed towards corporate 
priorities subject to the legislative constraints.

 External Grant Funding 

The Council has a history of success in bidding for grants from a number of 
sources. There is a risk of reacting to funding opportunities informed by external 
priorities rather than chasing those that match the Council’s priorities / needs. 

The Council will seek to ensure that bids are submitted to support investment 
that is directed to the commitments made in the Corporate Plan.  

 Partnership Funding

There are a number of examples where the Council has attracted third party 
funding from partners e.g. leisure centre investment from long-term contractor.    

The Council is aware of the need to be innovative and to work closely with the 
private, public and voluntary Sectors to deliver outcomes in line with the 
Corporate Plan priorities at a time when there will be reduced levels of capital 
resources.

Any such investments will be considered only if they are more cost effective 
than the Council investing directly.

9 Forecast Expenditure and Resources
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9.1 The forecasted General Fund capital spend over the current financial planning 
period (2020/21 to 2024/25) is as follows:

Service Area 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total 
 £ £ £ £ £ £
Housing 170,000 374,000 925,000 504,000    504,000 2,477,000
Asset Management 1,557,060 3,586,450 4,701,060 1,518,800    880,250 12,243,620
Housing Grants 330,000 489,110 489,110 489,110    489,110 2,286,440
ICT Strategy 198,360 67,050 50,000 50,000      50,000 415,410
Fleet Management    162,750 1,527,330 187,500 698,080      88,500 2,664,160
Other Schemes 283,040 2,355,150 40,000             -               -   2,678,190

Total Revised Programme 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990
 

2,011,860 22,764,820

9.2 The individual projects that are included in the above include: 

 Housing - Contribution to third party social housing projects from the 
Council’s allowable use of right to buy “one for one” housing capital receipts.
 

 Asset Management Plan (AMP) – the costs identified in ensuring the 
Council’s property portfolio remain fit for purpose.  This includes:-
- Public Buildings
- Car Parks
- Public Conveniences
- Waterways & Infrastructure 
- Leisure Centres
- Depots & Parks Buildings
- Industrial Units

 Housing Grants – the Borough Council is the duty holder for the mandatory 
Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG’s).  All eligible applicants are entitled to 
receive mandatory funding for certain major adaptations to their properties.  
Funding for this scheme is provided through the Better Care Fund via the 
County Council

 ICT Strategy – the key priorities of the ICT Strategy are to provide the 
technological infrastructure to support joint working, new ways of workings 
and improve access to services for the Council’s customers  

 Fleet Management – the estimated costs of the replacement fleet 
programme are included within the capital programme.  However, options 
appraisals are undertaken prior to purchase to determine the most cost 
effective method of financing.  Therefore, other funding models, for 
example, contract hire or leasing may be undertaken for some vehicles 
categories

 Other schemes – include schemes such as park and play facility Fairfield 
Roundabout and link Road, Major refurbishment and reconfiguration of 
Glossop Market, Buxton Crescent Hotel & Spa, Glossop Cemetery 
extension, and CCTV equipment 

9.3 The resources that are to be used to finance the General Fund Capital 
Programme are as follows:
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2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total 

External Contributions 523,070 3,762,090 1,456,770 489,110
    

489,110 6,720,150
Planning Obligations 43,000             -               -               -               -   43,000
Capital Receipts(Land)      57,180 250,000 905,000 2,255,880    998,000 4,466,060
Capital Receipts( one for one) 170,000 374,000 925,000 504,000    504,000 2,477,000
Capital Receipts (Vehicles)             -        12,500 62,750      11,000      20,750 107,000
Capital Reserves 100,000             -               -               -               -   100,000
Earmarked Reserves 64,450             -               -               -               -   64,450
Borrowing 1,743,510 4,000,500 3,043,150             -               -   8,787,160
Total  Financing 2,701,210 8,399,090 6,392,670 3,259,990 2,011,860 22,764,820

9.4 The forecast HRA capital spending over the current financial planning period 
(2020/21 to 2024/25) is as follows:

 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total
 £ £ £ £ £ £
Asset Management works 3,577,090 5,507,170 4,582,770 3,718,210 4,360,090 21,745,330
Repairs Team Capital works 204,840 295,000 295,000 295,000 295,000 1,384,840
Asset Purchases 90,000 289,500 420,000 - - 799,500
Commissioning Costs 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000
ICT Strategy - 100,000 100,000 - - 200,000
Total Programme 3,971,930 6,291,670 5,497,770 4,113,210 4,755,090 24,629,670

9.5 This is all to be financed directly from the HRA, with no additional borrowing 
requirement based on current forecasts.

9.6 The commercial investments held by the Council can be summarised as 
follows:

 Industrial units - commercial units available for small and medium sized 
organisations to rent for the operation of their business

 Property rentals – rental streams generated from sharing Council properties 
with partners/external organisations and from garage rents

 Nestle Water – commercial agreement in place between the Council and 
Nestle to access the Buxton water source.  Agreement financially benefits 
the Council in the form of an annual payment based on sales of bottled 
water. 

 Buxton Crescent – capital contribution to the Buxton Crescent Hotel and 
Thermal Spa Co. Ltd. and grant and provision of a loan to the Buxton 
Heritage Trust to support the Crescent development project.  

 AES - company established in partnership with ANSA (wholly owned 
company of Cheshire East Council) to deliver waste, streets, fleet and 
grounds maintenance.

9.5 The following investments are currently being considered:

 Investment in / disposal of key strategic land to enable housing and 
business development

 Working with partner organisations on the potential development of 
combined use facilities/office accommodation 

 Alternative service delivery arrangements for the delivery of trading services
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 Regeneration of Buxton town centre with partial funding from Future High 
Street Government Funding 

10 Long-term Considerations

10.1 There a number of functions where there are long term capital spending 
liabilities have been identified.

Asset Management Plan – Non-Housing Portfolio

10.2 In line with the commitment made in this strategy, asset condition surveys were 
last completed for the Council’s property portfolio in 2016. These ascertain the 
overall condition of the properties and establish the necessary capital 
investment required to ensure that they are maintained to an appropriate 
standard.

10.3 The indicative capital investment required can be summarised as follows:

HPBC - Capital Investment Required
2016-17 - 
2019-20 
(MTFP)

2020-21 - 
2045-46 (26 

Years)
TOTAL

£ £ £
Public Buildings 8,450,983 6,188,951 14,639,934
Car Parks 120,000 3,754,462 3,874,462
Public Conveniences 123,400 949,300 1,072,700
Waterways & Infrastructure Assets 671,360 1,230,000 1,901,360
Leisure Centres 45,000 6,825,129 6,870,129
Depots and Parks Buildings 144,700 1,301,785 1,446,485
TOTAL 9,555,443 20,249,627 29,805,070

*The latest update of the 30year plan is presented in the Medium Term Financial Plan report Appendix A

10.4 The overall outcomes of the surveys can be summarised as follows:
 A number of the Council’s operational assets are dated in appearance and 

require investment;
 The Council’s car parks require capital investment;
 There are structural issues associated with a number of the Council’s 

buildings  which require resolution;
 There are urgent works related to health and safety requirements that need 

to be resolved; and
 Investment is required to the electrical and mechanical infrastructure of a 

number of buildings. 

10.5 The results from these surveys have informed the development of the Council’s 
four-year Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP). Adjustments have been made 
to exclude any major investment in the Council’s leisure centres, operational 
depots, and office accommodation where it is assumed that investment will be 
deferred pending the major decisions that linked to changes in the service 
delivery arrangements which are in progress. 

10.6 The indicative investment for 30-years will have a significant impact on the 
Council’s future revenue budgets and the analysis shows that the Council’s 
property portfolio in its current form is unaffordable. The estimated impact of the 
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indicative capital projections is detailed below for the 30-year investment 
requirements at the point the surveys were completed is detailed below:

HPBC Estimated Revenue Consequences - Cumulative 
Impact

2016-17 - 
2019-20 
(MTFP)

2020-21 - 
2045-46 (26 

Years)
TOTAL

£ £ £
Fit for Purpose Standard works - Cumulative Cost  295,619  592,838  888,457 
Current MTFP - Cumulative Cost (108,810) - (108,810)

Additional Budget Requirement  186,809  592,838  779,647 

10.7 The above analysis shows that providing the investment in the longer term to 
maintain the Council’s property portfolio in its current form is unaffordable.   

10.8 In order to address this, the Council agreed to a number of actions to reduce 
the impact of the necessary capital spending. It was agreed that the following 
are considered before investment in each of the assets is made: 

 Asset rationalisation 
 Shared use of assets 
 Reduction in specification and functionality
 Generate additional capital receipts
 Identify grants to support investment 
 Generate additional revenue from asset holdings 

Review of Strategic Land Holdings

10.9 In order to address a number of the considerations above the Council agreed 
to review the Council’s strategic land holdings with a view to developing options 
to either generate additional capital receipts or opportunities to generate 
ongoing financial returns. 

10.10 This outcomes from this review were agreed by the Executive in July 2018 
following recommendations by the Corporate Select Committee through the 
work of its Asset Management Working Group.

10.11 The review identified a number of work streams that formed the foundations of 
the emerging strategy. There are five areas of focus:

 Routine Land Disposal Work
 Accelerated Housing Delivery Project
 Housing Infrastructure Fund Bids
 Assessment of Other Land Holdings 
 Housing Estate Environmental Review 

10.12 The programme of land disposals that emerged from the strategy are in three 
categories:

 Sites identified as surplus and earmarked immediately for disposal 
 Medium Term (to be considered in 2 to 4 years timescale) 
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 Long term (Difficult sites with negative values / HRA Sites / Smaller sites 
identified from assessment of other land holdings)

10.13 The strategy was estimated to yield approximately £7.4 million over a 4 year 
period (which is reviewed and reprofiled at each update of the MTFP). A 
delivery plan identifying timescales, benefit realisation and cash flow analysis 
is included in the Medium Term Financial Plan.

Leisure Centres

10.14 Given the age and condition of the leisure centres, significant capital investment 
is required over the next 30 years in order that these assets remain fit for 
purpose. 

10.15 The Council commissioned a review of its leisure centre provision in the context 
of its sports facility needs focusing on sports halls, swimming pools and other 
indoor provision. The purpose of undertaking this review was to inform the 
Council on options for future provision of council leisure centres and other 
sports facility based services from 2018 and beyond. 

10.16 The outcome from this review in effect set out a position statement on the 
suggested facility hierarchy and approach, along with recommendations for the 
phasing of future facility developments and rationalisation. The aim is to ensure 
that the Council can develop a more sustainable solution in relation to meeting 
customer needs, affordability and partner aspirations, whilst supporting the 
overall vision of the Council’s newly adopted Physical Activity & Sports 
Strategy.

10.17 The effectiveness of the current leisure centre provision was also assessed. 
This assessment considered current income and expenditure benchmarks. The 
conclusion of the review was that the Council should consider the following 
investment requirements: 

 Replacement of Glossop LC and Glossop Pool – single wet & dry 
community facility

 Refurbishment and essential works at New Mills
 Minor refurbishment and essential works at Buxton
 2x 3G pitch developments
 Investment in marked running / walking routes in towns and investment in 

equipment banks to support outreach service provision

10.18 The indicative capital cost for the investments would be in the region of 
£19.25m. At this stage the investment costs are significantly in excess of 
revenue savings, and consequently it will be necessary for the Council to 
identify additional sources of capital investment to deliver these improvements.

Operational Depot Provision

10.19 In 2017 established Alliance Environmental Services (AES) which was created 
jointly with High Peak Borough Council and ANSA (a company owned by 
Cheshire East Council) to deliver the Council’s waste collection, street 
cleansing and grounds maintenance services. The Council’s waste collection 
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service was transferred to the company in July 2018 with the rest of functions 
having transferred by April 2020.    

10.20 Major investments in the operational depot facilities which have been leased / 
licensed to AES has been deferred until the opportunity has been taken to 
review the requirements of the new company in light of widening of the base of 
the services provided.

HRA Stock Condition

10.21 In April 2016 the Council’s Executive made a commitment to complete a full 
condition survey on the portfolio of housing properties by March 2019. The 
surveys commenced in July 2017 and were completed in December 2017. The 
surveyors gained access to 90.2% of the dwellings. 

10.22 The survey work was undertaken in three separate elements: 
 An intrusive survey of the non-traditional properties;
 A survey of the garage sites; and 
 A survey of the general needs and sheltered stock. 

10.23 The 30 year cost projections that emerged from the survey is as follows:
Element Revised Total

£
Electric 16,659,719
Kitchen 17,123,100 
Heating      18,948,106 
Roof      17,845,057 
Windows      16,080,979 
Bathroom      11,578,966 
External Walls        9,207,839 
Doors        7,700,340 
Internal Finishes        3,641,933 
Communal        4,510,086 
Outbuilding        1,683,466 
Environment Works        1,184,140 
Garages                        -   
Non-Traditional Repairs            986,000 
Decent Home Failure Costs            125,105 

TOTAL    127,274,836

10.24 The investment required over the 30-year period is £31,898 per property which 
equates to £1,063 per property per year. The timing of the required investment 
is summarised in the table below.

Years
Total 

Required
Spend per Year

£ £
1 to 5 15,072,263    3,014,453 
6 to 10 19,432,065    3,886,413 
11 to 15 19,908,503    3,981,701 
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16 to 20 22,792,467    4,558,493 
21 to 25 22,089,898    4,417,980 
26 to 30 27,979,642    5,595,928 

Total 127,274,836 

10.24 The survey revealed that 715 (17.9%) properties failed to meet the Decent 
Homes Standard (DHS). The DHS failures represent a total cost liability of 
£1,776,134 the majority of which sits within the planned maintenance profile, 
as they represent like for like element replacements. The properties that failed 
the DHS will be given priority in the programming for capital investment. 

10.25 The survey included energy rating assessments (RdSAP (version 9.92)) to all 
dwellings where a stock condition survey was completed with the overall 
average SAP rating for the stock being 62.86 (equivalent of a mid-band D). The 
costs associated with improving the average SAP score were not included in 
the overall planned maintenance requirements, but are being determined and 
incorporated into the annual programme..

Housing Estate Environmental Reviews

10.26 The Council has also separately commissioned and completed environmental 
reviews of individual estates at Fairfield, Buxton, Gamesley and New Mills. Part 
of this brief was to look at master planning and assessing various approaches 
to improving the estates under review. Potential environmental improvements 
are also identified in the final reports. These will need to be considered in detail 
alongside the costs identified in the stock condition survey as part of the HRA 
Business Plan action plan. 

10.27 The environmental review work has also identified housing development 
opportunities which potentially can be used to improve the long-term 
sustainability of the Council’s Housing Revenue Account (HRA) or allow offset 
of affordable housing requirements from other sites. The outcomes from this 
can be used in conjunction with the garage site survey, which also identifies 
development opportunities. In both cases there will need to be further work 
undertaken to confirm that any sites are suitable for redevelopment and a 
business case considered based on the financial, planning and infrastructure 
implications

11 Debt, Borrowing & Treasury Management

11.1 Effective treasury management is critical to the safeguarding and management 
of the financial resources at the Council’s disposal.  Investment and borrowing 
decisions are made in accordance with the Council’s formally adopted Treasury 
Management Strategy.  The Treasury Management Strategy is presented 
annually and approved by Full Council.  

11.2 There are key prudential indicators set in respect of the impact of capital 
expenditure.  The report details the forecast borrowing requirement over a four 
year period, the consequential borrowing costs and the impact of the Council’s 
capital financing requirement (CFR). The CFR is total outstanding capital 
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expenditure which has not yet been paid for either from revenue or capital 
resources, essentially the Council’s underlying borrowing need. 

11.3 The table below summarises the impact of the Council’s capital expenditure 
plans on the CFR:-

2019/20 
Actual

2020/21 
Estimate

2021/22 
Estimate

2022/23 
Estimate

2023/24 
Estimate

2024/25 
Estimate

£ £ £ £ £ £
Capital Financing Requirement 

    CFR – non housing services 27,302,000 28,222,000 31,378,000 33,560,000 32,651,000 31,754,000

   CFR – Commercial activities/ 
non-financial investments

250,000 250,000 250,000 200,000 150,000 100,000

    CFR – housing 53,399,000 52,399,000 51,399,000 50,399,000 49,399,000 48,399,000

80,951,000 80,871,000 83,027,000 84,159,000 82,200,000 80,253,000

Movement in CFR 1,054,000 (80,000) 2,156,000 1,132,000 (1,959,000) (1,947,000)

Represented by:

Net financing need for the year 2,836,000 1,744,000 4,000,000 3,043,000 0 0

Less Minimum Revenue 
Provision 

(1,782,000) (1,824,000) (1,844,000) (1,911,000) (1,959,000) (1,947,000)

Movement in CFR 1,054,000 (80,000) 2,156,000 1,132,000 (1,959,000) (1,947,000)

11.4 Where a borrowing requirement is identified, an assessment takes place on the 
most cost effective way to fund this.  This could result in ‘external borrowing’ 
from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), other Local Authorities, direct from 
the market or by utilising lease arrangements.  

11.5 Alternatively, ‘internal borrowing’ – the use of cash balances – could be used 
temporarily, particularly in the current interest rate climate where investment 
returns remain low.  However, this needs to be carefully reviewed to avoid 
incurring higher borrowing costs in the future when the Council may not be able 
to avoid new borrowing to finance capital expenditure and/or the refinancing of 
maturing debt.

11.6 The Council’s forward debt projections are shown in the table below in relation 
to the CFR:-

March 20 
Actual  £

March 21 
Estimate  £

March 22 
Estimate  £

March 23 
Estimate  £

March 24 
Estimate  £

March 25 
Estimate  £
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External Borrowing 66,825,000 66,825,000 63,077,000 63,077,000 62,077,000 62,077,000

Other long-term liabilities* 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gross Debt at 31st March 66,825,000 66,825,000 63,077,000 63,077,000 62,077,000 62,077,000

Change in Debt position** 0 0 (3,748,000) 0 (1,000,000) 0

Capital Financing 
Requirement 80,951,000 80,871,000 83,027,000 84,159,000 82,200,000 80,253,000

(Under) / over borrowing (14,126,000) (14,046,000) (19,950,000) (21,082,000) (20,123,000) (18,176,000)
*   Other long-term liabilities will include Right-of-Use assets under accounting standard IFRS16 to be adopted from 
2020/21. These are assets formerly known as operating leases which will be included on the balance sheet and 
therefore increase the CFR, similar to the former treatment of Finance Leases. The impact is expected to be 
immaterial therefore is not included at this stage. Should any changes be significant, the CFR limit and forecast 
will be revised during the year.

**  Change in debt position in relates to maturing debts.

12 Risk Management

12.1 There are a number of key risks that will impact upon the successful 
implementation of the Council’s Capital Strategy 

12.2 The Council operates effective risk management through its Risk Management 
Framework. Risk management is the process of identifying risks, evaluating 
their potential consequences and determining the most effective methods of 
managing them and/or responding to them. It is both a means of minimising the 
costs and disruption to the Council caused by undesired events and of ensuring 
that the element of risk in all activities is properly understood.

12.3 In order to manage risk effectively, the risks associated with each capital project 
need to be systematically identified, analysed, influenced and monitored. It is 
important to identify the appetite for risk by each scheme and for the capital 
programme as a whole, especially when investing in capital assets held 
primarily for financial returns. 

12.4 An assessment of risk should therefore be built into each individual capital 
project and the major risks that identified should be recorded in the Projects 
Risk Register which is reported to the Council’s Audit & Accounts Committee. 

12.5 The risks associated with the Capital Strategy are detailed below with the 
mitigating actions:

Risk Mitigating Actions
Diminishing Resources  The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) carefully monitored 

and managed
 New grant / funding opportunities explored
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 Partnership opportunities explored to share investment
Project Delivery  Spending / Funding closely monitored 

 Projects managed through the Council’s project management 
methodology

 Major projects reported through the council’s performance 
framework 

Commercial Investments  Exposure to non-repayment carefully managed through the 
contract management arrangements

 Disinvestment potential will be regularly considered
VAT Partial Exemption  Each capital investment will be closely reviewed to assess its 

VAT implications.
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Environmental Health Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Animal Boarding Establishments including Day 
Care and Home/Over Night Licence (initial or 
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are 
charged in addition to these fees based on full 
cost recovery:

1-10 animals
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

11+ animals
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

25 Plus 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Animal boarding (Crèche Facility) - Commercial 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £250.00 £250.00 0.00%

Re-rate inspection £100.00 £100.00 0.00%
Additional Inspection (Commercial) £100.00 £100.00 0.00%
Additional Inspection (Domestic) £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchaise) 
upto 5 Households 

£400.00 £400.00 0.00%

Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchaise) 
upto 5 - 10 Households 

£600.00 £600.00 0.00%

Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchaise) 
10 Plus 

 
Prce on 
Request

Prce on 
Request

Approved Food Premises
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Camping Site Registration
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Caravan & Camping Site Registration
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Park Homes: New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

Fee per 
additional pitch

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Licence 
amendment

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £180.00 £180.00 0.00%

Transfer of 
Licence

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

Annual fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £190.00 £190.00 0.00%

Deposit of site 
rules

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Contaminated Land Enquiry:
(Initial Enquiry 2 
Hours Minimum 

Charge ) 

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging £110.00 £110.00 0.00%

Each 
subsequent 
hour or part 

thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Cooling Tower Notification
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Dangerous Wild Animals Licence (initial or 
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are 
charged in addition to these fees based on full 
cost recovery:

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £400.00 £400.00 0.00%

Dog Breeding Establishments Licence (initial or 
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are 
charged in addition to these fees based on full 
cost recovery:

1-4 dogs
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

5+ dogs
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

10 Plus
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

Re-Rate Inspection £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Additional Inspection £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Environmental Health Pre-Application advice 
(minimum 2 hours) 

(Initial Enquiry 2 
Hours Minimum 

Charge ) 

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Each 
subsequent 
hour or part 

thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging £55.00 £55.00 0.00%

Environmental Permit
Fees Set by 

DEFRA
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory

Fees set by 
DEFRA

Fees set by 
DEFRA

Copy of Register of Authorisations  (Permits): 
under EIR Copying Charge Plus officer time 
charged for photocopying per hour or part 
thereof.

per side of A4 
(or equivalent 

electronic 
format)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Cost recovery £0.25 £0.25 0.00%
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Environmental Health Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Officer Time (EIR)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Export Health Certificate
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging Officer Time £130.00 £130.00 0.00%

Export Health Certificate Yearly (upto 25 
Certificates) 

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £1,600.00 £1,600.00 0.00%

Export Heath Certicate Yearly (upto 50 
Certificates 

£3,000.00 £3,000.00 0.00%

Export Heath Certicate Yearly (50 plus 
Certificates 

Price on 
Request

Price on 
Request

Export Health Certificate Brewery & Artisan 
Products

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Export Health Certificate Unlimited Yearly 
Brewery & Artisan Products (upto 25 
Certificates)

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £600.00 £600.00 0.00%

Export Health Certificate (Samples/ Low Value 
goods up to £500 per consignment)

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Amendment to Health Certificate 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging Officer Time £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Amendment to Health Certificate 
(Artisan/Brewery Products) 

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £15.00 £15.00 0.00%

Food Hygiene/Health & Safety Bespoke 
Training Course:

Exempt from VAT (--%) Fair charging Officer Time
Price on 
Request

Price on 
Request

Copy of Food Register (Full Copy of database) Full Register Zero-Rated VAT (0%) Fair charging Officer Time £170.00 £170.00 0.00%

One Copy of Any Entry in the Register
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £15.00 £15.00 0.00%

List of Food Premises In a Particular Category
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Food Premises Registration
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Food Hygiene Rating Scheme Re-Rate within 3 
Months of Inspection 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Office Time £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Enhanced Food Registration & Advice Visit (2 
Hrs) with Safer Food Better Business Pack 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £125.00 £125.00 0.00%

Enhanced Food Registration & Advice Visit (3  
Hrs)with Safer Food Better Business Pack 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £175.00 £175.00 0.00%

Safer Food Better Business Pack Incl 2 Yr 
Diary 

£20.00 £20.00 0.00%

House in Multiple Occupation Licence: First application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £385.00 £385.00 0.00%

House in Multiple Occupation Licence:

Subsequent 
application/ 
renewal by 

same landlord

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £310.00 £310.00 0.00%

Change of 
ownership 
application

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £310.00 £310.00 0.00%

Immigration Housing Certificate per application
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Improvement Notice Fee 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Hypnotism Registration
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Land Drainage/Culvert Maintenance for Private 
Individuals or Companies 

Price on 
Application 

Officer Hourly 
Rate 

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging £55.00 £55.00 0.00%

Pet Shop Licence (initial or renewal, excluding 
vet fees). Vets fees are charged in addition to 
these fees based on full cost recovery:

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £180.00 £180.00 0.00%

Pleasure Boats & Pleasure Vessels to be let 
for hire or used for carrying passengers for hire 
(Exemption for such boats on any inland 
waterway owned or managed by the British 
Waterways Board)

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging Officer Time £110.00 £110.00 0.00%

Riding Establishments Licence (initial or 
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are 
charged in addition to these fees based on full 
cost recovery:

1-10 animals
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

11-20 animals
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £175.00 £175.00 0.00%

21+ animals
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Re-Rate Inspection £100.00 £100.00 0.00%
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Environmental Health Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Additional Inspection £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Sex Shop & Cinema Licence (including Sexual 
Entertainment Venues of any type):

New Application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £3,200.00 £3,200.00 0.00%

Renewal
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £1,800.00 £1,800.00 0.00%

Transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £750.00 £750.00 0.00%

Special Treatments Registration (Premises) 
including: Massage; Manicure; Other Special 
Treatments e.g. Vapour, Sauna or Other Bath 
Treatments

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Statement of Officer's Opinion:
first hour of 

request
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial Officer Time £110.00 £110.00 0.00%

subsequent 
hour or part 

thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Full commercial Officer Time £55.00 £55.00 0.00%

Home/Mobile Tattooing, Body Piercing, 
Acupuncture Including 1 person 

Premises/ 
Person

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Tattooing, Body Piercing, Acupuncture, 
Electrolysis Licence (initial or renewal):

Premises 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Person
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £90.00 £90.00 0.00%

Guest Tattooist 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Ear Piercing Only: Premises 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Person
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Officer Time £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Amendment 
(e.g. change of 

address)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging Officer Time £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Zoo Licence (excluding vet fees. Vets fees are 
charged in addition to these fees based on full 
cost recovery):

First (4 year 
licence)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory Officer Time £1,250.00 £1,250.00 0.00%

Second & 
subsequent (6 
year licence)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory Officer Time £1,250.00 £1,250.00 0.00%

Zoo Licence:
Interim 

periodical
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory

Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Renewal 
periodical

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Informal 
inspections

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Vet fees as 
applicable 

only

Pest Control
Officer Time/ Pesticides/ 
Transport

Contract Work (Commercial)
Per hour Per 

officer
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £110.00 £110.00 0.00%

Treatments in addition to contract agreement: 
Single 

treatment
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £110.00 £110.00 0.00%

up to 3 
treatments

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Full commercial £215.00 £215.00 0.00%

up to 5 
treatments

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Full commercial £315.00 £315.00 0.00%

Non Contract Work (Commercial)
Per hour, Per 

officer
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Rodents (Rats) (Domestic) - up to three visits 
to treat

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Free £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Wasps Nest (Domestic Treatment) Full charge
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £32.50 £32.50 0.00%

Rodents (Mice) (Domestic) - up to three visits 
to treat:

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Full commercial £65.00 £65.00 0.00%
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2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £32.50 £32.50 0.00%

Bed Bugs 2 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £75.00 £75.00 0.00%

Bed Bugs 3 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Bed Bug 4 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £250.00 £250.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £125.00 £125.00 0.00%

Bed Bugs >4 Bed:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £400.00 £400.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Fleas 2 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Fleas 3 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £125.00 £125.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £67.50 £67.50 0.00%

Fleas 4 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £75.00 £75.00 0.00%

Fleas > 4 Bed House:
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £250.00 £250.00 0.00%
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Current 
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2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £125.00 £125.00 0.00%

Ants 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £35.00 £35.00 0.00%

Other insect pests (domestic): 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Recipients of 
Means Tested 

Benefits 
(Housing 
Benefit/ 

LCTRS) & 
Vulnerable 

Adults

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Subsidised 50% reduction £35.00 £35.00 0.00%

Moles (Commercial Only)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Full commercial

Price on 
Application

Price on 
Application

Appointment Missed/Cancelled (Site) £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Private Water Supply Charges

Risk Assessment:
Upto 2 

properties
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Including Officer time on site 3-5 Properties £400.00 £400.00 0.00%

5 Plus 
Properties

£500.00 £500.00 0.00%

Large 
Commercial

£500.00 £500.00 0.00%

Sampling
Officer Time per 

Sample
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £60.00 £60.00 0.00%

Investigation
Per 

investigation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

Analysing a sample under regulation 10
Maximum 

Charge £25.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory

Laboratory 
Charge

Laboratory 
Charge

Analysing a check monitoring sample
Maximum 

Charge £100.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory

Laboratory 
Charge

Laboratory 
Charge

Analysing an audit monitoring sample
Maximum 

Charge £500.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging

Laboratory 
Charge

Laboratory 
Charge

Request from Search Company for Data 
relating to Private Water Supplies in a 
particular area. 

Hourly Rate 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £60.00 £60.00 0.00%

Stray Dogs: Statutory fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Admin fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Dogs already taken to Manchester & District 
Home for Lost Dogs

Additional 
Fees charged 

by Dogs' 
home

Additional 
Fees charged 

by Dogs' 
home

Copying

Copy of Register of Authorisations  (Permits; 
Private Water Supplies Register; Supply of 
Meteorological Data to: Universities & 
Commercial Organisations, Buxton Museum, 
Buxton TIC, Individuals): Copying Charge Plus 
officer time charged for photocopying per hour 
or part thereof.

per side of A4 
(or equivalent 

electronic 
format)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £0.25 £0.25 0.00%
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Charge

2021/22 
Charge
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Full Copies of Authorisations, Permits; 
Registers, spreadsheets etc.  for commercial 
gain 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging
Price on 

Application
Price on 

Application
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Licensing Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Temporary Event Notice
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £21.00 £21.00 0.00%

Licensing Act 2003

Personal Alcohol Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £37.00 £37.00 0.00%

Premises Licence Annual: Band A
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Band B
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £180.00 £180.00 0.00%

Band C
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £295.00 £295.00 0.00%

Band D
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £320.00 £320.00 0.00%

Band E
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licences and Club Premises Certificates - 
First Year Fee:

Band A
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Band B
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £190.00 £190.00 0.00%

Band C
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £315.00 £315.00 0.00%

Band D
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £450.00 £450.00 0.00%

Band E
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £635.00 £635.00 0.00%

Premises Licences and Club Premises Certificates 
Annual Fee:

Band A
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Band B
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £180.00 £180.00 0.00%

Band C
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £295.00 £295.00 0.00%

Band D
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £320.00 £320.00 0.00%

Band E
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

Permitted Temporary Activities, Personal Licences 
and Miscellaneous:

Theft/ Loss, etc. of Premises Licence or Summary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Application for a Provisional Statement where 
premises being built etc.

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £315.00 £315.00 0.00%

Notification of change of name or address
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Application to vary licence to specify individual as 
premises supervisor

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £23.00 £23.00 0.00%

Application for transfer of premises licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £23.00 £23.00 0.00%

Interim authority notice following death etc. of licence 
holder

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £23.00 £23.00 0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of certificate or summary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Notification of change of name or alteration of rules of 
club

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Change of relevant registered address of club
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of temporary event notice
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of personal licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Duty to notify change of name or address
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Right of freeholder etc. to be notified of licensing 
matters

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £21.00 £21.00 0.00%

Minor Variation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £89.00 £89.00 0.00%

Licensed Premises Gaming Machine Permit

Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Existing Operator Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Variation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%
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2020/21 Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge
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Transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Annual Fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Change of Name
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Club Gaming Permits

Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Grant (Club Premises Certificate Holder)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Existing Operator Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Variation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Renewal
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Renewal (Club Premise Certificate Holder)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Annual Fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Club Machine Permits

Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Grant (Club Premises Certificate Holder)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Existing Operator Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Variation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Renewal
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

Renewal (Club Premise Certificate Holder)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Annual Fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Family Entertainment Centre Gaming Permits

Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Existing Operator Grant
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Renewal
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Change of Name
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Copies of all Permits Each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Street Trading Change of Name & Address
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Vary DPS
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £23.00 £23.00 0.00%

Minor Variation
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £89.00 £89.00 0.00%

Street Collection Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Street Trading Consent (speed limit less than 40mph) 
Including Trading Plate

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £3,700.00 £3,700.00 0.00%

Street Trading Consent (hot food - speed limit less 
than 40mph) Including Trading  Plate)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £6,000.00 £6,000.00 0.00%

Street Trading Consent (speed limit 40mph or more) 
Including Plate 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £2,400.00 £2,400.00 0.00%

Trampoline & Mechanical Rides (Including Trading 
Plate)

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Ice cream sales (Including Trading Plate)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £600.00 £600.00 0.00%

Annual upto 2 days per week (Incluidng Trading Plate) 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £1,250.00 £1,250.00 0.00%

Daily consent
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Charitable Events Upto 10 Stalls (Category 1) £125.00 £125.00 0.00%

Charitable Events 10 - 20 Stalls (Category 2) £250.00 £250.00 0.00%
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Licensing Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Charitable Events 20 Plus (Category 3) £400.00 £400.00 0.00%

Replacement Vehicle Plates - Street Trading £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Scrap Metal Dealers

Collectors Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £245.00 £245.00 0.00%

Variation to Collectors Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £95.00 £95.00 0.00%

Site Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £390.00 £390.00 0.00%

Variation to licence: Change of Name or Address 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £32.00 £32.00 0.00%

Variation to Site Licence £115.00 £115.00 0.00%

Copy of Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £15.00 £15.00 0.00%

Taxi Licences - Hackney Carriage & Private Hire 
Vehicles
Taxi & Private Hire Vehicle Licence (new & renewal) 
Including Brackets & Plates (The fee includes 10% for 
enforcement activity)

Yearly 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £180.00 £180.00 0.00%

Replacement Driver Badge or Vehicle Plate
Per 

Plate/Badge
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Change of Vehicle Including Plate/Card
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Hackney Carriage Decals provided by 3rd Party 
Price on 

Application
Price on 

Application

New Licensed Driver/Renewal: Including Knowledge 
Test and Resit, Safeguarding Training & Driver Badge  
(This includes 10% for Enforcement Activity)

Annual
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £75.00 £75.00 0.00%

3 years
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Private Hire Operators Licence (This includes 10% for 
Enforcement Activity) 

1 Year
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £105.00 £105.00 0.00%

Private Hire Operators Licence (This includes 10% for 
Enforcement Activity) 

5 years
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £315.00 £315.00 0.00%

DBS Check (Fees Set by Personnel Checks) 
Price on 

Application
Price on 

Application

Document Identification Check (Fee set by Crown Post 
Office

Price on 
Application

Price on 
Application

Re-Sit Knowledge Test 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £20.00 £20.00 0.00%

M.O.T/Taxi Test by Nominated Garage 
Price on 

Application
Price on 

Application

Gambling Act

Adult Gaming Centre - Annual fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application to vary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

Application to transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for re-instatement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for provisional statement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application in respect of provisional statement holder
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Copy of Licence - General 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Betting Premises - Annual fee (Excluding Tracks)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £600.00 £600.00 0.00%

New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application to vary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,300.00 £1,300.00 0.00%

Application to transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for re-instatement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for provisional statement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application in respect of provisional statement holder
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Bingo - Annual fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,500.00 £2,500.00 0.00%
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Licensing Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Application to vary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,500.00 £1,500.00 0.00%

Application to transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for re-instatement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Application for provisional statement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application in respect of provisional statement holder
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,200.00 £1,200.00 0.00%

Notification of Change
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Copy of Licence
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Family Entertainment - Annual 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,500.00 £1,500.00 0.00%

Application to vary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

Application to transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Application for re-instatement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Application for provisional statement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,600.00 £1,600.00 0.00%

Application in respect of provisional statement holder
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Race tracks - Annual fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,000.00 £1,000.00 0.00%

New application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application to vary
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £1,250.00 £1,250.00 0.00%

Application to transfer
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Application for re-instatement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Application for provisional statement
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £2,000.00 £2,000.00 0.00%

Application in respect of provisional statement holder
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £950.00 £950.00 0.00%

Small Society Lotteries Application
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Small Society Lotteries Annual renewal fee
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £20.00 £20.00 0.00%

Licensed Premises Automatic Notification Process: 
Payable on Notification

Up to 2 
machines

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Club Machine Permit Statutory
Price On 

Application 
(Statutory Fee)

Price On 
Application 
(Statutory 

Fee)

Club Gaming Permit Statutory 
Price On 

Application 
(Statutory Fee)

Price On 
Application 
(Statutory 

Fee)

Family Entertainment Centre Gaming Permit Statutory 
Price On 

Application 
(Statutory Fee)

Price On 
Application 
(Statutory 

Fee)
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Land Charges Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

LLC1 Residential
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £27.80 £27.80 0.00%

LLC1 Additional Parcels Residential
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Con 29R Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £39.60 £39.60 0.00%

(plus DCC fee incurred)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery (plus recovery of DCC fee) TBC TBC

Con 29R Additional Parcels Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £26.00 £26.00 0.00%

Full Standard Search (LLC1 + Con 29R) Part 
Con 29 (Inc. Vat)

Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £67.40 £67.40 0.00%

(plus DCC fee incurred)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery (plus recovery of DCC fee) TBC TBC

Full Standard Search Additional Parcels Part 
Con 29 (Inc. Vat)

Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £36.00 £36.00 0.00%

Con 29O - Each Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £9.00 £9.00 0.00%

Each Additional Enquiry Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £18.00 £18.00 0.00%

Personal Search of the Land Charges 
Register

Residential
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

A search on each individual part of the Local 
Land Charges Register:

Parts 5, 7, 8 & 12 Residential - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Free £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Parts 1, 2, 6, 9, & 11 Residential - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £1.00 £1.00 0.00%

Parts 4 & 10 Residential - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £4.00 £4.00 0.00%

Part 3 Residential - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £12.00 £12.00 0.00%

LLC1 Commercial
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

LLC1 Additional Parcels Commercial
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £24.00 £24.00 0.00%

Con 29R Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £82.80 £82.80 0.00%

(plus DCC fee incurred)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery (plus recovery of DCC fee) TBC TBC

Con 29R Additional Parcels Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £42.00 £42.00 0.00%

Full Standard Search (LLC1 + Con 29R) Part 
Con29 (Inc. Vat)

Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £122.80 £122.80 0.00%

(plus DCC fee incurred)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery (plus recovery of DCC fee) TBC TBC

Full Standard Search Additional Parcels Part 
Con29 (Inc. Vat) 

Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £66.00 £66.00 0.00%

Con 29O - Each Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £9.00 £9.00 0.00%

Each Additional Enquiry Commercial
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £18.00 £18.00 0.00%

Personal Search of the Land Charges 
Register

Commercial
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

A search on each individual part of the Local 
Land Charges Register:

Parts 5, 7, 8 & 12 Commercial - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Free £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Parts 1, 2, 6, 9, & 11 Commercial - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £1.50 £1.50 0.00%

Parts 4 & 10 Commercial - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £4.50 £4.50 0.00%

Part 3 Commercial - each
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery Officer Time £18.50 £18.50 0.00%

Fees for access to individual Con 29R 
questions:

Con 29R Q1.1 a-j Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £4.80 £4.80 0.00%

Con 29R Q1.1 j-l Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £4.80 £4.80 0.00%

Con 29R Q1.2 Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q2
Residential - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.1 Residential
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.2
Residential - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.3 a-c Residentail Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.4
Residential - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC
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Land Charges Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Con 29R Q3.5 a & b Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.6
Residential - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.7 (a-d, f) Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q 3.7 e
Residential request direct to 
Staffordshire County Council 

DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.8 Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.9 a-n Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £10.80 £10.80 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.10 a-h Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.11 a & b Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.12 Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.13 a-c Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.14 Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.15 a & b Residential Block 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q1.1 a-l Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £12.00 £12.00 0.00%

Con 29R Q1.1 j-l Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £12.00 £12.00 0.00%

Con 29R Q1.2 Commericla Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £5.40 £5.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q2
Commercial - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.1 Commerical Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.2
Commercial - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.3 a-c Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.4
Commercial - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.5 a & b Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.6
Commercial - request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.7 a-d, f Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £5.40 £5.40 0.00%

Con 29 R Q 3.7 e
Commercial Request direct 

to DCC
DCC DCC

Con 29R Q3.8 Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.9 a-n Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £18.00 £18.00 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.10 a-h Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.11 a & b Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £5.40 £5.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.12 Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.13 a-c Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.14 Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £2.40 £2.40 0.00%

Con 29R Q3.15 a & b Commercial Block
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £5.40 £5.40 0.00%
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Planning Enforcement Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Desk-based history check requested by 
member of the public

per check
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Site visit requested by member of the public per site visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery £80.00 £80.00 0.00%

Service benefits applicant

Charges do not apply to alleged breaches of planning 
regulations which are provided free of charge
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Planning Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Householder PD check
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£67.00 £67.00 0.00%

Listed Building enforcement check
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£100.00 £100.00 0.00%

COPYING

Decision Notice Per notice
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£47.00 £47.00 0.00%

A4 OS maps 4 Copies
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£31.00 £31.00 0.00%

Planning Applications (Current & Historic): First page
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£7.00 £7.00 0.00%

Additional 
pages

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery
Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£1.00 £1.00 0.00%

Planning Applications Plans - AO size Per copy
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£18.50 £18.50 0.00%

Planning Applications Plans - A3 size Per copy
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£13.50 £13.50 0.00%

Planning Applications Plans - A4 size Per copy
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£8.25 £8.25 0.00%

Weekly Planning List Per year
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£370.00 £370.00 0.00%

Informal or history Searches: First hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£51.25 £51.25 0.00%

Additionals
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£32.00 £32.00 0.00%

Postage: Cost of Postage
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

Postage 
Cost

Admin Charge
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of 
costs

£8.25 £8.25 0.00%

PRE-APPLICATION ADVICE

Meetings

Strategic major applications

Over 50 
dwellings or 
10,000sqm 
commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£1,130.00 £1,130.00 0.00%

Major proposals 

Between 10 
and 50 

dwellings or 
1,000-

10,000sqm 
commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£845.00 £845.00 0.00%

Minor proposals and other 
structures/developments not in the above 
categories

Between 1 and 
9 dwellings or 

under 
1,000sqm 

commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£570.00 £570.00 0.00%

Written Advice

Strategic major applications

Over 50 
dwellings or 
10,000sqm 
commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£565.00 £565.00 0.00%

Major proposals

Between 10 
and 50 

dwellings or 
1,000-

10,000sqm 
commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£425.00 £425.00 0.00%

Minor proposals 

Between 6 and 
9 dwellings or 

under 
1,000sqm 

commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£285.00 £285.00 0.00%

Minor proposals 

Between 1 and 
5 dwellings or 

under 
1,000sqm 

commercial

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Fair charging
Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; 
do not want to deter applications 

£285.00 £285.00 0.00%

Note: Use external measurements when calculating floor areas.
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Planning Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Statutory Planning Fees Statutory
See 

Planning 
Portal

See Planning 
Portal
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Building Control Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2019/20 
Current 
Charge

2020/21 
Charge

% increase

For the first issue of a Completion Certificate 
where work has been completed/ occupied 
without notice to the council.

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery

Discretionary Charge
If works are complete and all 
information is to hand then 
charge discounted to £65.00 - 
surveyors call

£117.00 £117.00 0.00%

Copies of completion certificates, approvals, 
where an application number is quoted and 
assessment for redaction applied:

For 
regularisation

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Cost recovery £41.00 £41.00 0.00%

Not for 
regularisation

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Written response to an enquiry on works not 
requiring an application (e.g. confirmation of 
information available on the internet or 
provided over the telephone). Includes a 
search on the presence of public sewers in 
relation to the development where applicable.

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

Written response to a query. (Charges will 
therefore vary dependent on length of time 
taken to collate information).

Per hour or part 
thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Written response to a query requiring a search 
for information that needs input of senior staff. 
(Charges will therefore vary dependent on 
length of time taken to collate information).

Per hour or part 
thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Making available drawings for viewing subject 
to redaction and permission of copyright 
ownership

Per hour or part 
thereof

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £55.00 £55.00 0.00%

Returning of stamped approved copy plans to 
applicant following scanning of the original file

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Administration fee for withdrawal of an 
application where registered but not assessed

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Administrative fee for the return of invalid 
applications where the applicant does not 
respond within 10 days (including weekends)

Standard Rated VAT 
(20%)

Cost recovery £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Consultation Advice (in excess of 1 hour) - 
Discounted by 100% on the submission of a 
Building Regulations Application

Per half hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery £40.00 £40.00 0.00%

Dealing with the Notification of Demolition 
Notices under Section 80 of the Building Act. 
Further charges may be incurred if a complex 
demolition is proposed. These charges will be 
based on an hourly rate of £55

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Cost recovery £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Recovery of costs associated with dealing with 
reports of dangerous structures, where 
investigation or action taken:

Normal: Per 
hour - minimum 

charge

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Cost recovery £55.00 £55.00 0.00%

Out of Hours: 
Per hour - 
minimum 
charge

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Cost recovery £80.00 £80.00 0.00%

Discretionary Charge
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Street Naming Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

New Properties, small developments 
1-5 Properties 

(each)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £72.00 £72.00 0.00%

New Properties, large developments 
6+ Properties 

(each)
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £42.00 £42.00 0.00%

New Street Name
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £215.00 £215.00 0.00%

Renaming Existing Properties
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Confirmation of Postal Address
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £46.00 £46.00 0.00%

Benchmarked against other LAs and 
service providers
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Waste Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Trade Waste & Recycling

Domestic Waste

Bulky Waste Collections (Payments made 
at time of booking -except assessments)

All benchmarked to other LAs

Collection of up to 4 bulky items 
Minimum 
charge

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery £20.00 £20.00 0.00%

Collection of additional bulky items, up to 
maximum of 9

Per item
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £4.60 £4.60 0.00%

Collection of up to 4 bulky items for customers 
providing evidence of receipt of Housing/ 
Council Tax benefit

Minimum 
charge

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Subsidised £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Collection of additional bulky items, up to a 
maximum of 9, for customers providing 
evidence of receipt of Housing/ Council Tax 
benefit

Per item
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Subsidised £2.30 £2.30 0.00%

Collection of 10 items or more bulky items or 
large/ awkward items

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery By Quote By quote

Collection of a fridge, freezer and other 
electrical Items

Per item
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £31.50 £31.50 0.00%

Collection of a fridges, freezer and other 
electrical items for customers providing 
evidence of receipt of Housing/ Council Tax 
benefit

Per item
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Subsidised

50% discount - historical policy, 
approved by members

£15.75 £15.75 0.00%

Collection of smaller electrical items (when 
collected with a large item)

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Free no cost to council Free Free 0.00%

Green Waste

Charge for supply, delivery and collection of an 
additional green lidded bin

Initial Cost
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £55.50 £55.50 0.00%

Charge for ongoing collection of an additional 
green lidded bin

Annual Cost 
from Yr 2

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery £29.00 £29.00 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement waste or recycling bin (140l any 
colour, 240l any colour, 360l brown) for a single 
domestic dwelling

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £31.00 £31.00 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement 360l black bin for a single 
domestic dwelling

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery

to recover cost of service & 
encourage waste minimisation

£37.00 £37.00 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement 140 or 240l bin for use by multiple 
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to 
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £43.50 £43.50 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement 360l bin for use by multiple 
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to 
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement 660l bin for use by multiple 
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to 
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £280.00 £280.00 0.00%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or 
replacement 1100l or 1280l bin for use by 
multiple domestic dwellings or for a trade 
premise to replace a bin damaged by the 
customer.

per bin
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Cost recovery £315.00 £315.00 0.00%

50% discount - historical policy, 
approved by members

to recover cost of service

to recover cost of service

to recover cost of service

To ensure that the Council remains competitive and is 
commercially focused, rates levied for trade waste and trade 
recycling collections will be calculated based upon volumes and 
demand ensuring at all times that they do not fall below the cost 
of service provision to the authority.

to recover cost of service
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Cemeteries Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Burial Plots Exclusive right of burial & 
issue of certificate

All benchmarked to other LAs

New Grave (including woodland graves) per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £700.00 £700.00 0.00%

Cremated Remains Grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

New grave (Out of area residents) per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging Non-Resident double fee £1,400.00 £1,400.00 0.00%

Cremated remains grave (Out of area 
residents)

per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging Non-Resident double fee £700.00 £700.00 0.00%

Pre-purchased new coffin grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to discourage pre 
purchases which are using up valuable 
grave space

£770.00 £770.00 0.00%

Pre-purchased cremated remains grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to discourage pre 
purchases which are using up valuable 
grave space

£385.00 £385.00 0.00%

Pre-purchased new coffin grave (Out of area 
residents)

per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to discourage pre 
purchases which are using up valuable 
grave space

£1,540.00 £1,540.00 0.00%

Pre-purchased cremated remains grave (Out 
of area residents)

per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to discourage pre 
purchases which are using up valuable 
grave space

£770.00 £770.00 0.00%

Interment/Burial

Coffin grave for three (NB: Glossop old 
section only)

per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £813.00 £813.00 0.00%

Coffin grave for two per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £712.00 £712.00 0.00%

Coffin grave for one or Woodland burial per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £641.00 £641.00 0.00%

Cremated remains casket burial per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £210.00 £210.00 0.00%

Lawn burial of loose ashes per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £134.00 £134.00 0.00%

Out of area fees: Non-High Peak residents per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging Non-Resident Double fees Double fees 0.00%

Memorial permits

Permit for a new upright memorial including 
1st inscription

per permit
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Full commercial This is a permit £165.00 £165.00 0.00%

Permit for a memorial desk tablet/ vase 
including 1st inscription

per permit
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Full commercial This is a permit £117.00 £117.00 0.00%

Permit for a replacement memorial per permit
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Full commercial This is a permit £117.00 £117.00 0.00%

Permit for an additional inscription on 
memorial/ tablet/ vase etc.

per permit
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Full commercial This is a permit £70.00 £70.00 0.00%

Permit for a child's "single use" memorial on 
any grave type

per permit
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Free Policy Free Free 0.00%

Purchase of child's grave (aged 0-15 years)

Child's grave per grave
Exempt from 

VAT (--%)
Free

Free in line with recommended best 
practice nationally

Free Free

Child's new full size grave per grave
Exempt from 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging Full fee £700.00 £700.00 0.00%

Child's ashes Grave per grave
Exempt from 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging Full fee £350.00 £350.00 0.00%

Interment/burial of a child aged 0-15 years

Child's coffin grave or ashes grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Free Policy Free Free

Child's new full size grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Subsidised Half fee £356.00 £356.00 0.00%

Child's reopened Grave per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Subsidised Half fee £320.50 £320.50 0.00%

Out of HPBC area child's interment fee per grave
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Nominal £210.00 £210.00 0.00%

Memorials

Provision of bronze/ aluminium memorial 
plaque (up to 75 letters)

per memorial plaque
Standard Rated 

VAT (20%)
Full commercial This is for a memorial plaque £168.00 £168.00 0.00%

Provision of cast bronze sponsored tree 
plaque

per memorial plaque
Standard Rated 

VAT (20%)
Full commercial This is for a memorial plaque £390.00 £390.00 0.00%

Provision of sponsored memorial bench & 
bronze plaque

per memorial plaque and 
bench

Standard Rated 
VAT (20%)

Full commercial This is for a memorial plaque and bench £1,122.00 £1,122.00 0.00%

Other Charges

Replacement or transfer of grave deed
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£49.00 £49.00 0.00%

Search Fee per half hour
Standard Rated 

VAT (20%)
Nominal

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£27.00 £27.00 0.00%

Grave selection by purchaser
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£27.00 £27.00 0.00%
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Cemeteries Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Large coffin (both dimensions over 6' 5" and 
25")

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Cancellation of funeral within 72 hours of 
burial

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Coffin size not confirmed within 48 hrs of 
burial

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Headstone not removed from grave when 
requested

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Paperwork not received in cemetery office 
before burial

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%

Late arrival of funeral at cemetery (>30 
minutes)

Non Business 
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£72.00 £72.00 0.00%
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Horticulture Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Copy of Tree Preservation Order Per hard copy
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Full commercial

Volume changed form 25 to 0. No changes 
for copies have been provided for in the past 
couple of years.

£41.00 £41.00 0.00%

Memorial bench purchase and installation in a 
public open space

Purchase & 
Installation

Standard Rated 
VAT (20%)

Full commercial
price proposed to encourage ongoing 
demand

£1,050.00 £1,050.00 0.00%

Adoption of an existing memorial bench 
located in a public open space

Purchase & 
Installation

Standard Rated 
VAT (20%)

Fair charging
min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£550.00 £550.00 0.00%

High Hedges

High Hedge Complaints Per complaint
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging £510.00 £510.00 0.00%

Parks & Open Space Concession

Sport / Fitness Classes Per session
Non Business 

VAT (--%)
Fair charging

price proposed to encourage ongoing 
demand

£6.90 £6.90 0.00%

Park /Open Space Event Charges

Commercial Fairs - Small (< 10 items) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£56.50 £56.50 0.00%

Commercial Fairs - Small (< 10 items) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£225.50 £225.50 0.00%

Commercial Fairs - Large (> 10 Items) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£115.00 £115.00 0.00%

Commercial Fairs - Large (> 10 Items) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£430.00 £430.00 0.00%

Commercial Circus - Small (1- 300) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£56.50 £56.50 0.00%

Commercial Circus - Small (1- 300) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£137.50 £137.50 0.00%

Commercial Circus - Large (300 +) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£112.50 £112.50 0.00%

Commercial Circus - Large (300 +) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£370.00 £370.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Small (1-500) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.00 £57.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Small (1-500) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£132.50 £132.50 0.00%

Commercial Event - Medium (A) (500 - 1000) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£85.00 £85.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Medium (A) (500 - 1000) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£260.00 £260.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Medium (B) (1000 - 2000) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£110.00 £110.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Medium (B) (1000 - 2000) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£385.00 £385.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Large (2000 - 5000) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£220.00 £220.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Large (2000 - 5000) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£520.00 £520.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Very Large (5000 - 
10,000)

Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£272.50 £272.50 0.00%

Commercial Event - Very Large (5000 - 
10,000)

Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£670.00 £670.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Major (+ 10,000) Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£545.00 £545.00 0.00%

Commercial Event - Major (+ 10,000) Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£980.00 £980.00 0.00%

Charitable Event - Some Commercial 
Activity<1500

Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Subsidised

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£28.50 £28.50 0.00%

Charitable Event - Some Commercial 
Activity>1500

Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Subsidised

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£82.50 £82.50 0.00%

Community Event -Some Commercial Activity 
<1500

Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Subsidised

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£28.50 £28.50 0.00%

Community Event - Some Commercial Activity 
>1500

Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Subsidised

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£82.50 £82.50 0.00%

Charitable Event - No commercial activity Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Free maintains current charging position £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Community Event -No Commercial Activity Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Free maintains current charging position £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Commercial Filming Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.50 £57.50 0.00%

Commercial Filming Hour rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial New charge n/a £80.50

Commercial Filming Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£645.00 £645.00 0.00%

Commercial photo shoot Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.50 £57.50 0.00%
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Horticulture Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Commercial photo shoot  Half Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£325.00 £325.00 0.00%

Discretionary Commercial Event Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Fair charging

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.50 £57.50 0.00%

Discretionary Commercial Event Day Rate
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Fair charging

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£66.00 £66.00 0.00%

Educational Establishments Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Free

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Catering concessions - leisure sites Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.50 £57.50 0.00%

Catering concessions - leisure sites Per Day
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£26.00 £26.00 0.00%

New sites for concessions - amusements Admin Fee
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£57.50 £57.50 0.00%

New sites for concessions - amusements
Per day / Per 

item
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Full commercial

min increase proposed due to lack of 
demand

£36.00 £36.00 0.00%

Allotment Rent

Plot Size - 100sq yrds or under Annual
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Fair charging

freeze proposed to encourage increased 
uptake

£30.00 £30.00 0.00%

Plot Size - 100 to 300sq yrds Annual
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Fair charging

freeze proposed to encourage increased 
uptake

£43.00 £43.00 0.00%

Plot Size - Over 300 sq yrds Annual
Exempt from VAT 

(--%)
Fair charging

freeze proposed to encourage increased 
uptake

£61.00 £61.00 0.00%
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Car Parks Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Season Tickets

Type A - Season tickets for use on HPBC Car 
Parks excl. Spring Gardens Centre Car Park, 
Buxton and Municipal Buildings Car Park, 
Glossop

Per quarter
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

Type B - Use restricted to New Mills Torr Top 
Car Park

Per quarter
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £90.00 £90.00 0.00%

Type C - Use restricted to Bernard Street & 
Edward Street Car Parks, Glossop

Per quarter
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £60.00 £60.00 0.00%

Replacement Season Ticket Passes
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Other Season Tickets

For use exclusively on Upper Deck of the 
Pavilion Gardens Car Park in Buxton - Monday 
to Friday during term-time (September to June) 
only:
Derby University (Buxton Campus) Staff and 
Students

Full period
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £160.00 £160.00 0.00%

Other Car Park Users Full period
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £185.00 £185.00 0.00%

Pay and Display

Buxton: Market Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton: Market Place Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton: The Slopes Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton: Eagle Parade (Kwik Save) Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton:South Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton: Bridge Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%
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Car Parks Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Buxton: Sylvan Park: Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.20 £1.20 0.00%

Cars 1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.80 £1.80 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.10 £3.10 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.90 £3.90 0.00%

Coaches Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £5.40 £5.40 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £10.40 £10.40 0.00%

Goods Vehicles
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £6.40 £6.40 0.00%

Buxton Pavilion Gardens Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.60 £1.60 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.20 £2.20 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.60 £3.60 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £5.40 £5.40 0.00%

Buxton: Spring Gardens Centre & Wye Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.60 £1.60 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.20 £2.20 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £3.60 £3.60 0.00%

Glossop: Municipal Buildings Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.00 £1.00 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.50 £1.50 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

Glossop: Edward Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.00 £1.00 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.50 £1.50 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.80 £2.80 0.00%

Glossop: Bernard Street Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.00 £1.00 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.50 £1.50 0.00%

2- hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

New Mills: Market Street; First hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Up to 2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.90 £0.90 0.00%

Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.00 £2.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

New Mills:Torr Top First hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.00 £0.00 0.00%
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Car Parks Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Up to 2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.90 £0.90 0.00%

Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.00 £2.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

New Mills:Town Hall First hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.00 £0.00 0.00%

Up to 2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £0.90 £0.90 0.00%

Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.00 £2.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.60 £2.60 0.00%

Castleton: Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.60 £1.60 0.00%

Cars 1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.50 £2.50 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £4.00 £4.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £6.00 £6.00 0.00%

24 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £7.00 £7.00 0.00%

Coaches Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £5.50 £5.50 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Hope: Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.60 £1.60 0.00%

1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.50 £2.50 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £4.00 £4.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £6.00 £6.00 0.00%

24 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £7.00 £7.00 0.00%

Edale Up to 1 hour
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £1.60 £1.60 0.00%

Cars 1-2 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £2.50 £2.50 0.00%

2-4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £4.00 £4.00 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £6.00 £6.00 0.00%

24 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £7.00 £7.00 0.00%

Coaches Up to 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £5.50 £5.50 0.00%

Over 4 hours
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £10.50 £10.50 0.00%

Miry Meadow, Chapel
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Thornbrook, Chapel
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Off Station Road, Hadfield
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Albert Street, Hadfield
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Bingswood
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Railway Station, Whaley Bridge
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Free

Penalty Charge Notices Off Street: Two tier 
system depending on the seriousness of the 

Tier one: Per fine
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

If paid within 14 
days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £25.00 £25.00 0.00%

Tier two: Per fine
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £70.00 £70.00 0.00%
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Car Parks Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

If paid within 14 
days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £35.00 £35.00 0.00%

Residents Parking Permit Statutory

Free Parking from 8am-12pm and from 3pm-
6pm (and all day Sunday) on any High Peak 
Borough Council Pay & Display Car Park
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Markets Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Glossop Outdoor Market

Glossop Thursday Market Per day Exempt from VAT (--%) Fair charging £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Glossop Friday Market Per day Exempt from VAT (--%) Fair charging £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Glossop Saturday Market Per day Exempt from VAT (--%) Fair charging £10.00 £10.00 0.00%
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Lettings Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Room Hire - including drinks Half Day Exempt from VAT (--%) Cost recovery £69.00 £69.00 0.00%

Full Day Exempt from VAT (--%) Cost recovery £133.00 £133.00 0.00%
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Finance Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Financial Services

Statement of Accounts
Per copy (plus 

postage)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery no subsidy as document available on line £21.60 £21.60 0.00%

Committee Services

Agenda
Per copy (plus 

postage)
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Cost recovery no subsidy as document available on line £10.00 £10.00 0.00%

Recovery Services - Summons costs 
recharged

Application for summons re Liability Order: Council Tax
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £60.00 £60.00 0.00%

Non-Domestic 
Rates

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £65.00 £65.00 0.00%

Issue of Liability Orders: Council Tax
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £35.00 £35.00 0.00%

Non-Domestic 
Rates

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Fair charging £35.00 £35.00 0.00%

Committal summons
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £310.00 £310.00 0.00%

Arrest warrants
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

Committal to prison
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging

Reasonable 
charge

Reasonable 
charge

Fee charged as a preventative measure 
for non-payment of CTAX/NNDR.  Income 
should cover costs of Recovery team
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Elections Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Purchase of Full Register (Data) 1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal  £134.00 £131.00 -2.24%

Purchase of Rolling register Alterations (Data) 1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal £193.50 £196.50 1.55%

Purchase of list of overseas voters (Data) 1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal £32.00 £32.00 0.00%

Purchase of Full Register (Paper) 1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal £390.00 £380.00 -2.56%

Purchase of Rolling Register Alterations 
(Paper)

1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal £135.00 £135.00 0.00%

Purchase of list of overseas voters (Paper) 1.00
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Nominal £50.00 £50.00 0.00%
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Carelink Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% 
increase

Carelink Gold ( monitoring, support & 
response) 

per week 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £8.50 £8.60 1.18%

Carelink Silver (monitoring & support)  per week 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £4.90 £5.00 2.04%

FAST ( Falls prevention package) per week 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging A DCC scheme which HPBC are commissioned to deliver £2.50 £2.50 0.00%

Installation per unit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging

One off costs for fitting and setting up equipment for  private 
clients

£30.00 £30.00 0.00%

Daily Telephone Contact per week 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Costs of client contact £5.00 £5.00 0.00%

Carelink Plus 15 Minutes per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £10.25 £10.25 0.00%

Carelink Plus 30 Minutes per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging £14.40 £14.40 0.00%

Cleaning (Sheltered Accommodation 
Tenants)

per hour 
Standard Rated VAT 

(20%)
Fair charging £12.25 £12.25 0.00%

Emerald - Alarm/pendant, Monitoring & 
response service,  12 visits per year, falls 
recovery

per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £12.80 £12.80 0.00%

Sapphire - Alarm/pendant, Monitoring & 
response service,  26 visits per year, falls 
recovery

per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £19.30 £19.30 0.00%

Diamond - Alarm/pendant, Monitoring & 
response service,  52 visits per year, falls 
recovery, daily safe and well call

per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £31.50 £31.50 0.00%

Daily telephone calls (available with or 
without a service package) The timing of this 
can be agreed with the client to best meet

per week 
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £5.00 £5.00 0.00%

Emergency cover (15 minutes) per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £13.00 £13.00 0.00%

Emergency cover (30 minutes) per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £16.40 £16.40 0.00%

Short Term Cover (15 minutes) per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £10.25 £10.25 0.00%

Short Term Cover (30 minutes) per visit
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Fair charging Cost of service delivery £14.40 £14.40 0.00%

Costs of service delivery

Carelink charges aim to support vulnerable clients to live 
independently.Fees are set on an equitable basis regardless of 
clients ability to pay.  Please note funding may be available from 
DCC on a means tested basis at a pre-determined rate.  Service 
has been benchmarked previously
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Environmental Crime
(statutory charges correct at time of budget 
setting)

Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ 
freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN)

Unlawful repairs / sale of vehicle on roads: Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£60.00 £60.00 0.00%

Abandoning a vehicle: Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£120.00 £120.00 0.00%

Depositing litter: Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Unauthorised distribution of free printed matter: Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Criminal Damage and fly-posting Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £120.00 £120.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£100.00 £100.00 0.00%

Failure to produce authority (waste carrier’s 
licence) 

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Failure to furnish documentation (waste 
transfer notes)

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Failure to remove dog faeces from land 
forthwith:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£75.00 £75.00 0.00%

Not putting, and keeping, a dog on a lead when 
directed to do so by an authorised officer:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£75.00 £75.00 0.00%

Smoke & Carbon Monoxide Alarm (England) 
Regulations 2015:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £5,000.00 £5,000.00 0.00%

If paid within 14 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £2,500.00 £2,500.00 0.00%

Health Act 2006 Smoking in a smoke free 
designated vehicle or area:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £50.00 £50.00 0.00%

if Paid within 15 
Days 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £30.00 £30.00 0.00%

Health Act 2006 Failure to Display appropriate 
smoke free signage as dictated by law:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory £200.00 £200.00 0.00%

if Paid within 15 
Days 

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory £150.00 £150.00 0.00%

 Fly-tipping
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £400.00 £400.00 0.00%

If Paid within 10 
Days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£300.00 £300.00 0.00%

Household Waste Receptacles
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Amounts set by statute £60.00 £60.00 0.00%

If Paid within 10 
Days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory
Discount to encourage early 
payment

£40.00 £40.00 0.00%
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Community
(statutory charges correct at time of budget 
setting)

Unit VAT
Charging 
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2020/21 
Current 
Charge

2021/22 
Charge

% increase

Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime & Policing Act
2014
Failure to comply with a Community Protection 
Notice:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Set by statute £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory Set by statute £75.00 £75.00 0.00%

Failure to comply with a Public Spaces 
Protection Order:

Full FPN
Non Business VAT (--

%)
Statutory Set by statute £100.00 £100.00 0.00%

If paid within 10 
working days

Non Business VAT (--
%)

Statutory Set by statute £75.00 £75.00 0.00%
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APPENDIX D

                              

HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

PROCUREMENT FORWARD 
PLAN 2021/22
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Procurement Procedure Rules, which support the Joint Procurement 
Strategy, are essential to the achievement of the Alliance Procurement 
Objectives and set out the processes that must be followed.

1.2 A revised version of the Procurement Procedure Rules were presented and 
approved by Audit & Regulatory Committee on 27th September 2017.  The 
Rules were updated to reflect recent changes for example:-
 the service review process has resulted in a fully resourced central 

procurement unit incorporating the whole purchase to pay stream 
(procurement activity through to the payment of supplier invoices)  

 Processes have been reviewed and electronic systems implemented with 
the procurement process now utilising online procurement web-forms and 
an e-tendering system, removing paper records and improving efficiency

1.3 The opportunity was also taken to review the Rules as a whole, with specific 
amendments made to:-
 Sourcing thresholds – advertising periods updated
 Process for applying Performance Bonds / Parent Company Guarantees
 Applying extensions/variations to contracts
 Updated processes to include technology now utilised (for example, e-

webform platform and e-tendering system)
 Additional references where necessary – for example, the requirements 

of the Transparency Code
 Expansion of Contract Management responsibilities / processes

1.4 In addition, consideration was given to how the authority to procure and award 
procurement activities is undertaken - with the aim of simplifying and ensuring 
the process is as efficient as possible.  

2. Authorisation to Procure and Award

2.1 It was proposed within the Rules that the Procurement Forward Plan would be 
reported as part of the Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan in February 
each year.  

2.2 This would identify all registered procurement activity to be completed in the 
following financial year, with approval sought to commence procurement of all 
activity listed.  Performance and activity (including confirmation of award) 
against the forward plan would then be monitored and reported within the 
Quarterly Procurement Report to Committee.

2.3 The approval limits to be applied to then authorise the award of contracts and 
apply exemptions are detailed below, the thresholds are in line with Public 
Contract regulations supplies and service thresholds refreshed every two 
years:-
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Award and Exemptions Authorisation Limits:

Total Contract Value    
(£)

Authorisation Authorisation By

<25,000 Head of Service / Executive 
Director

Procurement Webform

>25,000 - <189,330 (EU 
Service Threshold)

Executive Director / Chief 
Executive

Procurement Webform

>189,330 (EU Service 
Threshold) - <1,000,000

Delegated Member Decision Delegated Member Report 
(Portfolio Holder for 

Procurement and the relevant 
service area)

>1,000,000* Executive HPBC
Cabinet SMDC
(with prior Scrutiny 
Committee)

Committee Report

* Committee reports may be presented where the total contract value is less than £1,000,000 - where 
considered appropriate due to the nature of the procurement or where it relates to a key decision

2.4 Any procurement activity undertaken during the year which was not included on 
the forward plan will also follow the authorisation rules (to procure/award) as 
detailed above - and detail will be included within the Quarterly Procurement 
Report. 

2.5 Irrespective of the total contract value, Committee reports may be presented to 
Executive to obtain authority to procure and award where considered 
appropriate due to the nature of the procurement or where it relates to a key 
decision.

3. Procurement Forward Plan 2021/22

3.1 The Procurement Forward Plan, detailing all anticipated procurement activity 
during 2021/22, is detailed at ANNEX A.  This includes activity specific to High 
Peak B.C. and also any joint procurement activity with Alliance partner 
Staffordshire Moorlands D.C.  Procurements which have already had approval 
in 2020/21 but not yet completed, will be progressed in addition to the 
programmed 2021/22 schedules.

4. Procurement undertaken by Agent

4.1 In addition to procurement activity commissioned by the Council, there may also 
be procurement activity commissioned via an agent on behalf of the Council 
where appropriate to do so.  For example, the Leisure Centre contract and 
Pavilion Gardens concession allows provision for capital works required on the 
facilities to be commissioned by the Contractor, but funded by the Council.  In 
this case, the Council would complete due diligence to ensure compliancy and 
value for money has been achieved.
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4.2 Similarly, ANSA procurement on behalf of Alliance Environmental Services will 
be procuring fleet required by specific services, but this will be funded by the 
Council and appropriate due diligence undertaken. 

4.3 An estimated £1.5m in fleet purchases and £0.5m spend on Leisure Centres & 
Pavilion Gardens has been included in the Council’s capital programme in 
2021/22. 

4.3 Agents  delegated to  procure contracts on behalf of the Council, where the  
Council  is the  Contracting Authority, will be required to procure in 
compliance to Public Contract Regulations 2015 (PCRs15) for above 
threshold  contracts and  for contracts for lower values  demonstrate that their 
procurement practice is as robust and transparent as that the Council would 
apply.
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5

PROCUREMENT FORWARD PLAN 21/22 - HPBC

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue 

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
1211 HPBC Glossop Municipal Buildings, Market 

Hall, Town Hall and Arcade Project - 
D2N2 LEP Get building FUNDING

Refurbishment and retail / 
Commercial development 
programme for Market Hall and 
Town Hall in Glossop

Capital Assets / 
Communities

£4.1m

1036 HPBC Kitchen Installations - HRA Capital 
Programme

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Refurbishment of kitchens and 
associated works, including 
flooring, decorating, gas alterations 
and electrical upgrades to Housing 
properties 
Term 2 + 1 yrs

Capital Assets £2.8m

794 HPBC Gas Servicing and Maintenance

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Housing Stock Gas Compliance 
Servicing and Maintenance - 
boilers / heating systems / solid 
fuel 
Term 2 + 2 yrs

Revenue Assets £1.4m

1188 HPBC Roofline and Roofing works – HRA 
programme

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Roof replacement works to various 
Council properties

Term 1 + 1 yrs

Capital Assets £720,000

1189 HPBC Periodic Testing and Inspection of 
Electrical Installations Housing

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Housing:  Testing and Inspection of 
electrical installations inc remedial 
works 
Term 2 + 2 yrs

Revenue Assets £700,000 (+ 
variable works)
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6

377 HPBC Car Parking Enforcement (P&D)

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Patrol Parking Officers for parking 
enforcement – Service Contract

Term 5 yrs
Derbyshire Parking Board leading

Revenue Assets £288,000

1210 HPBC HRA Stock Condition Refresh

One Off – Consultancy 

HRA - Sample of housing stock 
refresh surveys

Revenue Assets £15,000

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue 

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
966 HPBC Access to Private Rented Sector 

Housing Support

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Strategic Housing services to 
support tenants in re-housing with 
private sector landlords

Term 2 + 1 yrs

Revenue Customer 
Service – 
Housing 
Tenancy

£162,000

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue 

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
1156 HPBC Fairfield Roundabout - Main 

contractor Procurement

One Off - works

Works contract for development of 
roundabout and new road layout at 
Fairfield Common. HPBC leading 
procurement

Capital Regeneration £1.2 - £2m

819 HPBC AHDP - Priority sites marketing / 
land disposal consultancy

One Off - consultancy

Priority Sites marketing and 
strategic land disposals for 
remaining sites under AHDP.  
consultancy services

Revenue Regeneration TBC
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7

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue 

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
1170 
1171
1226

HPBC Play Area Improvement schemes 
Bankswood Park / Simmondley / 
New Mills

One Off – Supply and installation
(above schemes subject to approval)

Play area improvements Capital Service 
Commissioning

TBC

1199 HPBC Exercise by Referral (GPs)

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

GP Referral Programme (Buxton 
New Mills and Glossop) 

To support inactive adults in 
increasing exercise and physical 
activity

Subject to external funding 

Revenue Service 
Commissioning

£32,000 p/a

1230 HPBC Repair to Stone Urn 
The Slopes Buxton

One Off – Repair 

Specialist repair to stone 
ornamental urn situated on the 
Slopes Buxton

Revenue Service 
Commissioning

£25,000

1237
1238

HPBC Placed based Community Sport 
activity programmes (Fairfield and 
New Mills)

Fixed Term Contract (subject to 
funding streams)

2021+ Delivery partner for local 
community sports and activity 
initiatives 

Sports England match funded

Revenue Service 
Commissioning

£20,000
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8

PROCUREMENT FORWARD PLAN 21/22 – JOINT (HPBC/SMDC) 

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]

523 JOINT Architectural Lead Construction 
Design Services

Professional Consultancy 
Framework

Fixed Term contract (Recurring)

Lead Design services for Capital 
construction and general fund 
projects inc eg CDM, M&E, 
Contract Administrator disciplines.

Framework contract (max 5 
appointed firms)

Term 2 (1+1) yrs 

Capital / 
Revenue

Assets £500,000 - 
£750,000
(Variable)

803 JOINT Professional services Waterways 
and Watercourse Improvements 
Consultancy Appointment

Fixed Term Contract (One Off)

Engineering Consultancy Services 
waterways and watercourses – 
programme of review of several 
watercourses across HP and SM

Term 1yr

Revenue Assets TBC – scope  
to be agreed

207 JOINT Energy and Carbon reduction 
Sustainability Consultancy - HRA 
and General Fund 

Fixed Term Contract (One Off)

Specialist consultancy to support 
Assets in developing environmental 
action plan for our buildings and 
housing stock

Term 1yr

Revenue Assets TBC – scope 
to be agreed

120 JOINT Mains Water Supply for Council 
Buildings and premises

Review water supply arrangements 
– options for wider market review

Revenue Assets £77,000 
(HP p/a)

£63,000 
(SM p/a)
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9

Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
1132 JOINT Repairs and Maintenance 

multiskilled Sub contractor 
framework (Multi-lot)

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

General building services inc 
specialist skilled contractors to 
support Housing repairs (major / 
minor VOIDS) and ad-hoc work for 
public buildings  (HP and SM)

Term 1 + 1 yrs

Revenue / 
Capital

Customer 
Services 
Housing 
Repairs [+] 
Assets

£150,00 p/a
(70% HP / 

30% SM Est)

239 JOINT Civils Work (Groundworks, 
Drainage, Tarmac & Fencing)

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Contracting works framework 
External groundworks (resurfacing 
/ Drainage and replacement 
Fencing) and adhoc work for HP 
and SM wider services

Term 1 + 1 yrs

Revenue / 
Capital

Customer 
Services 
Housing 
Repairs [+] 
Assets

£150,00 p/a
(80% HP / 

20% SM Est)

958 JOINT Jetting and Drainage Clearance 
Services and works

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Contractor drainage clearances, 
surveys and remedial works 
contract (Housing estates 
clearances fixed schedules) 
HP and SM general call off

Term 1 + 1 yrs 

Revenue Customer 
Services 
Housing 
Repairs 
(lead)

£12,000 p/a

230 JOINT Provision of Stationery and 
associated Office items

Fixed Term Contract (Recurring)

Supply of Stationery and 
associated office resources and 
equipment

Term 2 + (1+1) yrs

Revenue Customer 
Services

£10,000 p/a 
(HP est)

£4,500 p/a
(SM est)
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Ref Auth Contract Title Brief contract description Capital / 
Revenue 

Service Area Total est. 
value of  

contract [£]
255 JOINT E-tendering IT Web Portal

Licence and support

Fixed Term contract (Recurring)

Web-based system for Electronic 
tendering, sourcing activity and 
contract management

Term 3 yrs

Revenue Transformation £2,000
(HP p/a)
£2,000

(SM p/a)

975 JOINT Committee Management and 
Reporting System (Modern Gov)

Licence and support

Fixed Term contract (Recurring)

Software system for Agendas 
Reports Committees 

Term 2 yrs 

Revenue Transformation £40,000 
(50/50%) 
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

The Executive

11 February 2021

TITLE: Adoption Buxton VES and future working

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Councillor Damien Greenhalgh
Deputy Leader & Executive Councillor for 
Regeneration, Tourism and Leisure

CONTACT OFFICER: Helen Pakpahan, Sarah Porru – Senior 
Regeneration Officer, Head of Regeneration

WARDS INVOLVED: (All Wards);

Appendices Attached –
1. Buxton Visitor Economy Strategy final version (2020)
2. Future High Street Fund governance structure
3. Buxton Heritage Action Zone Governance & Terms of Reference

1 Reason for the Report

To update members on Visitor Economy Strategy (VES) project work and to 
recommend changes for future working.

2 Recommendations

2.1 The Executive is recommended to:

1. Adopt the Buxton Visitor Economy Strategy and action plan.
2. Note works to develop ‘Buxton branding’ and proposed roll-out in 

2021/2022.
3. Note changes to future working with stakeholders following completion of 

VES project.
4. Approve the Governance and Terms of Reference for the management of 

the Buxton Heritage Action Zone (HAZ) as set out in Appendix 2 and 
subject to approval from Historic England.

3 Executive Summary

3.1 With the proposed completion of the Crescent and Thermal Spa project, it was 
recognised that for those involved in Buxton’s visitor economy, there was a 
need to “raise the game” and look at ways to maximise the benefits that this 
new development was expected to bring to the town and the wider Peak 
District. Using a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund with a small amount of 
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match-funding from the Council, a Project Group commissioned consultants to 
prepare a Visitor Economy Strategy (VES) to ensure that the town identified 
how to maximise its market reach in terms of potential visitors; had the 
necessary infrastructure and support to manage the projected increase in 
visitor numbers over the longer term; and to ensure that their visit is an 
enjoyable one.

 
3.2 The original terms of reference for the development of the VES project were 

extended in August 2019 to include the project group acting as an advisory 
group on the development of Future High Street Fund business case and any 
emerging HAZ application. Once the branding toolkit is complete, the 
objectives of the project, and group which has overseen will be complete, and 
it was agreed as part of the business case report for the FHSF (IED, June 
2020) that separate governance structures will be put in place to manage 
delivery of the FHSF and HAZ projects should they be successful.

3.3 Separate governance structures are proposed for the FHSF and HAZ projects. 
The FHSF board would primarily include representatives with a financial 
investment into the scheme whilst the governance of the Buxton HAZ is 
proposed to comprise of a Buxton HAZ Project Team who will have 
responsibility to review and determine grant applications. The proposed Future 
High Street Fund governance structure is attached at appendix 2 and the 
Buxton Heritage Action Zone Governance & Terms of Reference is attached at 
appendix 3. 

3.4 In addition, it is recommended support the development of a ‘cultural compact’ 
to support research into ‘future audience potential for culture in Buxton and to 
support development of business cases for capital funding bids. Full details of 
the proposals can be seen at 6.7

4.       How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The recommendations of this report are consistent with Aim Three of the 
Council’s corporate plan 2019 – 2023: Protect and create jobs by supporting 
economic growth, development, and regeneration, specifically supporting 
objectives to promote tourism and support thriving high streets. 

5 Alternative Options

Option 1: Do not adopt VES Strategy and continue project working under same 
governance.  The external funding for the project will be fully spent with the 
completion of the branding roll-out but the action plan remains a live document 
that adapts to changing circumstances. A revised governance for delivery of 
externally funded large projects is required to ensure sufficient financial 
oversight and leadership.
NOT recommended

Option 2: Approve recommendations. This will acknowledge completion of 
works undertaken by stakeholders and put in place suitable governance for 
larger projects and future working.
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RECOMMENDED

Neil Rodgers
Executive Director (Place)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

November 2018 -  Economy & growth report/minutes Helen Pakpahan, Sarah Porru
Senior Regeneration Officer, Head of 
Regeneration
helen.pakpahan@highpeak.gov.uk, 
sarah.porru@highpeak.gov.uk

6. Detail

6.1 Buxton has seen significant investment over the last two decades which is 
now culminating in the opening of one of the UK’s most ambitious heritage 
tourism projects – the Buxton Crescent and Thermal Spa project, which 
includes a luxury hotel and spa in the Grade I listed Georgian Crescent and 
adjoining spa buildings.

6.2 It was recognised that the completion of the project, set a challenge for the 
town’s visitor economy as a whole – to be prepared and best equipped to 
maximise the benefits this new development should bring to Buxton and the 
wider Peak District. It was identified that the new hotel would serve a new 
market audience not served previously in Buxton and that the town will need to 
respond to a new 5-star resort hotel, in a coherent and confident way, to 
ensure messages about the reasons to visit and stay longer in the town are 
also of high quality, in order to spread the benefit and sustain the market. 

6.3 In preparation for this, the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), which has invested 
heavily in Buxton’s regeneration programme, funded consultants to put 
together a Visitor Economy Strategy (VES). The HLF grant was required to be 
match funded by a small contribution from the Council’s Regeneration Team’s 
revenue budget.

6.4 In November 2018, a draft VES Strategy report was taken to HPBC’s 
Economy & Growth select committee, where it was resolved. 
a) To note draft Buxton Visitor Economy Strategy and seek views from 

Stakeholders prior to preparation of final version. 
b) To ask for the scope of the VES to be extended to cover the whole 
district 
c) For officers to submit an application to Future High Street Fund, which 

was expected to be announced in 2019. 

6.5 Following the meeting the following actions took place:
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6.5.1 Full consultation with Stakeholders, who then took a lead on 
developing a prioritised action plan and whose members merged with 
original VES committee. The final version was approved by the group 
in February 2020 with a recommendation that it be adopted as council 
policy. It should be noted that the final document sets out the strategy 
and road map for all partners to deliver against and there is no 
obligation for the Council to lead or deliver aspects which are beyond 
our current responsibilities. The final document is attached at appendix 
1.

6.5.2 The scope of the external funding meant that it was not possible to 
extend the document to cover a wider geography. However, HLF 
agreed for underspend to be used to support a review and refreshing 
of Buxton’s branding which could be used following the opening of the 
Crescent. 

6.5.3 This work was commissioned, and a draft branding scheme has been 
developed. This has been received very positively by Stakeholders 
and a toolkit and virtual training programme for businesses to explain 
how to use and maximise its benefit is under preparation. It is intended 
that this will be launched to local businesses to support recovery from 
the Covid lockdowns and help generate clear quality messages about 
Buxton for 2021/22 and beyond.  

6.5.4 It is proposed that the consultant also leads an information event for 
Councillors and stakeholders in early Spring 2021, prior to launch to 
businesses, to explain its evolution and how it can be utilised to benefit 
the town. 

6.5.5 A successful application was submitted to Future High Street Fund, 
which is now covered in separate reports.

6.6 Following consultation with existing VES members, there was a general view 
from 16 stakeholders that following the completion of the Branding toolkit, it 
would be an appropriate time to wind-up the existing partnership and find new 
ways of working in keeping with new priorities, project delivery and also to 
facilitate better integration of members oversight with external stakeholder 
input.

6.7 It is therefore proposed that the VES board be disbanded and new 
governance structures are put in place, which are project specific and time 
limited as appropriate, including:

6.7.1 Future High Street Fund governance - Subject to a full grant contract 
being offered, it is proposed a delivery board is established which, 
which would primarily include representatives with a financial 
investment into the scheme, led by the Deputy Leader (as 
Regeneration portfolio holder) and the Leader of the Council together 
with representation from a town stakeholder group. This group would 
have a local councillor for Buxton Central as chair/vice chair with the 
other position from one of the key community groups. This proposal 
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has been tested with Vision Buxton, Buxton Civic Association and 
Buxton Town Team who are in favour of this approach. The town 
stakeholder group will be an active advisory board feeding into and 
supporting proposals. See proposed governance structure (Appendix 
2). 

6.7.2 Heritage Action Zone governance - Governance of the Buxton HAZ is 
proposed to comprise of a Buxton HAZ Project Team who will have 
responsibility to review and determine grant applications. The Project 
Team will meet on a monthly basis and will comprise of a small 
number of HPBC officers including the Historic England Lead HAZ 
Case Officer. It is proposed that the team will also be supplemented by 
a DCC conservation specialist who is supporting the HAZ Project 
Officer, with specialist technical advice. It is acknowledged that from 
time to time, the project team may need to draw upon input from other 
services in the Council such as legal, planning and financial.

6.7.3  The HAZ Project Officer will present an update on the grants awarded, 
community engagement, the cultural programme, the financial position 
and the overall progress of the HAZ to a Buxton HAZ Project Board. 
The Project Board will be responsible for monitoring the overall 
progress of the Buxton HAZ and will comprise of the Portfolio Holder 
Regeneration, Ward Councillors Buxton Central, Director of Place or 
Head of Regeneration, Cultural sub-group representative, Community 
Engagement sub-group representative and a Business Community 
representative with a retail focus.

6.7.4 Historic England have reviewed the proposed Governance and Terms 
of Reference as outlined at Appendix 3. They have confirmed that they 
are satisfied with the proposal, subject to a request for the historic 
England Lead HAZ Officer be invited to the Buxton HAZ Project Board 
quarterly meetings and for a copy of the meeting minutes to be 
provided. Furthermore, they advise that the Project Board includes a 
representative from the business community with a retail focus. The 
proposed Governance and Terms of Reference has been updated 
accordingly.

6.7.5 Cultural Compact - In addition to the works being led under the cultural 
sub-group of the Heritage Action Zone, it was recognised the need to 
have a task and finish group to support research into ‘future audience 
potential for culture in Buxton and to support development of business 
cases for capital funding bids, notably linked to Buxton Opera House 
and potentially the Dome.  The Arts Council has offered £20,000 to 
support this work under its ‘Cultural Compact’ initiative and the 
University of Derby is considering this approach. 

6.7.6 Visitor Economy Support - The Council, as part of its Regeneration 
Service (town centres, business and tourism team) will continue with 
its service level agreement with Marketing Peak District and 
Derbyshire Destination Management Partnership (Tourist Board) to 
support district wide tourism and will work with a range of key partners, 
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to address town specific issues and emerging ideas, delivery of the 
VES strategy and support the roll out of the branding.

6.8 A final version of the Buxton VES is appended to this report.  It concludes that 
Buxton possesses the ingredients to develop a highly successful visitor 
economy. It is a quintessential heritage town – Roman origins, Georgian 
grandeur, Victorian innovation and entrepreneurship – with a strong and high-
profile cultural offer of theatre, opera, ballet, comedy, art, film and music plus 
major annual festivals. This is all set in cultured and green public spaces and 
surrounded by some of England’s most magnificent countryside, supported by 
enthusiastic volunteers, and with a huge catchment area and potential market 
on its doorstep.

 
6.9 In response to this, the Visitor Economy Strategy outlines a recipe for success, 

which includes the following themes and transformative ideas:

a) The town needs to act as one destination, one place and unite behind a 
distinctive identity [brand] and narrative for the town.  

b) The town should improve the visitor infrastructure and seek opportunities to 
improve the shopping core of the town which do not reflect the Georgian 
splendour of the rest of the town.

c) The improvement of the backstage facilities to the Buxton Opera House 
should be pursued as a priority to ensure fit for a wider range of 
productions and to retain and grow the cultural customer base. 

d) Buxton should be re-positioned as a Peak District town both in terms of 
physical measures to link it to its hinterland as well as its marketing and 
promotion.

e) Buxton should promote collaborative year-round programming to support 
ambition, create fresh energy and bold ideas that can be planned and 
presented collectively.
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VISITOR ECONOMY STRATEGY
Buxton’s cultural and heritage strength 
– an elemental approach for tourism, capitalising

investmenton significant heritage and tourism 
Adopted Version February 2020
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“O Buxton, far-famed for your 
hot and healing well,
Should fortune not return me, 
nor I to thee, farewell.”

Mary Stuart
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1.2 STRATEGIC FOCUS AND ACTION ORIENTED

1. The Visitor Economy Strategy (VES) is a road map for the

next five years, identifying what kind of place Buxton wants to

be and how it can optimise its visitor economy, through

strategic priorities for the next five years.

2. The Destination Management Action Plan (DMAP) is a

three-year action plan, which defines how Buxton can achieve

these strategic objectives and how it can regularly measure

progress. It proposes a set of actions with outline costings to

deliver the strategic objectives (VES), with delivery targets and

roles assigned. Treated as a ‘live’ ongoing plan, the DMAP

should be updated and refocused over time and as progress

is made.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BUXTON’S OPPORTUNITY 

– IN A NUTSHELL

Buxton is a town of considerable historic and contemporary heft, on 

the cusp of transformation driven by visionary ambition and major 

public and private sector investment into its heritage assets. It has 

a significant opportunity to grow its visitor economy. Its ‘hardware’ 

(built and natural environment) and ‘software’ (people, skills, 

community) are considerable.

Buxton is a heritage spa town, with a strong cultural and heritage 

offer, surrounded by some of England’s most magnificent 

countryside, supported by enthusiastic volunteers, with a huge 

catchment area and potential market on its doorstep – a plethora of 

assets, for even half of which many a destination would give its eye 

teeth.

The challenge is to bring all this together, identify improvements 

needed in visitor experiences, products and events, infrastructure, 

inclusion and accessibility and channel the energies so evident 

within the town, to coalesce behind a vision and competitive 

‘sense of place’, for the town, thus helping it realise the potential 

of its visitor economy. 

This Visitor Economy Strategy and associated Destination 

Management Action Plan are intended to provide the 

strategic direction and focused activity necessary to achieve 

this.
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1.3 THE WAY FORWARD

This Visitor Economy Strategy outlines a recipe for success, which 

includes:

_ Creating and uniting behind a distinctive identity and narrative 

for the town;

_ Confirming the type of tourism Buxton wants – people who will 

spend more and spread this spending throughout Buxton 

businesses. This means focusing development and marketing 

activities on market segments that will deliver this;

_ Improving the visitor infrastructure – from access and welcome 

through places to stay, eat, and things to do, to the public 

realm.

1.3.1 Transformative elements

To this end the Destination Management Action Plan proposes a 

series of actions to implement this Visitor Economy Strategy. These 

comprise a mix of actions aimed at delivering both transformative 

and incremental change. Unsurprisingly, the Buxton Crescent & 

Thermal Spa project is a huge catalysing factor behind the

transformation of Buxton’s visitor economy and should sit in front of 

any list of transformational elements.

These transformative elements address key areas for Buxton to 

focus on – brand, culture, place, visitor experience and leadership –

all themes that run throughout this Strategy.

04

WATER

The town’s heritage flows from it, 

its industry is built on it, and the 
contemporary tourism offer can 
be shaped around it.

1. Brand – Buxton should be re-positioned as a gateway to the

Peak District, both in terms of physical measures to link it to

its hinterland, and marketing. This would convey a modern-

day pattern of spa visitation with visitors taking the waters and

enjoying the health benefits of the Peak District’s invigorating

landscapes. The town’s unique characteristics of water, arts,

heritage and well-being should inform a consistent narrative.

2. Culture – Building on the world renown of its International

Festival, collaborative year-round cultural programming

supporting ambition, creating fresh energy and bold ideas

should be developed. This in turn will deliver year-round

business for the town’s tourism sector. The improvement of

the backstage facilities to Buxton Opera House should also be

pursued as a priority. This will allow an improved and

expanded cultural offer to be delivered, in turn provide

enhanced facilities for the Festival and increase the economic

impact of the Opera House & Cinema.

3. Place – Whilst Buxton has wonderful cultural assets, its 

streetscapes, orientation and interpretive facilities require re-

invigoration.

4. Visitor Experience – The town has an excellent reputation for 

volunteering and welcoming visitors. The visitor welcome, 

however, needs to be enhanced, and made accessible for all, 

as do the town’s accommodation and food and drink providers 

and the town’s retail centre.

5. Leadership – To act as one destination, one place and one

'business'. In order to drive the delivery of this, there needs to 

be a new leadership entity with a clear mandate and the 

associated accountability for Buxton’s visitor economy.
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2.1 OVERVIEW

This section is a situation analysis. It assesses the current status of 

Buxton’s visitor economy, so that a clear idea of its assets and 

performance can be established and proposals for development 

and improvement can be made.

Buxton is at a key moment – an opportunity – for it to fulfil its 

potential as a tourism destination. The re-opening of the Crescent 

as a world class Spa and Hotel with visitor centre and visitor 

attraction provides the town with a wonderful opportunity to re-

establish itself as a leading tourist destination.  The Buxton 

International Festival and glorious Opera House are the corner 

stones of the town’s reputation as an important cultural destination. 

Year-round programming and improvements to the Opera House’s 

backstage facilities would further enhance its standing in this 

regard.  

Buxton & Leek College, currently situated within the inspiring 

Dome Building, has a leading hospitality school which will help 

support the town’s service economy. Whilst Buxton’s undoubted 

appetite for volunteering will only further assist the town in its drive 

to welcome visitors.

However, in order to fulfil its market potential, the town as a whole 

must rise up to the challenge of new visitor expectations.  It would 

benefit from a greater range of accommodation, a more distinctive 

retail offer, and a greater number and range of quality places to eat, 

as well as improved public realm. 

05

Underpinning this is the need for the town to shake off its image of 

faded glory and to develop a coherent, ‘stand-out’ identity, which 

distinguishes it from its competitors as a ‘must visit’ destination. 

Culture and heritage will be at the heart of this re-positioning as will 

the unique character of a town forged on the restorative powers of 

water.  Buxton can be a modern day Spa Town offering strong 

cultural programming and easy access to its stunning surrounding 

scenery.

Buxton is fortunate in its location, as a significant visitor market 

exists within 2-3 hours’ drive, not least the population within its 

immediate hinterland. With almost 6 million people living in the 

metropolitan areas of Manchester, Sheffield and Nottingham-Derby 

plus, not much further afield, another c.4.5 million in the Leeds-

Bradford and Liverpool city regions, this amounts to almost 20% of 

the English population within relatively easy access. Its proximity to 

Manchester Airport, particularly with the new relief road, also offers 

an opportunity to attract international visitors – for both leisure and 

conferences.

The challenge of improving physical infrastructure is clearly 

important. Roads into Buxton can be congested in peak periods 

and trains are comparatively slow and comprise older, basic rolling 

stock. Once here, accessibility for disabled people could be 

improved, directional and interpretive signage could be clearer 

and more informative within the town.  Improvements to access 

for disabled people would create a welcoming environment for 

everyone.

2. WHERE ARE WE NOW?
CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
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2.1.1 A changing world

The world of travel has changed – package tourists are increasingly 

replaced by independent-minded travellers. Tourists have become 

travellers, seeking out the bespoke, the unusual and the different in a 

bid to be first, immersed and local. Hotels, restaurants and high 

streets are eschewed in favour of street food and pop-up markets. Big 

tours are being replaced with smaller, personalised, ‘pick ‘n’ mix’ 

experiences, delivered by ‘real’ local people not tour operators or 

conspicuous tourism professionals. They accumulate experiences 

through a self-curated itinerary that might hop between locations over 

the course of their trip. And importantly, they seek quality and value, 

which is not necessarily luxury. How can Buxton fit into this – given 

the predominance of day visits and the lower value they yield? 

As this generation of travellers emerges and dominates the 

marketplace, so their desires and the means of satisfying them also 

change. Any destination that wishes to compete for a share of this 

business has to equip itself to provide what the visitors of today and 

tomorrow want, and the means to engage with a destination and start 

their visitor journey from wherever they are. This requires looking in 

the mirror and undertaking an honest appraisal of the current 

destination experience in light of such emerging trends and against a 

background of how competitor destinations are gearing up to 

compete for these markets. Buxton can serve many markets, 

particularly with improved accessibility which would embrace 

spending power of disabled people and the elderly, as well as 

providing a better offer to appeal to younger generations. Merely 

retaining the image of sticking with traditional ones is neither 

desirable nor sustainable. 
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2.1.2 Strong basis for growth

Buxton has significant potential, not least in terms of its heritage 

tourism assets (and the town’s association with Chatsworth and the 

Devonshires), arts & culture venues and festivals, its natural 

environment hinterland and location in the Peak District, the source 

of one of the most widely recognised water brands in the UK.

The new luxury Crescent hotel and regeneration of the thermal spa 

will draw a new, and higher-spending, visitor market into Buxton. 

This will increase demand for more and better places to eat, a 

calendar of things to do, an improved retail offer, and will help raise 

awareness of Buxton as a place to visit well beyond this niche 

market. But it will not be a panacea. It will take a concerted and 

cooperative effort to attract these new investors and visitors, not 

least in the off-season, and have them engage with the town and 

area. This is where the wider offer, notably the cultural and heritage 

programming, will be critical.

Buxton also has an exceptional number of organisations and 

initiatives, successfully staffed and run to a large extent by 

enthusiastic volunteers, which aim to boost the image of the town, 

mount events and involve the community. However, reliance on 

volunteer resources for the strategic development of the visitor 

economy is not conducive to long-term sustainability and efforts 

can be quite fragmented. The future of Buxton’s overall visitor 

economy will benefit from working to a common goal. 

CHATSWORTH

A natural and willing partner through 
its heritage, location, target marketing 
and programming.
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2.1.3 The wraparound offer

2.1.3.1 Accommodation

Given the potential arising from Buxton’s location at the heart of 

the Peak District (although just outside National Park boundary), 

its heritage and cultural events, Buxton’s accommodation stock 

seems limited in terms of bedspaces, variety and, pending new 

developments, higher grade hotels. This tends to be dominated by 

a few bigger hotels targeting quite different markets (Palace Hotel, 

Premier Inn, Lee Wood Hotel, Old Hall Hotel, and the new 

Crescent Hotel), a few smaller hotels, guesthouses and B&Bs, 

plus some converted heritage buildings. More bedspaces, 

particularly in serviced accommodation (as opposed to non-

serviced – see visitor expenditure column in Staying Visitors table), 

will be required for Buxton to grow its visitor economy. Quality (at 

various price bands) accessibility and distinctiveness could be 

improved, with room for more of the characterful accommodation 

that Buxton often uses to signpost its offer.

Capacity: The majority – almost two thirds (61%) – of bedspaces 

are in non-serviced accommodation (c.1,400 beds); whereas 

serviced accommodation only accounts for almost one third (31%) 

of bedspaces (c.889 beds1). As a festival town, the accommodation 

for artists as well as visitors – quality and availability – is a 

particular consideration for Buxton, generally and at festival supply 

pinch-points.
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Utilisation: Visitors staying in serviced accommodation contribute 

significantly more to Buxton. Although non-serviced 

accommodation represents two thirds of Buxton’s accommodation 

capacity, visitors staying in serviced accommodation spend 2.5 

times as much as those staying in non-serviced accommodation2. 

There are opportunities to increase the spend of those in non-

serviced accommodation by encouraging link ups with local 

restaurants, chefs (and chefs in training), and pre-visit shopping 

services that draw on local produce and producers. Services like 

this already exist for the Peak District generally, which are proving 

popular with the self-catering market, and there are opportunities 

to build on this in Buxton with the  introduction of uniquely 

distinctive catering services – from fridge-filling readymeals, 

baked goods to chefs-for-hire.

__________________________________________________

1 Source: STEAM 2017.

2 Ibid. 

STAYING VISITORS

Visitor 
numbers

% Visitor 
days

% Visitor 
expenditure (£m)

%

Serviced accommodation 94,890 62.1 197,020 44.5 21.964 63.3

Non-serviced accommodation 23,960 15.7 165,300 37.3 8.852 25.5

Staying with friends and 

relatives

33,950 22.2 80,610 18.2 3.884 11.2

Total 152,800 100 442,930 100 34.7 100
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2.1.3.2 Retail

Buxton’s retail offer is in need of improvement, but is clearly subject 

to national trends affecting retail.. It is recognised that there needs 

to be a balance between retail provision for residents and visitors. 

Buxton should not be swamped with visitor-focused shops at the 

expense of essential products and services for local residents, but it 

is the quality and diversity of retail outlets in general that is 

identified as the issue. There is a limited number of independent or 

‘boutique-style’ shops attractive to visitors outside the Cavendish 

Arcade. Finding ways to support and encourage this independent 

sector whilst seeking to enhance the mainstream is difficult in a 

conservative retail market. The main shopping street, Spring 

Gardens, remains a comparatively poor ‘shop window’ for the town, 

lacking energy and creativity. 

However, if Buxton can capitalise on the new market and 

regenerated image likely to be inspired by the Crescent (new shops 

proposed) and Thermal Spa development, there may be an 

opportunity to regenerate the town centre retail offer, which will be 

attractive to visitors and a source of pride and service to residents. 

2.1.3.3 Food & drink

The daytime and evening offer could be considered adequate, if not 

especially lively, for a town of Buxton’s size, but variable visitor flows 

place pressures on this, both in terms of volume and the type of 

offer that visitors want. Traditional and contemporary cafés provide 

some capacity to manage this demand, although (the top of

08

SOLOMON’S TEMPLE

The Peak District is so close – just a 
brisk walk – and the connection to a 
contemporary wellness/restorative 
narrative for Buxton can help to 
connect the town and country more 
closely.

town) location in Higher Buxton can mean that an emerging café 

culture is effectively hidden from the main visitor flows in the heart 

of town (Lower Buxton). 

The evening offer, understandably, mainly reflects the local market 

demand or the ‘traditional’ tourism footprint, and the combination of 

limited accommodation stock and subsequent overnight stay 

patterns have not yet driven significant development of a night-

time economy and more contemporary offer. Similarly while the 

independent food and drink offer appeals to visitors and older 

generations, the lack of branded family restaurants can inhibit 

food and drink spend from younger generations. The local area is 

rich in artisan makers, who could have a stronger impact on the 

food offer (retail, cafés etc.), as well as for catered events. 

As with accommodation, knowing when to invest is a challenge, 

which needs to take into account both current and anticipated 

future demand. There is clear evidence in many other destinations 

of quality throughout Britain (from Padstow to Skye) of distinctive 

restaurants driving new business to the destination, as well as 

servicing existing demand. This is particularly relevant to attracting 

trade outside the main season, and retaining food hospitality 

talent over the longer term. 

2.2 DESTINATION PERFORMANCE AND VALUE

A healthy mix of both staying and day visitors is key for Buxton. 

Currently Buxton is disproportionately dependent on day visitors 

in terms of both visitor numbers (90%) and expenditure (60%). But
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staying visitors, unsurprisingly, spend more per visit: only 10% are 

staying visitors, but they spend 40% of the total visitor expenditure 

in Buxton3. Their contribution to supporting jobs in Buxton is, 

however, more even and in line with expenditure patterns, with day 

visitors supporting c. 40%, and staying visitors supporting c. 58%, 

of all employment (direct & indirect). Staying visitors spend more 

than twice as much as day visitors per day (£78.33 per day vs. 

£36.49 per day).

09

__________________________________________________

3 Source: STEAM 2017.

ALL VISITORS

Visitor 
numbers (m)

% Visitor 
expenditure 
(£m)

% Employment 
supported 
(direct & indirect)

%

Day visitors 1.422 90.3 51.884 59.9 477 42.1

Staying visitors 0.153 9.7 34.700 40.1 655 57.9

Total 1.575 100 86.584 100 1,132 100

ALL VISITORS

Total spend (£m) 
(direct & indirect)

Visitor days (m) Spend per day (£) 
(direct & indirect)

Day visitors 51.884 1.422 36.49

Staying visitors 34.700 0.443 78.33

Total 86.584 1.865 Av. 46.43

BUXTON INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL

BIF carries the Buxton brand globally, 
and the festival and major event offer 
has more to offer in terms of year-
round programming and developing 
new audiences.

Image: Opera 2018. 
Courtesy Richard Hubert Smith
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2.3 CURRENT VISITORS

Although there is no comprehensive data on visitor profiles, 

consultation with a wide range of Buxton tourism operators and 

stakeholders suggests the overnight-staying market comprises:

_ A healthy flow of business travellers during the week;

_ Short-break leisure visitors at weekends;

_ Some touring groups in the main season;

_ Cultural events and festival-goers;

_ Conferences and lower-spending association groups (MICE –

meetings, incentives, conferences, exhibitions);

_ Outdoor and adventure incl. walkers and some cyclists;

_ VFR (visiting friends & relatives), notably parents to students. 

The majority of leisure visitors to Buxton are day visitors, who might 

be described as general sightseers, plus event visitors, and some 

outdoor enthusiasts. 

2.4 BUXTON'S IDENTITY

In spite of its range of visitor assets, both within the town and in its 

immediate hinterland, Buxton does not have a clear, competitively 

distinctive, stand-out identity as a visitor destination. 

Although famous for its International Festival amongst a niche 

audience, distinguished primarily by its opera programme, and its 

having one of Britain’s largest Fringe festivals, this does not seem 

to have translated widely into awareness of culture as part of 

Buxton’s DNA, in the way that it has for Cheltenham for example. 

10

POOLE’S CAVERN

Both a strong fixture on the visitor ‘to 

do’ list for the area, but an interesting 

venue for events – festivals are 

starting to use local caverns for 

cultural happenings more, and 

attracting new audiences in the 

process.

Perhaps the more intimate, personalised experience that Buxton 

could deliver has yet to come to fore to set its cultural experience 

apart. This would tap into the town’s wellbeing DNA in a way that 

others have not or could not. Nor does it have anything 

approaching the image of Bath for its architectural grandeur and 

heritage. To date, Buxton has not been able to capitalise on the 

provenance of Buxton Water, one of the most visible and widely 

distributed bottled waters in the UK. Again surprisingly, Buxton 

does not seem to have capitalised on its location in the heart of the 

Peak District (perhaps because it does not lie within the physical 

PDNP boundary).

In short, Buxton has a cluster of significant assets, which it needs 

to pull together into a coherent narrative to give it a distinctive 

identity. 

It can then build a series of stories around this narrative and 

generate compelling messages for potential visitors. This is 

essential to underpin the long-term competitiveness of Buxton as a 

visitor destination.

Buxton’s working internal articulation of a positioning statement –

“England’s leading spa town” – may be aspirational and useful from 

a motivational perspective to guide development but it should not 

be used as a consumer facing strapline. Given Bath’s pre-

eminence as a spa city, Buxton would lose credibility if it were used 

in the marketplace, it will invite negative comparisons when the 

eyes of the media are turned on Buxton as the Crescent and
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Thermal Spa open. Comparison with other spa towns (e.g. Bath, 

Harrogate) is best done at a business benchmarking level to aid

planning, but not in consumer-facing communications. The risk of 

doing so in front of consumers could be to invite them at this point 

to make an unnecessary and potentially unhelpful comparison 

between spa towns/cities and their facilities, in which Buxton might 

not always shine as the best. And it fails to say anything really that 

defines the Buxton experience. 

Whilst a strapline is not necessarily needed, sharp key messages 

that give people reasons to visit are essential for tourism campaign 

activity. Far better for Buxton to identify its distinguishing 

characteristics and have the confidence to promote its own unique 

‘sense of place’ without inviting potentially damaging comparisons. 

11

UNIVERSITY OF DERBY

Could the town work with the 
University to create incentives – an 
incubator unit or local prize – to 
encourage new food & drink 
ventures/pop-ups in town centre 
premises? A model like this could build 
distinctiveness, capacity and profile 
over time. 
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3. WHERE DO WE WANT TO BE?
THE AMBITION
3.1 VISION

By 2023, Buxton will be an outstanding Spa destination. It will 

attract visitors year-round as its historic setting marries with 

its cultural power and contemporary experiences – a source of 

physical and mental reinvigoration and wellbeing set in a 

landscape of inspiration.

This vision aims to deliver the following benefits to important and 

distinct groups of people:

Residents

_ Thriving, culturally exciting town, with an attractive, diverse and 

growing range of quality / value places to eat, drink and enjoy 

life, plus good shopping and entertainment facilities;

_ Year-round jobs in the visitor economy and associated supply 

chain;

_ Increased demand for skills, leading to a growth in higher-

waged jobs in the visitor economy supply chain, as tourism 

grows.

Visitors

_ Attractive town to visit for its rich mix of appeals: grand heritage, 

cultural programming that grabs the attention, wellness agenda 

made real, a relaxed feel, and unique natural environment – a 

great place to visit in its own right, as well as an ideal base from 

which to explore the Peak District and surrounding countryside.

3.2 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

These priorities are expanded from the Transformative Elements 

set out in section 1.3.1. As many of the key issues span more than 

one element, the Priorities have expanded to allow for clearly 

defined examination and follow-through to a more detailed action 

plan:

1. Culture and heritage;

2. Leadership and collaboration;

3. Brand and positioning;

4. Product and service development;

5. Visitor journey;

6. Accommodation;

7. Food & drink and retail;

8. Public realm.
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3.2 STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

3.2.1 Culture and heritage – Progressing an already strong culture and heritage offer 

through investment, development, and promotion for current and new target markets.

3.2.2 Leadership and collaboration – Increase levels of collaboration across the 

key players – around a shared vision and plan – with clear and mandated tourism 

leadership closely aligned to culture and heritage.

3.2.3 Brand and positioning – Create and embed a distinctive, compelling brand 

proposition for Buxton, using culture and heritage as key differentiators.

3.2.4 Product and service development – Identify and develop new products and 

services that would add to the offer, including developing the current range of attractions, 

tours, events and experiences, both consumer facing and backstage facets.

3.2.5 Visitor journey – Ensure an easy to access, comprehensive, consistent, 

year-round visitor service from planning to arrival, welcome, accessibility and orientation.

3.2.6 Accommodation – Raise the bar on quality, increase variety of offer and 

manage the potential impact of short-term lets, notably through the sharing economy.

3.2.7 Food & drink and retail – Drive quality and a market-responsive, innovative 

offer, and attract / retain talent.

3.2.8 Public realm – Connect the town’s ‘enclaves’ and present to fit the brand 

values and visitor expectations.
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3.3 STRATEGIC AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The following underlying strategic aims are proposed for the Buxton 

visitor economy, directly informed by the Strategic Priorities, and in 

turn informing more detailed objectives that will provide the 

directional thrust for the DMAP. Simply put, the aims are designed 

to achieve more jobs, revenue, off-season visitors and improved 

facilities. But ‘more’ needs a little more context, which the DMAP 

provides, applying the objectives to targeted, measurable outputs.

3.3.1 Culture and heritage

To create a sustainable, engaging and distinctive year-round 

cultural offer that:

_ Benefits locals as well as attracting visitors;

_ Attracts and inspire investors to improve the quality of visitor 

products and experiences;

_ Creates new experiences that are based on existing assets and 

reflect Buxton’s ‘sense of place’ (e.g. themed trails, guided 

walks, cultural events et al);

_ Transforms the ability of regular, new and potential visitors to 

find out about Buxton, plan their breaks and curate their own 

itineraries to make the most of their visit, through all 

touchpoints, from personal to digital, through integrated content 

management, delivery and renewal. 

14

NIGHTTIME ECONOMY

The cultural programme presents 
enviable opportunities to open up the 
town further, including more overnight 
stays for signature events and 
festivals.

Culture and heritage objectives

1. Formalise creative programming collaborations, (e.g. Buxton

Opera House and Buxton International Festival).

2. Develop culture and heritage operator management model.

3. Support the investment in BOH backstage facilities to enable

larger and more diverse programming.

4. Identify potential contemporary cultural event producer

partners.

5. Develop a heritage / culture-led tourism information hub.

6. Partner with Derbys. Culture, Heritage & Tourism Board.

All of the above inform the development a more coherent, year-

round cultural programme.

3.3.2 Leadership and collaboration 

To work towards realising a singular vision that connects with the 

wider strategic plans for the town’s culture, heritage and tourism 

management – notably Borough, County and Peak District 

National Park authorities, and in turn, encouraging: 

_ Investment in the appropriate human resources and evaluation 

to ensure the effective delivery of the Destination Management 

Action Plan;

_ Creative and continuous development of the offer in areas that 

resonate with traditional, emerging and potential markets –

raising service levels across the town and developing new 

products across the calendar, through a centrally managed, 

agreed set of standards, idea generation and incentives where 

possible. 
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Leadership and collaboration objectives

1. Set clear mid-term targets as basis for the new visitor

economy shadow board, with priority stakeholders to oversee

the management, delivery and renewal of the Destination

Management Action Plan.

2. Fully integrate tourism planning with social and economic

master plans.

3. Actively secure adoption of this Strategy across all key

agencies and stakeholders.

4. Secure funding and create a leadership / management role for

the visitor economy in Buxton.

5. Evolve the VES Project Group into a transitional team to

oversee strategy roll-out and ongoing local engagement using

a collaborative co-design model.

6. Establish 'task & finish' groups to drive recommended actions

through to completion.

7. Create robust and sustainable data capture, research and

evaluation model.

3.3.3 Brand and positioning 

Position in principle and practice Buxton at the heart of the Peak 

District but also as a place to stay and energise through its 

cultural and heritage offer and environs: Buxton – Peak District 

town, thus: 

_ Occupying a positive, high-profile place in the minds of target 

markets, operators and partners with a powerful, dynamic brand 

– which re-affirms its link to the Peak District offer.

15

DEVONSHIRE SPA

Spa treatments are already an 
established part of the offer, supported 
further by the University of Derby’s 
Spa Management degree courses.

The Devonshire Spa was named a 
regional winner for best Luxury 
Emerging Spa in Northern Europe, at 
the prestigious World Luxury Spa 
Awards 2017. 

_ Developing personality-rich, consistent and relevant 

messaging, using culture, heritage and wellness – as the 

defining position for the town. This character becomes Buxton’s 

sense of place. 

Brand and positioning objectives

1. Develop strong cultural narrative, brand messages and a

series of 'stories’ – through a structured brand development

process.

2. Embed Buxton’s own ‘sense of place’, brand values and

personality.

3. Improve critical skills – communications/digital, welcome,

hospitality, business tourism, heritage tours, brand adoption.

4. Build continual monitoring of the quality of tourism products

and services.

5. Develop and test brand offer, and market via travel trade /

media trips through experience-based offer.

6. Develop marketing plan and prioritise  promotional investment

on specific priority target segments.

3.3.4 Product and service development 

To increase the value of Buxton’s visitor economy, ensuring Buxton 

remains a thriving, sustainable town, spreading the value of the 

visitor economy throughout the year including year-round jobs, 

especially in the shoulder and off-peak seasons. 
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Product and service development objectives

1. Explore options to develop the wellbeing market offer.

2. Develop niche opportunities in the business tourism

conference market.

3. Develop new downloadable accessible self-guided trails of/

to/through Buxton.

4. Develop new accessible cultural heritage walking & cycling

trails of / to /through Buxton which link to retail and food and

drink offer.

5. Enhance links with Nestlé / Buxton Water with a view to a

creative corporate relationship.

6. Support the Pump Room to develop its full potential as a

visitor gateway experience.

3.3.5 Visitor journey 

To work to create a coherent, welcoming, market-appropriate and 

flexible mix of information and content across all visitor touchpoints, 

to build visitor awareness and loyalty, driving engagement, 

propensity to visit and an ‘ambassador’ culture over time.

Visitor journey objectives

1. Advocate to improve rail experience: rolling stock, regularity

of service, arrival.

2. Review, update and start implementation of Wayfinding

Strategy in Buxton, inc. interpreting significant sites.

3. Ensure a dynamic, optimised, easily navigable website hub

for Buxton, connecting to other platforms and opportunities to

share content and capture support.
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BEYOND THE SUMMER

Off season does not of course mean a 
closed season. Through creative and well 
targeted product development and event 
programming, an off peak offer can grow. 
Buxton’s particular local climate is a further 
incentive to pursue this goal.

4. Identify and pursue technology and skills needs.

5. Take a town-wide approach to transforming and producing

visitor content.

3.3.6  Accommodation 

To encourage a balanced, diverse mix of quality accommodation 

that serves changing visitor markets, encouraging year-round visits 

– building a reliable, resilient and high-quality permanent and

seasonal hospitality offer which is fully inclusive and workforce that

has, and can develop, the skills and product necessary to serve an

ever-more demanding market.

Accommodation objectives

1. Provide quality improvement and business development

advice regarding existing schemes and peer support.

2. Seek to attract new hotel investors to Buxton, subject to
market capacity.

3. Launch the new The Buxton Crescent & Thermal Spa Hotel.

4. Support improvements to the quality of Buxton’s serviced
accommodation and facilities for disabled people.

5. Monitor the impact of short-term lets of non-serviced

accommodation on the local housing market, notably

Airbnb.

6. Develop training partnerships to up-skill the workforce and

encourage the retention of hospitality students.

3.3.7 Food & drink and retail 

To encourage a balanced, diverse, resilient mix of quality food & 

drink and retail that serves changing visitor markets, encouraging 

year-round visits, including building reliable and high-quality
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permanent and seasonal hospitality offer and workforce that has, 

and can develop, the skills and product necessary to serve an ever-

more demanding market. 

Food & drink and retail objectives

1. Seek ways to encourage culinary innovation to boost the

evening economy.

2. Provide quality improvement and business development

advice regarding existing schemes and peer support.

3. Stage networking events for food businesses.

4. Support efforts to attract new and diverse retail outlets to

Buxton.

5. Monitor balance between shops serving visitors’ and

residents’ needs.

6. Develop ‘pop-up’ vacant retail spaces policy.

7. Identify and develop entrepreneurial opportunities and training

partnerships to up-skill the workforce and encourage the

retention of hospitality students, working with Buxton and Leek

College.

3.3.8 Public realm 

Work towards creating a public realm that is welcoming and 

accessible to all, including disabled people.

Public realm objectives

1. Explore options for visitor-focused active volunteer

programme, with particular focus on public realm

improvements.

17

CAVENDISH ARCADE

The retail offer has some quality, but is 
split across various points in the town 
that many visitors will not search out.

2. Reflect elements of Buxton brand narrative as extensively as

possible in public realm developments, signage etc.

3. Design and erect welcome signage/dressing at key arrival and

dwell points, without adding to street clutter.

4. Maintain visual appeal and minimise degradation of the

natural and built environment.

5. Build in ‘water’ led elements to public realm planning.

These ambitious strategic aims and objectives provide the 

overarching route map for Buxton. In order to be in a position to 

deliver, a comprehensive and coordinated delivery programme is 

required – the Destination Management Action Plan. 

Projected growth in visitor economy jobs is based on the following 

assumptions – that the targets outlined in the DMAP are achieved, 

including:

_ c. 300 new bedspaces/3 new hotels (incl. The Buxton Crescent

& Thermal Spa Hotel @ 80 rooms/160 bedspaces and 2 new 

hotels @ c. 25 rooms/50 bedspaces each);

_ Serviced accommodation operates @ 75% occupancy p.a.;

_ The Buxton Crescent & Thermal Spa Hotel opens in autumn 

2019 = 2-3 months of operation in 2019. The forecasts were 

originally based on 3-4 months of trading in the 2019 calendar 

year.
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4. HOW DO WE GET THERE?
THE ROUTEMAP
This section places the strategic priorities in the context of the 

Buxton brand. 

4.1 BRINGING BUXTON’S IDENTITY TO LIFE

4.1.1 The need for a coherent identity

Buxton’s significant set of visitor assets can combine to give the 

tourism narrative a distinctive identity, supporting a series of stories 

(to tell relentlessly) and compelling messages for potential visitors. 

Over time, this will engender a coherent identity for the town, 

creating ‘stand out’ in the fiercely competitive visitor marketplace. 

And, by providing a clear set of narratives for everyone to use –

across all media and visitor touchpoints – their repetition will add to 

a cumulative (and affordable) marketing buzz about Buxton. 

4.1.2 Narrative

A series of interconnected narrative streams will help define the 

essence of Buxton’s character. These need to be selective and 

specific in constructing a distinctive competitive identity. Narrative 

elements can be applied through a brand development framework 

into a visual and verbal brand language (but not a logo or strapline).

To this end, we have defined five ‘narrative hooks’ (for ease of 

recall, these can be stated mnemonically as WAWAH):

_ Water (the natural, life-giving anchor – alongside stone –

responsible for the town’s creation);

18

_ Arts (the culture and heritage, events and festivals that 

animate the town with a strong personality);

_ Wellbeing (the physical and mental tonic that the waters and 

surrounding natural environment provide for visitors, whether 

tranquil or more socially active);

_ Activity (connecting with the great outdoors – walking, cycling, 

climbing, exploring and generally building up an appetite);

_ Heritage (the DNA, which connects all of Buxton, both in terms 

of its physical history and contemporary appeal).

4.1.3 Implementation – the Buxton way

The combination of these five physical narrative hooks, the 

emotional associations and visitor benefits are the basis for 

Buxton’s competitive identity. Talking about Buxton using its 

narrative hooks and imbuing such stories and marketing 

communications with one or more of the emotional feelings 

associated with Buxton, will help create an understanding amongst 

potential visitors of what makes Buxton different and, therefore, 

worth visiting.
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5. HOW DO WE KNOW WHEN WE’RE
SUCCESSFUL? THE RESULT
5.1 PROGRESSIVE FOCUS 

The focus in Year 1 is on getting the DMAP up and running, in part 

by successfully establishing strategic oversight (e.g. a Shadow 

Board) and supporting marketing and branding. The focus in Year 2 

will be very much about implementing policies and plans developed 

in Year 1, and building on activities undertaken in Year 1. The focus 

in Year 3 will be on continuing and consolidating activities 

undertaken in Years 1 and 2. 

As lessons are learnt from undertaking activities in Years 1 and 2, 

and new circumstances and opportunities emerge, proposed DMAP 

activities should be reviewed and refined. Therefore, in light of 

these potential new circumstances, DMAP activities in Year 3 are 

likely to change considerably from those proposed at the start of 

this process. Nevertheless, as a basis for Year 3, the following 

actions are proposed, which represent a continuation of activities 

begun in Year 1 and pursued in Year 2.

Progression will be achieved over time by following, and updating, 

the DMAP – connecting strategy to delivery. At this stage of 

development – collaboration, resourcing and available data - some 

of the measures will necessarily be reviewed and made more 

specific and quantified over time, as the visitor economy 

partnership and officers establish themselves, and DMAP activity 

itself generates useful research insight and data.

5.2 KEY TO DESTINATION MANAGEMENT 
ACTION PLAN

VES

CHAR

DMAP

UoD

BCHT

BCHTS

BOH

BIF

BFF

MPD&D

HPBC

DCC

DCHTB

D2N2

PDNPA

VB

EB

BTT

NWUK

Visitor Economy Strategy

Cultural Heritage Assets Review Destination 

Management Action Plan 

University of Derby

Buxton Crescent Heritage Trust 

The Buxton Crescent & Thermal Spa Hotel 

Buxton Opera House

Buxton International Festival

Buxton Festival Fringe

Marketing Peak District & Derbyshire

High Peak Borough Council

Derbyshire County Council 

Derbyshire Culture Heritage & Tourism 

Board D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership

Peak District National Park Authority

Vision Buxton

Explore Buxton

Buxton Town Team

Nestlé Waters UK Ltd.

High Peak Access & Accessible Buxton HPA & AB
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5.3 DESTINATION MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN

YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 1: CULTURE & HERITAGE – INVEST IN, DEVELOP AND PROMOTE AN ALREADY STRONG CULTURE & HERITAGE OFFER FOR ITS CURRENT & NEW TARGET MARKETS

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Formalise creative programming collaborations, 
(e.g. BOH and BIF)

Follow through the process 
set out in the recent 
cultural heritage assets 

review. 

HPBC / BCHT, DCC, BOH, 
BIF, MPD&D

TBA 2019, ongoing Shared programme 
planning and delivery

Develop culture and heritage operator management 
model

Follow through the process 
set out in the recent 
cultural heritage assets 

review. 

HPBC / BCHT, DCC, BOH, 
BIF, MPD&D

N/A planning 2019 New management 
model and 
governance / legal 

status established

Support the investment in BOH backstage to enable larger 
and more diverse programming

Drive agenda through 
planning and management

BOH / HPBC, VES lead 
(new post) 

TBA 2019-21 Expanded staging 
capability impacting 
new programming 

and creative partners

Identify potential event producer partners Liaise with BOH, BIF, BFF 
to build target database; 
invite around ‘think tank’ 

summit / round table 

VES lead (new post) / 
cultural stakeholders, task 
& finish group

Est. £2-3k 2019 Outputs of summit 
should be actionable; 
new partners 

secured

Develop a heritage/culture-led tourism information hub Sense check /  support / 
advise existing TIC plans 
for Pump Room

BCHT / VES lead (new 
post), task & finish group

N/A 2019, ongoing As part of digital and 
brand reviews

Partner with Derbys. Culture, Heritage & Tourism Board Confirm participation and 
means of reporting / 
dissemination / agenda-

setting

VES lead (new post) / 
HPBC, DCC, BCHT

TBA 2019, ongoing Increased level of 
market knowledge; 
roles in county-wide 

initiatives
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 2: LEADERSHIP & COLLABORATION – FOR STIMULATING FUTURE DEVELOPMENT, PARTNERSHIP PRACTICE AND MONITORING AROUND A SHARED CULTURAL 
HERITAGE TOURISM VISION AND PLAN

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Set clear mid-term targets as basis for the new visitor 
economy shadow board, with priority stakeholders to 
oversee the management, delivery and renewal of the 
Destination Management Action Plan. 

Note on visitor economy measures – longer-term (2023), 
Buxton baseline (2017):
1. Value is measured by direct and indirect spend /

output, using STEAM 2017 figures at 2017 prices.
2. This value includes both direct and indirect

expenditure at 2017 prices.
3. Includes direct and indirect employment.

Recruit the new mix of lead 
partners; set terms of 
reference and clear roles & 
responsibilities; progress 
funding bids and secure 
existing budgets; secure 
interim marketing activity / 
lead officer; fully define 
VES lead officer role and 
schedule 2020 recruitment 
programme

VES Transitional Team / 
Shadow board

Subject to Future 
High Street Fund, 
English Heritage 
and other sources

Review end 2019 / 
2020. 

1. Grow value by
35% to £117m, from
£87m.

2. Increase Oct-Apr
value by 40% to
£43m, from £31m.

3. Grow employment
in visitor economy by
24% to 1,407 jobs,
(+275 new jobs).

Fully integrate tourism planning with social and economic 
master plans

Audit policies / strategies to 
ensure Buxton visitor 
economy agenda is fully 
incorporated & represented

VES Transitional Team / 
MPD&D, DCC, DCHTB

N/A Autumn 2019 Buxton embedded in 
key regional 
strategies

Actively secure adoption of this Strategy across all key 
agencies and stakeholders

Launch and maintain 
advocacy programme

VES Transitional Team N/A Autumn 2019 VES adopted by all 
major stakeholders. 
Media, corporate, 
group and social 
media response

Secure funding and create a leadership / management 
role for the visitor economy in Buxton

Secure funding / resource; 
recruit / assign role; 
appoint members of 
transitional team; set terms 
and first phase targets

VES Transitional Team / 
MPD&D, officer and other 
representational 
stakeholders

TBA, est. £30-35k 
pa

For financial year 
2019/2020

Board, then post-
holder in place and 
operational, within 
management model 
& support; clearly 
defined role
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 2: LEADERSHIP & COLLABORATION – FOR STIMULATING FUTURE DEVELOPMENT, PARTNERSHIP PRACTICE AND MONITORING AROUND A SHARED CULTURAL 
HERITAGE TOURISM VISION AND PLAN

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Establish 'task & finish' groups to drive recommended 
actions through to completion

Identify topics for ‘task and 
finish’ groups to address 
and appoint appropriate 
people

VES Transitional Team / 
officer and other 
representational 
stakeholders

N/A TBA, from 
transitional team

Groups in place and 
active; set terms and 
roles; tasks clear, 
timed and monitored

Create robust and sustainable data capture, research 
and evaluation model

Audit all data / research to 
build digest; adjust metrics 
to fit wider methodologies; 
cost infrastructure needs

VES lead (new post) / local 
stakeholders

N/A in 
development

2019 New data capture 
and data sharing 
processes in place; 
better reporting

YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 3: BRAND & POSITIONING – CREATE AND EMBED A BRAND PROPOSITION, USING CULTURE AND HERITAGE AS KEY DIFFERENTIATORS, TO TELL A DISTINCTIVE, 
COMPELLING BUXTON STORY

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Develop strong cultural narrative, brand messages and a 
series of 'stories’ – through a structured brand 
development process

Develop min. 3 generic 
stories per feature, inc. 
connected stories

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group / local 
stakeholders

Within brand 
development 
process (see 
below)

May 2019 Stories developed, 
integrated into brand 
guides, start to be 
used by agencies, 
partners and local 
stakeholders

Embed Buxton’s own ‘sense of place’, brand values and 
personality

Develop marketing plan, 
set resources; prepare 
online brand narrative 
guide; assess copywriting 
needs to kickstart

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group

TBA est. £10-15k 
(brand guide, 
copywriting base)

June 2019 Agreed marketing 
plans and brand 
guide (inc. visual & 
verbal assets) in 
place and adopted
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 3: BRAND & POSITIONING – CREATE AND EMBED A BRAND PROPOSITION, USING CULTURE AND HERITAGE AS KEY DIFFERENTIATORS, TO TELL A DISTINCTIVE, 
COMPELLING BUXTON STORY

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Improve critical skills – communications / digital, 
welcome, hospitality, business tourism, heritage tours, 
brand adoption etc. 

Stakeholder training 
workshops, toolkits/guide 
developed; regular 
stakeholder 
communications 
established

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group

TBA, costs 
included in 
previous point, 
plus training, est. 
£5-10k

2019 Brand approach 
adoption; annual 
survey and review of 
standards, innovation

Build continual monitoring of the quality of tourism 
products and services

Set up VES monitoring and 
control model, including 
data and research 
framework

Task & finish group / VES 
lead (new post) , HPBC, 
MPD&D

N/A 2019 Annual review/report

Develop and test brand and product offer, and market 
through travel trade / media trips

Programme, schedule and 
invite limited target media / 
trade, linked to MPD&D 
activity.

VES lead (new post), 
MPD&D, HPBC, DCHTB

TBA est. £3-5k pa 2019, ongoing Media features; 
planned future trips; 
no. of media / tour 
operators hosted; no. 
of tour programmes 
including Buxton

Develop marketing plan and prioritise promotional 
investment on specific priority target segments

Create a VES formative 
evaluation model

VES lead (new post) / 
HPBC, MPD&D

N/A June 2019 Marketing plan in 
place; model 
approved, in use; 
decision-making 
records to review
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 4: PRODUCT & SERVICE DEVELOPMENT – NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES, INC. DEVELOPING THE CURRENT RANGE OF ATTRACTIONS, TOURS, EXPERIENCES, EVENTS

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Explore options to develop the wellbeing market offer Identify and develop 

creative packages that 

connect the commercial 

operators to the town and 

hinterland; market test

N/A End 2019 Visitor nights and 

package bookings; 

number of partners 

engaging with 

markets

Develop niche opportunities in the business tourism 
conference market

Identify, target and develop 

sectoral packages that 

connect the commercial 

operators to the town; 

market test

N/A End 2019 Corporate event 

bookings; number of 

venues engaging 

with markets

Develop new accessible downloadable self-guided trails 
of/to/through Buxton

Identify narrative routes; 

develop content; establish 

'task & finish' group, 

supported by marketing 

resource

Est. £5-10k pa 2019, ongoing User volume on new 

trail product; reviews;  

bookable product / 

on sales conversion

Develop new accessible cultural heritage walking & 
cycling trails of/to/through Buxton which link to retail
and food and drink offer.

Identify potential cycle / 

hiking routes link to PDNP; 

planning (consults, content, 

infrastructure, comms etc.)

N/A initially End 2019 Routes identified and 

next stage 

development 

planning in place

Enhance links with Nestlé / Buxton Water with a view to 

a creative corporate relationship.

Review new BCTSHT 

partnership agreement to 

map next phase 

opportunities

N/A initially 2019, ongoing Successful roll-out of 

partnership; new /  

extension activities

Support the Pump Room to develop its full potential as a 

visitor gateway experience
Review plans in context of 

local partners to support 

programme and visitor 

welcome/offer

VES lead (new post), 

BCTSH, BCHT / task & 

finish group, local 

stakeholders

VES lead (new post) / local 

stakeholders (inc. hotels, 

university)

VES lead (new post) / task 

& finish group, local 

stakeholders, HPA & AB

VES lead (new post) / task 

& finish group, local 

stakeholders, HPA & AB

BCHT / VES transition 

team

BCHT / VES transition 

team, VES lead (new post), 

task & finish group

N/A 2019, ongoing TIC online, on-site 

and programmed 

event traffic; 

qualitative ratings
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 5: VISITOR JOURNEY – ENSURE AN EASY-TO-ACCESS, COMPREHENSIVE, CONSISTENT, YEAR-ROUND VISITOR SERVICE… FROM PLANNING TO ARRIVAL, WELCOME 
AND ORIENTATION, TO POST-VISIT

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Advocate to improve rail experience: rolling stock, 
regularity of service, arrival

Meet with Northern Rail to 
explore opportunities

HPBC / VES lead (new 
post), local stakeholders

N/A End 2019 Clear sense of 
commercially realistic 
e.g. reducing journey
time, investment
plans, route / stations
branding etc.

Review, update and start implementation of an 
accessiblie Wayfinding Strategy in Buxton, inc. 
interpreting significant sites

Develop brief and 
commission study to map 
and recommend town-wide 
schema; cost and begin 
fundraising

HPBC / VES lead (new 
post)

TBA June 2019 Turnkey brief ready 
to commission 
comprehensive 
uprated scheme, with 
removal of redundant 
signage collateral

Ensure a dynamic, optimised, easily navigable website 
hub for Buxton

Develop branded content, 
architecture (building on 
visitbuxton) for a new 
tourism platform suite 

VES lead (new post), task 
& finish group, VB / HPBD, 
MPD&D, EB 

Est. £20-30k End 2019 All new visit Buxton 
platform live and 
integrated to partner 
platforms

Identify and pursue technology and skills needs Conduct a digital audit of 
capacity, capability and set 
against market needs

VES lead (new post) / 
HPBC, task & finish group 

Est. £10k End 2019 Actioned and funded 
recommendations 
from audit

Take a town-wide approach to transforming and producing 
visitor content

Develop a town-wide (and 
PDNP connected) content 
editorial plan

VES lead (new post) / 
MPD&D, task & finish 
group 

N/A planning June 2019 Content editorial plan 
adopted; increase in 
online (inc. brand 
compliant third-party 
platform) traffic and 
conversion
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 6: ACCOMMODATION & HOSPITALITY – RAISE THE BAR ON QUALITY, INCREASE VARIETY OF OFFER, AND MANAGE THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SHORT-TERM LETS

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Identify interested 
businesses; develop 
scheduled plan

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group, HPDC, 
D2N2, local stakeholders

TBA 2019, ongoing Plan, start projects 
and put monitoring in 
place

Provide quality improvement and business development 
advice regarding existing schemes and peer support.

Seek to attract new hotel investors to Buxton, subject
to market capacity

Identify 3 potential new 
hotel investors (boutique, 
independent, mid-range)

VES Transitional Team / 
task & finish group, HPBC, 
MPD&D

N/A End 2019 Longlist targets 
identified, with initial 
assessment; 2023 
targets – c.300 new 
bedspaces / 3 new 
hotels (including The 
Buxton Crescent & 
Thermal Spa Hotel 
@80 rooms / 160 
bedspaces and 2 
new hotels @c.25 
rooms / 50 
bedspaces each

Launch new The Buxton Crescent & Thermal Spa Hotel Luxury 80-bed resort hotel 
open

Danubius Hotels / BCHTS N/A (secured) 2019 TBA On target launch; 
Year 1 trading 
performance data, 
reviews etc.

Support improvements to the quality of Buxton’s serviced 
accommodation and facilities for disabled people

Promote participation in 
existing quality assurance 
(QA) schemes by serviced 
accommodation providers 
pa. Establish an 
accommodation network to 
promote benchmarking, 
and peer support

VES lead (new post) / local 
stakeholders, HPBC, D2N2 

Nominal 2019 TBA Programme 
participation levels 
up over 10% in first 
year, and successive 
two years; 
Accommodation 
network for town fully 
established
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 6: ACCOMMODATION & HOSPITALITY – RAISE THE BAR ON QUALITY, INCREASE VARIETY OF OFFER, AND MANAGE THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SHORT-TERM LETS

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Monitor the impact of short-term lets of non-serviced 
accommodation on the local housing market, notably 
Airbnb

Identify number / scale of 
short-term lets of non-
serviced accommodation in 
Buxton; Assess potential 
housing market impact and 
take any necessary steps 
to mitigate (e.g. min. no. of 
days)

VES lead (new post) / 
HPBC 

N/A 2019 Inventory of short-
term lets up-to-date; 
policy developed on 
short-term lets

Develop training partnerships to up-skill the workforce 
and encourage the retention of hospitality students. 

Formerly progress 
discussions with University 
of Derby; explore updating 
/ adapting current training 
modules

VES Transitional Team / 
VES lead (new post)

N/A 2019-20 New training 
products piloted

YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 7: FOOD & DRINK, AND RETAIL – DRIVE QUALITY AND A MARKET-RESPONSIVE, INNOVATIVE OFFER, AND ATTRACT/RETAIN TALENT

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Seek ways to encourage culinary innovation to boost the 
evening economy

UoD explore possibilities 
with local businesses, 
landlords; stage pilot event

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group, UoD, 
HPDC, local stakeholders

TBA 2019 TBA Identified 
opportunities; 
develop programmes 
accordingly; attract 5
businesses and 1-2k 
consumers to pilot

Provide quality improvement and business development 
advice regarding existing schemes and peer support

Identify interested 
businesses; develop 
scheduled plan

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group, HPDC, 
D2N2, local stakeholders

TBA 2019, ongoing Plan, start projects 
and put monitoring in 
place
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 7: FOOD & DRINK, AND RETAIL – DRIVE QUALITY AND A MARKET-RESPONSIVE, INNOVATIVE OFFER, AND ATTRACT/RETAIN TALENT

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Stage networking events for food businesses Monitor opportunities; 
stage two events

VES lead (new post) / local 
stakeholders

TBA, est. £1.5-3k 2019 TBA Stage pilot event and 
inform follow-up 
event; Attract 25
businesses to pilot

Support efforts to attract new and diverse retail outlets to 
Buxton

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group / HPBC

N/A 2019 TBA Up-to-date intell on 
opportunities & 
trends; 2023 targets 
– 5 new restaurants /
bistros / cafes adding
a different, distinctive
quality to the Buxton
food offer; 5 new
independent /
boutique-style shops

HPBC / Task & finish 
group, VES lead (new 
post), local stakeholders

N/A 2019 TBA Performance data 
and qualitative 
responses (survey); 
raised awareness –
develop policy if 
required

HPBC / Task & finish 
group, VES lead (new 
post), local stakeholders

Direct N/A, subject 
to project / 
partners

2019 TBA Policy in place; 
no/much reduced 
vacant retail spaces 
in town centre

Monitor balance between shops serving visitors’ and 
residents’ needs

Develop ‘pop-up’ vacant retail spaces policy

Identify and develop entrepreneurial opportunities 
and training partnerships to up-skill the workforce and 
encourage the retention of hospitality students, working 
with Buxton and Leek College

Monitor opportunities

Assess visitor demand, 
perceptions and behaviour; 
engage major retail 
landlords and create 
conditions to ensure 
sustainability of shops to 
serve residents’ needs

Assess vacancy rates, 
gather best practice

Develop discussions 
including with Buxton and 
Leek college; explore 
updating / adapting current 
training modules; support 
retail strategy development

VES Transitional Team / 
VES lead (new post)

N/A 2019-20 New training 
products piloted; 
successful Future 
High Street Fund bid
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YEAR 1 (2019)

PRIORITY 8: PUBLIC REALM – WORK TOWARDS CREATING A PUBLIC REALM THAT IS WELCOMING AND ACCESSIBLE TO ALL, INCLUDING DISABLED PEOPLE. CONNECT AND 
PRESENT THE TOWN’S ‘ENCLAVES’ TO FIT BRAND VALUES AND MEET VISITOR EXPECTATIONS, MAKING BUXTON ACCESSIBLE, LEGIBLE AND ATTRACTIVE THROUGH ITS 
PUBLIC SPACES AND SIGNAGE

Target Action Lead / support Investment/
funding required

Deadline/ 
milestone

Evaluation measure

Explore options for visitor-focused active volunteer 
programme, with particular focus on public realm 
improvements

Research and consult 
destination volunteer 
programme models; assess 
capacity and capability 
needs to target gaps; 
develop Buxton model

VES lead (new post), task 
& finish group / BTT, VB, 
local stakeholders, High 
Peak Access & Accessible 
Buxton to advise and 
support

N/A planning, est. 
£2-5k pa 
operational

2019, ongoing Recruitment, 
retention, volunteer 
surveys, 
development of 
volunteer packages 
and scope of works

Reflect elements of Buxton brand narrative as extensively 
as possible in public realm developments, signage etc.

Identify pipeline projects; 
brief / engage project 
planning officers; assess 
proposed public realm 
projects (dressing, planting, 
street art, lighting, signage, 
interpretation, furniture 
etc.)

VES lead (new post) / 
HPBC 

N/A 2019, ongoing Narrative guidance 
incorporated in all 
new public realm 
plans

Commission design team 
to develop visual scheme 
options (e.g. A6, A515, 
A53, A5004, transport 
gateways); 

HPBC / VES lead (new 
post), task & finish group

TBA 2019 planning Uprated scheme in 
place, with removal 
of redundant signage 
collateral

Audit townscape, 
responsible agencies

VES lead (new post) / task 
& finish group, HPBC

N/A 2019 Projects in pipeline / 
underway 

Design and erect welcome signage/dressing at key 
arrival and dwell points, without adding to street clutter

Maintain visual appeal and minimise degradation of the 
natural and built environment

Build in ‘water’ led elements to public realm planning Develop a plan to identify 
opportunities for reinforcing 
and projecting Buxton’s 
brand image

HPBC, VES lead (new 
post) / task & finish group

TBA 2019 planning Integrated scheme in 
place, with some key 
site ideas available 
for consultations
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Develop Continue Review Implement Develop Continue Review Implement

PRIORITY 1: CULTURE & HERITAGE 

Formalise creative programming collaborations, (e.g. BOH and BIF)
Develop culture and heritage operator management model
Support the investment in BOH backstage 
Identify potential event producer partners
Develop a heritage/culture-led tourism information hub
Partner with Derbys. Culture, Heritage & Tourism Board
PRIORITY 2: LEADERSHIP & COLLABORATION 
Set clear mid-term targets as basis for shadow board function
Fully integrate tourism planning with social & economic master plans
Actively secure adoption of Strategy across agencies / stakeholders
Secure funding and create a leadership / management role 
Establish 'task & finish' groups to drive actions
Create robust, sustainable data capture, research & evaluation model
PRIORITY 3: BRAND & POSITIONING 
Undertake a visitor brand development process
Embed Buxton’s own ‘sense of place’, brand values and personality
Improve critical skills 
Build continual monitoring of the quality of tourism products & services
Develop / test brand & product offer; market through travel trade
Prioritise promotional investment on specific priority target segments
PRIORITY 4: PRODUCT & SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 
Explore options to develop the wellbeing market offer
Develop niche opportunities in the business tourism conference market
Develop new downloadable self-guided trails 
Develop new cultural heritage walking & cycling trails 
Enhance relationship with Nestlé
Support the Pump Room to develop as a visitor gateway experience
Monitor opportunities to reintroduce a seasonal heritage rail link

2020 2021

YEARS 2-3 SUMMARY
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Develop Continue Review Implement Develop Continue Review Implement

PRIORITY 5: VISITOR JOURNEY 
Advocate to improve rail experience
Review, update and start implementing of Wayfinding Strategy
Ensure a dynamic, optimised, easily navigable website hub for Buxton
Identify and pursue technology and skills needs
Take a town-wide approach to transforming visitor content
PRIORITY 6: ACCOMMODATION & HOSPITALITY 
Provide quality improvement and business development advice
Seek to attract new hotel investors to Buxton
Launch the new Buxton Crescent Thermal Spa Hotel
Improve the quality of Buxton’s serviced accommodation
Monitor the impact of short-term lets of non-serviced accommodation 
Develop training partnerships to up-skill the workforce
PRIORITY 7: FOOD & DRINK, AND RETAIL
Seek ways to encourage culinary innovation to boost evening economy
Provide quality improvement and business development advice
Stage networking events for food businesses
Support efforts to attract new and diverse retail outlets to Buxton
Monitor balance between shops serving visitors’ and residents’ needs
Develop ‘pop-up’ vacant retail spaces policy
Identify / develop entrepreneurial opportunities and training partnerships
PRIORITY 8: PUBLIC REALM
Explore options for visitor-focused active volunteer/team
Reflect elements of brand narrative in public realm developments
Design and erect welcome signage/dressing at key arrival points
Maintain visual appeal of natural / built environment
Build in ‘water’ led elements to public realm planning

2020 2021

YEARS 2-3 SUMMARY
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Buxton Heritage Action Zone
Governance & Terms of Reference

1. Background and Introduction

1.1 The spa town of Buxton has a strong heritage and cultural offer located in the 
heart of the Peak District. The town’s development and growth through both 
the Georgian and Victorian periods, results in a townscape of high heritage 
value with a significant number of listed buildings, registered parks and 
conservation areas designated within the town centre. 

1.2 High Peak Borough Council (HPBC) applied to Historic England and has been 
awarded High Street Heritage Action Zone (HSHAZ) funding of £926,700 to 
add to a HPBC contribution of £61,300 aimed at regenerating and restoring 
the historic ‘high street’.  Historic England is working with local people and 
partners through grant funding and sharing skills to help breathe new life into 
high streets that are rich in heritage and full of promise - unlocking their 
potential and making them more attractive to residents, businesses, tourists 
and investors. The High Streets Heritage Action Zones scheme, backed by 
government funding, aims to help with the recovery of local high streets from 
regenerating historic buildings to helping to engage local communities through 
art and cultural projects.

1.3 The impact of COVID – 19 and measures of restrictions on high streets is 
commercially and socially unprecedented, the long-term effect of which is yet 
to be understood. This project therefore has the potential to form part of the 
post lockdown recovery of Buxton’ s town centre through a programme of 
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historic building repairs, conversions and reuse complimented by a 
programme of educational, cultural and community activities. 

1.4 As a requirement of the grant funding award the Buxton HAZ project must 
establish a suitable governance structure to oversee the aims and objectives 
of the Buxton HAZ. These ‘Terms of Reference’ refer to the management of 
the Buxton HAZ. 

2. Proposed Management

2.1 The Buxton HAZ Project Officer will manage and administer the HAZ project 
with support from the wider Buxton HAZ Project Team. The project officer 
will run the day-to-day functions of the project and supported by the project 
team will allocate funding. The project team will be made up of a small 
number of HPBC officers including the Historic England lead HAZ case officer. 
The team will also be supplemented by a DCC conservation specialist who is 
supporting the HAZ Project Officer, with specialist technical advice. From time 
to time, the project team may need to draw upon input from other services in 
the council such as legal, planning and financial. It is proposed that the project 
team consist of the following personnel:

Lisa Hooley Buxton HAZ Project Officer 

Sarah Porru Head of Economic Regeneration

Joanne Brooks Regeneration Officer 

Gillian Bayliss Conservation Officer 

Tim Allen Historic England Case Officer

Alex Gilbert/Paul Warren Specialist Conservation Advice DCC

2.2 The project team will be managed by the Buxton HAZ Officer who will be 
responsible for setting up monthly meetings, setting the agenda, writing 
reports and drafting minutes of each meeting.  The project team will be 
responsible for awarding grants to building owners and projects that fall within 
the approved scope of the Buxton HAZ scheme as set out in the approved 
Scheme Delivery Programme dated (16 Dec 2019) and any revisions 
thereafter. These projects are as follows:

 Repair, restoration or conversion of historic buildings within the HAZ 
area. 

 Repair, restoration, conversion and options over future uses of two listed 
Buildings at Risk (BAR) – The White Lion and Grove Hotel.
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 Facelift works (redecoration and enhanced signage) to identified modern 
buildings within the HAZ area.  

 Education, cultural and community engagement activities

 Town centre interpretation proposals

2.3 From time to time there maybe projects that due to the nature of work, level of 
grant funding or, deviation from the programme will require additional referral 
and formal approval by Historic England. 

2.4 Every quarter the HAZ Project Officer will report to the Buxton HAZ Project 
Board who will be responsible for monitoring the progress of the overall 
scheme and will receive information and updates on the following topics:

 Grant awards 
 Community engagement 
 Cultural programme 
 Financial
 Overall progress

2.5 The Project Board will be managed by the Buxton HAZ Officer who will be 
responsible for setting up quarterly meetings, setting the agenda, preparing 
reports and drafting the minutes of each meeting.  

2.6 It is proposed that the board consist of the following members:

Portfolio Holder Regeneration – Councillor Damien Greenhalgh 

Ward Councillors Buxton Central – Cllr Matthew Stone & Cllr Jean Todd 

Director of Place or Head of Regeneration – Neil Rodgers or Sarah Porru  

Cultural sub-group rep – To be confirmed

Community Engagement sub-group rep – To be confirmed 

Business Community (Retail) rep – To be confirmed

3. Management Review

3.1 It is proposed that the management of the Buxton HAZ will be reviewed 
annually (March) prior to the annual report to Historic England. Any proposed 
changes can then form part of the annual report.
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4. Proposed Governance Structure 

Referrals to 

Historic England 

Buxton HAZ Project Board

(Information and monitoring group)  

Buxton HAZ Project Team 

(Grant decision making body)

Proposals for 
Education, research, 
Cultural and community 
activities 

Grant applications for 
historic buildings and 
facelift schemes

Town Interpretation 

Reporting and monitoring to 
Historic England 
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

The Executive 

11 February 2021

TITLE: Buxton Neighbourhood Plan Designation

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Councillor Anthony McKeown, Council 
Leader

CONTACT OFFICER: Mark James – Principal Planning Officer

WARDS INVOLVED: Barms, Burbage, Buxton Central, Corbar, 
Cote Heath, Limestone Peak, Stone Bench 
and Temple

Appendices Attached – 

Appendix A1 – Application for designation of a Neighbourhood Area and Forum for 
Buxton
Appendix A2 – Proposed Neighbourhood Area Map
Appendix A3 – Constitution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum
Appendix A4 – Buxton Neighbourhood Forum Statement
Appendix A5 - Buxton Neighbourhood Forum Members
Appendix A6 – List of responses to the consultation

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 To report the responses to the consultation on the applications to designate a 
neighbourhood area and neighbourhood forum for Buxton and to note the 
findings.

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Councillors note the responses to the consultation and the contents of the 
report.

2.2 That the Executive support and approve the recommendations within the report.  

3. Executive Summary

3.1 On 9th September 2020 Buxton Neighbourhood Forum applied to the Borough 
Council for the designation of a neighbourhood forum and a neighbourhood area 
for Buxton. This Committee approved consultation on the applications for the 
designations on the 7th October 2020 and this was ratified by The Executive on 
the 8th October 2020.  HPBC publicised the proposed neighbourhood area and 
forum designation applications for a six week period between 26th November 
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2020 and 12th January 2021. 

3.2 In total 29 responses were received to the consultation,12 from statutory 
consultees and organisations and 17 from individuals. This report summarises 
the responses received and considers the issues raised in those responses. A 
full list of consultation responses is provided in Appendix A6. 

3.3 The Executive will consider the consultation responses on the 11th February 
2021. A number of recommendations are proposed which includes designating 
the Buxton Neighbourhood Area and the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum. Having 
both designations will mean that the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum can begin 
to prepare a neighbourhood plan or neighbourhood development order for the 
Buxton area and apply for funding. 

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 Given the broad nature of neighbourhood planning, there will be direct 
implications for all of the Councils corporate priorities.

Neil Rodgers
Executive Director (Place)

Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

Localism Act 2011

The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations
2012 (as amended)

Mark James
Principal Planning Officer
mark.james@highpeak.gov.uk

Ruth Wooddisse
Planning Officer 
ruth.wooddisse@highpeak.gov.uk

5. Detail

5.1 On the 9th September 2020 Buxton Neighbourhood Forum Community Interest 
Company (CIC) applied to the Council to designate a neighbourhood forum and 
a neighbourhood area for Buxton. Having both neighbourhood area and forum 
designations means that the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum can begin to 
prepare a neighbourhood development plan or neighbourhood development 
order. A neighbourhood plan forms part of the development plan and sits 
alongside the local plan. Decisions on planning applications will be made using 
both the local plan and the neighbourhood plan or order, and any other material 
considerations.

5.2 The local planning authority must determine the applications within certain 
timescales. The Neighbourhood Planning (General) (Amendment) Regulations 
2015 prescribe time limits for the determination of a neighbourhood area and 
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forum applications. The Council is required to determine the applications within 
13 weeks of them first being publicised. If these time limits are not met, the local 
planning authority must designate all of the area applied for. Consultation on the 
Buxton neighbourhood forum and neighbourhood area applications for 
designation commenced on the 26th November 2020 and ran until 12th January 
2021. The responses received to the consultation are  reported below and The 
Executive will consider the designation of the neighbourhood area and forum on 
the 11th February 2021 so that the timescales can be met. 

5.3 The six week consultation included direct communication to statutory consultees 
and other interested individuals/organisations on the Council’s planning policy 
database. The main focus for the consultation was the Council’s website where 
all the supporting information was provided with a link to make on-line 
comments. Social media and a media release were also used to publicise the 
event and there was coverage of the consultation in the local news.

5.4 In total 29 responses were received. 12 from statutory consultees / other 
organisations and 17 from individuals. A summary of the comments and an 
officer response is provided in Appendix A6. 

Neighbourhood Area

5.5 An application for a neighbourhood area designation must include a statement 
explaining why the proposed neighbourhood area is appropriate. A group can 
apply for a neighbourhood area to be designated even if it is not yet a designated 
neighbourhood forum. However, in order to be sure that the group is the 
appropriate body to lead neighbourhood planning in that area, the group must 
demonstrate that it is capable of becoming the designated neighbourhood forum 
for the neighbourhood area they are applying to have designated. 

5.6 The Council must consider the following:

 Is the organisation making the application a relevant body (as prescribed in 
the Act this must be a Parish Council or in unparished areas, a designated 
Neighbourhood Forum?

 Is the area identified for designation as a neighbourhood area considered 
appropriate?

 Would the area more appropriately be designated a business area? Is the 
area wholly or predominantly in business use?

 Does the area overlap with another designated area?

Consultation Responses

Do you think the proposed neighbourhood area is appropriate?

Agree – 13, Disagree – 0, General Comment – 4

5.7 Summary of comments in support:
 Area covers the part that is not parished.
 Perfect area as does not overlap with other parish councils.
 Boundary makes logical sense. 
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 No coverage within any current Neighbourhood Plan.
 Good to see area goes beyond the town centre and covers areas of important 

countryside such as Cunningdale.

5.8 Summary of general comments:
 Irrelevant.  It's defined by ward boundaries.
 Surrounding countryside is an important part of the character of Buxton. 
 Important that consideration is given to rural and agricultural businesses.
 Boundary makes sense but cuts through the Harpur Hill Industrial Estate and 

the Health and Safety Executive. Any forthcoming neighbourhood plan policies 
for these locations would need to take this into account.

Officer Response

5.9 The proposed neighbourhood area boundary is the same as the unparished 
area of Buxton. It includes the urban area and also the countryside surrounding 
Buxton. Two responses, including the response from Derbyshire County 
Council (DCC) referred to the fact that the area boundary does cut through the 
Health and Safety Executive site and the Industrial Estate at Harpur Hill. DCC 
recommend that any forthcoming neighbourhood plan policies for this location 
should take this into account.

5.10 The proposed neighbourhood area is considered to be appropriate and logical 
and does not overlap with another designated neighbourhood area. It would not 
be more appropriate as a business area as it covers a much wider area covering 
various land uses and includes a substantial area of countryside. 

5.11 Note recommendations to The Executive:
 That the Council designates the Buxton Neighbourhood Area.
 That the Council informs Buxton Neighbourhood Forum that any forthcoming 

neighbourhood plan policies for the Health and Safety Executive site and the 
Industrial Estate at Harpur Hill should take into account that the 
neighbourhood area boundary cuts through these sites. 

Neighbourhood Forum

5.12 A designated neighbourhood forum is an organisation or group empowered to 
lead the neighbourhood planning process in a neighbourhood area where there 
is no town or parish council.

5.13 Those making a forum application must show how they have sought to comply 
with the conditions for neighbourhood forum designation. These are set out in 
section 61F(5) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as applied to 
neighbourhood plans by section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act 2004.  This includes the provision of a written constitution.

5.14 To be designated a neighbourhood forum must have a membership that 
includes a minimum of 21 individuals who either: live in the neighbourhood area, 
work there; and/or are elected members for a local authority that includes all or 
part of the neighbourhood area. The Council is required to consider the extent 
to which the membership is drawn from different places within the area and 
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whether it includes different sections of the community in that area.

Consultation Responses

Do you think the proposed neighbourhood forum meets the legal requirements?

Agree – 14, Disagree – 0, General Comment – 3.

5.15 Summary of comments in support:
 Seems like a good choice.
 Much-needed to get an official voice for the people of Buxton.
 Agree that the forum meets the legal needs and includes individuals with 

extensive experience.
 Fit the bill for what is needed in such a group.
 Consider the forum presents a wide range of interests.
 Opportunity for people of Buxton to have their say.

5.16 Summary of general comments:
 Back the proposal but would like to see a more diverse membership. How do 

people join?
 Mixed views. Well-intentioned but doubt that the forum will have weight and be 

effective.
 Some places should be reserved for people representing rural businesses 

including agriculture.

Officer Response

5.17 The information submitted as part of the forum application includes a statement, 
constitution and list of members. The statement sets out the reason for forming 
the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum which is which is to produce a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the unparished area of Buxton. It also sets out the 
extent to which the membership is drawn from different places within the area 
and how it includes different age groups from mid-twenties to eighties and 
different sections of the community.

5.18 The constitution sets out the forum’s objectives, how it will operate and provides 
details of how individuals can apply to join the forum. Membership of the forum 
appears to be well spread across the Buxton wards and includes residents, 
business owners/workers with some being active members of other community 
organisations. Two members of the forum are members of HPBC.

5.19 It is considered that the application to designate the Buxton Neighbourhood 
Forum meets the legal requirements.

5.20 Note recommendations to The Executive
 That the Council designates the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC as the 

Neighbourhood Forum for Buxton.
 That the Council recommends that the Forum considers applications for new 

members as set out in the forum’s constitution to draw from different places and 
sections of the community. 
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Summary of other comments received

5.21 A number of consultees stated that they had no comments to make at this stage 
but would like to be kept informed of progress and included in future 
consultations. This includes: SSA Planning, Manchester Airports Group and 
Severn Trent Water.

5.22 A number of consultees stated that they would like to be consulted on any 
forthcoming neighbourhood plan / order and provided detailed advice and links 
to information which the forum should consider when preparing a 
neighbourhood plan / order. This includes: The Coal Authority, Natural England, 
The National Grid and High Peak Access Group.

5.23 The response from Derbyshire County Council confirmed that Councillors Linda 
Grooby and Tony Kemp, the Local County Council Members for Buxton North 
and East, and Buxton West have been consulted.  Councillor Grooby confirmed 
that she is happy for HPBC to proceed with this application.

5.24 A number of consultees raised other issues and/or suggested areas that could 
be considered by the neighbourhood forum. This includes: need for 
consideration of safe cycling or walking infrastructure; the wider countryside and 
agricultural businesses (NFU Derbyshire); biodiversity, green spaces and 
wildlife corridors; and reinstating the cast iron and glass colonnades.

5.25 One consultee stated that they were unclear on the relationship between the 
Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan (2016) and another referenced the 
recent government White Paper “Planning for the Future”.

Officer Response

5.26 Although a number of responses to the consultation do not specifically refer to 
the neighbourhood area or forum designation applications they provide relevant 
information for preparation of the neighbourhood plan in terms of advice and 
information.  It is considered appropriate for these responses to be passed onto 
the Neighbourhood Forum.

5.27 The scope and complexity of a neighbourhood plan depends on various factors 
and could be wide-ranging or deal with one or two issues only. A number of 
respondents have made more general comments about areas/topics that could 
be included in the neighbourhood plan and these can also be passed on to the 
Neighbourhood Forum.  

5.28 Neighbourhood plans and local plans are both part of the overall development 
plan for an area once they are adopted. Policies included within neighbourhood 
plans are prepared by local communities and add local detail but neighbourhood 
plans must be in conformity with their local plan. The outcome of the government 
‘White Paper’ is still to be determined and neighbourhood plans should be 
prepared in line with the relevant regulations at the time of preparation.

5.29 Note recommendations to The Executive:
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That the Council provides the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum with the responses 
to the consultation so that: 

 Specific information and advice provided by statutory and other 
consultees can be taken into consideration by the forum and inform the 
development of  the neighbourhood plan/order;

 Respondents that have requested to be kept informed can be added to 
the Neighbourhood Forum’s consultation list; and 

 Issues and themes raised in the individual responses can be considered 
by the Forum. 
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From: Buxton Ndp
To: Rodgers, Neil
Cc: Wooddisse, Ruth; James, Mark
Subject: Application for designation of a Neighbourhood Area and Neighbourhood Forum for Buxton
Date: Wednesday, September 09, 2020 4:20:46 PM
Attachments: Proposed Neighbourhood area 25000 scale (3).pdf

Constitution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum.docx
bnf_members May 2020.xlsx
Statement_bnf.docx

Jane Reynolds

16 Davenham Avenue

Buxton 

SK17 6LS

 

 

Dear Neil Rodgers, 

 

Application for designation of a Neighbourhood Area and Neighbourhood Forum for Buxton

 

I am writing to you as a director of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC to apply for the
Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC to be recognised by High Peak Borough Council as the
qualifying body to create a Neighbourhood plan for the unparished areas of Buxton (the map
of the proposed plan area is attached). We consider this Neighbourhood Area  to be
appropriate because it includes the areas of Buxton that do not have another qualifying body. 

 

Since registering the CIC, the steering group of the forum have held meetings in different parts
of the town and recruited a membership that  meets the requirements of the Section 61F(5) of
the Town and Country Planning Act (1990). We have members in all Buxton wards, ranging
in age from mid 20s to mid 80s.  Many of our members work in Buxton and several have
businesses in the town. I have attached our constitution, a list of our members, and a statement
explaining why we believe we have the support and expertise to complete the task of
preparing a neighbourhood plan for Buxton. 

 

I am happy for my contact details to be made public. 
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Constitution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC

Name

Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC

Introduction 

Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC  is constituted as a Community Interest Company (CIC) registered at Companies House, company number 12038268 with a Community Interest Statement that includes the objectives listed below. The CIC shall have a minimum of three directors whose responsibilities are to ensure that:

· The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC works towards the objectives included in the Community Interest Statement

· The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC meets its statutory obligations

Through this constitution the Directors of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC delegate their powers to work towards the objectives as set out in this constitution and the Forum shall abide by the purpose, spirit and rules of this constitution.

Area of Activity

The area in which the Forum will pursue its objects is the Buxton Neighbourhood Area, which is the area designated in the accompanying map, comprising all unparished areas of Buxton and surrounding areas. Any planning application submitted within the neighbourhood area will be assessed against the relevant policies contained within the neighbourhood plan, once adopted.

Objectives

The objects of the Forum clearly establish the express purpose of promoting the social, economic and environmental well-being of the area that consists of the neighbourhood plan area.  They are:

· To prepare a Neighbourhood Plan for the Buxton area;

· To promote or improve the social, economic, health and environmental well-being of the Buxton area;

· To promote the cultural and heritage aspects of the Buxton area;

· To provide homes that serve the needs of the community

· To support thriving businesses

· To enhance community cohesion;

· To continue to maintain the neighbourhood plan when necessary

 Powers

In furtherance of its objects the Forum though it’s Officers or such person(s) nominated by its officers, for example working in sub-groups, may 

· Carry out informal and statutory consultations on the draft plan

· To gather information in furtherance of the work of the Forum

· To take all steps necessary, working in conjunction with High Peak Borough Council to fulfil the statutory requirements leading to the adoption of the Neighbourhood Plan. 

· Invite and receive contributions and raise funds where appropriate, to finance the work of the Forum, and to open a bank account to manage such funds; 

· Publicise and promote the work of the Forum and organise meetings, surveys, training courses, events or seminars, etc.; 

· Work with community groups within the Buxton area to exchange information, advice and knowledge with them, including cooperation with other voluntary bodies, charities, statutory and non-statutory organisations; 

· Employ staff and volunteers as are necessary to conduct activities to meet the objects of the Forum;

· Take any form of action that is lawful, which is necessary to achieve the objects of the Forum, including taking out any contracts which it may see fit; 

· Purchase, take on lease or hire property in furtherance of the objects;

· Pay reasonable out of pocket expenses to members and volunteers for costs incurred in carrying out the Forum’s business.

 

Membership 

The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC meets the conditions contained in Section 61F(5), Schedule 9 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and regulation 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations.  

Membership of the Forum is open to all individuals who live, work, own businesses or are elected members in the neighbourhood area

Any applicant eligible for membership and who supports the aims and objects of the Forum shall become a member of the Forum on submission to the Secretary of a request to join which

I. provides satisfactory evidence of eligibility;

II. provides contact details which may be used by the Forum for its lawful purposes;

III. is accompanied by any subscription or fee which the Forum may have approved through a General Meeting.]

The Forum will comprise at least 21 individuals who live, volunteer or work in the Buxton Neighbourhood Area or who are elected members of High Peak Borough Council.

The Forum may for good and sufficient reason terminate the membership of any individual or refuse membership to any applicant, provided that the individual concerned shall have the right to be  heard by the Forum, accompanied by a friend, before a final decision has been made.

To ensure the Forum will have a minimum of 21 members and its membership reflect the diversity, character and inclusivity of the area, the Forum will review the membership list at the AGM.  New  appointments or any resignations may be considered during the year.

Working Arrangements

· The Forum shall be supported by Officers who are members of the Forum to be elected annually at the Annual General Meeting.

· The Officers shall consist of a Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer ('the Officers').

· If vacancies occur among the Officers, the Forum shall have the power to fill them from among its members at any meeting of the Forum.

· Officers shall retire from office at the annual general meeting following the date on which they came into office but they may be re-elected or re-appointed.

· Declarations of interest and potential conflicts of interest of all members will be recorded and reported to the Forum annually and at every Forum meeting. (E.g. conflicts of interest could include where neighbourhood plan policy would affect the business interests of a forum member).

· The Forum shall work together with other community organisations within the Buxton Neighbourhood Plan area to collect and collate information for the plan. 

Forum Meetings

· The Forum shall hold at least 4 ordinary meetings each year. There shall be a quorum when at least one quarter of the members of the Forum are present at a meeting.

· At least 14 days notice to all members shall be given of the AGM

· Every matter shall be determined by a simple majority of the members of the Forum present and voting by a show of hands.  In case of equality of votes the Chairperson shall have a casting vote.

· Minutes shall be kept by the Secretary as a record of the proceedings of the meeting of the Forum and any of its sub-groups and shall be kept until 2 years following the adoption of the Buxton Neighbourhood plan or dissolution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CICs .

· The Forum may appoint one or more sub-groups providing that all acts and proceedings of the sub-groups shall be fully and promptly reported to the Forum.

· Any member may attend any meeting of the Forum and may speak at the discretion of the Chair.



Annual General Meeting (AGM)

· There shall be an annual general meeting, which shall be held no later than the end of June each year that shall deal with any business as required and in particular the following items.

· At least 14 days notice to all members shall be given of the AGM.

· The Officers shall present a report on the activities of the Forum in the past year and proposed activities for the next year and accounts of the Forum for the preceding year.

· Nominations for election to the Officers must be made by members of the Association in writing before the commencement of the meeting.

· The quorum at the AGM shall be 12 members or one quarter of the members up to a maximum of 20, whichever is larger. 

· Any required statutory obligations required of the Directors of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC shall be conducted at the AGM.

 General and special general meeting

The Forum may at any time call a general or a special general meeting stating the business to be discussed.  A special meeting may also be called by the Secretary if a written request is received from at least 7 members.  At least 14 days’ notice to all members shall be given for special general meetings.

Finance

· All funds raised by or on behalf of the Forum shall be applied to further the objects of the Association and for no other purpose.

· The funds of the Forum including all donations, contributions, subscriptions and bequests shall be paid into an account operated by the Treasurer.

· All cheques drawn on the account must be signed by two officers

· The Forum shall comply with the obligations for trustees under the Companies Act 2006 (or any statutory re-enactment of modification of the Act) with regard to:

· The keeping of accounting records

· The preparation of annual statements of account

· The auditing or independent examination of the statements of account.



Amendments to the Constitution

Any amendment to the constitution shall require the approval of a two-thirds majority of those present and voting at the Meeting at which it is discussed.  Any resolution for the amendment of the constitution must be received by the Secretary at least 21 days before the meeting at which the resolution is to be brought forward.



Dissolution

· The Forum may be dissolved at a Special General Meeting called for that purpose and must be advertised 14 days before the meeting.

· Such proposals to dissolve the Forum shall take effect only if agreed by a two-thirds majority of members present and voting at the meeting.

· Surplus funds of the Forum, if it is dissolved shall be invested as directed in it’s final act by the Forum or if not directed by the Directors in projects that enhance the social, economic and environmental well-being of the town.

· If the Forum is dissolved the Directors shall wind up the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC at Companies House and comply with any final statutory or obligations that may remain as Directors of that company as soon as reasonably practicable.
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								Interest in Area

		Name		Resident or Business Address		Resident		Worker		Councillor

		Jane Reynolds		16 Davenham Avenue, Buxton, SK17 6LS		Y

		Joe Dugdale		46a White Knowle Rd, Buxton SK17 9NH		Y		Y

		Richard Silson		66 Crowstones Buxton SK17 6NZ		Y

		Mary Fairhurst		4 Glenmoor Road, Buxton, SK17 7DD 		Y

		Simon Rogerson		104a Green Lane, Buxton, SK17 9DH		Y

		Rosemary Wood		130 Lightwood Rd, Buxton SK17 6RW		Y

		Janet Miller		22 West Rd, SK17 6HF		Y

		Adam Swain-Fossey		19 Holmfield, Buxton SK17 9DF		Y		Y

		Peter Crook		1 Mill Cliff Buxton, SK17 6QP		Y

		Gemma Ball		150 Lightwood Rd, Buxton SK17 SRW		Y		Y

		Alan Purser		Yhelt Cottage, 7 Town End, Buxton SK17 7EN		Y

		Suzannah Allen		6b Queens Rd, Buxton, SK17 7EX		Y

		Clare Parmacott		71 Beech View Drive, Harpur Hill, SK17 9NS		Y

		Matthew Blackwood		123 St Johns Rd, Buxton, SK17 6UR		Y		Y

		Roddie MacLean		The Smithy, Church St, Buxton SK17 6HD		Y		Y

		Matthew Nuttall		Flat 4, 31 St James Terrace, Buxton SK17 5HS		Y		Y

		Suzanne Pearson		83 Windsor Rd, Buxton SK17 7NR		Y		Y

		Kate MacLean		The Smithy, Church St, Buxton SK17 6HD		Y		Y

		Teresa Roper		3 Carr Rd, Buxton SK17 6WF		Y		Y

		Hannah Catrin Davies		3 Otterhole Close Buxton SK17 6DX		Y

		Alan Thompson		16a Broad Walk, Buxton SK17 6JR		Y

		Benjamin Evens		17 Darwin Avenue Buxton SK17 6NF		Y

		Barbara Stringer		1 Waterswallows Mews Buxton SK17 7JL		Y

		Guy Rees		55 Chatsworth Rd, Buxton, SK17 7QN		Y

		Christopher Hallam		11 The Glade Buxton SK17 6SL		Y		Y

		Charles Jolly		13 Darwin Avenue Buxton SK17 6NF		Y

		Patricia Thompson		Flat 6 Temple Court, Temple Rd, Buxton, SK17 9BA		Y		Y

		Richard Lower		17 Landsdowne Rd Buxton SK17 6RR		Y		Y

		John Robertson		23 Hartington Gardens Hartington road  SK176JL 		Y

		Jean Ball		Crowstones, Buxton SK17 6NZ.		Y		Y

		Mike Monaghan		6 Landsdowne Rd, Buxton SK17 6RR		Y

		Robin Edwards		4, Gadley Close Buxton SK17 6YQ		Y

		JeanTodd		139 Lightwood Rd, Buxton SK17 6RW		Y				Y

		Rob Wakeling		4 Southwood Hampton Court, SK17 6TL		Y

		Scott Murcott		Macclesfield Old Rd, Buxton, SK17 6TZ		Y		Y

		Alyson Philips		Lismore Rd, Buxton SK17 9AN		Y

		Keith Savage		White Knowle Rd, Buxton SK17 9NH		Y				Y

		Derek Bodey		30 Ecclesbourne Drive Buxton SK17 9BX		Y






Buxton Neighbourhood Forum



Buxton Neighbourhood Forum is a community interest company (CIC), established with the objective of producing a Neighbourhood Development Plan for the unparished area of Buxton. 

The creation of a neighbourhood forum was a project of the Buxton Town Team which involved a series of public meetings as well as discussions with other community organisation, such as Buxton Civic Association, Transition Buxton, Vision Buxton, Churches Together, and residents’ associations. The outcome of these meetings was a decision to set up a CIC to take forward the creation of the neighbourhood plan. 

Following the registration of the CIC (https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/12038268), the steering group organised public meetings in central Buxton,  Fairfield, Harpur Hill and Burbage to explain the reasons for creating a neighbourhood plan, discuss the possible content of the plan and recruit members.  

We now have sufficient members to apply for recognition as a qualifying body under the Localism Act and consider that membership is drawn from all wards across Buxton and from different sections of the community complying with the conditions in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 Act[footnoteRef:1].  [1:  [Section 61F(5) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as applied to neighbourhood plans by section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004] 


 All our members are resident in Buxton and about one third of the membership also work in the town, including in retail, hospitality, architectural consulting, and cultural and heritage consulting. Several members own businesses in the town, and quite a few are also active members of other community organisations. Two members of the Forum are members of High Peak Borough Council, Cllr Jean Todd and Cllr Keith Savage.  Members range in age from mid-twenties to eighties. 

In addition to members, the mailing list of the forum includes another 50 people who have asked to be kept up to date with the progress of the plan. We also have a Facebook page which has 85 followers, most of whom are not duplicates of the people on our membership and contacts lists.  We believe that, if we are recognised as a qualifying body and can apply for a Locality grant, we will be easily able to extend our network of contacts by holding public events and creating an engaging Website. 

Once recognised, we plan to work closely with other community organisations on the creation of the plan, given that there is considerable expertise in these organisations on many of the issues of interest that were identified at our meetings, for example, transport, sustainability and the protection of green spaces. 







Yours sincerely 

Jane Reynolds
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Constitution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC 
1. Name 

Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC 

2. Introduction  
Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC  is constituted as a Community Interest Company (CIC) registered 

at Companies House, company number 12038268 with a Community Interest Statement that 

includes the objectives listed below. The CIC shall have a minimum of three directors whose 

responsibilities are to ensure that: 

 The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC works towards the objectives included in the 

Community Interest Statement 

 The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC meets its statutory obligations 

Through this constitution the Directors of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC delegate their 

powers to work towards the objectives as set out in this constitution and the Forum shall abide by 

the purpose, spirit and rules of this constitution. 

3. Area of Activity 
The area in which the Forum will pursue its objects is the Buxton Neighbourhood Area, which is the 

area designated in the accompanying map, comprising all unparished areas of Buxton and 

surrounding areas. Any planning application submitted within the neighbourhood area will be 

assessed against the relevant policies contained within the neighbourhood plan, once adopted. 

4. Objectives 
The objects of the Forum clearly establish the express purpose of promoting the social, economic 

and environmental well-being of the area that consists of the neighbourhood plan area.  They are: 

• To prepare a Neighbourhood Plan for the Buxton area; 

• To promote or improve the social, economic, health and environmental well-being of the 

Buxton area; 

• To promote the cultural and heritage aspects of the Buxton area; 

• To provide homes that serve the needs of the community 

• To support thriving businesses 

• To enhance community cohesion; 

• To continue to maintain the neighbourhood plan when necessary 

5.  Powers 
In furtherance of its objects the Forum though it’s Officers or such person(s) nominated by its 

officers, for example working in sub-groups, may  

• Carry out informal and statutory consultations on the draft plan 

• To gather information in furtherance of the work of the Forum 

• To take all steps necessary, working in conjunction with High Peak Borough Council to fulfil 

the statutory requirements leading to the adoption of the Neighbourhood Plan.  

• Invite and receive contributions and raise funds where appropriate, to finance the work of 

the Forum, and to open a bank account to manage such funds;  

• Publicise and promote the work of the Forum and organise meetings, surveys, training 

courses, events or seminars, etc.;  
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• Work with community groups within the Buxton area to exchange information, advice and 

knowledge with them, including cooperation with other voluntary bodies, charities, 

statutory and non-statutory organisations;  

• Employ staff and volunteers as are necessary to conduct activities to meet the objects of the 

Forum; 

• Take any form of action that is lawful, which is necessary to achieve the objects of the 

Forum, including taking out any contracts which it may see fit;  

• Purchase, take on lease or hire property in furtherance of the objects; 

• Pay reasonable out of pocket expenses to members and volunteers for costs incurred in 

carrying out the Forum’s business. 

  

6. Membership  
The Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC meets the conditions contained in Section 61F(5), Schedule 9 

of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and regulation 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning 

(General) Regulations.   

Membership of the Forum is open to all individuals who live, work, own businesses or are elected 

members in the neighbourhood area 

Any applicant eligible for membership and who supports the aims and objects of the Forum shall 

become a member of the Forum on submission to the Secretary of a request to join which 

I. provides satisfactory evidence of eligibility; 

II. provides contact details which may be used by the Forum for its lawful purposes; 

III. is accompanied by any subscription or fee which the Forum may have approved through a 

General Meeting.] 

The Forum will comprise at least 21 individuals who live, volunteer or work in the Buxton 

Neighbourhood Area or who are elected members of High Peak Borough Council. 

The Forum may for good and sufficient reason terminate the membership of any individual or refuse 

membership to any applicant, provided that the individual concerned shall have the right to be  

heard by the Forum, accompanied by a friend, before a final decision has been made. 

To ensure the Forum will have a minimum of 21 members and its membership reflect the diversity, 

character and inclusivity of the area, the Forum will review the membership list at the AGM.  New  

appointments or any resignations may be considered during the year. 

7. Working Arrangements 
• The Forum shall be supported by Officers who are members of the Forum to be elected 

annually at the Annual General Meeting. 

• The Officers shall consist of a Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer ('the Officers'). 

• If vacancies occur among the Officers, the Forum shall have the power to fill them from 

among its members at any meeting of the Forum. 

• Officers shall retire from office at the annual general meeting following the date on which 

they came into office but they may be re-elected or re-appointed. 

• Declarations of interest and potential conflicts of interest of all members will be recorded 

and reported to the Forum annually and at every Forum meeting. (E.g. conflicts of interest 
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could include where neighbourhood plan policy would affect the business interests of a 

forum member). 

• The Forum shall work together with other community organisations within the Buxton 

Neighbourhood Plan area to collect and collate information for the plan.  

8. Forum Meetings 
• The Forum shall hold at least 4 ordinary meetings each year. There shall be a quorum when 

at least one quarter of the members of the Forum are present at a meeting. 

• At least 14 days notice to all members shall be given of the AGM 

• Every matter shall be determined by a simple majority of the members of the Forum present 

and voting by a show of hands.  In case of equality of votes the Chairperson shall have a 

casting vote. 

• Minutes shall be kept by the Secretary as a record of the proceedings of the meeting of the 

Forum and any of its sub-groups and shall be kept until 2 years following the adoption of the 

Buxton Neighbourhood plan or dissolution of the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CICs . 

• The Forum may appoint one or more sub-groups providing that all acts and proceedings of 

the sub-groups shall be fully and promptly reported to the Forum. 

• Any member may attend any meeting of the Forum and may speak at the discretion of the 

Chair. 

 

9. Annual General Meeting (AGM) 
• There shall be an annual general meeting, which shall be held no later than the end of June 

each year that shall deal with any business as required and in particular the following items. 

• At least 14 days notice to all members shall be given of the AGM. 

• The Officers shall present a report on the activities of the Forum in the past year and 

proposed activities for the next year and accounts of the Forum for the preceding year. 

• Nominations for election to the Officers must be made by members of the Association in 

writing before the commencement of the meeting. 

• The quorum at the AGM shall be 12 members or one quarter of the members up to a 

maximum of 20, whichever is larger.  

• Any required statutory obligations required of the Directors of the Buxton Neighbourhood 

Forum CIC shall be conducted at the AGM. 

10.  General and special general meeting 
The Forum may at any time call a general or a special general meeting stating the business to be 

discussed.  A special meeting may also be called by the Secretary if a written request is received 

from at least 7 members.  At least 14 days’ notice to all members shall be given for special general 

meetings. 

11. Finance 
• All funds raised by or on behalf of the Forum shall be applied to further the objects of the 

Association and for no other purpose. 

• The funds of the Forum including all donations, contributions, subscriptions and bequests 

shall be paid into an account operated by the Treasurer. 

• All cheques drawn on the account must be signed by two officers 

• The Forum shall comply with the obligations for trustees under the Companies Act 2006 (or 

any statutory re-enactment of modification of the Act) with regard to: 
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o The keeping of accounting records 

o The preparation of annual statements of account 

o The auditing or independent examination of the statements of account. 

 

12. Amendments to the Constitution 
Any amendment to the constitution shall require the approval of a two-thirds majority of those 

present and voting at the Meeting at which it is discussed.  Any resolution for the amendment of the 

constitution must be received by the Secretary at least 21 days before the meeting at which the 

resolution is to be brought forward. 

 

13. Dissolution 
• The Forum may be dissolved at a Special General Meeting called for that purpose and must 

be advertised 14 days before the meeting. 

• Such proposals to dissolve the Forum shall take effect only if agreed by a two-thirds majority 

of members present and voting at the meeting. 

• Surplus funds of the Forum, if it is dissolved shall be invested as directed in it’s final act by 

the Forum or if not directed by the Directors in projects that enhance the social, economic 

and environmental well-being of the town. 

• If the Forum is dissolved the Directors shall wind up the Buxton Neighbourhood Forum CIC 

at Companies House and comply with any final statutory or obligations that may remain as 

Directors of that company as soon as reasonably practicable. 
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Buxton Neighbourhood Forum 
 

Buxton Neighbourhood Forum is a community interest company (CIC), established with the objective 

of producing a Neighbourhood Development Plan for the unparished area of Buxton.  

The creation of a neighbourhood forum was a project of the Buxton Town Team which involved a 

series of public meetings as well as discussions with other community organisation, such as Buxton 

Civic Association, Transition Buxton, Vision Buxton, Churches Together, and residents’ associations. 

The outcome of these meetings was a decision to set up a CIC to take forward the creation of the 

neighbourhood plan.  

Following the registration of the CIC (https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/12038268), the 

steering group organised public meetings in central Buxton,  Fairfield, Harpur Hill and Burbage to 

explain the reasons for creating a neighbourhood plan, discuss the possible content of the plan and 

recruit members.   

We now have sufficient members to apply for recognition as a qualifying body under the Localism 

Act and consider that membership is drawn from all wards across Buxton and from different sections 

of the community complying with the conditions in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 Act1.  

 All our members are resident in Buxton and about one third of the membership also work in the 

town, including in retail, hospitality, architectural consulting, and cultural and heritage consulting. 

Several members own businesses in the town, and quite a few are also active members of other 

community organisations. Two members of the Forum are members of High Peak Borough Council, 

Cllr Jean Todd and Cllr Keith Savage.  Members range in age from mid-twenties to eighties.  

In addition to members, the mailing list of the forum includes another 50 people who have asked to 

be kept up to date with the progress of the plan. We also have a Facebook page which has 85 

followers, most of whom are not duplicates of the people on our membership and contacts lists.  We 

believe that, if we are recognised as a qualifying body and can apply for a Locality grant, we will be 

easily able to extend our network of contacts by holding public events and creating an engaging 

Website.  

Once recognised, we plan to work closely with other community organisations on the creation of the 

plan, given that there is considerable expertise in these organisations on many of the issues of 

interest that were identified at our meetings, for example, transport, sustainability and the 

protection of green spaces.  

 

 

                                                           
1
 [Section 61F(5) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as applied to neighbourhood plans by section 38A 

of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
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Interest in Area
Name Resident Worker Councillor
Jane Reynolds Y
Joe Dugdale Y Y
Richard Silson Y
Mary Fairhurst Y
Simon Rogerson Y
Rosemary Wood Y
Janet Miller Y
Adam Swain-Fossey Y Y
Peter Crook Y
Gemma Ball Y Y
Alan Purser Y
Suzannah Allen Y
Clare Parmacott Y
Matthew Blackwood Y Y
Roddie MacLean Y Y
Matthew Nuttall Y Y
Suzanne Pearson Y Y
Kate MacLean Y Y
Teresa Roper Y Y
Hannah Catrin Davies Y
Alan Thompson Y
Benjamin Evens Y
Barbara Stringer Y
Guy Rees Y
Christopher Hallam Y Y
Charles Jolly Y
Patricia Thompson Y Y
Richard Lower Y Y
John Robertson Y
Jean Ball Y Y
Mike Monaghan Y
Robin Edwards Y
JeanTodd Y Y
Rob Wakeling Y
Scott Murcott Y Y
Alyson Philips Y
Keith Savage Y Y
Derek Bodey Y
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Neighbourhood Area Responses 

Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Area Designation Officer Response 

Bodey D   X   The area is that part of High Peak that is not parished. Buxton has 
suffered from not having the ability to influence matters at this level. The 
proposed Neighbourhood Forum would allow this to be addressed. 

Support noted. 

Ball J  X   Makes sense. Support noted. 
Lawton G  X   It seems a good choice.  However, I am unclear on the relationship 

between this Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan 2016.  There may 
be planning issues that were included in the Local Plan that people may 
have objected to had they known its purpose and the effect of including 
things within it.  This neighbourhood area initiative sounds like an 
excellent way to engage with people in a meaningful way without it 
being seen as bureaucratic exercise by the Town Hall. 

An example would be the inclusion of the fields above Dukes Drive and 
behind Cote Heath Allotments into housing allocation by the Local Plan 
2016.  People are shocked to discover that 338 houses are proposed 
for that cherished land and feel that it was "sneaked into" the Local Plan 
2016 and didn't realise that this gives the go-ahead for land owners and 
developers who see it as meaning granting of planning permission is a 
formality.  Had people been better informed about the purpose of the 
Local Plan 2016, there would have been many objections.  It is good to 
see this land included in the area covered.  Would this forum have the 
ability to review and amend the local plan, or will it just be a paper 
exercise? 

Comments noted. 
Neighbourhood Plans and 
Local Plans are both part of 
the overall Development Plan 
for an area once adopted. 
Policies included within 
Neighbourhood Plans are 
prepared by local 
communities and add local 
detail. Neighbourhood Plans 
must be in conformity with 
their Local Plan. The High 
Peak Local Plan is prepared 
by HPBC however the 
Neighbourhood Forum would 
have the opportunity to 
participate in any review of 
the document.  

Morgan H    X Irrelevant.  It's defined by ward boundaries. The proposed boundary is 
the same as the unparished 
area of Buxton and is 
considered to be logical. The 
unparished area is different 
to the ward boundaries that 
cover the Buxton area.  

Lower R  X   Perfect area as does not overlap with other parish councils. Support noted.  
Billingham C  X   I think this is a great opportunity for the people of Buxton to have their 

say. 
Support noted. 

Partridge T    X I have lived and worked in the Buxton area for a number of years 
now. The majority of my commutes and visits to town are done either 

Comments noted. Safer 
walking and cycling routes 
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Area Designation Officer Response 

by bicycle or on foot. Recently I have been lobbying local council, 
county council and our MP to introduce safer ways of cycling and 
walking in and around Buxton for people that live, work, go to school, 
shop and spend valuable leisure time here.  Buxton does not have a 
safe cycling or walking infrastructure. 

If the proposed neighbourhood area can help support this, then we will 
look back on it as a success for everyone that lives, learns or works 
here. I recognised early on that it is difficult for one person to change 
the way that local government perceives a particular situation, but a 
larger group is more likely to make things happen. 

could be one aspect 
considered by the 
neighbourhood forum.  
 
 

Purchase R  X   (Summary) Yes, it's good to see that the area goes beyond the town 
centre and covers important areas of countryside such as Cunningdale 
which, as an important area for biodiversity needs protection from any 
DCC proposals for future development.  

We also need to have a far more ambitious and holistic view of planning 
and development and the preservation and enhancement of our green 
spaces, especially developing corridors for wildlife and far greater 
environmental awareness around the new building developments that 
do take place. 

Comments noted. 
Biodiversity and green 
corridors could be one aspect 
considered by the 
neighbourhood forum. 
 
 

Williamson G  
 

X   I agree that the proposed geographical coverage for the neighbourhood 
area is appropriate: 

i) It has no coverage within any current Neighbourhood Plan. 

ii) The current White Paper "Planning for the Future" provides for the 
definition of three types of areas (protected, substantial growth 
development and renewal). The first stage of planning decisions in the 
last two area types would be taken (within certain parameters) 
without local consultation.  (I acknowledge that deliberations 
about this are still ongoing.) A thoughtfully constructed 
Neighbourhood Plan would enable the local definition of the three area 
types within the Plan's proposed geography. This would provide a 
framework for planning decisions, with optimum trade-offs between 
competing needs and alignment with the Local Plan already considered. 

Comments noted. The 
outcome of the ‘White Paper’ 
is still to be determined and 
plans should be prepared in 
line with the relevant 
Regulations at that time.  The 
proposed neighbourhood 
area includes the countryside 
surrounding Buxton and 
policies relating to this could 
be considered for inclusion in 
any forthcoming 
neighbourhood plan. 
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Area Designation Officer Response 

A Neighbourhood Plan could be developed without the immediate 
pressures of specific planning applications.  

iii) The designated area has considerable potential for wealth and job 
creation due to current investment in its spa and architectural heritage. 
It embraces the urban areas of Buxton and Fairfield, as well as the 
outlying rural areas that look to these centres for employment, shops, 
entertainment and services. The rural areas in turn provide recreational 
facilities and further employment associated with rural tourism and 
agriculture for those in the urban areas and beyond. The proposed 
boundaries encompass areas of deprivation and social problems. The 
natural environments and current agricultural land within the boundaries 
offer attractive surroundings for residents and visitors. They are 
however, under threat - unless carefully managed they will suffer 
reduction in area and further environmental degradation. It makes 
sense to plan for all these elements as an integrated operation and the 
proposed geographical boundaries of the Neighbourhood Plan would 
facilitate this.  

Fox D  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Cohen J  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Purchase D  X   I welcome that the plan area includes Cunningdale and the other natural 

areas in the immediate vicinity of the town. 
Comments noted. 

Derbyshire NFU 
(Critchlow)  

  X The proposed area is several times the size of the urban area of Buxton. 
Whilst the surrounding countryside is an important part of the character 
of Buxton it must not be fossilised in time. There are a number of 
agricultural businesses that must be allowed to thrive and develop both 
agriculturally and in diversified ways. Diversification is often a feature of 
these farms already and they must be allowed to continue to develop 
these enterprises and possible new ones especially as future 
government support for agriculture is likely to diminish. These 
businesses significantly contribute to the local economy as the money 
they generate is spent using local trades people for services, 
maintenance and new projects. Without viable rural and land based 
businesses within the wider Buxton area the landscape will not be 
maintained.  

Comments noted. The 
proposed neighbourhood 
area includes the countryside 
surrounding Buxton and 
policies relating to this could 
be considered for inclusion in 
any forthcoming 
neighbourhood plan. 
 
 

MacLean R  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Area Designation Officer Response 

High Peak Access 
Group  

X   (See comments below regarding response to Forum) N/A 

Dickson K  X   I understand that the boundary follows the line of surrounding parishes 
and includes all unparished land in and around Buxton.  This make 
logical sense, even if it means it cuts through Harpur Hill and the HSE 
site rather awkwardly. 

Comments noted. The 
boundary is the same as the 
unparished area of Buxton 
and is considered to be 
logical,   however the 
boundary does cut through 
the Health and Safety 
Executive site and the 
Industrial Estate at Harpur 
Hill. Any forthcoming 
neighbourhood plan policies 
for this location should take 
this into account.  

Derbyshire County 
Council  

  X Thank you for consulting Derbyshire County Council (DCC) on the 
application to designate a Neighbourhood Area and Forum for Buxton. 
The comments below are DCC’s Member and Officers’ technical 
comments on the applications. 

Local Member Comments 
Councillors Linda Grooby and Tony Kemp, the Local County Council 
Members for Buxton North and East, and Buxton West Electoral 
Divisions respectively, have been consulted. Councillor Grooby has 
responded as follows: 
‘I confirm I am happy for HPBC to proceed with this application’. 

Officer Comments 
The boundary is simply the same as ‘unparished’ Buxton and so is 
logical in that respect. However, this does mean that half of Harpur Hill 
Industrial Estate and the HSE Laboratories would be outside of the 
area, and consequently any forthcoming neighbourhood plan policies 
for these locations would need to take this into account. 

Comments noted. The 
boundary is the same as the 
unparished area of Buxton 
and is considered to be 
logical however the boundary 
does cut through the Health 
and Safety Executive site and 
the Industrial Estate at 
Harpur Hill. Agree that any 
forthcoming neighbourhood 
plan policies for this location 
should take this into account.  
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Neighbourhood Forum Responses 

Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Forum Designation Officer Response 

Bodey D  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Ball  J  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Lawton G  X   It seems a good choice.  However, I am unclear on the relationship 

between this Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan 2016.  There 
may be planning issues that were included in the Local Plan that 
people may have objected to had they known its purpose and the 
effect of including things within it.  This neighbourhood area initiative 
sounds like an excellent way to engage with people in a meaningful 
way without it being seen as bureaucratic exercise by the Town Hall. 

An example would be the inclusion of the fields above Dukes Drive 
and behind Cote Heath Allotments into housing allocation by the Local 
Plan 2016.  People are shocked to discover that 338 houses are 
proposed for that cherished land and feel that it was "sneaked into" 
the Local Plan 2016 and didn't realise that this gives the go-ahead for 
land owners and developers who see it as meaning granting of 
planning permission is a formality.  Had people been better informed 
about the purpose of the Local Plan 2016, there would have been 
many objections.  It is good to see this land included in the area 
covered.  Would this forum have the ability to review and amend the 
local plan, or will it just be a paper exercise? 

Comments noted. 
Neighbourhood Plans and 
Local Plans are both part of 
the overall Development 
Plan for an area once 
adopted. Policies included 
within Neighbourhood Plans 
are prepared by local 
communities and add local 
detail. Neighbourhood Plans 
must be in conformity with 
their Local Plan. The High 
Peak Local Plan is prepared 
by HPBC however the 
Neighbourhood Forum would 
have the opportunity to 
participate in any review of 
the document. 

Goodman H  X   Wholeheartedly back this proposal but I want to see a more 
diverse membership. The group is made up of largely retired 
people, who will take a certain view of the needs for 
development. I want to see wider spectrum of race, economic 
income, disabilities, working people including self employed, 
benefit claimers etc.  

How do people join?  

Comments noted. The 
information submitted as part 
of the applications included a 
statement and constitution 
which sets out the extent to 
which the membership is 
drawn from different places 
within the area and how it 
includes different age groups 
and sections of the 
community. The constitution 
provides details of how 
individuals can apply to join 
the forum.  
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Forum Designation Officer Response 

Morgan H    X I have mixed views. On the plus side, anything that can be done to 
encourage participation of local people in their community is to be 
welcomed, so I am loathe to condemn the proposal.   It is likely to be 
very well-intentioned. 

However, surely the drawing up of such plans is the role of the local 
councillors assisted by council officers?   Clearly a mechanism for 
gathering the community together to achieve that will be a help, but I 
am remain unconvinced that creating another voluntary group in an 
appropriate method.  In particular the concept of membership and 
areas is superfluous – the areas are defined by wards, and the 
membership by electoral records and council tax payments. 

My other doubt is the undefined remit of the body, as I have doubts it 
will have little effective power other than to decide the likes of what 
colour lights should be on the town’s Christmas tree.  All meaningful 
decisions were taken some four years ago when a Local Plan was 
created, which the proposed body will have no power to 
challenge.  And review of such a critical document may be needed as 
there are not many of the public who were aware of the significance 
of such a document, let alone had the time to wade through such a 
large document and comment, not to mention how constraining it is to 
have something fixed in stone for another ten years despite any 
changes in the wider world such as all the housing estates popping up 
on green fields around town.  Even where the views of the body were 
to be allowed to be heard, I remain doubtful whether in practice they 
would carry weight – for example, considering the planning application 
for the housing development at the Cattle Market car park where many 
residents engaged and rejected the proposal but where a single 
objection from a voluntary body such as that suggested would not 
have carried as much weight even though it may have represented a 
larger number of people and might even have double counted their 
objection if they also made an individual response. 

So overall by response would be to abstain.  Lovely that these people 
care so much about their area, many of whom are already active in 
the plethora of similar organisations in the area such as Vision Buxton, 

Comments noted. 
Neighbourhood Plans and 
Local Plans are both part of 
the overall Development Plan 
for an area once adopted. 
Policies included within 
Neighbourhood Plans are 
prepared by local 
communities and add local 
detail. Neighbourhood Plans 
must be in conformity with 
their Local Plan which is 
prepared by HPBC.  
 
As part of the information 
submitted as part of the 
applications the Buxton 
Neighbourhood Forum has 
provided a statement and 
constitution which sets out 
their objectives and how the 
forum will operate.  
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Forum Designation Officer Response 

Transition Buxton, Buxton Town Team etc all with their slightly 
different remits, memberships, chairpeople and secretaries etc.  I can’t 
see how another one would help and would prefer to see the existing 
democratic process strengthened.  It’s great to see the councillors 
involved – give them help to get out in their communities and bring 
them together.   If you really want to take it forward, please be clear 
about what it can and cannot do otherwise you risk creating a lip 
service response to an area we all care passionately about. 

Lower R  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Billingham C  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Partridge T    X I hope that this is not just a box ticking exercise with no or little political 

will to make our town a decent place to live and work and with no 
change to the way that people are given a lower priority than cars and 
lorries. 

Otherwise, I generally agree that the forum meets the general legal 
requirements. 

Comments noted. Safer 
walking and cycling routes 
could be one aspect 
considered by the 
neighbourhood forum.  
 
 

Purchase  X   This is a much-needed development to get an official voice for the 
people of Buxton in the developments made in the Town. With no 
parish or town council Buxton has been poorly served in the past by 
having no coherent voice to talk about what is and isn't appropriate for 
us. I think that the environmental inputs will be essential as we fight to 
save areas of biodiversity from unneeded and unsympathetic 
development. It is also important to gather the views of a range of 
people and ages and I think the proposed forum does this. 

Support noted. 

Williamson G  X   I agree that the proposed Neighbourhood Forum meets the legal 
needs: 

i) As reported in the Statement and Constitution of the proposed 
Development Plan Forum, the initial members of the forum represent 
different age-groups, relevant localities and occupational status. The 
members are sufficient in number to formulate a Plan and take it 
forward as required. Of those I know personally, there are individuals 
with extensive experience of networking with different local 
organisations, of integrating paid experts with volunteer workers and 
also of undertaking projects in the public interest. Some have sound 

Support noted. 
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Forum Designation Officer Response 

experience of the financial and legal aspects needed for the task. The 
necessary knowledge areas ie architecture, planning, agriculture, 
local social welfare related to poverty and housing issues, 
management of woodland and rivers and education/young people are 
all represented in the mix of skills held by the initial team. In addition, 
many initial members have extensive local networks and any further 
knowledge areas required should be available within these. The 
written case for the Forum, which covers all the legal requirements, 
could be implemented effectively by this team.  

ii) See also point 1iii (area) for comments on “reflecting the character 
of the area”.  
 

Fox D  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Cohen J  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
Purchase D  X   This seems to me to fit the bill for what is needed in such a group. Support noted. 
Derbyshire NFU 
(Critchlow)  

  X Some places on the forum should be reserved for people representing 
rural businesses including agriculture 

Comments noted. The 
constitution provides details 
of how individuals can apply 
to join the forum. 

MacLean R  X   (No comments submitted) Support noted. 
High Peak Access 
Group  

X   High Peak Access have received an invitation to comment on this 
consultation and wish to take the opportunity to support the 
application. We agree with the objectives as set out in the constitution 
as stated below. 

• To prepare a Neighbourhood Plan for the Buxton area; 
• To promote or improve the social, economic, health and 

environmental well-being of the Buxton area; 
• To promote the cultural and heritage aspects of the Buxton 

area; 
• To provide homes that serve the needs of the community; 
• To support thriving businesses; 
• To enhance community cohesion; 

Comments noted.  
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Name/Organisation Agree Disagree General  
Comment 

Response – Forum Designation Officer Response 

• To continue to maintain the neighbourhood plan when 
necessary. 

Whilst we do not feel the need to seek membership, we would like to 
be kept informed of progress and would wish to be consulted on any 
proposals that would impact on the welfare, access and opportunities 
for disabled people within the area of the Forum. 

We would also suggest that any meetings, information issued or 
events held by the Forum should be fully accessible. Advice on this 
can be obtained from our website,  www.highpeakaccess.org.uk  or by 
contact through the website. 

Dickson K  X   I do not recognise all the names on the membership list so cannot 
confirm categorically that they represent all areas of Buxton – 
however, the fact that I do not recognise them all, despite being a 
resident of Buxton for over 28 years and involved in community 
activities, is an indication that they are not ‘all the usual suspects’ and 
that they present a wide range of interests. 

Comments noted. 

 

General Comments 

Name / Organisation Response Officer Response 
SSA Planning  
(McGovern M)  

I have no comment on the designation applications but would request that I am added to the 
forums consultation database/list so that I am included in the future consultations on the draft and 
submitted Neighbourhood Plan should the designation applications be approved.   

Comments noted.  
 
 

Natural England  (Summary) Natural England does not wish to make a comment on the suitability of the proposed 
plan area or the proposed neighbourhood planning body.  However, would like to take this 
opportunity to provide information sources the neighbourhood planning body may wish to use in 
developing the plan / order, and to highlight some of the potential environmental risks and 
opportunities that neighbourhood plans may present. (These are set out in an annex to this letter.)  

Comments noted.  
 
 

Goodwin B  I think the cast iron and glass colonnade should be reinstated wherever it was originally. 
Expensive I know, but maybe the National Lottery would contribute. 

Comments noted. Design is 
one aspect that could be 
considered by the 
neighbourhood forum. 

RSPB  No comments on this occasion. Comments noted. 
Historic England  No comments at this stage. Comments noted. 
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Name / Organisation Response Officer Response 
Coal Authority  Our records indicate that within the Neighbourhood Plan area, proposed for designation, 

there are coal mining legacy features present at shallow depth, including approximately 7 
mine entries and reported surface hazards.  

If the Neighbourhoods Plan, once drafted, proposes to allocate any new sites for 
development consideration should be given to whether the sites are in the areas where 
past coal mining legacy is present and if so, what risks these may pose to the 
development proposals.  Where mine entries are present on a site this may impact on the 
quantum of development which can be accommodated, as we would expect any buildings 
to avoid being located over, or close to, these features.  

The Coal Authority is of the opinion that building over the top of, or in close proximity to, 
mine entries should be avoided wherever possible, even after they have been capped, in 
line with our adopted policy: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-on-or-within-the-influencing-
distance-of-mine-entries 

Comments noted.  
 
 

Manchester Airports 
Group  

Thank you for notifying Manchester Airport of the application to designate a 
neighbourhood area and forum for Buxton. Should this neighbourhood area and forum be 
designated please could you ensure that Manchester Airport is consulted as a statutory 
consultee on the preparation of the subsequent neighbourhood plan or development 
order. This is on the grounds of our statutory role in the planning process as Aerodrome 
Safeguarding Authority and to advise on any matters relating to proposed airspace 
change. Please use the contact details provided. 

Comments noted.  
 
 

Canal & River Trust  Thank you for your consultation. I can confirm that the Canal & River Trust holds no 
assets within the proposed Neighbourhood Area and therefore has no comment to make 
at this time. 

Comments noted. 

National Grid  
 

(Summary) National Grid has appointed Avison Young to review and respond to 
Neighbourhood Plan consultations on its behalf. We are instructed by our client to submit 
the following representation with regard to the current consultation on the above 
document. 

National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (NGET) owns and maintains the electricity 
transmission system in England and Wales. The energy is then distributed to the 
electricity distribution network operators across England, Wales and Scotland. National 
Grid Gas plc (NGG) owns and operates the high-pressure gas transmission system across 
the UK. In the UK, gas leaves the transmission system and enters the UK’s four gas 

Comments noted.  
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Name / Organisation Response Officer Response 
distribution networks where pressure is reduced for public use. National Grid Ventures 
(NGV) is separate from National Grid’s core regulated businesses. NGV develop, operate 
and invest in energy projects, technologies, and partnerships to help accelerate the 
development of a clean energy future for consumers across the UK, Europe and the 
United States.  

An assessment has been carried out with respect to National Grid’s electricity and gas 
transmission assets which include high voltage electricity assets and high-pressure gas 
pipelines. National Grid has identified that it has no record of such assets within the 
Neighbourhood Plan area. National Grid provides information in relation to its assets at: 
www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-
files/. Information regarding the electricity distribution network is available 
at: www.energynetworks.org.uk . Information regarding the gas distribution network is 
available by contacting: plantprotection@cadentgas.com.  

Information outlining guidance on development close to National Grid infrastructure is 
supplied. 

Please remember to consult National Grid on any Neighbourhood Plan Documents or site-
specific proposals that could affect our assets. 

Severn Trent Water  Thank you for giving Severn Trent Water the opportunity to comment on the Application 
for designation of a Neighbourhood Area and Neighbourhood Forum for Buxton. 

We currently have no specific comments to make however, please keep us informed as 
your plans develop and when appropriate we will be able to offer a more detailed 
response. 

Comments noted.  
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HIGH PEAK BOROUGH COUNCIL

The Executive

11 February 2021

TITLE: Water in Buxton – Supplementary Planning 
Document

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Councillor Anthony McKeown, Leader of the 
Council 

CONTACT OFFICER: Mark James, Principal Planning Officer

WARDS INVOLVED: Corbar, Barms, Stone Bench, Cote Heath, 
Buxton Central, Burbage

Appendices Attached:

Appendix 1- Draft Water in Buxton Supplementary Planning Document
Appendix 2 - Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening Report

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 To notify Councillors of the draft Water in Buxton Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) and plans for public consultation. Feedback on the document 
and plans for consultation is also sought.

2. Recommendation

2.1 That Councillors note the purpose and content of the draft SPD and approve 
its publication for consultation purposes.

2.2 That Councillors note the findings of the Strategic Environmental Assessment 
(SEA) Screening Report.

3. Executive Summary

3.1 A draft SPD has been prepared to provide further guidance for Local Plan 
Policy S7 (Buxton Sub-Area Strategy) and Policy EQ1 (Climate Change) 
insofar as they relate to the following water related constraints in the Buxton 
area:

a. Protection of the quality and quantity of mineral water sources in Buxton
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b. Minimising phosphate levels in River Wye which forms part of the Peak 
District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

3.2 The Council has appointed Wood PLC to assist with the preparation of the 
SPD and public consultation. The draft document has also been informed to 
date by input from Natural England, the Environment Agency, Derbyshire 
County Council, Severn Trent Water and Nestle Waters. A full public 
consultation is now proposed. Following a review of responses, the Council 
will then be able to consider the adoption of the SPD. The document will 
become a material consideration to relevant planning applications in the 
Buxton area. 

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The protection of water quality and supply links to Corporate Plan Aim 4: 
Protect and improve the environment including responding to the climate 
emergency.

5. Alternative Options

5.1 This report does not seek a decision from the Economy and Growth Select 
Committee. As such, there are no alternative options to consider.

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)

None direct

6.2 Workforce

Officer time allocated towards the preparation of the SPD.

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment

None direct

6.4 Financial Considerations

Consultants have been appointed to prepare the document working with the 
Council. The cost has been met from the Crescent Risk Management budget, 
assisted by a grant from the Council’s Risk Management Group.

6.5 Legal

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 makes provision for the 
preparation of Supplementary Planning Documents. 
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Regulations 11 to 16 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 set out the procedural requirements for their 
preparation and adoption. As updated by the Town and Country Planning (Local 
Planning) (England) (Coronavirus) (Amendment) Regulations 2020.

The Water Framework Directive, the Groundwater Directive, Habitats Directive, 
Flood and Water Management Act 2010 and the Natural mineral water, spring 
water and bottled drinking water (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2018 are 
also of relevance and are considered in the draft Supplementary Planning 
Document.   

6.6 Climate Change

Policy EQ1 (Climate Change) of the High Peak Local Plan provides for 
increased water efficiency in new housing reflecting the need to support 
measures that help to reduce phosphate loading in the River Wye and more 
broadly, support sustainable use of water resources. 

This policy is one of two in the Local Plan which underpin the Supplementary 
Planning Document. 

6.7 Consultation

A period of public consultation is proposed in accordance with the Council’s 
Statement of Community Involvement and sections 12 and 13 of the Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (as amended). 
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Coronavirus) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2020 extend the period within which paper copies of 
consultation documents are not required to be made available at the Councils 
principal office until 31 December 2021. 

6.8 Risk Assessment

The need for guidance to ensure that policies in the Local Plan to protect the 
quality and quantity of mineral waters in Buxton are effectively applied was 
identified by the Buxton Water risk group– an officer led risk management group. 

The Supplementary Planning Document will provide information and guidance 
to developers, members of the public and officers that supplement local plan 
policy and reduces the risk that development in the Buxton area may 
compromise the quality and quantity of mineral waters in the Buxton area and 
adversely effect water quality in the River Wye SSSI which is a component of 
the Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC).

Neil W. Rodgers
Executive Director (Place)
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Web Links and
Background Papers

Contact details

High Peak Local Plan - 
https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/media/160/The-High-
Peak-Local-Plan-Adopted-April-
2016/pdf/The_High_Peak_Local_Plan_Adopted_April_2
016.pdf?m=1514473710280

High Peak Statement of Community Involvement - 
https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/media/4047/High-Peak-
SCI-adopted-February-
2019/pdf/High_Peak_SCI_adopted_February_2019.pdf
?m=1553776998070

Local Plan Habitat Regulations Assessment - 
https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/media/961/Habitats-
regulation-assessment-March-
2014/pdf/Habitats_Regulation_Assessment_March_201
41.pdf?m=1480336771423

National Planning Policy Framework – 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/upl
oads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPP
F_Feb_2019_revised.pdf

The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 - 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/767/part/5/made

The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) (Coronavirus) (Amendment) Regulations 
2020 - 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/731/introductio
n/made

Mark James, Principal Planning Officer, 
mark.james@highpeak.gov.uk

7. Detail

Background

7.1 Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD) can be prepared by local planning 
authorities to provide guidance to developers, land owners, planning agents 
and the Council on specific planning policies. SPDs are capable of being 
material considerations in the determination of planning applications but they 
do not form part of the statutory development plan. As such, they cannot be 
used to introduce new policies. Outside of the Peak District National Park, the 
statutory development plan in High Peak consists of the adopted High Peak 
Local Plan (2016), the Chapel-en-le-Frith Neighbourhood Plan and the 
minerals and waste plans prepared by Derbyshire County Council.

7.2 The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 
set out the requirements for the preparation of SPDs. The National Planning 
Policy Framework and associated guidance acknowledge the role of SPDs in 
providing further guidance for local policies. Regulation 8 (3) states that; “Any 
policies contained in a supplementary planning document must not conflict 
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with the adopted development plan”. It is also made clear in the national 
planning practice guidance that SPDs should not add unnecessarily to the 
financial burdens on development.

Purpose and scope of the Supplementary Planning Document

7.3 The SPD will provide further guidance on two water related constraints 
identified in the Local Plan which are specific to the Buxton area:

a. The protection of the quality and quantity of mineral water sources in Buxton

b. The need to minimise phosphate levels in River Wye which forms part of the 
Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

7.4 Local Plan Policy S7 (Buxton Sub-Area Strategy) and Policy EQ1 (Climate 
Change) establish the broad policy requirements for these two constraints that 
SPD is seeking to elaborate on. Relevant extracts from these two policies are 
provided below. If a Neighbourhood Plan for Buxton is taken forward, it must be 
in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Local Plan, including the 
following which underpin the proposed SPD.

Policy S7 (Buxton Sub-Area Strategy)

Policy S7 seeks to “establish Buxton as England’s leading spa town and 
consolidate its role as the principal service centre for the Peak District by” 
(amongst other proposals):

“Protecting the quality and supply of natural mineral water. Development, 
including proposals for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) should have 
regard to the Buxton Mineral Water Catchment Area, and Nitrate Vulnerable and 
Groundwater Source Protection Zones in terms of their impact on water quality 
and quantity;

Requiring new development to demonstrate compliance with Policy EQ1 in 
relation to the adoption of high water efficiency standards and measures to 
recycle and minimise water consumption;

Working with partner organisations through the River Wye Water Pollution 
Plan to protect water quality on the River Wye SSSI which is a component of 
the Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC).”

Policy EQ1 (Climate Change)

Policy EQ 1 sets out the Council’s overarching approach for mitigating and 
adapting to climate change. This includes the following requirement: 

“Applications for new build residential development in the Buxton Sub-Area 
should meet the optional national technical requirement for water efficiency of 
110 litres per person per day to minimise the phosphate load to the River Wye 
via discharges from the Buxton Sewage Treatment Works, unless it can be 
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demonstrated that doing so would adversely impact on a scheme’s viability; and 

“Supporting high water efficiency standards and measures to recycle and 
minimise water consumption.”

7.5 Policy EQ1 also seeks the achievement of good BREEAM standards in non-
residential development over 1,000m2 unless it can be demonstrated that it is 
not technical feasibility or financially viable. BREEAM incorporates measures 
of water efficiency in non-residential development.

7.6 In relation to the requirement to protect the quality and quantity of mineral 
water sources in Buxton, this policy is longstanding and also featured in the 
previous Local Plans given the importance of the waters to the identity of 
Buxton, the new spa hotel and the local economy. However, the Local Plan 
does not provide any detail on what measures should be taken to protect the 
water quality and supply through the development and planning process. 

7.7 Furthermore, recent work related to the Crescent has increased our 
understanding of the physical location of areas in Buxton at greater risk of 
potential mechanical disruption or contamination of source waters. In 2017 the 
Council undertook a water risk management review to look at ways to improve 
the risk management of the thermal waters.  Part of that project looked at 
planning policy and implementation in High Peak. It was determined that 
further guidance by way of an SPD should be provided to planners and to 
developers to assist them to comply with policy and ultimately to protect all 
mineral water sources in Buxton.

7.8 The draft SPD (Appendix 1) includes the following to inform the consideration 
of potential impacts on water sources and minimise associated risks:

 Identification of relevant legislation and policies, including, the Water 
Framework Directive, the Habitats Directive, water and Flood management Act 
2010, Natural Mineral Water, Spring Water and Bottled Drinking Water 
(England) (Amendment) Regulations 2018, local and national planning policy

 Highlighting the Environment Agency’s Source Protection Zones (SPZs) which 
are used to identify and protection sources of drinking water and the Buxton 
Mineral Water Catchment Zone (as identified on the Local Plan Policies Map)

 Identification of a Core Protection Area and an Extended Protection Area to 
help determine whether the application needs greater consideration1 

 Requiring risk assessments and method statements for bore holes, shallow 
excavations, excavation of basement extensions or developments including 
subterranean basements by way of conditions on planning consents where 
necessary

 Requirements for Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems and septic tanks
 Encouragement for developers to engage at the pre-application stage. In 

particular, within the Core and Extended Protection Areas advice from a 
hydrogeologist may be helpful as a preliminary step. For significant proposals, 

1 These protection areas, when considered in combination with the SPZs, are considered to form a 
more accurate and current understanding of the geological position than the Buxton Mineral Water 
Catchment Zone which is based on historical data
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consultation with Natural England and the Environment Agency (EA) prior to 
the submission of a planning application is also advised

 Highlighting instances where planning consent may not be required but where 
works could still pose a risk to water quality and supply. This includes ground 
source heating and cooling systems for which developers are advised to refer 
to relevant guidance issued by the Environment Agency.

7.9 The issue of phosphate levels in the River Wye is a more recent consideration 
which was identified during the preparation of the 2016 High Peak Local Plan in 
consultation with Natural England, the Environment Agency and Severn Trent 
Water. The Habitats Regulations Assessment report which informed the Local 
Plan identified the potential for adverse effects from development on the Peak 
District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC) as a result of increasing the 
total phosphate load to the River Wye via discharges from the Buxton Sewage 
Treatment Works. However further investigation of the issue has enabled 
Natural England to be confident that the Sewage Treatment facility at Buxton 
has the ability to deliver the current water quality target for phosphate within the 
headroom in the existing Severn Trent Water licence.

7.10 Nevertheless, in order to preserve that headroom, the Local Plan seeks to apply 
the optional national technical requirement for water efficiency of 110 litres per 
person per day from new residential developments to reduce the load into the 
River Wye. It is expected that this would achieve around a 20% reduction in the 
amount of water discharged to wastewater treatment works compared to the 
average water efficiency of around 143 litres per person per day. This 
requirement is subject to the viability of development. The draft SPD provides 
specific guidance on how the standards could be met, including:

 Integration of water efficient appliances in residential developments (e.g. water 
efficient shower heads, reduced capacity baths, lower flow taps, low flush 
toilets, water efficiency dishwashers and washing machines)

 Water sensitive gardens which reduce the need for hosepipe use and maximise 
water retention

 Rainwater harvesting and “greywater” use measures. Rainwater and 
wastewater from washing machines, baths and sinks can be put to appropriate 
re-use

7.11 The above measures will be secured through planning conditions, including 
reference to the need to meet regulation 36(2)(b) of Part G2 of the Building 
Regulations 2015 (as amended).

Process

7.12 The Council has appointed Wood PLC to prepare the SPD and to provide 
planning support with the consultation.  Hydrogeological support has also 
been sought from Wood’s hydrogeologist, who has been involved in the 
Crescent development work, to assist with the technical guidance given in the 
Codes of Practice for drilling and excavations, appended to the draft SPD.  To 
inform the SPD to date, a stakeholder meeting has been held between the 
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Council, Wood PLC, Natural England, the Environment Agency, Severn Trent 
Water and Nestle Waters UK to discuss the issues and potential measures for 
inclusion in the document. These stakeholders have been identified as being 
particularly critical to the SPD given their respective responsibilities for and 
interest in the protection of water quality in the Buxton area. 

7.13 The draft SPD that has now been prepared is supported by a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) screening statement (Appendix 2). Unlike 
Local Plans, SPDs do not require a Sustainability Appraisal. However, in 
exceptional circumstances they may require an SEA unless it is considered 
likely that there will be significant environmental effects. The screening 
determines if such effects are likely and therefore if a SEA is necessary in 
consultation with the statutory bodies, namely; Natural England, the 
Environment Agency and Historic England. 

7.14 The SEA screening report concludes that an SEA will not be necessary to 
support the SPD “because no significant environmental, social or economic 
effects arising from its implementation have been identified, as it seeks only to 
expand upon and provide guidance for the effective and consistent 
implementation of Local Plan policies” The SEA Screening will now be subject 
to consultation in order to confirm its conclusions. 

7.15 Regulation 12 (b) (ii) of The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 requires that public consultation is undertaken on 
SPDs for a period not less than four weeks. Regulation 35 requires that 
consultation documents are made available at the Council’s principal office 
and other relevant locations and published on the Council’s website. However, 
in light of the current Covid-19 related restrictions, the Town and Country 
Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Coronavirus) (Amendment) Regulations 
2020 removed the requirement to make hard copies available for a temporary 
period up until 31 December 2020. This period has now been extended until 
31 December 2021. 

7.16 Proposals for consultation should also be in accordance with the Council’s 
own policies for consultation on planning. This is set out in the High Peak 
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) which was adopted February 
2019. In relation to consultation on SPDs, the SCI sets out the following:
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7.17 Regarding the deposit of paper copies of consultation documents, the SCI 
states:

“Paper copies of consultation documents will be available to view at Council 
Offices and libraries in line with Regulations. The scope of some documents 
may be restricted to specific parts of the Borough and in these cases only 
appropriately located venues will be used.” (Table 3: Methods the Council will 
use to Engage with the Community)

7.18 As the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Coronavirus) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2020 removes the requirement for the deposit of 
hard copies of documents up to December 2021, it is considered that public 
consultation on the SPD can proceed without any revisions to the SCI. 

7.19 The SPD is now approaching the “public participation” stage. As stated above, 
to date there has been stakeholder engagement to inform the preparation of 
the draft SPD. Due to the technical nature of the document, only targeted 
engagement was undertaken in the preparation phase. 

7.20 Subject to approval by the Executive, public consultation will commence 
shortly in accordance with the SCI for a period of four weeks. Contacts on the 
Council’s planning policy consultation database will be notified of the 
consultation with an emphasis on residents, businesses and stakeholders in 
the Buxton area plus relevant organisations located further afield. A press 
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release and social media will also be used to raise awareness of the 
consultation. Details will be published on the Council’s website and at Buxton 
Library (subject to availability). Hard copies of the document will also be 
available on request.

7.21 The Council and its consultants will then review the consultation responses to 
determine if any amendments to the SPD are required. A summary of those 
individuals consulted, issues raised and how they have been addressed will be 
set out in a “consultation statement”. Councillors will then be asked to consider 
any changes to be made and the adoption of the SPD at a full Council 
meeting. Following adoption, the SPD and an “adoption statement” will be 
published. The SPD will become a material consideration in the determination 
of relevant planning applications in the Buxton area.

Summary of key stages

a. Council considers document for approval for public consultation: February 
2021

b. Public consultation: March – April 2021
c. Consideration of consultation feedback, preparation of “consultation 

statement” and revisions made to SPD if necessary: Spring / Summer 2021
d. Council considers adoption of SPD: Spring / Summer 2021
e. Publication of SPD and “adoption statement” – SPD becomes a material 

consideration to relevant planning applications in the Buxton area: Spring / 
Summer 2021
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Water is a vital resource that the planning system plays a key role in managing. The need to protect 

Buxton’s water resources and water quality is embedded within the adopted High Peak Local Plan 

(the Local Plan) policies EQ1: Climate Change and S7: Buxton Sub-area Strategy.1 The policies 

recognise the need to protect the supply and quality of mineral waters in Buxton – as a significant 

contributor to the economy of the area – and to ensure water efficiency measures are implemented 

to avoid negative ecological effects on the River Wye.  

1.1.2 This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) expands on the Local Plan policies and provides 

further guidance to ensure that development preserves the quality of water resources within the 

Buxton Sub-area and supports water efficiency. The SPD forms part of High Peak Borough Council’s 

suite of planning documents and provides guidance to developers, landowners and members of 

the public to raise awareness of the vital importance of water sources and to enable them to meet 

the requirements of the Local Plan when preparing development proposals and submitting 

planning applications. 

1.1.3 This guidance therefore addresses two separate purposes within the common theme of water 

quality in Buxton.  It: 

⚫ Supports the protection of mineral water sources within the Buxton Sub-area; and 

⚫ Supports effective management of water to improve overall water quality and prevent 

additional phosphates reaching the River Wye. 

1.1.4 This document will be a material consideration when considering planning applications or planning 

appeals. This SPD does not introduce new policy but adds further detail to the policies within the 

Local Plan, specifically policies EQ1 and S7. 

1.2 Background 

The need to protect mineral water sources in Buxton 

1.2.1 Buxton is an area with a number of mineral water springs, one of which is a nationally unique 

potable thermal mineral water of national importance, Buxton thermal waters.  These waters have 

been used since Roman times and Buxton developed as a spa town during the 18th and 19th century 

as many visitors were drawn to the town’s thermal spring. Buxton’s Georgian prosperity is 

evidenced by many of the buildings and pleasure gardens that still define the character of the town 

today.  One of the most important buildings is The Crescent, constructed in 1780 as part of the 

Duke of Devonshire’s plans to establish a fashionable spa town.  The building is Grade 1 listed. 

1.2.2 Today, the thermal water is bottled by Nestlé UK as Buxton Water, which is one of the best known 

natural mineral water brands in the UK.  Their bottling plant, located in Waterswallows near Buxton, 

brings employment and prosperity to the town as well as income to the Council as owner of the 

spring.  The Crescent buildings have been recently renovated and restored for use as a Spa Hotel, 

which also uses the thermal water, in this case for bathing and spa treatments. The Crescent 

redevelopment is expected to play an important role in the regeneration of the town.   

 
1 The High Peak Local Plan was adopted in April 2016. Available via: https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/article/646/The-

Adopted-Local-Plan-2016 
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1.2.3 Another mineral water source relatively recently discovered is Rockhead spring located just outside 

Buxton near Cowdale. This is licenced and used for bottled water production.   

1.2.4 Therefore, water quality or flow impacts to the Buxton mineral waters could be irreparable and 

cause significant economic damage to the town of Buxton and nationally. 

1.2.5 EU legislation and its transposition into regulations for England and Wales2 require that natural 

mineral waters to be used as bottled water are subject to specific requirements, for example, that 

they must be drawn from a specified source which is protected from pollution and that the water 

can only be treated to remove certain naturally-occurring elements before bottling.  

1.2.6 It is therefore vital that the water quality is protected and that the objectives of the policies in the 

Local Plan are met.   

The type of sources, location of sources and how the water arrives at those locations  

1.2.7 Thermal springs are rare in Britain. The Buxton Thermal Springs have been used since Roman times 

and have a long history of use as a mineral water and spa.  They consist of a series of springs that 

discharge at temperatures up to 27.50C through Carboniferous Limestone in the vicinity of The 

Crescent in Buxton.  The location of the springs suggests that the thermal water is capped beneath 

younger strata (shales and sandstones) that exist to the north of The Crescent.  The thermal water 

emerges at the ground surface where the younger rocks are thin or absent.   

1.2.8 The thermal water is unpolluted and has unique chemical characteristics that distinguish it from the 

non-thermal groundwater. The thermal springs are understood to originate from the percolation of 

rainfall into a network of micro-fractures in the Carboniferous Limestone to reach a depth greater 

than 900m. The heated water then returns to the surface, probably following geological faults in the 

limestone strata, a process that takes some 5,000 years.   

1.2.9 Although the thermal water has a greater hydraulic head than the cold groundwater system, there 

is a delicate balance between the cold and thermal groundwater systems and the precise route of 

the waters though the limestone is not entirely known. There is therefore a need to avoid 

disturbing established flow pathways within the limestone in and around the Crescent.  Excavations, 

borehole drilling and piling have the potential to disturb groundwater flow pathways.  The 

construction works associated with creating an excavation or borehole also have the potential to 

cause contamination of the groundwaters, reducing groundwater quality and affecting their unique 

chemical characteristics.   

1.2.10 Rockhead Spring was recognised as a Natural Mineral Water in 2000.  The water is percolated 

through the Carboniferous Limestone similar to the thermal waters but it is not a thermal water and 

is different in composition to the thermal waters at Buxton. Like the thermal waters, the 

groundwater flow pathways through the Carboniferous Limestone are not precisely known.  Any 

excavations or building in the area around Rockhead Spring needs to consider the risk of 

disturbance or contamination to pathways through the limestone that the water moves through. 

The need to manage phosphate levels in the River Wye and the impact of new homes in 

Buxton 

1.2.11 Phosphate is a naturally occurring nutrient and essential for plant and animal growth but it can 

have harmful effects on the ecology of rivers through a process called ‘eutrophication’ where there 

is a reduction in dissolved oxygen caused by an increase in mineral and organic nutrients. This 

process changes algae formation that can lead to a deterioration in conditions that affect the 

 
2 The Natural Mineral Water, Spring Water and Bottle Drinking Water (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2018. 
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suitability of the habitat for certain species. For the River Wye the species affected are White-

clawed crayfish, Brook lamprey and Bullhead. 

1.2.12 There are two principal anthropogenic sources of phosphorus in the River Wye: effluent discharges 

from sewage treatment works, and diffuse phosphorus pollution, mainly in runoff from agricultural 

land. The Wye Valley featuring the River Wye is a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 

which forms part of the Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC)3. SACs are amongst 

the most important and sensitive nature conservation sites and are afforded the highest levels of 

protection under the Habitat Regulations4. Whilst the Habitats Regulations derive from European 

legislation, like many European regulations and directives they continue to take effect having been 

adopted into UK law. Elevated levels of phosphorus can have a detrimental impact on the ecology 

and biodiversity of rivers, and therefore concentration limits have been set.5  

1.2.13 The water produced by housing is acknowledged as a having a direct effect on the amount of 

phosphate in the River Wye once it is discharged from wastewater treatment works (WwTW). The 

need for water efficiency measures to help reduce water produced by housing is therefore 

important to reduce phosphate loading.  

1.3 Why this guidance is needed 

1.3.1 The High Peak Local Plan adopted in 2016 includes two specific policies that relate to water 

resource and quality in the Buxton area: 

⚫ S7: Buxton Sub-area Strategy 

⚫ EQ1: Climate Change 

1.3.2 Although these policies set out the Council’s requirements in relation to mineral water resources, 

water quality, and water efficiency the guidance in this SPD sets out in greater detail: 

⚫ The importance of the policies and why their objectives need to be met; 

⚫ The different types of protection afforded to groundwaters; 

⚫ The potential risk factors; 

⚫ Types of development that may be particularly sensitive;  

⚫ guidance that could be helpful to applicants when considering development proposals; and 

⚫ practical measures that can be undertaken to meet water efficiency measures. 

1.3.3 Any development, whether it is subject to a planning application or not, must not negatively impact 

on the water quality of any receiving watercourse or groundwater. During the development 

process, developers should ensure that any proposal does not negatively deteriorate the ‘status’ of 

any nearby watercourse as defined under the Water Framework Directive (WFD).  An objective for 

the WFD is to prevent deterioration in ‘status’ for all waterbodies.  

1.3.4 The guidance contained in the SPD highlights the importance of water quality and resources in 

Buxton and guides developers and applicants to key resources that can inform development 

proposals at the outset of the design process. 

 
3 See Appendix D for the location of the SAC and component Wye Valley SSSI. 
4 Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended)  
5 The Water Framework Directive target for phosphate load in the Wye is 0.015 mg/l. See: 

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/file/4589265656741888  
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1.4 How to use this Supplementary Planning Document 

1.4.1 The approach set out within this SPD will ensure that water quality and resources within Buxton are 

considered through all stages of the development process in line with the policies of the Local Plan. 

This SPD should therefore be used by: 

⚫ Developers and individuals considering new development, including changes of use for land, or 

engineering proposals; 

⚫ Developers and individuals considering alterations or changes of use to existing sites/buildings; 

and 

⚫ Design and engineering teams when preparing surface water drainage schemes. 

In turn, the Council will use the SPD to help consideration of planning applications and when 

selecting relevant planning conditions. 

1.5 How this Supplementary Planning Document is structured 

1.5.1 The SPD is structured as follows: 

⚫ Section 2 – sets out the legislative and policy context 

⚫ Section 3 – outlines the water protection zones and why they are important 

⚫ Section 4 – provides guidance on pre-application advice 

⚫ Section 5 – sets out guidance to help protect Buxton’s mineral waters 

⚫ Section 6 – sets out how water efficiency measures can be achieved 
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2. Legislation, planning policy and guidance  

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Local planning policy is guided and influenced by European and national legislation as well as 

national planning policy. Sections 2.2 and Section 2.3 consider the European and national context 

respectively and Section 2.4 considers the local policy context.  

2.2 European and National Legislative Context 

The Water Framework Directive 

2.2.1 The Water Framework Directive establishes a framework for the protection of inland surface water, 

estuaries, coastal waters and groundwater. The Water Framework Directive – 2000/60/EC (WFD) 

came into force in England in 2003 via The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive) 

(England and Wales) Regulations 2017. There are four main aims of the WFD: 

⚫ To improve and protect inland and coastal waters; 

⚫ To promote sustainable use of water as a natural resource; 

⚫ To create better habitats for wildlife that lives in and around water; and 

⚫ To create a better quality of life for everyone. 

2.2.2 The WFD sets out status objectives for each river in England. Buxton falls under the Humber River 

Basin Management Plan6. 

Groundwater Protection in Europe 

2.2.3 The Groundwater Directive 2006/118/EC was developed in response to the requirements of Article 

17 of the WFD and set out the technical specifications required for the protection of groundwater 

against pollution and deterioration.  

The Habitats Directive 

2.2.4 The Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 has been transposed in UK law within the 

Conservation and Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). The 

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations seeks to protect biodiversity through the 

conservation of natural habitats and species of wild fauna and flora. 

2.2.5 Sections of the River Wye form part of the Wye Valley Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) - a 

component site of the Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Conservation 

Objectives have set for phosphate levels in the Wye to achieve good ecological status.  

2.2.6 The relevant caselaw must be considered where applicants are required to undertake a project-

based Habitats Regulations Assessment and impacts are identified. Of particular relevance are the 

‘Dutch cases’7.  

 
6 Available via: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/humber-river-basin-district-river-basin-management-plan 
7 Coöperatie Mobilisation for the Environment UA and Others v College van gedeputeerde staten van Limburg 

and Others (C-293/17 & C-294/17) 
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Flood and Water Management Act 2010 

2.2.7 The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (FWMA) places the responsibility for co-ordinating 

‘local flood risk’ management on the relevant county or unitary authority, making them a Lead 

Local Flood Authority (LLFA). In this context, the Act uses the term ‘local flood risk’ to mean flood 

risk from: 

⚫ Surface runoff; 

⚫ Groundwater; and 

⚫ Ordinary watercourses 

The LLFA for High Peak is Derbyshire County Council. 

Natural mineral water, spring water and bottled drinking water (England) (Amendment) 

Regulations 2018 

2.2.8 The purpose of these regulations is to protect human health and ensure a good quality of water for 

consumers. The Regulations transpose EU Directive 2015/1787 into law in England and are 

concerned with monitoring of mineral, spring and bottled drinking water. 

2.3 National Planning Policy Context 

National Planning Policy Framework 

2.3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)8 sets out the Government’s aim for the planning 

system to enhance the natural and local environment by (NPPF, 2019: para. 170):  

“preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being put at unacceptable risk from, 

or being adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution or land 

instability. Development should, wherever possible, help to improve local environmental conditions 

such as air and water quality, taking into account relevant information such as river basin 

management plans.” 

National Planning Practice Guidance 

2.3.2 National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)9 supports the implementation of the NPPF. The PPG 

provides a range of guidance on water supply, wastewater and water quality. Guidance is provided 

on considerations for planning applications, including: 

⚫ Water supply; 

⚫ Water quality; 

⚫ Assessing impacts on water quality; 

⚫ Particular considerations that apply in areas with inadequate wastewater infrastructure; and  

⚫ Where information can be found on the water environment. 

 
8 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2019) National Planning Policy Framework. Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/810197/NPPF_Feb_20

19_revised.pdf  
9 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (2019) Planning Practice Guidance is available via: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/water-supply-wastewater-and-water-quality  
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2.3.3 Applicants should have regard to the NPPF and PPG when preparing development proposals. The 

Council will have regard to the NPPF and PPG when determining applications. 

2.4 Local Planning Policy Context 

2.4.1 The Local Plan sets out policies related to the protection of water quality and supply specifically in 

relation to the Buxton Sub-area. The policies that this SPD supports are: 

Policy S7: Buxton Sub-area Strategy  

2.4.2 Policy S7 seeks to establish Buxton as England’s leading spa town and consolidate its role as the 

principal service centre for the Peak District. It seeks to protect and enhance “the unique character 

of Buxton’s spa heritage, townscape and natural environment to maintain the quality of life and act 

as a catalyst for tourism by” (amongst other things): 

⚫ Protecting the quality and supply of natural mineral water. Development, including proposals for 

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) should have regard to the Buxton Mineral Water 

Catchment Area, and Nitrate Vulnerable and Groundwater Source Protection Zones in terms of 

their impact on water quality and quantity 

⚫ Requiring new development to demonstrate compliance with Policy EQ1 in relation to the 

adoption of high water efficiency standards and measures to recycle and minimise water 

consumption 

⚫ Working with partner organisations through the River Wye Water Pollution Plan to protect water 

quality on the River Wye SSSI which is a component of the Peak District Dales Special Area of 

Conservation (SAC) 

Policy EQ1: Climate Change 

2.4.3 Policy EQ 1 provides for increased water efficiency in new housing10 reflecting the need to support 

measures that help to reduce phosphate loading in the River Wye; and more broadly, support 

sustainable use of water resources. With regards to water quality and efficiency within Buxton the 

policy states that: 

⚫ Applications for new build residential development in the Buxton Sub-Area should meet the 

optional national technical requirement for water efficiency of 110 litres per person per day to 

minimise the phosphate load to the River Wye via discharges from the Buxton Sewage Treatment 

Works, unless it can be demonstrated that doing so would adversely impact on a scheme’s 

viability;  

And additionally, it outlines that a low carbon future will be achieved by (amongst other things): 

⚫ Supporting high water efficiency standards and measures to recycle and minimise water 

consumption. 

2.4.4 In addition to these policies, Policy EQ 10: Pollution Control and Unstable Land sets out the Council 

approach to protect people and environment from unsafe, unhealthy and polluted environments, 

including in relation to watercourses and groundwater. 

 
10 Guidance on the higher housing optional technical standards that are adopted in the Local Plan is available here: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-optional-technical-standards  
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3. Water Protection Areas  

3.1 Types of water 

Natural Mineral Water  

3.1.1 As described in Section 1.2, there are two recognised natural mineral waters arising in and close to 

Buxton: The thermal waters at St Ann’s Spring and associated springs arising close to or under the 

Crescent in Buxton; and Rockhead Spring.   

3.1.2 Natural mineral water is the statutory name for a specific type of water that comes from a named 

underground source that has a constant flow, is pure and has a consistent mineral composition. 

Natural mineral water must be officially recognised through a local authority after a qualifying 

period of two years. Natural mineral water must also be registered with the Food Standards 

Agency.  Once registered the water becomes subject to control under the Natural mineral water, 

spring water and bottled drinking water (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2018 which includes 

restrictions such as a prohibition on chemical additives and certain labelling requirements. 

3.1.3 The natural mineral waters of Buxton should not be confused with ‘spring water’, ‘table water’ or 

‘prepared water’. Spring Water is similar to natural mineral water and comes from a single non-

polluted ground water source, however, unlike natural mineral water there is no formal recognition 

process required although it must still be registered with the local authority. 

3.1.4 Many natural mineral waters begin their lives as spring waters trading as such during the two year 

testing period. Unlike natural mineral waters, spring waters may undergo limited, permitted 

treatments but like natural mineral waters must comply with the bottled drinking water regulations.  

Table or prepared waters can originate from any type of supply, including public water supply, be 

from more than one source, and can also be treated to comply with chemical or microbiological 

safety requirements or to add minerals. They require no official approval or authentication but are 

also subject to the bottled drinking water regulations. 

Water Framework Directive (WFD) water bodies  

3.1.5 The overall objective of the WFD is to establish a framework for protecting water bodies (rivers, 

lakes, estuaries and groundwater) based on a quantitative assessment of their ecological and 

chemical condition. The WFD seeks to achieve Good status in all water bodies. 

3.1.6 The River Wye and its catchment in the Buxton sub-area is a water body recognised by the WFD 

(ref. GB104028058460, name Wye from Source to Monk's Dale11). The current status of the Wye 

from Source to Monk's Dale water body is Moderate based on the assessment of both its ecological 

and chemical condition. Phosphate from sewage treatment works is identified as the most probable 

reason for the water body not achieving Good status but it is recognised that septic tanks and 

surface run off from farming also contribute.   

3.1.7 Two WFD groundwater bodies are also defined for the Buxton sub-area:  

⚫ Derwent - Carboniferous Limestone (ref. GB40401G103100) to the south and east. Buxton 

thermal springs emerge from this groundwater body;  

 
11 Environment Agency Catchment Data Explorer. Available via: https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-

planning/WaterBody/GB104028058460 
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⚫ Derwent - Secondary Combined (ref. GB40402G990400) which is a large waterbody that loops 

around the north, west and east extending well beyond the Buxton Sub-area. 

3.1.8 Both water bodies have overall Poor status due to having Poor chemical status as a result of 

pollution from abandoned mine workings.  However, this occurs outside the Buxton Sub area.  Both 

water bodies have Good quantitative status.   

3.2 Source Protection Zones (SPZ) 

3.2.1 Source Protection Zones (SPZ) are identified by the Environment Agency to protect sources of 

drinking water such as wells, boreholes and springs. The Environment Agency uses SPZ as an initial 

screening tool to identify areas in which some activities or developments may potentially adversely 

affect groundwater intended for human consumption.   

3.2.2 SPZ around location sites are defined by groundwater travel time to an abstraction site using 

information on geology type, rainfall and hydrological boundaries. SPZ are divided into the 

following based on how long it takes for pollutants to travel from the water below ground to the 

point where water is taken12: 

⚫ SPZ1 (Inner Protection Zone) - This zone provides the highest level of protection for 

groundwater sources.  Buxton falls within SPZ1 because groundwater is able to flow very 

rapidly through fissures in some parts of the Carboniferous Limestone aquifer.  Rapid flow 

means that the time of travel for water in the ground is shorter so there is less opportunity for 

contamination to be filtered out or to break down.   

⚫ SPZ2 (Outer Protection Zone) - This zone is larger than SPZ1 and provides protection from 

contaminants that take longer to break down in groundwater.   

⚫ SPZ3 (Total Catchment) - This zone is defined as the total area needed to support the 

abstraction or discharge from the protected groundwater source.  

⚫ SPZ4 (Zone of Special Interest) - These zones highlight areas (mainly on non-aquifers) where 

known local conditions mean that potentially polluting activities could impact on a 

groundwater source. 

3.2.3 The Buxton Sub-area falls with SPZ:1. The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection 

(2018)13 sets out position statements relevant to potentially polluting activities and development 

within SPZ1 and provides an indication of the risk to groundwaters and means of mitigating those 

risks.  Within this SPZ is an area along the northern boundary defined by the Environment Agency 

as an SPZ1c area. This means that within this area the Environment Agency will filter surface 

activities but continue to assess on an individual basis whether controls need to be applied to sub-

surface excavations, based on the nature of and depth of excavation. 

3.2.4 The Council recognises the importance of the SPZ within Policy S7 and requires all development to 

have regard to its importance. Figure 3.1 shows the extent of the Buxton SPZ. Applicants should 

refer to the Council’s interactive mapping service via: 

https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/article/2223/Interactive-local-plan-map.  

 

 
12 Guidance on SPZs and how they are defined can be found via: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/groundwater-source-

protection-zones-spzs#find-groundwater-spzs  
13 Environment Agency (2018) Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection. Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/692989/Envirnment-

Agency-approach-to-groundwater-protection.pdf  
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Figure 3.1 Buxton’ s Source Protection Zone 

 

3.3 Areas of Sensitivity 

3.3.1 The Council has undertaken further hydrogeological work to understand the vulnerability of 

thermal springs within the Environment Agency’s SPZ to help inform the implementation of Policy 

S7. This work has involved detailed consideration of past and present studies into the geology 

underlying Buxton to give an estimation of likely sensitivity in relation to the depth of shale 

overlying the limestone through which the waters flow.  This is of import because any potential 

incursion or intrusion into the limestone could contaminate or disrupt flow to the thermal waters.  

The outcome of this work is the identification of two additional protection areas (see Figure 3.2): 

⚫ Core Protection Area – within 250m of known thermal groundwater associated with Buxton 

thermal springs, older rock is estimated to be less than 25m thick, and the ground area below 

300m AOD (‘above ordinance datum’); and 

⚫ Extended Protection Area – within 500m of known thermal groundwater associated with 

Buxton thermal springs and where the older rock is estimated to be less than 100 m thick. 
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The Core and Extended Protection Areas lie wholly within the Inner Groundwater Source Protection 

Zone (SPZ1) for Buxton thermal springs.   

3.3.2 When considering planning applications, the Council will use these areas to help determine 

whether the application needs greater consideration for the potential impacts on the thermal 

springs (in accordance with Policy S7 objectives). Further specific practical guidance for the 

application of the areas when considering development that comprise drilling or excavations is set 

out in Section 5 and Appendix A and B.
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Figure 3.2 Core Protection Area and Extended Protection Area 
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3.4 Buxton Mineral Water Catchment Area 

3.4.1 The Buxton Mineral Water Catchment Area is shown in Figure 3.3. The Buxton Mineral Water 

Catchment Area is an indicator of where the thermal spring waters are thought to originate.  The 

catchment was drawn up based on best knowledge over 20 years ago and while it retains value 

because precise boundaries and routes of waters are not completely known, it is considered that 

the Core and Extended Protection Areas in combination with the Environment Agency’s SPZ form a 

more accurate current understanding of the geological position where these overlap.  Given the 

importance of safeguarding the mineral water sources a precautionary approach to water 

protection is considered appropriate. 

3.4.2 In addition, for areas that lie only within the Buxton Mineral Water Mineral Catchment area 

consideration must still be given to protecting mineral water sources in accordance with Local Plan 

Policy S7. Furthermore, less is known about the dynamics of the water system and geology serving 

Rockhead Spring which must also be safeguarded and where the Codes of Practice are not 

applicable, although the SPZ may be. 

3.4.3 Applicants should refer to the Buxton Mineral Catchment Area on the Council’s interactive mapping 

service via : https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/article/2223/Interactive-local-plan-map.  

Figure 3.3 Buxton Mineral Water Catchment Area  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Nitrate Vulnerable Zones  

3.5.1 Nitrate Vulnerable Zones (NVZ) are areas designated as being at risk from agricultural nitrate 

pollution. Within NVZs farmers and land managers are required to take steps to prevent manure, 
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fertiliser and soil getting into watercourses to prevent diffuse water pollution.14 The Buxton Sub-

area does not currently include part of an NVZ but NVZ designations are reviewed every four years. 

3.5.2 Land owners can find out if their land is included in a NVZ via the Environment Agency’s online 

mapping services: https://environment.data.gov.uk/farmers/.  

 

 
14 Government guidance for land owners and farmers is available via: www.gov.uk/guidance/rules-for-farmers-and-land-

managers-to-prevent-water-pollution    
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4. Pre-Application Advice  

4.1 Roles and responsibilities 

4.1.1 Pre-application advice helps developers and applicants understand the water management issues 

relating to their proposal in advance of a planning application being submitted. Additionally, 

engagement with the Council can establish what type of planning approval is required and the 

relevant supporting studies or documentation that should be submitted with the application to 

demonstrate the suitability of a proposal. 

4.1.2 To ensure that applications are validated and determined in a timely manner it is important to 

include the relevant information required by the Council.  Applicants are therefore advised to 

consult with the Council utilising the pre-application service for any form of development, and 

particularly, where development may have the potential to impact on water resources.   

4.1.3 In particular, within the Core and Extended Protection Areas advice from a hydrogeologist may be 

helpful as a preliminary step.  Developers may find it helpful to consider the Codes of Practice as 

set out in Section 5 at an early stage of development planning. 

4.1.4 The Council’s pre-application advice service can be found via:  

https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/hp/council-services/planning-and-buildings  

4.1.5 There is no charge for pre-application advice for householders. 

Additional advice 

4.1.6 For significant proposals, applicants should engage the relevant national organisations of Natural 

England and the Environment Agency (EA) prior to the submission of a planning application. 

Additionally, in some cases applicants will need to secure environmental permitting approvals from 

the Environment Agency. This should be sought at the earliest opportunity.  
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5. Protection of mineral water sources in Buxton 

5.1 Types of development: 

Drilling boreholes and digging shallow excavations 

5.1.1 There is a need to avoid changes to hydraulic pressure that could affect the balance between the 

cold and thermal groundwater systems. Excavations into the underlying Carboniferous Limestone 

could potentially present a risk to mineral waters and result in changes to groundwater flow. There 

may also be risks of contamination of the underlying aquifer. 

Legal Requirements to protect groundwater quality  

5.1.2 Under the Environmental Protection Regulations (2016) it is a criminal offence to “cause or 

knowingly permit” groundwater to become polluted. Penalties include fines, imprisonment or both.  

5.1.3 As well as legal requirements not to pollute groundwaters, civil liability may also follow where 

mineral waters are adversely affected by the activities of a third party which could be substantial.  

Developers should take their own advice in this regard and take out appropriate insurance for 

works they may wish to carry out in advance. 

Boreholes 

5.1.4 Policy S7 protects the quality and supply of natural mineral water in the Buxton Sub-area. In order 

to achieve this the Council applies a precautionary approach to the drilling of boreholes within the 

Core Protection Area and Extended Protection Area (Figure 3.2). Borehole drilling in these areas can 

adversely impact the Buxton thermal springs.  

5.1.5 If the proposed drilling location has the potential to be contaminated there is a risk that the 

borehole could lead to pollution of groundwater and migration of contaminants to Buxton Thermal 

Springs, a borehole also has the potential to alter the dynamics of the aquifer and groundwater 

systems.   

5.1.6 The Council requests that prior to undertaking any works, developers and applicants follow the 

guidance set out in Code of Practice: Drilling of Boreholes in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

(see Appendix A).  In summary and in accordance with the Code of Practice, the Council requests 

that the following is undertaken by a person qualified in hydrogeology or geoenvironmental 

engineering and having experience of completing hydrogeological desk studies and groundwater 

risk assessments prior to any works:  

i. Desk study to collate and understand background information. This should identify sensitivity 

of proposed drilling location and the local geology/hydrogeology/hydrology conditions  

ii. Risk assessment to understand the risks to the Buxton Thermal Springs from the proposed 

activities. It should include consideration of; 

 The likelihood of encountering thermal water; 

 The likelihood of introducing near surface contamination into the Carboniferous Limestone 

aquifer; 

 The likelihood of contaminating the Carboniferous Limestone by the drilling process, either 

by causing turbidity or by accidental contamination from the drilling equipment; and 
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 The likelihood that the groundwater system will be disturbed and affect the balance 

between the thermal and cold groundwater systems. 

iii. Method Statement which demonstrates that the activities can be conducted safely without 

detriment to the Buxton thermal springs, including appropriate actions if thermal groundwater is 

encountered. If the drilling could result in contamination or disturbance of the groundwater 

regime and affect water quality in the Buxton thermal springs, the drilling method, borehole 

design and, if required, monitoring should provide adequate mitigation.  The approach to be 

taken should be prepared and discussed with the Council, as abstraction licensee holder and 

appropriate regulators. The Method Statement should include coverage of technical 

requirements relating to: 

 Supervision 

 Materials  

 Inspection Pits 

 Drilling Methodology, focusing on: 

o Drilling Method to ensure risks are minimised; 

o Groundwater Temperature/ Artesian Conditions recording; 

o Drilling equipment; 

o Drilling fluid; 

o Borehole Casing and backfill material; 

o Cleaning Equipment; 

o Waste Collection and Disposal; and 

o Fuel Storage and plant refuelling. 

5.1.7 The recommended approach to be taken in order to prepare the Desk Study, Risk Assessment 

and Method Statement, including the technical requirements, is described in the Code of Practice: 

Drilling of Boreholes in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs (see Appendix A).  

Shallow excavations 

5.1.8 All excavations greater than 600mm could potentially affect the quality of the thermal spring within 

the Core Protection Area. The laying of cables and excavation for shallow foundations can therefore 

be considered as risks to groundwater quality.  

5.1.9 When undertaking shallow excavations a precautionary approach is required. Ideally, such activities 

would be avoided within the Core Protection Area (see Figure 3.2). 

5.1.10 However, if such activities are to be completed the Council requests that Applicants follow 

guidance set out in the Code of Practice: Shallow Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal 

Springs (see Appendix B). A similar approach is taken to boreholes (set out above) where a Desk 

Study, Risk Assessment, which must consider Buxton thermal springs as a receptor, and Method 

Statement are prepared before any works undertaken. The Method Statement should include 

coverage of the following technical requirements relating to: 

 Supervision; 

 Materials; 
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 Probe holes to determine ground conditions before excavation commences; 

 Excavation Methodology: 

o Method; 

o On-site Plant; 

o Waste Collection and Disposal; 

o Fuel Storage and Plant Refuelling. 

5.1.11 The approach that is recommended is to be taken in order to prepare the Desk Study, Risk 

Assessment and Method Statement, including the required technical requirements, is described in 

the Code of Practice: Shallow Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs (see Appendix 

B).  

Excavation of basement extensions or developments including subterranean basements 

5.1.12 Basement developments have the potential to make land become more efficient, especially in areas 

where developable land is limited. However, there is also a perception that such developments can 

impact on the structural integrity of a building(s) and nearby infrastructure and unduly intensify 

development.  

5.1.13 Within the Buxton sub-area, the Council is also concerned about the potential for basements and 

subterranean development to cause harm to groundwater water quality and impact on the thermal 

spring. 

5.1.14 As set out within this SPD, the groundwaters of Buxton are particularly sensitive to ground 

excavations. Therefore, the Council expects applicants to follow the same approach as set out in 

Section 5.2 with regards to excavations to demonstrate that basement development proposals 

comply with the requirements of Local Plan Policy S7. This involves appropriate preparation of Desk 

Study, Risk Assessment and Method Statement to inform development proposals. 

Planning Permission 

5.1.15 Refurbishment or conversion of an existing basement may not require planning permission unless 

there are engineering works or other development involved, which would then require planning 

approval.   

5.1.16 It is the Council’s view that while the General Permitted Development Order (2015)15 may allow 

some basement developments without planning permission it is unlikely to apply to basement 

developments in the Buxton sub area where technical engineering solutions are likely to be 

required; as they would for any basement to be constructed with the SPZ, Buxton Mineral Water 

Catchment Area, Core or Extended Protection Areas. This is because the permitted development 

rights do not apply to engineering works. 

5.1.17 However, as the General Permitted Development Order is updated regularly, it is advised that 

specialist planning advice is taken.  Applicants are also advised that before undertaking any form of 

basement development or works to existing basements that they consult with the Council utilising 

the pre-application service.16  

 
15 Available via: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/596/contents/made  
16 For further detailed advice and information on Permitted Development Rights please refer to:  

https://www.highpeak.gov.uk/hp/council-services/planning-and-buildings There is no charge for pre-application advice 

for householders.  
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5.2 When additional conditions to prevent pollution of water sources 

may be required over and above permitting requirements  

5.2.1 In some circumstances the Council may apply certain conditions when granting planning 

permission to ensure that water quality and resources are not compromised. Such conditions exist 

to mitigate the adverse impacts of a development that may otherwise have been refused planning 

permission.  

5.2.2 It is important to note that NPPF (2019: para 55) states that planning conditions should only be 

imposed where they are ‘necessary, relevant to planning and to the development to be permitted, 

enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other respects.’ Applicants should be aware that the 

Council considers the water resources of the Buxton Sub-area to be of significance for both the 

environment and economy of Buxton, as demonstrated by Local Plan policies EQ1 and S7 and the 

further guidance set out in this SPD, and will seek to implement appropriate conditions as 

necessary. 

5.2.3 Template examples of planning conditions that may be applied to development in the Buxton sub-

area can be found in Appendix C. The list provided is not exhaustive and will depend on the 

development proposed.  

5.2.4 Applicants are advised to make use of the Council’s pre-application service as it may be possible to 

discuss potential conditions that may be attached if the development is granted approval. 

5.3 Other regulatory consents that may be required when planning 

consent may not be needed 

5.3.1 Planning consent may not be required in all circumstances (dependent on permitted development 

rights). A range of consents and permits may be required to undertake works outside of the 

planning framework. If pollution is caused by actions or development outside the scope of the 

planning system or building regulations, the Environment Agency has a range of enforcement 

powers for incidents of water pollution17.  

5.3.2 Under the Environmental Permitting Regulations, a permit is required for most discharges of 

potentially polluting liquids into or onto the ground (i.e. to groundwater) or into surface waters 

(such as rivers or streams). The Environment Agency can provide some free planning advice if the 

proposed development is in a flood zone, close to a main river, on contaminated land or handles 

waste or hazardous substances but also offer an enhanced paid for service.18  

5.3.3 Applicants are also advised to consult the good practice guides produced by the Environment 

Agency if the development is intending to use Ground Source Heating and Cooling.19 There is 

potential for adverse effects on groundwater quality that need to be considered. 

5.3.4 Other regulatory consent or permits that may need to be obtained include: 

⚫ European Protected Species 

 
17 Through the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations 2016, Environmental Damage (Prevention and 

Remediation) (England) Regulations 2015 and Water Resources Act (as amended) 1991. 
18 Environment Agency (2018) The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection. Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/692989/Envirnment-

Agency-approach-to-groundwater-protection.pdf  
19 Environment Agency - Environmental good practice guide for ground source heating and cooling. Available via: 

https://www.gshp.org.uk/pdf/EA_GSHC_Good_Practice_Guide.pdf  
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o European Protected Species receive full protection under law20. Applicants should apply to 

Natural England and seek advice from an experienced professional ecologist to determine if 

surveys within the development site may be required. 

⚫ Flood Defence Consents 

o Such consents exist to ensure that any development does not increase flood risk. Applicants 

should consult with the Environment Agency if the proposed development is within a flood 

risk area. 

⚫ Hazardous Substances Consents 

o Any site which needs to use or store hazardous substances such as chlorine, hydrogen, or 

natural gas, at or above certain thresholds, requires a hazardous substance consent (HSC) 

before it can operate.21  

⚫ Party Walls 

o A wall is a "party wall" if it stands astride the boundary of land belonging to two (or more) 

different owners. Some kinds of work carried out to a property may not be controlled by the 

Building Regulations, but may be work which is covered by the Party Wall etc. Act 1996. This 

is a separate piece of legislation with different requirements to the Building Regulations22.  

⚫ Building Regulation consent 

o Building regulation consent or notification is required for many forms of development under 

the Building Act 1984. To check whether consent or notification is required developers are 

asked to check the Council’s website where further information may be found. 

5.3.5 This list is not exhaustive or necessarily applicable to every development. Developers will need to 

ensure that all applicable consents are in place prior to undertaking any work.   

5.3.6 As well as any regulatory permits or consents that may be required developers or contactors may 

also incur civil liability for any harm to established water ownership rights that may exist and are 

advised to seek insurance cover for any works carried within the extended protection area and/or 

SPZ where a risk of harm to the water source is possible.. 

5.4 Requirements for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)   

5.4.1 Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDs) can support the effective drainage of surface waters but it is 

important that they do not affect groundwater quality or water quality on the River Wye SSSI.  

Technical standards for SuDs can be found within Defra’s Sustainable Drainage Systems: Non-

statutory technical standards for sustainable drainage systems (March 2015)23. These standards 

should be used in conjunction with the NPPF and PPG. The standards reflect the need to reduce 

flood risk from surface water, improve water quality, improve the environment and also ensure that 

the SuDS systems are robust, safe, and affordable. The National Standards set out the requirements 

for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of SuDS in England. 

 
20 The Conservation of Species and Habitats Regulations 2017. 

21 The list of current hazardous substances can be found via: 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/627/schedule/1/made     
22 If applicants are unsure regarding party walls they should consult https://www.gov.uk/guidance/party-wall-etc-act-

1996-guidance.  
23 Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/415773/sustainable-

drainage-technical-standards.pdf  
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5.4.2 SuDS need to be designed to remain safe and accessible for the life-time of the developments they 

serve, as well taking into account future amenity and maintenance requirements. Details should be 

provided which demonstrate the future management, funding and maintenance of the entire 

scheme. Where necessary the Council will apply conditions to ensure SuDs are maintained and 

remain safe over the lifetime of the development. 

5.4.3 The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection24 requires a hydrogeological risk 

assessment to be completed for SuDS within SPZ1 to show that pollution of groundwater will not 

occur and that the SuDS will not pose an unacceptable risk to the potable groundwater source.  The 

Council will require evidence of the risk assessment has been undertaken when applying for 

permission for SuDs within SPZ1.  

5.5 Septic tanks 

5.5.1 As required by Local Plan policies and the NPPF, new development proposals must demonstrate 

that there is no adverse impact on water quality. The Council is concerned septic tanks could affect 

the groundwater quality in the Buxton sub-area. 

5.5.2 Foul drainage from new developments should be connected to the public sewer. Only where all 

other options have been exhausted and connection to the public sewer is not possible should 

alternative non-mains drainage solutions be considered.  

5.5.3 Septic tanks should only be considered by developers if it can be clearly demonstrated by the 

applicant that discharging into a public sewer to be treated at a public sewage treatment works or 

a package sewage treatment plant is not feasible (taking into account cost and/or practicability).25 

5.5.4 The Environment Agency’s General Binding Rules for Small Sewage Discharges26 prevent the use of 

septic tanks within 50 m of a SAC, within 30 m of a public foul sewer or within Groundwater SPZ1.  

The practical effect of these restrictions is that septic tanks within the Buxton sub-area will require 

permitting under the Environmental Permitting Regulations.   

5.5.5 The Council advises that applicants should begin pre-permitting discussions or submit an 

application for a permit at the earliest opportunity with the Environment Agency as part of their 

pre-application enquiries. 

 
24 Environment Agency (2018) The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater protection. Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/692989/Envirnment-

Agency-approach-to-groundwater-protection.pdf 
25 Planning Practice Guidance Paragraph: 020 Reference ID: 34-020-20140306. Available via: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/water-supply-wastewater-and-water-quality  
26 Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) (2015) Reform of the regulatory system to control small 

sewage discharges from septic tanks and small sewage treatment plants in England. Available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/397173/ssd-general-

binding-rules.pdf 
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6. Water efficiency in Buxton 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Local Plan Policy EQ 1 supports high water efficiency standards and measures to recycle and 

minimise water consumption in all new development across High Peak. Policies EQ1 and S7 

specifically support the implementation of water efficiency measures in new residential 

development within the Buxton Sub-area. The policies state that new residential development 

should achieve water efficiency of 110 litres per person per day. This is the more stringent ‘optional’ 

technical Building Regulations standard for water efficiency in recognition of the sensitivities of the 

water environment in Buxton.  

6.1.2 Policy EQ 1 also seeks the achievement of good BREEAM standards in non-residential development 

over 1,000m2 unless it can be demonstrated that it is not technical feasibility or financially viable 

(BREEAM incorporates measures of water efficiency in non-residential development as one of a 

range of sustainable design factors).  

6.2 Water efficiency in residential development  

6.2.1 The policy requirement for higher standards of water efficiency aims to reduce the phosphate load 

on the River Wye to meet targets established through the WFD and Habitats Directive to meet the 

protected areas objectives in the Humber River Basin Management Plan (2015);27 and support the 

achievement of greater sustainability of water resources (in line with climate change elements of 

the rest of the policy). The Council is therefore expects that new residential development complies 

with the policy requirement and provide guidance to sign post developers to the factors that 

should be considered. 

6.2.2 The achievement of 110 litres per person per day in residential development would achieve around 

a 20% reduction in the amount of water discharged to wastewater treatment works compared to 

the average water efficiency of around 143 litres per person per day28. The reduced flow of 

wastewater also reduces the flow of water through sewerage piping and connections which can 

support the efficiency of the system and reduce the number of leaks. 

6.2.3 A reduction in water usage does not lead to a directly equivalent reduction in phosphate load in 

rivers, however the achievement of greater water efficiency would reduce phosphate in the River 

Wye and reduce negative impacts on its ecological status.  

6.3 How new homes in Buxton can achieve a water efficiency of 

110 litres per person per day  

6.3.1 The incorporation of water efficient appliances supports positive behaviours for occupiers. There 

are a range of water efficient appliances that should be considered when designing new residential 

development. These include:  

 
27 Environment Agency (2015) Humber River Basin Management Plan. Available via: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/humber-river-basin-district-river-basin-management-plan  
28 Discover Water (2019) Data for England and Wales Apr 2018–March 2019. Available via: 

https://discoverwater.co.uk/amount-we-use  
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⚫ Water efficient shower heads which use technology that can produce water flows that feel far 

higher than they are; 

⚫ Reduced-capacity baths can support behaviour that reduces the amount of water used for 

baths; 

⚫ Lower flow taps; 

⚫ Low flush and dual flush toilets; 

⚫ Water efficient dishwashers and washing machines. The installation of water efficient 

appliances supports the use of less water and less produced as wastewater. The Waterwise 

Marque provide recommendations on appliances that are water efficient. 

6.3.2 Developers should investigate the integration of these appliances. Further guidance on can be 

found from including Waterwise (www.waterwise.org.uk) and the Energy Saving Trust 

(www.energysavingtrust.org.uk). Additionally, developers should explore the Good Practice 

guidance provided by the Association for Environment Conscious Building (AECB) (www.aecb.net).   

6.4 Measures to recycle and minimise water consumption 

Water-sensitive design in new homes 

6.4.1 Strategies that should be considered to ensure new homes are able to meet the required water 

efficiency targets include: 

⚫ Water-sensitive kitchens and bathrooms go beyond efficiency to consider the material contents 

of these rooms and how they are used.  In a water-sensitive bathroom, the shower might be 

replaced by a splash wash or a tilting bathtub, and the toilet fitted with a sink-to-

cistern connection or an air-flushing unit. 

⚫ Water-sensitive gardens are outlined within the RHS’s Gardening for a Changing Climate 

(2017)29. Garden design can help ensure that water usage is kept to a minimum and lessens the 

need for the use of hosepipes by ensuring the gardens are suitably designed to ensure 

maximum water retention. 

6.4.2 It is expected that developers will signpost guidance for occupiers to encourage more efficient use 

of water.  

Rainwater Harvesting 

6.4.3 Rainwater harvesting is the re-use of water collected from roofs via traditional guttering, through 

down pipes to an underground tank(s) which would be possible in many areas in Buxton. There are 

a variety of systems that can be employed to harvest rainwater but typically the harvested water is 

delivered on demand by an in-tank submersible pump directly to toilets, washing machines and 

outside taps.  

6.4.4 Developers need to consider the possibilities of re-using and recycling surface water in as many 

ways as feasible. The safe implementation of water recycling can help to reduce the amount of 

phosphate and nutrients to surface waters, as well as conserving potable, drinking water, thereby 

providing economic and social benefits to communities (through reduced water bills) and 

supporting sustainable ways of living.  

 
29 Available from: https://www.rhs.org.uk/science/gardening-in-a-changing-world/climate-change  
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6.4.5 The Environment Agency has provided guidance on the regulatory position regarding rainwater 

harvesting which should be consulted before any systems are employed.30 Typically, residential 

systems will not require a licence from Environment Agency. Applicants seeking to install non-

residential systems should consult the Environment Agency.  

Water Recycling 

6.4.6 Greywater is typically defined as being wastewater from baths, showers, washing machines and 

sinks. It is estimated that this accounts for between 50% and 80% of a household’s wastewater (as 

opposed to ‘potable water’ which enters the house and is safe to drink).  

6.4.7 Greywater can be used for flushing toilets, watering plants and washing clothes. The re-use of 

greywater can support a reduction in the amount of waste water leaving the house, and therefore 

the amount of water required and the amount of water requiring treatment at wastewater 

treatment works (WwTW), supporting a reduction in phosphate load.  

6.4.8 Methods for greywater recycling include direct use, biological systems and mechanical filters. 

Typically, greywater reuse is more expensive than rainwater harvesting and requires that safeguards 

are in place to avoid pollutants entering surface waters. 

6.4.9 It is expected that developers will explore opportunities to integrate water recycling into the design 

of new residential and non-residential development. 

6.4.10 Rainwater harvesting and water recycling may fall under the Private Water Supply Regulations 2016 

and 2018 (Amendment) Regulations and appropriately qualified persons should be consulted 

regarding the implications. 

6.5 How the water efficiency standard for residential development 

will be applied by the Council in Buxton 

6.5.1 Local Plan Policy EQ 1 states that new residential development in Buxton sub-area should meet the 

water efficiency standard of 110 litres per person per day.  

Viability  

6.5.2 The implementation of water efficiency measures should not in most cases have an undue effect on 

the cost of development. Defra’s Water Conservation Report (2018)31 states that “In many cases 

efficiency can be achieved at little cost to developers. Requiring all developers to build to the lower 

standard of 110 litres per person per day would only cost a maximum of £9 additional per dwelling” 

(pg.3). 

6.5.3 Developers will be expected to clearly explain what measures they are going to implement and 

justify that the development is not viable if water efficiency measures are not proposed to be 

implemented. Given the ability of developers to integrate such measures at the earliest stages of 

design and specification, the Council considers that most residential development will be able to 

implement the water efficiency measures required to meet or exceed the target of 110 litres per 

person per day.  

 
30  Environment Agency (2019) Rainwater harvesting: regulatory position statement. Available via: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rainwater-harvesting-regulatory-position-statement/rainwater-harvesting-

regulatory-position-statement  
31 Defra (2018) Water conservation report: action taken and planned by government to encourage the conservation of 

water. Available via:https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-conservation-report-2018  
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Application of the water efficiency standards  

6.5.4 The Council will apply a planning conditions to all consented applications for new residential 

development in Buxton to ensure that the development implements the water efficiency measures 

required in the Local Plan. Each planning permission will include a condition that will reference the 

requirement to meet regulation 36(2)(b) of Part G2 of the Building Regulations 2015 (as amended). 

In line with Policies EQ 1 and S7 this applies to new residential development in the Buxton Sub-area 

where higher standards of efficiency are sought through the Local Plan. See template conditions 

provided in Appendix C. 

6.5.5 Approved Document G (2015 edition) sets out the regulatory requirements and guidance on 

achieving this option within the Regulations.  Appendix A of Approved Document G provides a 

Water Efficiency Calculator which aids achievement of these standards32. This water efficiency 

calculator should be used to inform design of new residential development. 

6.5.6 The Council encourages all developers to seek the highest levels of water efficiency in new 

residential development and is willing to work with applicants who seek to voluntarily deliver 

greater efficiency than required by Policies EQ1 and S7. 

6.6 How high standards of water efficiency and measures to recycle 

and minimise water consumption in non-residential development 

will be sought by the Council 

6.6.1 Policy EQ 1 supports the integration of high water efficiency standards and measures to recycle and 

minimise water consumption in all development. Policy S7 reaffirms that this applies within the 

Buxton sub-area. The Council encourages applicants for all non-residential development to explore 

water efficiency measures that could be incorporated at the earliest stages of design. The use of 

water efficient fittings and fixtures and appliances; water monitoring; water leak detection; 

rainwater harvesting and greywater recycling should be thoroughly explored.  

BREEAM standards and water efficiency for non-residential developments 

6.6.2 Under EQ 1 the Council requires BREEAM ‘good’ standard as a minimum for non-residential 

buildings over 1,000m2 subject to technical feasibility and financial viability. BREEAM incorporates 

water efficiency as one of the measurements for achieving the overall standard. At the application 

stage applicants should provide the design stage BREEAM assessment as part of the Design and 

Access Statement and demonstrate why the approach to water efficiency has been chosen. 

Alternatively, applicants are encouraged to set out clear justification for not achieving at least a 

‘good’ standard. 

6.6.3 The Council will apply a condition to new non-residential development over 1,000m2 to meet the 

BREEAM ‘good’ standard as a minimum for water usage (unless it has been demonstrated that the 

requirement is not technically feasible or financially viable). See template conditions provided in 

Appendix C. 

6.6.4 The Council encourages all applicants to explore BREEAM (and its water efficiency standards) for 

new non-residential developments under 1,000m2. 

 
32 The Water Efficiency Calculator is available via: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/504207/BR_PDF_AD_

G_2015_with_2016_amendments.pdf    
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Please note that the weblinks to other guidance and resources provided in the SPD are correct at the time of 

publication. However, the Council recognises that weblinks may change over time. Please contact the Council 

should you struggle to find a resource that has been identified. 
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Code of Practice   
Drilling of Boreholes in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal 
Springs 

 

 

1. General 

1.1 Scope 

This Code of Practice provides a source of advice on how to protect Buxton Thermal Springs from the effects 

of drilling activities that might affect the quality or flow of groundwater emerging from the springs.  It should 

be used whenever drilling activities are contemplated in either the Core Protection Area or the Extended 

Protection Area shown on Figure 1.  This restriction applies to any borehole drilled to a depth greater than 

600 mm at any diameter, using any technique and drilled for any purpose whatsoever including but not 

limited to site investigation, investigating structures or for water supply. 

A separate Code of Practice is available from High Peak Borough Council that describes the recommended 

approach for shallow excavations within the Core Protection Area.  Shallow excavations have the potential to 

influence Buxton Thermal Springs most significantly when in close proximity.  Therefore, the Code of 

Practice for shallow excavations applies only to the Core Protection Area. 

1.2 Background 

Thermal springs are rare in Britain. The Buxton Thermal Springs have been used since Roman times and 

have a long history of use as a mineral water and spa.  They consist of a series of springs that discharge at 

temperatures up to 27.5 degrees Celsius through Carboniferous Limestone in the vicinity of The Crescent in 

Buxton.  The location of the springs suggests that the thermal water is capped beneath Namurian strata 

(shales and sandstones, “Millstone Grit”) that exist to the north of The Crescent, with the thermal water 

emerging at the ground surface at the feather edge of the Namurian strata.  The thermal water is unpolluted 

and has unique chemical properties that distinguish it from the non-thermal groundwater.  The thermal 

springs are understood to originate from the percolation of rainfall into a network of micro-fractures in the 

Carboniferous Limestone to reach a depth greater than 900 m.  The heated water then returns to the 

surface, probably following faults in the limestone strata.   

The thermal water is bottled as Buxton Water, which is one of the best known Natural Mineral Water brands 

in UK.  The Crescent buildings have been regenerated as a Spa Hotel, which also uses the thermal water, in 

this case for bathing and spa treatments.   

Although the thermal water has a greater hydraulic head than the cold groundwater system, there is a 

delicate balance between the cold and thermal groundwater systems and the precise route of the waters 

though the limestone is not entirely known. There is therefore a need to avoid disturbing established flow 

pathways within the limestone in and around the Crescent.  Excavations, borehole drilling and piling have the 

potential to disturb groundwater flow pathways.  The construction works associated with creating an 

excavation or borehole also have the potential to cause contamination of the groundwater, reducing 

groundwater quality and affecting their unique chemical characteristics.   
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1.3 Who the code is aimed at? 

This Code of Practice is aimed at landowners and occupiers, drillers, and supervising personnel who are 

considering conducting drilling activities within The Core Protection Area or the Extended Protection Area 

shown on Figure 1.  There is a risk that such activities within the areas identified may affect Buxton Thermal 

Springs.   

1.4 How were the protection areas defined?  

The protections area were defined by considering the pathways for thermal groundwater emerging at Buxton 

Thermal Springs and the hydrogeological factors that affect the vulnerability of those pathways.   

The Extended Protection Area is defined by being within 500 m of known thermal groundwater associated 

with Buxton Thermal Springs and where the Namurian strata are estimated to be less than 100 m thick.  The 

northern and eastern limit of the Extended Protection Area follows the boundary of the Environment 

Agency’s Confined Inner Source Protection Zone (SPZ1c) for Buxton Thermal Springs.   

The Core Protection Area corresponds to the area where the Namurian strata are expected to be less than 

50 m thick, the ground level is below 300 m AOD and the location is within 250 m of known thermal 

groundwater associated with Buxton Thermal Springs.  The northern limit of the Core Protection Area follows 

the boundary of the Environment Agency’s Inner Source Protection Zone (SPZ1) for Buxton Thermal 

Springs.   

1.5 Further Information 

This document should be read in conjunction with other codes of practice, health and safety guides and 

British Standards in relation to excavations, drilling, installation and decommissioning of these schemes.  

These include the BS 5930:2015 (Code of practice for ground investigations). 

High Peak Borough Council’s Code of Practice Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

provides information, guidance and a list of requirements for managing potential effects from shallow 

excavations on Buxton Thermal Springs.   

The Core and Extended Protection Areas are wholly within the Inner Groundwater Source Protection Zone 

(SPZ1) for Buxton Thermal Springs.  The Environment Agency uses Source Protection Zones as an initial 

screening tool to identify areas in which some activities or developments have the potential to adversely 

affect groundwater intended for human consumption.  Environment Agency position statements relevant to 

potentially polluting activities and development within SPZ1 can be found in The Environment Agency’s 

approach to groundwater protection1.  Source Protection Zones are not statutory designations and the 

Environment Agency may not be required to permit the excavation works being proposed.  However, the 

Environment Agency’s position statements provide an indication of activities that pose a risk to groundwater 

and means of mitigating those risks.   

2. Fundamental Requirements 

2.1 General 

When drilling boreholes in sensitive areas, such as near to Buxton Thermal Springs, a precautionary 

approach is required.  Ideally, borehole drilling activities would be avoided altogether within the Core 

Protection Area and minimised within The Extended Protection Area.  However, if borehole drilling activities 

are to be completed in either Area, a risk assessment and method statement describing the approach to 

be taken should be prepared and discussed with High Peak Borough Council, as the owners and abstraction 

licensees of the Buxton Thermal Springs, and also appropriate regulators.  The recommended approach to 

preparing the risk assessment and method statement is described below. 

 
1 February 2018 Version 1.2 
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No intrusive works should be completed until High Peak Borough Council has received a copy of the 

programme or works, including proposed starting date, and has approved the risk assessment and 

method statement provided.   

In case of emergency: telephone the Council on 01298 28400 

2.2 Legal Requirements to Protect Groundwater 

Under the Environmental Protection Regulations (2016) it is a criminal offence to “cause or knowingly permit” 

groundwater to become polluted.  Penalties include fines, imprisonment or both.  

If drilling for water abstraction purposes, a water abstraction licence is required from the Environment 

Agency where abstraction rates exceed 20 m3/day.  Registration with the local authority is required for any 

water abstraction used for private water supply under The Private Water Supplies (England) Regulations 

2016 and The Private Water Supplies (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2018, whether licensed or not.   

As well as legal requirements not to pollute groundwaters, civil liability may also follow where mineral waters 

are adversely affected by the activities of a third party which could be substantial, particularly if guidance set 

out in this Code of Practice is not followed.  Developers should seek their own advice in this regard and take 

out appropriate insurance for works they may wish to carry out in advance. 

2.3 Desk Study and Risk Assessment 

The following steps should be carried out as a minimum: 

1. Desk study to collate and understand background information. 

2. Risk assessment to understand the risks to the Buxton Thermal Springs from the proposed activities. 

3. Method statement that demonstrates that the activities can be conducted safely without detriment to 

the Buxton Thermal Springs, including appropriate actions if thermal groundwater is encountered. 

4. Identify any requirements for regulatory consents, permits or notifications and requirements for 

notifications to/discussion with local stakeholders. 

The desk study, risk assessment and method statement must be completed or directly supervised by 

someone qualified in hydrogeology or geoenvironmental engineering and having experience of completing 

hydrogeological desk studies and groundwater risk assessments.   

A desk study review is intended to identify the sensitivity of the proposed drilling location.  It should consider 

the local geology/hydrogeology/hydrology conditions, particularly the depth to Carboniferous Limestone, 

proximity to known or expected thermal water, potential land contamination issues, proximity to water 

features such as River Wye, septic tanks, services etc.  The desk study review should also be used as the 

basis of preliminary discussions with stakeholders and other interested parties including regulators, 

conservation bodies, drillers and landowners.   

The risk assessment should include consideration of: 

 The likelihood of encountering thermal water 

 The likelihood of introducing near surface contamination into the Carboniferous Limestone 

aquifer 

 The likelihood of contaminating the Carboniferous Limestone by the drilling process, either by 

causing turbidity or by accidental contamination from the drilling equipment 

 The likelihood that the groundwater system will be disturbed and affect the balance between the 

thermal and cold groundwater systems 

For all risks identified, the method statement should identify appropriate good practice for the activity and 

appropriate mitigation measures reduce residual risks to Buxton Thermal Springs during and following the 

works to acceptable levels.  The method statement must show that the drilling method selected provides 
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adequate mitigation for those risks and that there is sufficient monitoring to confirm the efficacy of the 

measures identified.   

If the drilling could result in contamination or disturbance of the groundwater regime and affect water quality 

in the Buxton thermal springs, the drilling method, borehole design and, if required, monitoring should 

provide adequate mitigation.   

There is a particular danger that any drilling fluid used could easily enter the limestone and cause particles 

that have been deposited within the fracture system to be lifted into suspension thereby causing the thermal 

water to be contaminated.  Such contamination could be carried into the bottling equipment or the treatment 

systems used in the Spa hotel. 

If the proposed drilling location has the potential to be contaminated there is a risk that the borehole could 

lead to pollution of groundwater and migration of contaminants to Buxton Thermal Springs.  Where possible, 

drilling through potentially contaminated materials within the Core or Extended Protection Areas should be 

avoided.  Where this is not possible, it is expected that work on potentially contaminated sites will follow the 

Environment Agency’s guide on managing risk from land contamination2.  The process set out in this guide 

includes a risk assessment, which must consider Buxton Thermal Springs as one of the receptors.  

Construction works are also likely to be preceded by investigatory work conducted according to BS 

10175:2011+A2:2017 Investigation of potentially contaminated sites – Code of practice.  At potentially 

contaminated sites, separate method statements should be prepared for investigatory works (excavations 

and drilling) as well as for subsequent construction.  

3. Technical Requirements for inclusion in the Method Statement 

3.1 Supervision 

The drilling works should be supervised at all times by an experienced drilling supervisor/foreman who 

should hold a Blue Lead Driller Audit Card issued by the British Drilling Association.  In addition, all intrusive 

work should be under the overall supervision of a qualified hydrogeologist. 

3.2 Materials 

Prior to any drilling, a supply of bentonite pellets and bentonite powder sufficient to seal any incursions of 

thermal groundwater (15 degrees Celsius or greater) into the borehole should be provided on site.  The 

supply must be sufficient to seal the borehole and should be calculated in advance and presented in the 

method statement.   

3.3 Inspection Pits 

Inspection pits are commonly dug at a proposed borehole location after scanning with a Cable Avoidance 

Tool and signal generator to confirm the absence of buried services before starting mechanical drilling.  Such 

pits are usually hand dug or dug using vacuum extraction to a depth of around 1.2 m below ground surface.   

Guidance and requirements provided in the parallel Code of Practice Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton 

Thermal Springs should be consulted when preparing the part of the method statement concerned with 

digging inspection pits.  Specific actions may be required during the digging of inspection pits in the Core 

Protection Area.  Additional requirements for all inspection pits are as follows: 

 Excavated material shall be stored on thick polythene sheeting at the surface and replaced in 

the reverse order to that excavated.   

 No inspection pits are to be left open overnight.   

 Should visual or olfactory evidence of contamination be identified in the inspection pit, the 

borehole should be relocated unless the method statement specifically includes measures for 

protecting groundwater from surface contamination during drilling.   

 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/land-contamination-risk-management-lcrm  
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 Groundwater encountered during the excavation of inspection pits should not be allowed to 

enter natural water bodies or drains or to flow onto unprotected ground and cause seepage to 

the water table.  Groundwater shall not be allowed to spill outside the working area.  Where 

contaminated groundwater is encountered, disposal of waste water off-site will be required 

(Section 3.6).   

 In the unlikely event that groundwater encountered in the inspection pit has a temperature 

exceeding 15 degrees Celsius or rises to ground surface and overflows continually (flowing 

artesian conditions), the inspection pit must be sealed immediately using bentonite cement 

grout.  No borehole drilling should occur at this location.  High Peak Borough Council should be 

informed.   

3.4 Drilling Methodology 

Drilling Method 

The drilling method selected by the developer should be suitable for the intended purpose of the boreholes, 

whilst minimising the risk to Buxton Thermal Springs.  The risk assessment and method statement should 

describe how the risks associated with the selected method will be mitigated and explain how the selected 

method minimises risks in comparison to other suitable methods that could be employed safely at the site.   

If ground contamination is identified as a hazard to Buxton Thermal Springs, the method statement for the 

drilling works should ensure that the risk is minimised.  For example, it may be possible to mitigate the risk 

that contaminants migrate into the limestone aquifer from the surface using telescoping drilling methods. 

Groundwater and arisings should not be allowed to enter natural water bodies or drains or to seep onto 

unprotected ground and cause seepage to the water table.  Groundwater should not be allowed to spill 

outside the working area.   

A sealed lockable cover should be used to prevent the ingress of surface water and to protect the top of the 

borehole tubing.  The driller should not leave any boreholes open overnight – a temporary cap must be 

installed to prevent ingress of surface water, escape of groundwater (if groundwater naturally rises to ground 

surface in the borehole and overflows) and to secure the site.   

Groundwater Temperature and Flowing Artesian Conditions 

If groundwater is encountered in the borehole, the temperature of the water must be measured and recorded 

at regular intervals during drilling.  High Peak Borough Council should be notified immediately of any 

occurrence of groundwater at or exceeding 15 degrees Celsius. Drilling should be stopped and the borehole 

temporarily capped.  

If groundwater is encountered during drilling and that water subsequently rises to ground surface, resulting in 

an overflowing of water from the borehole (flowing artesian conditions) High Peak Borough Council should 

be notified immediately.  Drilling should be stopped and the overflow of water should be contained as soon 

as practicable by temporarily capping the borehole or otherwise preventing overflow (using bentonite for 

example).   

Monitoring records should be made available to High Peak Borough Council for inspection at the time of 

notification. 

In either case, the borehole could present an immediate risk to the Buxton Thermal Springs and urgent 

action is likely to be required.  The organisation responsible for drilling must present a course of action to 

High Peak Borough Council based upon information provided in the risk assessment and method statement 

for the works.  If High Peak Borough Council is not assured that the work can continue without posing risk to 

Buxton Thermal Springs, the borehole is to be sealed and backfilled.   

If the works includes boreholes to monitor the occurrence of thermal water, the design for these boreholes 

and the drilling procedure to be used must be set out clearly in the method statement.   
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Drilling Equipment  

The equipment used in the construction of boreholes shall not introduce contamination and must be cleaned 

before arrival at the work site (see Cleaning Equipment below).  The rig and all supporting equipment such 

as generators and compressors shall be checked and confirmed free of oil or fuel leakage before the work at 

the site starts.  The method statement should detail the measures to be taken to avoid contamination of the 

aquifer by the drilling process.  Recommended minimum measures include: 

 The drilling rig, compressor and other equipment shall be supplied with drip trays and adsorbent 

matting to prevent loss of fuel or lubricant to the ground; 

 Air compressors (if used) shall be oil-free / have oil scrubbers installed  

 Oil lubricant provided to the drill shall be of a biodegradable vegetable composition designed for 

the purpose of drill lubrication; 

 Downhole equipment shall be lubricated using the minimum amount of biodegradable oil 

required.  

Drilling Fluid 

Drilling methods that do not introduce drilling fluid are preferred over those requiring pressurised or pumped 

fluids that could introduce contamination.  However, it is recognised that fluids will be necessary and 

justifiable for some types of drilling.  In those cases, the only drilling fluids acceptable for use are potable 

water or air.  No drilling fluid additives or muds (including bentonite) should be used during drilling.  Minimum 

bit pressure should be applied to achieve circulation.  No oils, greases or similar type lubricants should be 

used on boring or drilling tools unless of a biodegradable vegetable composition.   

Borehole Casing and Backfill material  

If casing is used, casing sections should be joined without the use of adhesive.  No oil, grease or other 

lubricant should be used when joining sections of casing.  

Aggregate used for backfilling the annular space around the casing or for filter pack must be washed with 

potable water, clean and free from contamination of any kind.  Materials used to backfill boreholes or to fill 

the annular space must be installed in a sequence that prevents upward or downward flow between different 

groundwater systems.  The uppermost part of all backfilled boreholes must be filled with bentonite cement 

grout to prevent ingress of runoff or contamination from the surface.  Similarly, the uppermost part of the 

annular space in boreholes with casing should be backfilled with bentonite cement grout and the headworks 

profiled to prevent ingress of liquids into the ground around the casing.   

Measures to ensure that bentonite cement grout does not contaminate the groundwater system during 

backfilling must be identified in the method statements.   

Water used to prepare grout should be of potable quality.   

Cleaning Equipment 

All equipment used in the drilling and construction of boreholes in the Extended Protection Area should be 

cleaned using potable quality water on arrival at site, before leaving site and prior to repositioning the 

equipment to begin the next hole.  Within the Core Protection Area, equipment should be disinfected after 

being cleaned.  Disinfectants used must be safe to use in potable water applications3, for example chlorine, 

hypochlorite or peracetic acid solution.  It should be noted that domestic forms of disinfectant such as 

perfumed sodium hypochlorite or Jeyes Fluid are specifically banned. 

Steam cleaning or jet washing is the most suitable technique for removing debris and contaminants and 

should be used at locations where the discharge water will not pose an environmental risk.  The wash-down 

area and method of cleaning should be identified in the method statement.   

 
3 Water UK, 2017.  Principles of Water Supply Hygiene, final version 1 October 2015 (updated 1 March 2017) 
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Waste Collection and Disposal 

All drilling locations should be protected by plastic sheeting.  The method statement should describe the 

practical methods of containment of arisings and water at borehole and trial pit locations to protect 

groundwater, surface water courses and ground conditions in the event contamination is encountered. 

The method statement should describe how materials from the excavation will be collected, assessed for 

potentially contaminated material (if relevant) and disposed of in an appropriate manner. 

Where there is risk of encountering contaminated materials, arisings are to be collected in suitable 

containers and transferred to an appropriately licensed waste disposal facility.  Containers used for 

containment of waste arisings must be covered and in sound condition. 

Fuel Storage and Plant Refuelling 

All refuelling of plant shall incorporate methods to prevent spillage to ground or groundwater.  Off-site re-

fuelling and storage of petroleum products and other hazardous materials is recommended.  If on-site 

refuelling is required it shall be undertaken on areas of hardstanding or over an impermeable surface, using 

a hand pump or similar method that minimises the risk of spillages.  All fuel containers shall be of suitable 

material and labelled.  All fuels stored on site must be in a lockable facility or container that is bunded to at 

least 110% of stored fuel capacity. 
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Code of Practice   
Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

 

 

1. General 

1.1 Scope 

This Code of Practice provides a source of advice on how to protect Buxton Thermal Springs from the effects 

of excavations (defined as any excavation greater than 600 mm below ground level) that might (or might 

conceivably) damage, contaminate, pollute, disrupt, interrupt or otherwise interfere with the thermal spring.  It 

should be used whenever excavations are planned within the Core Protection Area shown on Figure 1.   

The Code of Practice is provided for intrusive works that may be termed shallow excavations: for example 

trenching for laying cables or excavations for shallow foundations.  More substantial excavations in the 

vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs are likely to have greater impact on ground conditions and will therefore 

require additional measures beyond this Code of Practice to ensure the springs are protected.  Such 

excavations will require planning permission hence the potential risks to Buxton Thermal Springs and 

additional measures required will be assessed as part of that process. 

A separate Code of Practice is available from High Peak Borough Council that describes the recommended 

approach for borehole drilling within the Core Protection Area.  Deep borehole drilling has the potential to 

influence Buxton Thermal Springs from a greater distance than shallow excavations.  Therefore, the Code of 

Practice for borehole drilling applies in both the Core Protection Area and the Extended Protection Area, 

both of which are shown on Figure 1.   

1.2 Background 

Thermal springs are rare in Britain.  The Buxton Thermal Springs have been used since Roman times and 

have a long history of use as a mineral water and spa.  They consist of a series of springs that discharge at 

temperatures up to 27.5 degrees Celsius through Carboniferous Limestone in the vicinity of The Crescent in 

Buxton.  The location of the springs suggests that the thermal water is capped beneath Namurian strata 

(shales and sandstones, “Millstone Grit”) that exist to the north of The Crescent, with the thermal water 

emerging at the ground surface at the feather edge of the Namurian strata.  The thermal water is unpolluted 

and has unique chemical properties that distinguish it from the non-thermal groundwater.  The thermal 

springs are understood to originate from the percolation of rainfall into a network of micro-fractures in the 

Carboniferous Limestone to reach a depth greater than 900 m.  The heated water then returns to the 

surface, probably following faults in the limestone strata.   

The thermal water is bottled as Buxton Water, which is one of the best known Natural Mineral Water brands 

in UK.  The Crescent buildings have been regenerated as a Spa Hotel, which also uses the thermal water, in 

this case for bathing and spa treatments.   

Although the thermal water has a greater hydraulic head than the cold groundwater system, there is a 

delicate balance between the cold and thermal groundwater systems and the precise route of the waters 

though the limestone is not entirely known. There is therefore a need to avoid disturbing established flow 

pathways within the limestone in and around the Crescent.  Excavations, borehole drilling and piling have the 

potential to disturb groundwater flow pathways.  The construction works associated with creating an 

excavation or borehole also have the potential to cause contamination of the groundwater, reducing 

groundwater quality and affecting their unique chemical characteristics.   
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1.3 Who the code is aimed at? 

This Code of Practice is aimed at utility companies, landowners and occupiers, contractors, and supervising 

personnel who are planning to create shallow excavations within the Core Protection Area as shown on 

Figure 1.  There is a risk that such activities within the Core Protection Area may affect the Buxton Thermal 

Springs.   

1.4 How were the protection areas defined?  

The protections area were defined by considering the pathways for thermal groundwater emerging at Buxton 

Thermal Springs and the hydrogeological factors that affect the vulnerability of those pathways.   

The Core Protection Area corresponds to the area where the Namurian strata are expected to be less than 

50 m thick, the ground level is below 300 m AOD and the location is within 250 m of known thermal 

groundwater associated with Buxton Thermal Springs.  The northern limit of the Core Protection Area follows 

the boundary of the Environment Agency’s Inner Source Protection Zone (SPZ1) for Buxton Thermal 

Springs.   

The Extended Protection Area is defined by being within 500 m of known thermal groundwater associated 

with Buxton Thermal Springs and where the Namurian strata are estimated to be less than 100 m thick.  The 

northern and eastern limit of the Extended Protection Area follows the boundary of the Environment 

Agency’s Confined Inner Source Protection Zone (SPZ1c) for Buxton Thermal Springs.   

1.5 Further Information 

This document should be read in conjunction with other codes of practice, health and safety guides and 

British Standards in relation to excavations, drilling, installation and decommissioning of these schemes.  

These include the BS 5930:2015 (Code of practice for ground investigations). 

High Peak Borough Council’s Code of Practice Borehole Drilling in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

provides information, guidance and a list of requirements for managing potential effects from drilling 

boreholes on Buxton Thermal Springs.   

The Core Protection Area is wholly within the Inner Groundwater Source Protection Zone (SPZ1) for Buxton 

Thermal Springs.  The Environment Agency uses Source Protection Zones as an initial screening tool to 

identify areas in which some activities or developments have the potential to adversely affect groundwater 

intended for human consumption.  Environment Agency position statements relevant to potentially polluting 

activities and development within SPZ1 can be found in The Environment Agency’s approach to groundwater 

protection1.  Source Protection Zones are not statutory designations and the Environment Agency may not 

be required to permit the excavation works being proposed.  However, the Environment Agency’s position 

statements provide an indication of activities that pose a risk to groundwater and means of mitigating those 

risks.   

2. Fundamental Requirements 

2.1 General 

When constructing shallow excavations in sensitive areas, such as near to Buxton Thermal Springs, a 

precautionary approach is required.  Ideally, such activities would be avoided within the Core Protection 

Area.  However, if such activities are to be completed in the Core Protection Area, a risk assessment and 

method statement describing the approach to be taken should be prepared and discussed with High Peak 

Borough Council, as the owners and abstraction licensees of the Buxton Thermal Springs, and also 

appropriate regulators.  The recommended approach to preparing the risk assessment and method 

statement is described below.   
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No intrusive works should be completed until High Peak Borough Council has received a copy of the 

programme of works, including proposed starting date, and has approved the risk assessment and 

method statement provided.   

In case of emergency: telephone the Council on 01298 28400  

2.2 Legal Requirements to Protect Groundwater Quality 

Under the Environmental Protection Regulations (2016) it is a criminal offence to “cause or knowingly permit” 

groundwater to become polluted.  Penalties include fines, imprisonment or both.  

As well as legal requirements not to pollute groundwaters, civil liability may also follow where mineral waters 

are adversely affected by the activities of a third party which could be substantial, particularly if guidance set 

out in this Code of Practice is not followed.  Developers should seek their own advice in this regard and take 

out appropriate insurance for works they may wish to carry out in advance. 

2.3 Desk Study, Risk Assessment and Method Statement 

The following steps should be carried out as a minimum: 

1. Desk study to collate and understand background information. 

2. Risk assessment to understand the risks to the Buxton Thermal Springs from the proposed activities. 

3. Method statement that demonstrates that the activities can be conducted safely without detriment to 

the Buxton Thermal Springs, including appropriate actions if thermal groundwater is encountered. 

4. Identify any requirements for regulatory consents, permits or notifications and requirements for 

notifications to/discussion with local stakeholders. 

The desk study, risk assessment and method statement must be completed or directly supervised by 

someone qualified in hydrogeology or geoenvironmental engineering and having experience of completing 

hydrogeological desk studies and groundwater risk assessments.   

A desk study review is intended to identify the sensitivity of the proposed excavation location.  It should 

consider the local geology/hydrogeology/hydrology conditions, particularly the depth to Carboniferous 

Limestone, proximity to known or expected thermal water, potential land contamination issues, proximity to 

water features such as River Wye, septic tanks, services etc.  The desk study review should also be used as 

the basis of preliminary discussions with stakeholders and other interested parties including regulators, 

conservation bodies, and landowners.   

The risk assessment should include consideration of: 

 The likelihood of encountering thermal water 

 The likelihood of contaminating the Carboniferous Limestone by the excavation process, either 

by accidental contamination from the excavation equipment or by introducing near surface 

contamination into the Carboniferous Limestone aquifer 

 The likelihood that the groundwater system will be disturbed and affect the balance between the 

thermal and cold groundwater systems 

For all risks identified, the method statement should identify appropriate good practice for the activity and 

appropriate mitigation measures reduce residual risks to Buxton Thermal Springs during and following the 

works to acceptable levels.  The method statement must show that the excavation method selected provides 

adequate mitigation for that risk and that there is sufficient monitoring to confirm the efficacy of the measures 

identified.   

If the proposed excavation location has the potential to be contaminated there is a risk that the excavation 

could lead to pollution of groundwater and migration of contaminants to Buxton Thermal Springs.  Where 

possible, excavation through potentially contaminated materials within the Core Protection Area should be 

avoided.  Where this is not possible, it is expected that work on potentially contaminated sites will follow the 
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Environment Agency’s guideance on managing risk from land contamination2.  The process set out in this 

guide includes a risk assessment, which must consider Buxton Thermal Springs as one of the receptors.  

Construction works are also likely to be preceded by investigatory work conducted according to BS 

10175:2011+A2:2017 Investigation of potentially contaminated sites – Code of practice.  At potentially 

contaminated sites, separate method statements should be prepared for investigatory works (excavations 

and drilling) as well as for subsequent excavations during construction.  

3. Technical Requirements for inclusion in the Method Statement 

3.1 Supervision 

The excavation works should be supervised at all times by an experienced qualified supervisor/foreman.  In 

addition, the excavation works should be under the overall supervision of a qualified hydrogeologist. 

3.2 Materials 

Prior to any excavation or drilling, a supply of bentonite pellets and bentonite powder sufficient to seal any 

incursions of thermal groundwater (15 degrees Celsius or greater), into the trench should be provided on 

site.  This should consist of a minimum of ten 25 kg bags of each bentonite powder and pellets. 

Suitable equipment (e.g. sandbags) should be provided at each location to control groundwater if 

groundwater should enter any excavation.  Such equipment will be required to reduce outflow of thermal 

groundwater whilst inflows are sealed with bentonite and/or to reduce outflow of non-thermal groundwater 

and maintain groundwater head in the aquifer (refer to the Method sub-heading under Section 3.4 below).   

3.3 Probe Holes 

Probe holes are narrow diameter borings (30 to 80 mm diameter) made using a window sampling technique.  

One or more probe holes should be drilled at the site of the excavation or trench to a depth of 0.5 m below 

the intended base of the excavation to determine ground conditions before excavation commences.  Probe 

holes will also allow monitoring of groundwater during excavation.  A long trench may require a number of 

probe holes at approximately 3 m centres.  Additional probe holes may be required if the risk assessment 

identifies geological uncertainties that may affect the risk to Buxton Thermal Springs: for example uncertainty 

over the thickness of the Namurian cover at the site of the excavation or if geological faulting is likely.   

Guidance and requirements provided in the parallel Code of Practice Borehole Drilling in the Vicinity of 

Buxton Thermal Springs should be consulted when preparing the part of the method statement concerned 

with constructing probe holes.  In addition to those requirements, drilling of a probe hole should be stopped 

if: 

 limestone is encountered beneath Namurian cover; 

 groundwater with a temperature equal to or exceeding 15 degrees Celsius is encountered;  

 groundwater is encountered that rises the ground surface and overflows continually (flowing 

artesian conditions); or 

 evidence of contamination is encountered (unless specifically mitigated by the method 

statement for investigation of a potentially contaminated site). 

These circumstances would suggest that the excavation/trench should be relocated, as there could be a 

significant risk to the Buxton Thermal Springs.  In any of these circumstances High Peak Borough Council 

must be notified and the probe hole backfilled to ground surface with bentonite cement grout prepared with 

water of potable quality.  The risk assessments and method statements for excavation should be reviewed in 

light of the information provided by the probe holes and the excavation designs may need to be revised.   

 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/land-contamination-risk-management-lcrm  
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The temperature of water in probe holes should be monitored during excavation works.  Excavations should 

be suspended if the water temperature exceeds 15 degrees Celsius.  High Peak Borough Council must be 

notified and monitoring records made available for inspection. Probe holes used for monitoring should be 

capped at the surface and the annular space around any temporary stand-pipes adequately sealed to 

prevent runoff entering the holes during the works.   

Following completion of the excavation, probe holes should be backfilled and sealed with bentonite cement 

grout prepared with water of potable quality.  Probe holes completed within the base of the excavation 

should be sealed and the cement allowed to cure before other material is placed within the excavation.  This 

will ensure that the probe holes are adequately sealed.   

3.4 Excavation Methodology 

Method 

For excavated trenches and other excavations, any open trench should be restricted to no more than 5 m in 

length (unless existing site information has demonstrated that the thickness of Namurian strata at the 

location has at least 10 m thickness, in which case a longer trench length up to 12 m may be acceptable).  

There should be a means for sub-dividing the length of any open trench, should invasive thermal water 

inflow need to be held at one end of the trench or the other.  This practice aims to reduce losses of thermal 

water during sealing of the inflow as described below 

Groundwater and arisings shall not be allowed to enter natural water bodies or drains or to seep onto 

unprotected ground and cause seepage to the water table.  Groundwater shall not be allowed to spill outside 

the working area.   

Arrangements should be made to prevent the ingress of surface water into the trench.  

Throughout the excavation of each trench the temperature of any water entering the trench and in probe 

holes should be carefully monitored.  If water with a temperature at or exceeding 15 degrees Celsius is 

encountered, the excavation must stop and the inflow must be immediately sealed.  High Peak Borough 

Council must be notified and monitoring records made available for inspection.  The construction of a trench 

that encounters thermal water presents a significant risk to the Buxton Thermal Springs and the 

excavation/trench will not be continued unless High Peak Borough Council can be assured that the 

mitigation plan prepared in the method statement, or a modification of this, will provide the necessary 

protection to the Buxton Thermal Springs.   

On-site Plant  

Any on-site equipment should be clean and confirmed free of oil or fuel leakage before the work at site 

starts.  The method statement should detail the measures to be taken to avoid contamination of the ground 

or the aquifer by the excavation process.  Recommended minimum measures include: 

 The static plant shall be supplied with drip trays and adsorbent matting to prevent loss of fuel or 

lubricant to the ground. 

 Any equipment used to create the excavation and probe holes should be appropriately cleaned 

prior to use.  In addition, if the excavation/drilling is expected to encounter groundwater, tools 

should be disinfected on arrival and before leaving the site.  Disinfectants used must be safe to 

use in potable water applications3, for example chlorine, hypochlorite or peracetic acid solution.  

It should be noted that domestic forms of disinfectant such as perfumed sodium hypochlorite or 

Jeyes Fluid are specifically banned.  Steam cleaning or jet washing is the most suitable 

technique for removing debris and contaminants and should be used at locations where the 

discharge water will not pose an environmental risk.  The wash-down area and method of 

cleaning should be identified in the method statement.   

 
3 Water UK, 2017.  Principles of Water Supply Hygeine, final version 1 October 2015 (updated 1 March 2017) 
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Waste Collection and Disposal 

The method statement should describe how materials from the excavation will be collected, assessed for 

potentially contaminated material (if relevant) and disposed of in an appropriate manner. 

Where there is risk of encountering contaminated materials, arisings are to be collected in suitable 

containers and transferred to an appropriately licensed waste disposal facility.  Containers used for 

containment of waste arisings must be covered and in sound condition. 

Dewatering from the excavation could affect groundwater levels at Buxton Thermal Springs and should be 

avoided through use of alternative designs as far as practicably possible.  However, if there is a need to 

dewater the excavation (for example, to remove non-thermal groundwater to maintain safe working 

conditions), particular care should be taken to monitor the temperature of the water being extracted to be 

sure that it does not exceed 15 degrees Celsius.  The method statement should describe how the water will 

be discharged from the site in a manner that will protect groundwater and surface water courses.  An 

Environmental Permit may be required to discharge water from the workings.   

Fuel Storage and Plant Refuelling 

All refuelling of plant shall incorporate methods to prevent spillage to ground or groundwater.  Off-site re-

fuelling and storage of petroleum products and other hazardous materials is recommended.  If on-site 

refuelling is required it shall be undertaken on areas of hardstanding or over an impermeable surface, using 

a hand pump or similar method that minimises the risk of spillages.  All fuel containers shall be of suitable 

material and labelled.  All fuels stored on site must be in a lockable facility or container that is bunded to at 

least 110% of stored fuel capacity. 
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Appendix C  

Template planning conditions related to water 

issues 

Water efficiency and supply 

The dwelling(s) hereby permitted shall incorporate water efficiency measures to achieve usage of no more 

than 110 litres of water per person per day under regulation 36 2(b) set out in part G2 of the 2015 Building 

Regulations. No occupation of [any of] the dwelling[s] shall take place until a Building Regulations 

assessment confirms that the development has been constructed in accordance with regulation 36 2(b) of 

part G2 of the Building Regulations for water efficiency and has been submitted to and agreed in writing by 

the local planning authority. 

No development shall commence on site until details of the works for the provision of water for domestic use 

have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. No dwelling shall be first 

occupied until the approved water supply details have been fully implemented in accordance with the 

approved plans. Should water for domestic use be provided by a private water supply (i.e. not provided by a 

statutory water undertaker) no dwelling shall be first occupied until a risk assessment of the supply has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA, to determine its suitability and sufficiency. 

No development unless a method statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning 

Authority, detailing all mitigation measures to be delivered to secure the quality, quantity and continuity of 

water supplies to properties which are served by private water supplies at the date of this consent and which 

may be affected by the Development. The method statement shall include water quality sampling methods 

and shall specify abstraction points. The approved method statement shall thereafter be implemented in full.  

 

No occupation of [any of] the development shall take place until an accredited Post Construction stage 

BREEAM assessment which confirms that the development has been constructed in accordance with the 

BREEAM score for water usage required in the planning permission has been submitted to and agreed in 

writing by the local planning authority. 

 

SuDS 

No works on site shall commence until a detailed drainage scheme (to include the disposal of surface water 

by means of sustainable methods of urban drainage systems) has been submitted to and approved in writing 

by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall only be implemented in accordance with such 

approved details. 

No dwelling hereby permitted shall be occupied until a sustainable drainage scheme for foul and surface 

water drainage from the site has been completed in accordance with the approved details. The sustainable 

drainage scheme shall be retained, managed and maintained for the lifetime of the development in 

accordance with a management and maintenance plan submitted to and approved in writing by the local 

planning authority. 

The development shall not begin until details of a scheme for separate foul and surface water drainage, 

including any balancing works or off-site works, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 

Planning Authority. Surface water must first be investigated for potential disposal through use of sustainable 

drainage techniques and the developer must submit to the Local Planning Authority a report detailing the 
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results of such an investigation together with the design for disposal of surface water using such techniques 

or proof that they would be impractical. The scheme would also be required to demonstrate that there is no 

resultant unacceptable risk to controlled waters. The scheme so approved shall thereafter be implemented in 

full before the first occupation of the development. 

Prior to the commencement of development details of surface water drainage works shall be submitted to 

and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Before these details are submitted an assessment 

shall be carried out of the potential for disposing of surface water by means of a sustainable drainage system 

and the results of the assessment provided to the Local Planning Authority. Where a sustainable drainage 

scheme is to be provided the submitted details shall: 

i) provide information about the design storm period and intensity, the method employed to delay 

and control the surface water discharged from the site and the measures taken to prevent 

pollution of the receiving groundwater and/or surface waters; 

ii) include a timetable for its implementation; and 

iii) provide a management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development which shall 

include the arrangements for adoption by any public authority or statutory undertaker and any 

other arrangements to secure the operation of the scheme throughout its lifetime. 

Prior to the occupation of the buildings hereby approved the surface water drainage works shall be carried 

out and the sustainable urban drainage system shall thereafter be managed and maintained in accordance 

with the agreed management and maintenance plan 

 

No infiltration of surface water drainage into the ground is permitted other than with the express written 

consent of the Local Planning Authority, which may be given for those parts of the site where it has been 

demonstrated that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to controlled waters. The development shall be 

carried out in accordance with the approval details. 

Basements and excavations 

Excavation must take place in accordance with the approved desk study, risk assessment and method 

statement for excavation (doc refs) prepared in line with the Council’s Code of Practice: Excavations in the 

Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs. The excavation works shall be undertaken in accordance with the 

approved method statement.  

If piling is necessary, a written method statement shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority. This 

method statement should be in line with the following:  

• Environment Agency guidance (Environment Agency (2001), Piling and Penetrative Ground 

Improvements on Land Affected by Land Contamination NC/99/73.  

• HPBC Code of Practice: Excavations in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

• HPBC Code of Practice Drilling of Boreholes in the Vicinity of Buxton Thermal Springs 

The effects of noise generation (hours of operation) should also be considered and should include noise 

mitigation measures consistent with best practical means. No piling shall take place until the method 

statement has been approved. 

No development shall take place before detailed drawings of all existing and proposed underground works, 

including foundations, drainage and those of statutory undertakers, have been submitted to, and approved 

in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. Such details shall include the location, extent and depth of all 

excavations and these works shall be carried out and completed in accordance with the details as approved. 
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Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 

1995 (or any Order revising, revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification), there shall be 

no enlargement or extension of the dwelling(s) hereby permitted, including basement development, without 

the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority. 

Fuel/Chemical Storage 

No development shall take place before a scheme for the construction of storage facilities for oils, fuels or 

chemicals has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development 

shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme and be thereafter maintained. 

Sewage 

None of the [dwellings/buildings] hereby approved shall be occupied until works for the disposal of 

sewerage have been provided on the site to serve the development hereby permitted, in accordance with 

details to be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 
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Appendix D  

Location of the Peak District Dales Special Area of 

Conservation 

This plan shows the location of the Peak District Dales Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and other 

designated nature conservation sites in the Buxton and wider area. The plan is correct at the time of 

adoption of the SPD but is subject to change. Applicants should use the latest mapping data from Natural 

England where necessary.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Screening Report 

1.1.1 This screening report has been prepared to determine whether the draft Water in Buxton 

Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) should be subject to a Strategic Environmental 

Assessment (SEA) in accordance with the European Directive 2001/42/EC (SEA Directive) and 

associated Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 (SEA 

Regulations).  

1.2 The screening process and its outcomes 

1.2.1 The purpose of SEA is to provide for a high level of protection of the environment and to 

contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the preparation and adoption of 

plans and programmes. Planning Practice Guidance (para. 11-008)1 states that “Supplementary 

planning documents do not require a sustainability appraisal but may in exceptional circumstances 

require a strategic environmental assessment if they are likely to have significant environmental 

effects that have not already have been assessed during the preparation of the relevant strategic 

policies.” 

1.2.2 The process for determining whether a SEA of the SPD is required is called screening. In order to 

screen, it is necessary to determine if a plan will have significant environmental effects using the 

criteria set out in Annex II of the SEA Directive and Schedule I of the SEA Regulations. It is also 

necessary to consult with the consultation bodies (Environment Agency, Historic England and 

Natural England).  

1.2.3 Once the consultation has been undertaken, the responsible authority, which for the purposes of 

this screening exercise is High Peak Borough Council (the Council) can determine whether a SEA is 

required. Within 28 days of its determination, the Council as the responsible authority must publish 

a statement, setting out its decision. If it is determined that a SEA is not required, the statement 

must include the reasons for this. 

1.3 The Water in Buxton Supplementary Planning Document 

1.3.1 The Water in Buxton SPD expands on the policies contained in the High Peak Local Plan (the Local 

Plan) adopted in April 2016 which sets out the vision, objectives, policies and site allocations to 

guide development in the borough up to 2031. 

1.3.2 The purpose of the SPD is to add further detail to the Local Plan policies regarding water resources 

and quality in the Buxton Sub-area, specifically policies EQ1: Climate Change and S7: Buxton Sub-

area Strategy. The SPD does not introduce new policy. 

1.3.3 The SPD provides guidance to raise awareness of the vital importance of water sources in Buxton 

when preparing development proposals and submitting planning applications. This guidance sets 

out: 

⚫ The importance of the policies and why their objectives need to be met; 

 
1 Available via: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/strategic-environmental-assessment-and-sustainability-appraisal  
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⚫ The different types of protection afforded to Buxton waters; 

⚫ The potential risk factors; 

⚫ Types of development that may be particularly sensitive; and 

⚫ guidance that could be helpful to applicants when considering development proposals. 

1.3.4 On adoption, the SPD will form part of the suite of Council planning documents and will be a 

material consideration when considering planning applications or planning appeals. 
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2. Screening 

2.1 The SEA process 

2.1.1 The process by which screening is used to determine whether a SEA is required is demonstrated in 

Figure 2.12. This step-by step process has been used to screen the Water in Buxton SPD. 

Figure 2.1 Application of the SEA Directive to plans and programmes 

 

 
2 Office for the Deputy Prime Minister (2005) A Practical Guide to the SEA Directive. Available via: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7657/practicalguidesea.pdf  
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2.2 Screening against the SEA Directive 

2.2.1 Table 2.1 shows the outcomes of each of these steps and how they have been followed to identify 

whether a SEA of the SPD is necessary. 

Table 2.1  Screening against the SEA Directive 

Stage Y/N Reason 

1. Is the PP (plan or programme) subject to 

preparation and/or adoption by a national, 

regional or local authority OR prepared by an 

authority for adoption through a legislative 

procedure by Parliament or Government? (Art. 

2(a)) 

 

Y The plan will be adopted by High Peak Borough 

Council as an SPD. The SPD will be a material 

consideration in the determination of planning 

decisions. 

2. Is the PP required by legislative, regulatory or 

administrative provisions? (Art. 2(a)) 

Y Whilst not a legislative requirement, the SPD will 

support implementation of the adopted High Peak 

Local Plan (when the SPD is adopted under the 

Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 

(England) Regulations 2012 regulations).  

 

When adopted, the SPD will become part of the 

Council’s suite of planning documents. 

 

3. Is the PP prepared for agriculture, forestry, 

fisheries, energy, industry, transport, waste 

management, water management, 

telecommunications, tourism, town and country 

planning or land use, AND does it set a framework 

for future development consent of projects in 

Annexes I and II to the EIA Directive? (Art 3.2(a)) 

Y The SPD is a town and country planning/land use 

document. It provides guidance to help implement 

the policies of the Local Plan but does not itself set 

out new policy. The SPD sets out guidance to 

support the implementation of policies EQ1 and S7 

which include policy provisions for water 

management, amongst other matters. 

 

 

5. Does the PP determine the use of small areas at 

local level, OR is it a minor modification of a PP 

subject to Art. 3.2? (Art. 3.3) 

Y The SPD sets out further guidance to supplement 

Local Plan policies in the Buxton Sub-area related 

to water resource, quality and water efficiency. It is 

the Local Plan that determines the use at the local 

level whilst the SPD will also become a material 

consideration when determining planning 

applications in the area. 

 

8. Is it likely to have a significant effect on the 

environment? (Art. 3.5) 

N The purpose of the SPD is to provide guidance to 

assist in the interpretation of adopted Local Plan 

policies which were subject to SEA (incorporated 

within the Sustainability Appraisal (SA)). The 

guidance flows from the policy objectives and 

wording within the Local Plan. Therefore, it is 

considered that the SPD will not have any 

significant effects on the environment and 

therefore does not require SEA. 

 

2.2.2 Table 2.2 sets out the assessment of the draft SPD against the requirements in Schedule 1. 
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Table 2.2  Assessment of the SPD against Schedule 1 of the SEA Regulations 

Criteria from Schedule 1 of the Regulations Relationship to the SPD 

The characteristics of plans and programmes  

A. The degree to which the plan or programme sets a 

framework for projects and other activities, either 

with regard to the location, nature, size and operating 

conditions or by allocating resources; 

 

The SPD provide more detail and guidance on the 

policies contained in the Local Plan which was subject to 

SA (incorporating the requirements of SEA).  

 

The SPD specifically expands upon the policies relating to 

water resource, quality and efficiency in the Buxton sub-

area contained within the Local Plan.  The SPD does not 

seek to change the Local Plan’s spatial strategy, nor does 

it seek to allocate land or resources.  

B. The degree to which the plan or programme 

influences other plans and programmes including 

those in a hierarchy. 

 

The SPD provides further guidance on the policies in the 

Local Plan and sits below the Local Plan in the hierarchy 

of planning documents at the local level. It also accords 

with relevant national planning policy guidance in the 

National Planning Policy Framework and Planning 

Practice Guidance. The SPD does not directly influence 

any other plans or programmes. 

C. The relevance of the plan or programme for the 

integration of environmental considerations in 

particular with a view to promoting sustainable 

development; 

The SPD forms part of the Council’s approach to ensuring 

the protection of water quality, resources and efficiency in 

the Buxton sub-area as part of the overall Local Plan 

approach to ensuring sustainable development in the 

Borough.  

 

The SPD expands upon development plan policy 

contained within the Local Plan which seeks to integrate 

environmental considerations and has been the subject of 

SA (and SEA) which seeks to ensure sustainable 

development.  

D. environmental problems relevant to the plan or 

programme; and 

The Local Plan recognises the importance of the water 

environment in Buxton because of the natural intrinsic 

environmental qualities and the wider economic 

importance of natural mineral water and thermal spring 

to the town. Additionally, the Local Plan policies 

recognise the issue of phosphate loading in the River 

Wye and require higher levels of water efficiency in new 

development.  

 

The SPD supports the implementation of Local Plan 

policies by providing guidance on how the policy 

objectives can be achieved to ensure that these important 

natural resources are protected. 

E. The relevance of the plan or programme for the 

implementation of Community legislation on the 

environment (e.g. plans and programmes 

linked to waste management 

or water protection). 

The SPD expands upon development plan policy 

regarding the protection of water quality and resources. 

Although the SPD includes guidance on these matters it 

does not introduce new policy.   

 

The SPD is relevant to community legislation on water 

protection and could support measures to protect water 
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Criteria from Schedule 1 of the Regulations Relationship to the SPD 

quality and resource, in line with the Local Plan policy it 

supports. 

Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected by the SPD 

A. Probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of 

the effects 

The SPD is likely to remain relevant for the duration of the 

plan period (subject to any review of Local Plan in that 

time). The anticipated effects on the sustainability of the 

Borough are expected to be positive by providing 

guidance to support the implementation of policies 

designed to protect water quality and resource in the 

Buxton Sub-area.  

B. Cumulative nature of the effects; The SPD expands upon Local Plan policy relevant to the 

Buxton Sub-area and any significant cumulative effects 

will therefore be consistent with those identified for the 

Local Plan, as assessed through the Local Plan SA/SEA.  

C. Transboundary nature of the effects; The SPD does not have any significant transboundary 

effects. The River Wye Valley Site of Special Scientific 

Interest (SSSI) and Peak District Dale Special Area of 

Conservation (SAC) extends beyond the boundary. The 

consideration of such effects was considered during 

preparation of the Local Plan through the SA and Habitats 

Regulations Assessment (HRA). The SPD provides 

guidance for the implementation of the adopted policies.  

D. Risks to human health or the environment The SPD does not present any risks to human health or 

the environment. The guidance supports implementation 

of Local Plan policies which seek to protect the quality 

and supply of natural mineral water sources in Buxton 

(S7) and minimise phosphate load in the River Wye to 

protect water quality (EQ1 and S7). 

E. Magnitude and spatial extent of the effects 

(geographical area and size of the population likely to 

be affected) 

The effects are expected in the Buxton Sub-area 

established through the adopted Local Plan. However, the 

implementation may positively affect designated 

conservation sites that partially lie outside the boundary 

(SSSI and SAC). 

F. Value and vulnerability of the area likely to be 

affected due to: 

(i) special natural characteristics or cultural heritage; 

(ii) exceeded environmental quality standards or limit 

values; or 

(iii) intensive land-use 

 

The SPD is not expected to adversely affect special 

natural characteristics or cultural heritage. It expands 

upon the policies contained within the adopted Local 

Plan and it establishes guidance which seeks to protect 

the natural characteristics of the water environment (with 

no reference to cultural heritage protection which is 

considered through other Local Plan policies).   

 

The SPD does not set policy related to specific land uses. 

The SPD provides guidance on policies which seek to 

protect and conserve water quality and resource. It is not 

expected to lead to the exceedance of environmental 

standards or promote intensive land use.   
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Criteria from Schedule 1 of the Regulations Relationship to the SPD 

G. Effects on areas or landscapes which have a 

recognised national, Community or international 

protection status. 

The SPD is not expected to have an adverse effect on 

areas or landscapes with recognised national, community 

or international protection status. The guidance 

supplements Local Plan policies EQ1 and S7 with regard 

to water quality in the River Wye Valley, which is a 

designated SSSI and forms part of the Peak District Dales 

SAC. 

 

 

2.3 Screening conclusion 

2.3.1 This screening report has considered whether the Water in Buxton SPD should be subject to a SEA 

under the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004.  

2.3.2 Based on the screening process, it is considered that the SPD does not require a SEA. This is 

because no significant environmental, social or economic effects arising from its implementation 

have been identified, as it seeks only to expand upon and provide guidance for the effective and 

consistent implementation of Local Plan policies. 
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